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Abstrat

This thesis presents a theoretial physis study about the interation of swift harged par-

tiles with materials of radiotherapeuti interest, with appliations in ion beam aner

therapy. The work fouses on the alulation of probabilities (ross setions) for the ele-

troni interation (exitation and ionization) of harged partiles (swift ion and eletron

beams) with ondensed materials of interest (inluding inorgani and organi-biologial),

and their use in programs for simulating the ion propagation and interation with biologial

materials.

After a general introdution (hapter 1), the �rst part of this thesis (hapters 2 to 4)

deals with the alulation of the ross setions. The dieletri formalism has been used

to obtain basi eletroni slowing down quantities, suh as stopping power, energy-loss

straggling, mean free path, and others, for ion and eletron beams. A methodology has been

developed to apply the dieletri formalism to also obtain eletron prodution ross setions,

inluding the alulation of energy and angular distributions of seondary eletrons. A

methodology has been implemented to extend these alulations to arbitrary biologial

materials, inluding omplex targets suh as ortial bone, dna and dna omponents,

proteins, or ell ompartments.

One the ross setions have been obtained, they have been used to feed the simulation

ode seis for ion beam propagation in ondensed matter (hapters 5 and 6). The ode

has been extended to aount for the e�ets of relativisti protons (relativisti orretions

and nulear fragmentation reations have been implemented), and then it has been ap-

plied to simulate situations of interest in ion beam aner therapy. A set of experiments

of irradiation of mirometri ylindrial targets has been reprodued, to benhmark the

performane of seis and to assess the stopping power of protons in liquid water (the

main onstituent of living tissues). Also, the seis ode has been used to obtain quantities

suh as depth-dose urves, lateral dose pro�les, and related quantities, useful for treatment

planning.

Finally, some analytial tehniques have been implemented, in ontrast with the simu-

lation tehniques (hapter 7). A penil beam algorithm for fast alulation of depth-dose

urves and lateral dose pro�les has been implemented, taking advantage of the results ob-

tained with the seis ode. Also, an anlytial model for ion beam interation with realisti

sub-ellular ompartments has been developed. This model is very useful for assessing the

energy deposition and number of ionizations produed in the ell nuleus and ytoplasm.

Suh quantities are very relevant in radiobiology, sine the energy deposited in the ell

nuleus an be related to ell death, and sine other biologial e�ets have been reported

regarding energy deposition outside the ell nuleus.

All the results presented in this thesis explore di�erent physial proesses involved in

the mehanisms underlying ion beam aner therapy.
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Resumen

En esta tesis se presenta un estudio teório sobre la interaión de partíulas argadas

aeleradas on materiales de interés radioterapéutio, on miras a su posible apliaión en

el tratamiento del áner mediante haes de iones. El trabajo se entra en el álulo de las

probabilidades de interaión eletrónia (seiones e�aes de exitaión y de ionizaión)

de partíulas argadas (haes de iones y de eletrones) on materia ondensada, inluyendo

materiales inorgánios y orgánios de interés para el problema estudiado, así omo su uso

en programas de simulaión de la interaión de la radiaión on materiales biológios.

Tras una introduión general (apítulo 1), la primera parte de la tesis (apítulos 2�4)

trata sobre el álulo de las seiones e�aes. El formalismo dielétrio se ha utilizado para

obtener las magnitudes básias de frenado, tales omo el poder de frenado, el straggling en

la pérdida de energía, o el reorrido libre medio, para haes de iones y eletrones. También

se ha desarrollado un método para apliar el formalismo dielétrio al álulo de seiones

e�aes de ionizaión, inluyendo el álulo de las distribuiones energétias y angulares

de eletrones seundarios. Además, se ha implementado una metodología para extender

estos álulos a materiales biológios arbitrarios, inluyendo blanos omplejos, tales omo

el hueso, el adn y sus omponentes moleulares, proteínas, o ompartimentos elulares.

Las seiones e�aes obtenidas se han utilizado omo dato de entrada en el ódigo de

simulaión seis para la propagaión de haes de iones en materia ondensada (apítulos

5 y 6). Este programa se ha ampliado para tener en uenta los efetos espeí�os sufridos

por protones relativistas (orreiones relativistas y reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión

nulear) y se ha utilizado para simular situaiones de interés en la terapia del áner

mediante haes de iones. Mediante el programa de simulaión seis se ha reproduido una

serie de experimentos de irradiaión de blanos ilíndrios mirométrios, para poner a

prueba el programa, así omo para evaluar el poder de frenado de protones en agua líquida

(el prinipal omponente de los tejidos vivos). Además, se ha utilizado seis para obtener

antidades tales omo la dosis en funión de la profundidad, los per�les de dosis lateral, y

otras antidades relaionadas, útiles en terapia.

Por último, se han desarrollado ténias analítias, en ontraste on la ténia de

simulaión (apítulo 7). Se ha implementado un algoritmo de haes tipo pinel para el

álulo rápido de la dosis, aprovehando los resultados obtenidos on el programa seis.

Además, se ha desarrollado un modelo analítio para desribir la interaión de haes de

iones on ompartimentos subelulares realistas. Este modelo es muy útil para evaluar el

depósito de energía y el número de ionizaiones produidas en el núleo y el itoplasma

elular, antidades que son relevantes en radiobiología, ya que la energía depositada en el

núleo puede relaionarse on la probabilidad de muerte elular, mientras que existen otros

efetos biológios relaionados on el depósito de energía fuera del núleo.

Los resultados presentados en esta tesis exploran diferentes proesos físios impliados

en los meanismos que subyaen a la terapia del áner mediante haes de iones.
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Resum

En aquesta tesi es presenta un estudi teòri sobre la interaió de partíules arregades

aelerades amb materials d'interès radioterapèuti, amb vistes a la seua possible apliaió

en el tratament del àner mitjançant feixos d'ions. El treball es entra en el àlul

de les probabilitats d'interaió eletrònia (seions e�aes d'exitaió i d'ionitzaió)

de partíules arregades (feixos d'ions i d'eletrons) amb matèria ondensada, inloent

materials inorgànis i orgànis d'interès per al problema estudiat, així om el seu ús en

programes de simulaió de la interaió de la radiaió amb materials biològis.

Després d'una introduió general (apítol 1), la primera part de la tesi (apítols 2-4)

trata sobre el àlul de les seions e�aes. El formalisme dielètri s'ha utilitzat per

obtindre les magnituds bàsiques de frenada, om ara el poder de frenada, l'straggling en

la pèrdua d'energia, o el reorregut lliure mitjà, per feixos d'ions i eletrons. També s'ha

desenvolupat un mètode per apliar el formalisme dielètri al àlul de seions e�aes

d'ionitzaió, inloent el àlul de les distribuions energètiques i angulars d'eletrons

seondaris. A més, s'ha implementat una metodologia per estendre aquests àluls a

materials biològis arbitraris, inloent blans omplexos, om ara l'os ortial humà, l'adn

i els seus omponents moleulars, proteïnes, o ompartiments el·lulars.
Les seions e�aes obtingudes s'han utilitzat om a dada d'entrada al odi de

simulaió seis per a la propagaió de feixos d'ions en matèria ondensada (apítols 5

i 6). Aquest programa s'ha ampliat per tindre en ompte els efetes espeí�s propis dels

protons relativistes (orreions relativistes i reaions nulears de fragmentaió nulear)

i s'ha utilitzat per simular situaions d'interès en la teràpia del àner mitjançant feixos

d'ions. Mitjançant el programa de simulaió seis s'ha reproduït una sèrie d'experiments

d'irradiaió de blans ilíndris miromètris, per posar a prova el programa, així om per a

avaluar el poder de frenada de protons en aigua líquida (el prinipal omponent dels teixits

vius). A més, s'ha emprat seis per obtindre quantitats om ara la dosi en funió de la

profunditat, els per�ls de dosis lateral, i altres quantitats relaionades, útils en teràpia.

Finalment, s'han desenvolupat tèniques analítiques, en ontrast amb la tènia de

simulaió (apítol 7). S'ha implementat un algoritme de feixos tipus pinzell per al

àlul ràpid de la dosi, apro�tant els resultats obtinguts amb el programa seis. A

més, s'ha desenvolupat un model analíti per desriure la interaió de feixos d'ions amb

ompartiments subel·lulars realistes. Aquest model és molt útil per a avaluar el dipòsit

d'energia i el nombre d'ionitzaions produïdes en el nuli i el itoplasma el·lular, quantitats
que són rellevants en radiobiologia, ja que l'energia dipositada en el nuli pot relaionar-se

amb la probabilitat de mort el·lular, mentres que hi ha altres efetes biològis relaionats

amb el dipòsit d'energia fora del nuli.

Els resultats presentats en aquesta tesi exploren diferents proessos físis impliats en

els meanismes subjaents a la teràpia del àner mitjançant feixos d'ions.
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Glossary

In this glossary, we summarise the most ommon symbols used through this thesis. How-

ever, sometimes it is unavoidable to repeat some symbols to refer to di�erent quantities in

some ontexts. Therefore, the reader should be areful, and refer to the de�nitions given in

eah setion for eah symbol, even though the referene given here is appliable to almost

the whole doument.

Fundamental onstants

e Absolute value of the eletron harge

m Eletron mass

~ = h/2π Redued Plank's onstant

NA Avogadro's number

a0 Bohr's radius

c Speed of light

Quantities

Projetile properties

T Projetile kineti energy

T0 Projetile initial kineti energy

M Projetile mass

Z Projetile atomi number

q Projetile harge state

φq(T ) Charge fration of the projetile in the harge state q
A Projetile mass number

N Number of partiles

N0 Initial number of partiles

Target properties

Mi Target atom i mass

At Target total massi number

Zt Target total atomi number

N Atomi/Moleular density

ǫ(k, ω) = ǫ1(k, ω) + iǫ2(k, ω) Target dieletri funtion

xiii



xiv Glossary

ñ = n+ iκ Complex refrative index

n Refrative index

κ Extintion oe�ient

〈B〉 Mean binding energy of the outer shell eletrons

Bi Binding energy of the inner shell i
A Surfae area

ρ Mass density

χ Mass fration

αi Stoihiometry of the element i in the target

f0n(k, ω) Generalized osillator strengths

ǫ0n(k) Eletroni transition form fator

Cross setions and related

λi Mean free path for proess i
σi Mirosopi ross setion for proess i
Λi = 1/λi = Nσi Marosopi ross setion (or inverse mean free path)

for proess i
E = ~ω Energy transfer

Q = ~k Momentum transfer

W = E − 〈B〉 (orW = E − Bi) Kineti energy of seondary eletrons

ϑ Sattering angle of inoming ion

θ Ejetion angle of seondary eletrons

ϕ Azimuthal angle of sattering of the inoming ion

Θ Sattering angle of inoming ion

(laboratory frame of referene)

Ψ Azimuthal angle of sattering of the inoming ion

(laboratory frame of referene)

Others

z Longitudinal oordinate inside the target

(penetration depth)

x, y Lateral oordinates inside the target

ξ Random number

R Penetration range

in the ontinuous slowing down approximation

Edep(z) Longitudinal energy deposition (depth-dose urve)

Edep(x, z) Transverse energy deposition in the x diretion

ζ Spei� energy (energy deposited per unit mass)

D Dose

S Cell survival probability



Glossary xv

Abbreviations

bea Binary enounter approximation

dw-eis Continuum-distorted-wave�Eikonal-initial-state

sda Continuous slowing down approximation

tm Classial trajetory Monte Carlo

dds Doubly di�erential ross setion

dsb Double strand break

elf Energy-loss funtion

gos Generalized osillator strengths

imfp Inverse mean free path

lem Loal e�et model

let Linear energy transfer

melf Mermin energy-loss funtion

rmsr Root mean square radius

ss Stopping ross setion

sds Simply di�erential ross setion

ssb Single strand break

ts Total ross setion

tis Total ionization ross setion

wer Water equivalent ratio

wet Water equivalent thikness
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Chapter 1

Introdution, motivation

and aim of the work

1.1 Introdution

The interation of fast harged partiles with atoms, moleules and ondensed matter has a

great interest, both in fundamental and applied researh. Regarding the fundamental point

of view, the �rst ontributions on this �eld ame in the late xix and early xx enturies

with the pioneer experiments with gas-disharge tubes and radioative soures (nowadays

known to onsist on beams of eletrons and ionised moleules in one ase, and on beams

of helium ions and eletrons in the other) [Sigmund 2006℄. Notably, radiation physis was

diretly involved, �rst, in the disovery of the eletron by Thomson [1897℄, with the use and

analysis of the athodi tubes, and, later, in the disovery of the atomi internal struture

by Rutherford [1911℄, by the bombardment of thin gold foils with swift alpha partiles from

a radioative soure. Both of them represent very important milestones in the development

of the siene of the xx entury.

In the xxi entury, this area of physis is still of great importane, beams of harged

partiles being used in very di�erent disiplines [Sigmund 2006℄ suh as nulear, atomi-

ollisions and partile physis (where beam interations are important for beam soures and

detetors, beam handling, et), astrophysis and spae siene (where, for example, solar

wind and solar �ares onsist on swift proton and helium ions) [Baragiola 2006℄, or plasma

physis and fusion researh (where the interation of the on�ned plasma �onsisting on

aelerated hydrogen isotopes� with the reator vessel is one of the urrent limiting fators

in the development of this energy soure) [Kleyn 2006℄.

Regarding applied researh, beams of harged partiles have a lot of important appli-

ations in siene, industry and mediine. Many tehniques that make use of aelerated

harged partiles are routinely used in sienti� researh in order to determine the struture

and omposition of materials, suh as eletron mirosopy, eletron energy-loss spetrosopy

(eels), seondary ion mass spetrometry (sims), Rutherford baksattering (rbs), or elas-

ti reoil detetion analysis (erda) [Sigmund 2006, Egerton 2011, Giuntini 2011℄. Other

tehniques involving aelerated harged partiles, like ion implantation and eletron or

ion beam lithography, are ommonly used as fabriation tools in miroeletronis and

nanosiene [Ryssel and Glawishning 1982, Wang, Chuang, and Li 1986, MFarland 2006,

Köhler and Fritzshe 2007℄.

1
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of depth-dose urves of a 4 MeV X-ray beam, a 4 MeV and a 100 MeV

eletron beam, and a 121 MeV proton beam in liquid water, main onstituent of living tissues,

showing the working priniple of ion beam aner therapy. In this ase, 121 MeV protons would

be adequate for treating a tumour present at a depth of ∼10 m in tissue.

Mediine is one of the �elds that is greatly exploiting radiation: swift harged partiles

are used in radiotherapy, whih is the appliation for whih the results presented in this

thesis are aimed for, although from a more fundamental, rather than linial, point of

view. Radiation is, nonetheless, a double-edged weapon, and it an treat aner, but also

indue it. Atually, radiation damage to human tissues is one important limiting fator

for manned missions to spae [Cuinotta et al. 1996℄. Therefore, the understanding of the

many proesses taking plae when harged partiles interat with biologial materials is

very important, both in the �elds of nulear mediine and radiation protetion.

1.2 Ion beam aner therapy

Among the di�erent modalities of radiotherapy, there is one that is attrating muh in-

terest lately, espeially for the treatment of tumors present near ritial strutures suh

as the brain or other sensitive organs: ion beam aner therapy or hadron therapy

[Loe�er and Durante 2013℄. Conventional radiotherapy uses high energy photon or ele-

tron beams in order to deliver high energy doses in anerous tissues and destroy them.

Nonetheless, the depth-dose distributions of photon beams have a broad maximum loated

near the entrane in the tissue, while eletron beams usually penetrate small distanes, or

they have very spread dose pro�les at very high energies, as it an be seen in Fig. 1.1,
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where relative depth-dose urves of photons, eletrons and protons in liquid water are

shown. Liquid water is the main onstituent of living matter and, hene, an approximate

representation of tissue. Ion beams present a sharp depth-dose urve whih, in the ase of

121 MeV protons, would be adequate for treating a tumour present at a depth around 10

m in tissue.

It is worth to notie in Fig. 1.1 the similar behavior of photon and eletron beams

at shallow depths, when they have the same energy: atually, the maximum in the X-

ray pro�le is due to the photoeletri e�et, whih produes photoeletrons with roughly

the same energy as the photons; the non-absorbed X-rays exhibit the typial exponential

attenuation, giving plae to the broad depth-dose urve. In the ase of harged partiles,

where eletrons and protons are shown in Fig. 1.1, they present an inverse depth-dose urve

with a maximum shifted towards the end of their trajetories. This is due to their inreased

interation probability with the target eletrons as their veloities derease, as it will be

explained in hapter 2. Among them, protons present a muh deeper and sharper maximum,

due to the large mass di�erene between these projetiles and the target eletrons, a fat

that minimizes the e�ets of multiple sattering.

This sharp maximum in the ion beams dose, known as the Bragg peak, is the main

physial feature in whih ion beam aner therapy is based: while eletrons an only pen-

etrate small depths, and photons deposit the dose everywhere, ion beams an deliver high

doses at very well ontrolled depths, depending on their initial energy. This fat, om-

bined with the small lateral de�etion in ion trajetories, also due to their large masses,

make ion beam aner therapy a muh more seletive form of irradiation. On view of

these features, the possible linial use of proton beams was �rst suggested by Wilson

[1946℄. Two years after this �rst suggestion, the synhrotron at Lawrene Berkeley Lab-

oratory (lbl) was used for physial and radiobiologial experiments with proton beams,

and ion beam aner therapy started to be tested with patients at lbl in 1954 [Jäkel 2006,

Shardt, Elsässer, and Shulz-Ertner 2010℄. Sine then, and by the end of 2013, more than

120000 patients have been treated with ion beam aner therapy all over the world, where

the bast majority were irradiated with protons (86%), followed by arbon ions (11%) and

other partiles [ptog 2015℄.

Even though the number of patients is inreasing with time, the eonomi osts of

hadron therapy make these numbers very modest in omparison with onventional treat-

ment. Espeially, this fat has produed a lak of rigorous linial trials, raising the ontro-

versy among the medial ommunity whether hadron therapy is superior than onventional

radiotherapy or not, espeially in ost/bene�t terms [Loe�er and Durante 2013℄. However,

the suess shown by urrent experiene [Tsujii and Kamada 2012, Loe�er and Durante

2013, Kramer 2015℄, together with the well grounded rationale of the tehnique, with a

highly seletive dose delivery, has motivated the building of new enters and, nowadays,

more than 50 failities are urrently operating around the world, and more than 40 are

planned or under onstrution [ptog 2015℄. Most of the failities in the world (espeially

in the usa) use protons, while arbon ion therapy is employed, together with protons, in

Europe, Japan and China.

Although the physial rationale of ion beam aner therapy (based on the Bragg peak

feature) is known, and all the related tehnology regarding beam delivery and dosimetry

is well developed [Paganetti 2012a℄, a lot of fundamental researh is needed in order to

ahieve a better understanding of its underlying mehanisms and to gain a muh better

ontrol of its possibilities. For example, it is known that ions present an enhaned relative
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biologial e�etiveness as ompared with photons,

1

and that it an vary between di�erent

ions (being larger for arbon ions than for protons) or even between di�erent ell lines

[Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄. These variations are not due to di�erenes in the marosopi

depth-dose urves, but they are related to the mirosopi trak-struture of radiation, and

its interation with the miro- and nanometri onstituents of biologial targets. Indeed,

the origin of the enhaned rbe for ions is their highly onentrated and inhomogeneous

energy deposition pro�les in nanometri sales (as ompared with photons, having very

homogeneous dose pro�les), whih give plae to lustered damage in dna, very di�ult to

repair by the ell mahinery. Moreover, new tehnologial developments are still arising in

order to improve the rbe of hadrontherapy, based on the disovery of new fundamental

phenomena. Among them, espeially promising is the use of nanopartiles, whih an be

oated with di�erent organi moleules and then seletively attahed to anerous ells.

It has been shown that, by these means, the probability of dna damage and ell death

an be inreased, although the mirosopi mehanisms are not ompletely understood yet

[Kobayashi et al. 2010, Porel et al. 2012℄.

Therefore, a deeper knowledge of the basi physial, hemial and biologial events

ourring in di�erent sales is desirable in order to ahieve a better ontrol of hadron ther-

apy. This fat is motivating intensive interdisiplinary researh, fat whih is demonstrated

by the large number of international onferenes whih are devoted to this topi, suh as

the reently launhed radam (Radiation Damage in Biomoleular Systems), Nano-ibt

(Nanosale insights into Ion Beam Caner Therapy) or qsm (Quantum Sattering and

Monte Carlo Codes) onferenes, supported by the European ost Ations P9 and MP-

1002, the mtpWorkshops (European Workshop on Monte Carlo Treatment Planning), or

espeial setions devoted to the topi in more general onferenes suh as aari (Confer-

ene on the Appliation of Aelerators in Researh and Industry), dyson (Dynamis of

Systems in the Nanosale), ias (International Conferene on Atomi Collisions in Solids),

iba (International Conferene on Ion Beam Analysis) or osires (Computer Simulation

of Radiation E�ets in Solids). Also, the European Commission has reently launhed the

argent projet (Advaned Radiotherapy, Generated by Exploiting Nanoproesses and

Tehnologies) [argent 2015℄, in order to advane the knowledge in this �eld. Hene, the

urrent interest in the basi and applied researh on the interation of fast harged partiles

with biologial materials is lear and well justi�ed.

1.3 Physis of ion beam aner therapy

Ion beam aner therapy is, after all, a omplex problem, whih involves phenomena

in multiple spatial, time and energy sales (see Table 1.1). A good illustration of this

point is represented by the multisale physis approah reently proposed by Surdutovih,

Solov'yov and o-workers [Obolensky et al. 2008, Solov'yov et al. 2009, Surdutovih et al.

2009, Surdutovih, Sifoni, and Solov'yov 2010, Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010b,

Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012℄, aimed to

ahieve a satisfatory desription of all the proesses involved in ion beam aner therapy.

The sketh shown in Fig. 1.2 summarizes the main steps involved in this problem. It starts

in a marosopi sale with the energy loss of ion beams of tens or hundreds of MeV/u mov-

1

rbe, the ratio of the biologial e�ets produed by an ion beam with respet to a photon beam, for

the same amount of energy deposited
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Figure 1.2: Sketh of the multisale physis of ion beam aner therapy, ourtesy of

Surdutovih and Solov'yov [2012℄. The green oval, blue arrow and blue dashed and red dotted

lines represent the work overed in this work: the green oval represents the starting point, while

the blue dashed line enompasses the topis treated in this work. The red dotted line omprises

the topis for whih the results of this thesis an be used as basi input information.

ing through biologial targets,

2

mainly by eletroni exitations and ionisations, although

other proesses, suh as multiple elasti sattering and nulear fragmentation reations are

important as well. This �rst step is haraterized by the Bragg peak, whih has a length

sale of tens of entimetres. The seond step, and one of the most important ones, is the

seondary eletron prodution in di�erent targets. This is espeially important around

the Bragg urve maximum, where the projetiles have typial energies between 0.1 and

20 MeV/u and their ionisation probabilities are larger. The harateristi length sale of

this step is mirosopi, sine the produed seondary eletrons, and the other tertiary

eletrons produed by them, have energies mainly of a few eV, so they will travel in sales

of nanometers or, as muh, some mirometers. These are, preisely, the length sales of

the biologial targets, suh as the ell nuleus or the dna moleule, whih are usually

regarded as the sensitive targets in radiobiologial models [Elsässer and Sholz 2006, 2007,

Sholz and Elsässer 2007, Elsässer et al. 2008, Kase et al. 2008℄. Finally, this shower of se-

ondary eletrons may produe lustered damage in the ultimate nanometri targets (e.g.,

dna, proteins, or other biomoleules). The level of lustering of damage events in these

nanometri targets will determine the �nal e�ets of radiation, sine the more lustered is

the damage, the more di�ult is for the ell to repair it [Singleton, Gri�n, and Thaker

2002, Elsässer and Sholz 2006, 2007, Asaithamby et al. 2011℄.

So far, the main hannel of radiation damage, i.e., eletroni exitations and ionisa-

tions, with the subsequent prodution of seondary eletrons and their energy deposition

in miro/nanometri sales, has been introdued. However, there are also other meha-

2

MeV/u, Megaeletronvolts per nuleon, a ommon energy unit in the �eld.
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Table 1.1: Theoretial and omputational methods used in the theoretial study of ion beam

aner therapy. Green labels refer to the methods that have been diretly employed by us, while

blue (red) labels refer to tehniques from (for) whih we have obtained (produed) input (output)

data. The spae and time sales harateristi of eah phenomenon and tehnique are taken from

Surdutovih, Yakubovih, and Solov'yov [2010℄ and Surdutovih and Solov'yov [2014℄.

Computational method Spae sale Time sale Appliation

Qunatum mehanis Å�nm 10−15
�10−12

s Basi atomi and moleular data:

eletroni and nulear struture

Semiempirial theoretial models nm�µm 10−15
�10−12

s Eletroni exitation and ionisation

(e.g., dieletri formalism) ross setions for ondensed matter

Moleular dynams simulation nm 10−14
�10−9

s Radiation transport,

atomisti simulations: shok waves

Monte Carlo simulation nm�m 10−12
�10−7

s Radiation transport, trak-struture,

free radial di�usion, others

Analytial alulations nm�m 10−12
�10−7

s Fast depth-dose alulations,

miro-/nano-dosimetry, others

Radiobiologial models nm�µm 10−7
s � min Biologial outomes of radiation

nisms of damage, indiretly related to the eletroni exitations of the medium, whih are

onsidered in the sketh of Fig. 1.2: the prodution of free radials, whih are by-produts

of the ionisation proess, and the thermomehanial damage or prodution of shok waves.

The free radials an di�use and get attahed to the dna or other biomoleules, destroying

them. On the other hand, the oupling of the exitations of the eletroni system with the

atomi ores system (eletron-phonon interation) produes a steep inrease in the tem-

perature of the medium, leading to the formation of shok waves. It has been shown that

shok waves an arry energy enough to produe bond breaking in the biologial moleules

[Surdutovih, Yakubovih, and Solov'yov 2013℄.

In view of this senario, it is not surprising that the physial understanding of the meh-

anisms of ion beam aner therapy involves theories and results from very diverse areas of

researh, a fat that makes very attrative the fundamental study of this problem, bringing

the possibility to learn about a large number of �elds, inluding physis, hemistry and bi-

ology. From the physial modeling point of view, and due to the di�erent spatial, time and

energy sales involved in the problem, many theoretial and omputational tehniques an

be used for treating di�erent issues. Table 1.1 summarizes di�erent theoretial tehniques

that an be used in ion beam aner therapy, and their range of appliation. The olour

ode indiates whih tehniques have been diretly used in this work (green), and the ones

from whih input data have been obtained (blue) or for whih our output data produed

ould be employed as input (red).

Starting from the most basi theory, quantum alulations are needed to obtain basi

data regarding the nulear and eletroni struture of the target. Suh data will be useful

for feeding higher level models desribing interatomi interations, ionising ollisions or

nulear fragmentation reations, for example. Nonetheless, suh quantum models are usu-
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ally omplex and omputationally expensive. For these reasons, sometimes it is possible

to make some simpli�ations on the framework of the quantum models, and to use exper-

imental data to avoid some of the more di�ult alulations. One of these semiempirial

models, the dieletri formalism, is used in this thesis for alulating interation data be-

tween the harged projetiles and the eletroni system of ondensed biologial targets. It

will be disussed further on in this hapter, and also in hapter 2.

Moleular Dynamis simulations an be used for studying the propagation

of harged projetiles in the target [Heredia-Avalos, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2007,

Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄, as it will be shown in this thesis, as well as for studying

the evolution of the atomi system after inelasti ollisions, in form of shok waves

[Surdutovih, Yakubovih, and Solov'yov 2013℄. Nonetheless, Moleular Dynamis is a

tehnique omputationally demanding, and it an not be used, for example, for ompre-

hensively following the omplete trak of radiation.

For these purposes, Monte Carlo simulations are used, where the partiles travel in

straight lines, until an interation event ours and the diretion and veloity of the par-

tile hanges, and/or seondary partiles are produed. The event position is randomly

hosen aording to pre-alulated or parameterised probability distributions (known as

ross setions). This tehnique is muh faster than Moleular Dynamis (sine the target

is onsidered as a ontinuum and individual interations are only onsidered at disrete

oordinates, and not ontinuously along the whole trajetory), but at the same time takes

advantage of aurately alulated data (from more basi models, suh as quantum or

semiempirial methods) for the di�erent interation phenomena. Therefore, Monte Carlo

simulations an provide very detailed results, regarding the trajetories of the primary

and seondary partiles and their energy deposition within arbitrary geometries. A basi

explanation of the Monte Carlo method is given in appendix B.

Depending on the level of detail needed in the alulations, two kind of Monte Carlo

simulations an be used for radiation problems: full event-by-event simulations (or trak-

struture odes), where all the elasti and inelasti interations are simulated; and the

ondensed-history or radiation transport simulations, where a bunh of interations are

grouped in order to save omputation time. Usually, radiation transport odes are prefer-

able for marosopi appliations: in this ase, it is not neessary to follow low-energy

seondary partiles, so less detailed input data is needed. These odes are faster and an

provide aurate alulations of energy deposition at marosopi sales. On the other

hand, when simulations are needed for mirosopi appliations, all the primary and se-

ondary partiles have to be followed, and interations an not be grouped. In this ase,

trak-struture simulations must be used, whih need muh more detailed input, suh as

the probabilities for generating seondary partiles, their energy and diretion of ejetion

[Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄.

Analytial tehniques an be used as well to produe similar results to Monte Carlo sim-

ulations [Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Bug et al. 2012, de Vera et al. 2014℄,

as it will be explained in hapter 7. These kind of alulations, where a number of equa-

tions an be solved to alulate the dose, number of ionisations, et, are obviously muh

faster than Monte Carlo simulations, sine they do not need to deal with individual (or

groups of) interations expliitly. Nonetheless, some simpli�ations have to be assumed in

the problem in order to make it analytially treatable. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations

are often used for setting and benhmarking these analytial alulations.
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Finally, when dealing with the biologial results of the irradiation, muh more empirial

radiobiologial models have to be used, in order to deal with this muh more omplex

problem [Elsässer and Sholz 2006, 2007, Sholz and Elsässer 2007, Elsässer et al. 2008,

Kase et al. 2008℄. This point will be also introdued in hapter 7 and in appendix C.

Even though, empirial radiobiologial models rely on input information (mainly, energy

deposition and ionisation distributions in miro- and nanometri sales) whih has to be

obtained from the other more fundamental tehniques, namely Monte Carlo simulations

or analytial tehniques, whih at the same time make use of ross setions obtained from

more basi models.

1.4 Interation data needs for simulation in ion beam

aner therapy

From the previous explanations, it is lear the entral role Monte Carlo simulation plays

in the theoretial study of ion beam aner therapy, sine this tehnique mainly repre-

sents the link between the most fundamental physial information obtained from quantum

(or semiempirial) models, and the less fundamental data radiobiologial models need to

predit biologial outomes of irradiation. A ritial point for the reliability of Monte

Carlo simulation odes (or other analytial alulations) in ion beam aner therapy is the

availability of proper ross setions for all the possible proesses that an our in the inter-

ation of radiation with matter. The interation of harged partiles with liquid water, the

main onstituent of biologial media, is espeially important, although ross setions for

other biologial materials are desirable as well. The possible interations inlude inelasti

and elasti ollisions, both with the target eletrons and nulei, the prodution of nulear

fragmentation reations, the eletron apture and loss by the energeti projetiles, the in-

teration of very low energy eletrons with matter (whih involves exitation of vibrational

modes, the thermalization of the eletrons via proesses suh as solvation or dissoiative

eletron attahment), et. [Baarelli et al. 2010, Deni� et al. 2013℄. Among all these types

of events, the most probable in the energy ranges of interest in this work are the eletroni

interations. They are the main responsible of the slowing down of ion beams and of

the prodution of seondary eletrons, as well as of the stopping of these eletrons and the

ionisation of the biologial targets by them, whih is one of the most harmful events. Tradi-

tionally, the eletroni interation ross setions for water vapour were used in Monte Carlo

odes, being saled to liquid water density, sine all the experimental and theoretial in-

formation was available for this target only [iru 1996℄. Nowadays, several methodologies

have been developed to alulate [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke

2000, Em�etzoglou and Mosovith 2003, Garia-Molina et al. 2009, de Vera et al. 2013b,

Dingfelder 2014, de Vera, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2015℄ and measure [Shimizu et al. 2010,

Shinpaugh et al. 2011, Siiskonen et al. 2011℄ interation data for liquid and solid water,

whih are muh more realisti representations of biologial targets. Nonetheless, a proper

representation of both the marosopi (tissues, bones) and mirosopi (ell ompartments,

dna, proteins) targets requires the knowledge of eletroni interation ross setions for

biologial materials di�erent from liquid (or vapour) water.

Usual eletroni input data for radiation transport Monte Carlo simulations are the ele-

troni inelasti mean free path (mean path length between inelasti ollisions), the stopping

power (mean energy loss per unit path length) and the energy-loss straggling (the variane
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of the energy-loss distribution). Although these quantities are fairly well known for liquid

water, obtaining them for other relevant materials is not a trivial issue. Some databases,

suh as star [Berger et al. 2005℄, or programs, suh as srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler

2008℄, an be used for these purposes. These approahes are quite aurate when exper-

imental data are available for the target of interest. In that ase, the results from these

odes an be parameterised to some extent, so they an reprodue quite well the avail-

able data, and they an be used to extrapolate these quantities where experiments are

not available. Nonetheless, when there are no experimental data, suh databases usually

rely on the use of the Bragg's rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄, whih basially onsists on

the weighted additivity of atomi data, negleting hemial bonding and physial state

e�ets in the alulation. Therefore, methods for realistially aounting for the eletroni

properties of biologial materials, espeially in the ondensed phase, are needed.

In this ontext, the dieletri formalism is a very useful semiempirial approah, es-

peially suited for ondensed targets This theory, whih will be explained in detail in

hapter 2 and extensively used along this thesis, was �rst introdued by Fermi [1940℄,

and was set out in a onvenient analytial form by Lindhard [1954, 1964℄. It assumes,

from a lassial eletrodynamis point of view, a linear response of the eletroni sys-

tem to the perturbation indued by the eletri �eld of the projetile, and an be linked

to a �rst perturbative approah from a quantum point of view (�rst Born approxima-

tion). It allows to alulate the energy loss of harged partiles in ondensed matter

(inelasti mean free path, stopping power or energy-loss straggling, among other quan-

tities) if the dieletri funtion of the target is known. If the dieletri funtion is ob-

tained from aurate experimental data, then all the possible eletroni exitations of the

system are properly aounted for, inluding many-body and physial-state e�ets, repre-

senting a very aurate approah, as it has been demonstrated by the extensive validation

with experimental data [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005b, Garia-Molina et al.

2006, Abril et al. 2007, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2007, Montanari et al. 2007, Denton et al.

2008a,b, Abril et al. 2009, Behar et al. 2009, Garia-Molina et al. 2009, Behar et al. 2010,

de Vera, Abril, and Garia-molina 2011, Limandri et al. 2014℄.

Although the eletroni inelasti mean free path, the stopping power and the energy-loss

straggling are enough eletroni interation input data for radiation transport simulations,

they are not enough for the trak-struture simulations needed for more elaborate radiobi-

ologial appliations. One of the key points in the modelling of ion beam aner therapy

is the seondary eletron prodution and, for these kind of appliations, more detailed

information is needed regarding their energy and angular spetra. As it happens with the

basi energy-loss quantities, a variety of models already exist for its alulation [iru 1996℄.

Some of them are semiempirial, suh as the Rudd formula, while others are simple semilas-

sial theoretial models, suh as the Binary Enounter Approximation, or very elaborate

ab initio models, suh as the Continuum-Distorted-Wave�Eikonal-Initial-State (dw-eis)

model or the Classial Trajetory Monte Carlo (tm) methodology. Although ab initio

methods are the more aurate, they are omputationally expensive, more omplex, and

di�ult to apply to the large maromoleules present in realisti biologial environments.

The semiempirial (and simpler) theoretial methods are muh faster and their use is more

straightforward. The ounterpart is that they are less aurate and, in some ases, their

energy range or projetile�target system of appliation is limited. Therefore, it would be

onvenient to ount on with methods that an be easily implemented and used, being a-

urate enough, and extensible to a wide range of energies, projetiles and targets. In this

ontext, the dieletri formalism has been used by some authors to alulate ionisation
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data, although the analysis was limited to liquid water as a target [Dingfelder et al. 1998,

Em�etzoglou 2003℄. Therefore, part of this thesis will be devoted to the use of the dieletri

formalism for alulating ionisation ross setions for biomaterials [de Vera et al. 2013a,b,

de Vera, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2015℄, whih will yield a database that an be used for

Monte Carlo simulation in ion beam aner therapy.

1.5 Aim and organization of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is the development of models for the interation of radiation with

ondensed biologial targets, both for the desription of the transport of radiation using

Monte Carlo and analytial tehniques, and for obtaining the input information they re-

quire, espeially regarding the eletroni interations, whih are the most probable and

relevant ones. The sketh shown in Fig. 1.2 will serve us as a road map of the researh

developed during the time of this thesis. The green oval represents the starting point of

this work (hapter 2), the blue box designates the areas mostly explored by us (hapters

3-6), the arrow outlines the diretion of our researh, and the red box ontains the most

reent areas under researh by our group (hapter 7). In the following, the ontent of eah

hapter will be summarized.

The �rst step is the alulation of the basi eletroni interation data (stopping power,

energy-loss straggling and mean free path) of swift ion and eletron beams moving through

ondensed biologial materials (green oval), making use of the dieletri formalism, in-

trodued in hapter 2. This formalism has been previously used by our researh group,

together with the melf-gos (Mermin Energy-Loss Funtion � Generalized Osillator

Strengths) method [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005a℄, to alulate eletroni

interation data for ions and eletrons in a wide variety of inorgani materials of interest.

The melf-gos methodology, based on the use of Mermin dieletri funtions [Mermin

1970℄ for the desription of the outer-shell eletron exitations, together with generalized

osillator strengths in the hydrogeni approah [Egerton 2011℄ for the desription of the

inner-shell eletron exitations, represents a pratial improvement over the original Lind-

hard approah, taking into aount the damping of the eletroni exitations. This method-

ology has shown to give aurate results in omparison with available experimental data for

several materials [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005b, Garia-Molina et al. 2006,

Abril et al. 2007, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2007, Montanari et al. 2007, Denton et al. 2008a,b,

Abril et al. 2009, Behar et al. 2009, Garia-Molina et al. 2009, Behar et al. 2010℄. Among

these targets, alulations for proton and alpha partile beams in liquid water have been

reently reported [Garia-Molina et al. 2009℄. Apart of reproduing the general trends of

the experimental measurements in water, the melf-gos methodology an aurately pre-

dit the exitation spetrum of liquid water over the entire plane of energy and momentum

transfers, as it will be shown in hapter 2.

The appliation of this method to other relevant organi and biologial materials, as

well as some inorgani materials present in the body or in dosimetry experimental setups

have not been reported previously, and these results will be shown in hapter 3. One of

the limitations of the dieletri formalism is that it needs as input the experimental (or

aurately alulated) dieletri properties of the ondensed target materials. Although

these quantities are not available for all the materials of interest, we will see in this hapter

how an empirial parameterisation proposed by Tan et al. [2004℄ for organi materials,

and also ab initio alulations (based in the density funtional theory) an be used to
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ompute the eletroni energy loss data for a wide variety of materials, inluding polymers

[de Vera, Abril, and Garia-molina 2011℄ and bone [Limandri et al. 2014℄.

The blue arrow in Fig. 1.2 represents the evolution of our researh within the physis of

ion beam aner therapy. As previously disussed, the inelasti mean free path, stopping

power and energy-loss straggling are not enough input for more detailed trak-struture

simulations. For these kind of odes, more detailed ross setions are needed in order to

provide information on the energy and angular spetra of the seondary eletrons produed

by harged partiles. In hapter 4 we review the most used methodologies to alulate ele-

tron prodution ross setions in biologial materials [iru 1996℄, inluding the dieletri

formalism, whih has been applied, in this ase, only to liquid water [Dingfelder et al. 1998,

Em�etzoglou 2003℄. We will show that it is possible to generalise suh approah to arbi-

trary biologial targets introduing some approximations. Espeially, we will make use of

the empirial parameterisation of the eletroni exitation spetrum of organi materials

[Tan et al. 2004℄, some approximations and ab initio data in order to separate the exita-

tion and ionisation proess, both for ion and eletron impat. We will see how it is possible

to alulate energy and angular spetra of eletrons that are in good agreement with exper-

imental data [de Vera et al. 2013a,b, de Vera, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2015℄. All these

information onstitute a wide database for eletroni interations in �soft� matter whih is

needed as input for simulations and analytial alulations.

One the eletroni interation data are known for di�erent materials of interest, it

is possible to perform alulations or simulations of the radiation transport through bi-

ologial materials. The main tool used by us is the Moleular Dynamis and Monte

Carlo simulation ode seis (Simulation of Energeti Ions and Clusters through Solids)

[Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄. This ode uses Moleular Dynamis to follow the trajetory

and geometrial evolution of energeti ioni or luster projetiles when travelling through

ondensed matter, and also uses Monte Carlo to draw the di�erent random proesses that

an our, suh as energy loss by eletroni interations, trajetory deviation by multiple

elasti sattering or eletron apture and loss proesses by the projetile. This ode has

been previously used to alulate depth-dose urves for protons and alpha partiles in liq-

uid water at low energies [Garia-Molina et al. 2009, 2011℄. Even though, the extension

of these simulations to realisti linial situations, with energies of hundreds of MeV/u,

requires the inlusion of relativisti orretions and nulear fragmentation reations. Chap-

ter 5 desribes the extension of the seis ode to high energies, whih is then used in

hapter 6 to simulate the propagation of energeti ion beams in di�erent materials of in-

terest, apart of liquid water, in order to study several problems related to ion beam aner

therapy [Garia-Molina et al. 2012b, Abril et al. 2013, de Vera, Abril, and Garia-Molina

2014, Garia-Molina et al. 2014℄.

As previously mentioned, analytial tehniques an be used for these kind of problems

as well, having the advantage of being muh faster than Monte Carlo simulations. Chapter

7 desribes two analytial approahes used by us to study the interation of radiation with

biologial materials in the marosopi and mirosopi sales. First, a widely used ana-

lytial tehnique for fast depth-dose alulations, based on the ontinuous slowing down

approximation (sda), has been implemented, and its parameters have been adjusted mak-

ing use of the results from simulations performed with the seis ode. In this way, we

have obtained a ode whih an be used to rapidly ompute depth-dose urves and radial

dose distributions for ion beams interating with several materials of interest. Nonethe-

less, the use of the sda is not restrited only to the alulation of marosopi depth-dose
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urves. In hapter 7 we also desribe how this method an be used for alulations in miro-

sopi targets, of great importane to study the e�ets of radiation in ells [de Vera et al.

2014℄. This model is apable of alulating energy deposition and ionisations distribu-

tions in mirometri sub-ellular ompartments, suh as the ell nuleus and ytoplasm.

This is an important element for the understanding of the mehanism of ion beam aner

therapy, sine energy deposition distributions in the ell nuleus are ommonly used as

input for radiobiologial models in order to ompute the biologial outomes of radiation

[Elsässer and Sholz 2006, 2007, Sholz and Elsässer 2007, Elsässer et al. 2008, Kase et al.

2008℄, as it will be also brie�y explained in this hapter and in appendix C. Moreover, the

knowledge of the energy deposition and number of ionisations produed in the ytoplasm

is also important, sine reent studies point out to radiation damage pathways that seem

to be independent of the diret damage to the nuleus [Prise et al. 2005℄.

The �nal onlusions and remarks of the thesis, as well as some omments on the re-

searh lines whih an be ontinued from this work, are summarised in the �nal hapter

�Summary, results, onlusions, and outlook�. Also, three appendixes are inluded at the

end of the work: appendix A summarises the hemial and physial properties of all the

biologial materials studied in this work. Appendix B summarises some basi theories, on-

epts and equations related to basi quantities regarding atomi ollisions and radiation

interation with matter (energy and momentum transfer limits, relation of the momen-

tum transfer and the sattering angle, optial limit, binary ollisions, binary enounter

angle...), in order to have at hand some very basi points whih are used through this work.

Finally, appendix C brie�y reviews the most ommon biophysial models to link the energy

deposition by ion beams to ell response.



Chapter 2

Eletroni energy loss of swift harged

partiles in ondensed matter

2.1 Introdution

As disussed in hapter 1, physial simulation of harged partile propagation and intera-

tion with matter (and in partiular, biologial materials) needs the knowledge of reliable

interation ross setions. Eletroni exitation and ionisation ross setions are espeially

relevant, sine they are the most probable events in the energy range disussed in this

thesis, and sine ejetion and transport of seondary eletrons is one of the key points in

the multisale physial desription of ion beam aner therapy.

Traditionally, Monte Carlo simulation odes relied on the eletroni ross setions of

water vapor saled to liquid water density, as an approximate representation of tissue [iru

1996℄. Nonetheless, it is lear that liquid water, being the main onstituent of living tissues,

is a muh better representation of them. In any ase, it would be onvenient to ount on

with the interation ross setions of other ondensed materials, suh as ell ompartments

or ell omponents (dna, proteins, lipids...), bone, or other non-biologial materials that

an be also present in dosimetry setups or radiation delivery devies, suh as organi

polymers, metals...

Eletroni interation ross setions for ondensed targets, espeially basi eletroni

stopping quantities only desribing the energy lost by the projetile (but not ele-

tron prodution or energy deposition in the target), are ommonly obtained by using

some popular databases, suh as star [Berger et al. 2005℄, or programs, suh as srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄. These programs an provide eletroni stopping quan-

tities for a great number of projetile and target ombinations. In some ases, the results

from these programs is quite reliable, espeially when experimental data is available for

the projetile�target ombination of interest, sine suh approahes have some adjustable

parameters that an be �tted to get the best agreement between theory and experiment.

Nonetheless, when experimental data is not available, suh odes usually rely on the use of

the Bragg's rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄, whih simply onsists on an addition of atomi

ross setions, aording to the atomi omposition of the target. This approah is usually

insatisfatory, sine it does not have into aount hemial and physial state e�ets (i.e.

hemial bonding, physial state, many-body e�ets...).

A very onvenient alternative to these methods is the dieletri formalism [Lindhard

1954, 1964℄. This theory, whih is espeially suited for ondensed targets, assumes a linear

13
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response of the eletroni system to the eletri �eld indued by the harged partile in the

medium, and it an be related to a �rst order perturbative approah (as it will be explained

in this hapter). It allows, then, to make a diret onnetion between the eletroni transi-

tion matrix of the target and its dieletri funtion, yielding the possibility of ompletely

desribing the eletroni exitation spetrum by only knowing the optial properties. If

suh properties are experimentally determined, then all possible exitation hannels are re-

alistially onsidered, giving very aurate results for the eletroni interation of harged

partiles with ondensed materials.

Usually, the dieletri formalism is only used to obtain basi eletroni slowing down

data (i.e., stopping power, energy-loss straggling, and inelasti mean free path). A few

authors have extended its appliation to the alulation of ionisation ross setions, but

only for liquid water [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou 2003℄. In this thesis we will make

an intensive use of the dieletri formalism, not only for alulating the basi eletroni

slowing down data, but also for obtaining ionisation ross setions. For this reason, in this

hapter we will introdue the basi stopping quantities, and the essentials of the dieletri

formalism. Then, the results obtained for these basi quantities will be presented in hapter

3. The extension of the dieletri formalism for alulating ionisation ross setions will be

left for hapter 4.

2.2 Basi quantities

First of all it is onvenient to introdue some fundamental quantities regarding the inter-

ation of radiation with matter, suh as the ross setion and the mean free path, whih in

this hapter are related to the eletroni inelasti interations, although they an also be

applied to other interations, suh as elasti sattering or nulear fragmentation reations.

The most fundamental onept is the mirosopi ross setion for inelasti ollisions,

σ. When a beam of partiles is bombarding a marosopi area A, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a),

a number of partiles will undergo an interation with the mirosopi sattering entre,

depited as the entral dot in the �gure, so the probability P for a partile having an

interation with the sattering entre will be the ratio of the interating partiles over all

the partiles in the beam. Geometrially, we an interpret this as if the sattering entre

o�ers an e�etive interation area, whih is the ross setion σ, represented by the shaded

area in Fig. 2.1(a), and therefore P = σ/A.

Assuming that every sattering entre is independent from eah other (i.e., we have

an �ideal gas� of satterers), then we an obtain the mean number of interations 〈n〉
after traversing a distane dz in the following way: imagine a ylinder surrounding the

projetile path, of area σ and length dz; the projetile will interat with all the satterers

present inside this ylinder. If the density of satterers is N , and sine the volume of the

ylinder is V = σ · dz, the mean number of events will be 〈n〉 = N · V = N σ dz [Sigmund
2006℄. In the ase of just one interation in average, 〈n〉 = 1, the mean length of this

ylinder will be the inelasti mean free path, dz = λ, i.e., the average distane between

two onseutive interations. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b). In this ase, the

density of satterers is N = 1/V = 1/σλ, and we obtain the de�nition of the marosopi

ross setion Λ, or inverse inelasti mean free path:

Λ = Nσ =
1

λ
, (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Sketh illustrating (a) the ross setion and (b) the mean free path quantities. In

(a), a beam of partiles (irles) bombards a marosopi area A, where one sattering enter (red
dot) o�ers a ross setion σ (grey area). In (b), the length dz between two interation events

(stars) is set to λ to illustrate the de�nition of the mean free path and related quantities. See the

text for details.

i.e., the mirosopi ross setion multiplied by the number of satterers per unit volume.

Note that, aording to the de�nition of σ = PA, the marosopi ross setion or inelasti

inverse mean free path orresponds to a probability of interation per unit path length.

Now imagine a monoenergeti beam of partiles with kineti energy T that traverses a

slab of thikness ∆z of some material, Fig. 2.2. After passing the slab, eah partile has lost

an energy ∆T that, due to the stohastiity of the proess, is di�erent for eah projetile.

Therefore, the beam is not monoenergeti any more, and it has an energy distribution

whih is haraterised by two fundamental marosopi quantities: the stopping power S,
or mean energy loss of the beam per unit path length:

S = −
〈
∆T

∆z

〉
, (2.2)

where the negative sign makes S a positive quantity (sine the energy loss ∆T is negative

by de�nition), and the energy-loss straggling Ω2
, whih is the variane of the energy-loss

distribution per unit path length:

Ω2 =

〈
(∆T − 〈∆T 〉)2

∆z

〉
. (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Sketh illustrating the quantities of stopping power and energy-loss straggling of

a beam of monoenergeti partiles of energy T traversing a slab of thikness dz of a material.

The sattered beam has an energy loss distribution whih mean value is given by Sdz and whih

variane is given by

√
Ω2/dz.

Another important quantity is the average energy transferred per ollision, 〈E〉,1 whih
aording to the de�nitions of the inelasti mean free path λ (Fig. 2.1(b)) and the stopping

power S, eq. (2.2), an be alulated as:

S =
〈E〉
λ

→ 〈E〉 = S

Λ
. (2.4)

The eletroni interations are usually haraterised by the energy and momentum

transfers in an inelasti ollision between the projetile and the target eletrons, E = ~ω
and Q = ~k respetively, being ω the frequeny and k the wave number of the eletroni

exitation. The probability per unit path length of transferring an energy E and a mo-

mentum Q when the projetile has a kineti energy T and an eletri harge q, is a doubly
di�erential marosopi ross setion (dds), given by Pq(T, k, ω) = d2Λq(T )/dω dk. If

an expression for Pq(T, k, ω) is known, we an obtain the three statistial moments of the

1

Note the use of the symbol 〈E〉 instead of 〈∆T 〉 for the average energy transferred per ollision. In

this way, we want to emphasise the �energy transfer per ollision� from the energy loss after some path

length, i.e., after multiple ollisions.
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energy loss distribution and the average energy transfer per ollision:

Λq(T ) =

∫ ω+

ω−

dω

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω) , (2.5)

Sq(T ) =

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω) , (2.6)

Ω2
q(T ) =

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)2
∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω) , (2.7)

〈E〉q (T ) =

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω)

∫ ω+

ω−

dω

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω)

. (2.8)

The integration limits are obtained by energy and momentum onservation in an in-

elasti ollision. The upper limit in the energy transfer, assuming a ollision with a free

eletron at rest, is ~ω+ = 4m
M
T , where m is the mass of the eletron and M the mass of

the projetile [Rudd and Kim 1992℄. Atually, the amount of energy transferred an be

slightly larger due to the reoil of the target. The lower limit for the energy transfer ~ω−

is 0 if the target is a metal, or the band-gap energy, Eg, if it is a semiondutor or an

insulator. The limits for the momentum transfer are given by:

~k± =

√
2M

(
2T − E ± 2

√
T (T −E)

)
, (2.9)

see appendix B for the derivation.

The dieletri formalism [Lindhard 1954℄, whih will be introdued in setion 2.3, yields

a simple expression for alulating Pq(T, k, ω) when an energeti harged partile interats

with a ondensed target:

Pq(T, k, ω) =
d2Λq(T )

dω dk
=

e2

~π

M [Z − ρq(k)]
2

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Projectile

1

k
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Target

. (2.10)

In this equation, e is the fundamental harge, T and q are, respetively, the kineti en-

ergy and the harge state of the projetile, and Z and ρq(k) are, respetively, the atomi

number and the Fourier transform of the eletroni density of the projetile. The quantity

Im
[

−1
ǫ(k,ω)

]
is the energy-loss funtion (elf) of the target material, whih aounts for its

eletroni exitation spetrum, with ǫ(k, ω) being the omplex dieletri funtion of the

material. It is the most important target-dependent magnitude, and most of this hapter

will be devoted to obtain a proper desription of it. It is worth to notie that Eq. (2.10)

has independent ontributions from the projetile and the target. This fat, whih omes

from the �rst order approximation of the dieletri formalism, makes muh easier the al-

ulations, allowing us to treat the target (setions 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6) and the projetile

(setion 2.7) separately. Also, it should be noted that Eq. (2.10) gives the probability of

produing eletroni exitations with a given energy ~ω and a given momentum ~k, a fat
that will be used in hapter 4 for the alulation of the energy and angular spetrum of

seondary eletrons too.
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2.3 Dieletri formalism

The dieletri formalism is a onvenient approah for alulating the interation of su�-

iently fast harged partiles with the eletrons of a ondensed target. It establishes a

relation between the response of an eletron gas to the eletri �eld of the projetile, link-

ing a lassial eletrodynamis treatment with the quantum desription of the eletroni

transitions produed by the perturbation of the projetile on the system.

On the one hand, the lassial approah assumes a linear response of the target's ele-

trons to the projetile's eletri �eld, whih is aounted for through the omplex dieletri

funtion of the target material, ǫ(k, ω), subsetion 2.3.1. On the other hand, the quan-

tum desription assoiates the energy loss of the projetile to the eletroni transitions of

the target material, and treats this problem from a �rst order perturbative approah, the

so-alled �rst Born approximation, subsetion 2.3.2. The quantum approah an be also

simpli�ed at high projetile energies to obtain a simple analytial formula for the stopping

power, whih is the well known Bethe equation, whih fundamental target-dependent mag-

nitude, the mean exitation energy, is a funtion of the matrix elements of its eletroni

transitions.

Sine both interpretations are based on �rst order approximations (linear response and

�rst order perturbative theory), they an be regarded as equivalent, providing a onnetion

between the dieletri funtion of the target (a marosopi property) and the matrix ele-

ments of the eletroni transitions (mirosopi quantities), subsetion 2.3.3. This relation

provides a way for alulating the mean exitation energy (the main parameter entering in

the Bethe equation) from experimentally determined dieletri properties, and also theoret-

ial ways for heking the onsisteny of experimentally determined energy-loss funtions,

whih must aomplish some properties imposed by quantum priniples.

2.3.1 Eletrodynamis approah

From a lassial eletrodynamis point of view, it an be onsidered that the interation

between the energeti harged partile, moving with veloity v, and the target leads to

a polarisation of the eletrons in the medium. Then, a total eletri �eld is reated in

the medium, whih results from the external �eld produed by the harged partile plus

the �eld indued by the polarisation of the target eletrons. Although the external �eld

annot a�et the partile itself, the indued eletri �eld

~Eind reated by the projetile is

the responsible of the stopping fore F ating on it:

F =

∣∣∣∣
dT

dz

∣∣∣∣ = −Ze~v
v
~Eind(~r, t)

∣∣∣∣
~r=~vt

= S . (2.11)

Here, −~v/v indiates that the stopping fore is direted in the opposite diretion to the

movement of the harged partile, and the indued eletri �eld is evaluated diretly on

the oordinates of the partile, i.e., ~r = ~vt. Note that the stopping fore an be onsidered

as the stopping power S, sine they have the same units.

The gradient relation gives the indued �eld as a funtion of the indued eletri po-

tential φind:

~Eind(~r, t) = −~∇φind(~r, t) , (2.12)
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and the indued potential is simply given by the total eletri potential φtot minus the

external potential φext:

φind = φtot − φext . (2.13)

These potentials are generated by the external harge density ρext, aording to the Poisson
equation (in the Gaussian system of units, whih will be used in this setion unless otherwise

stated, see appendix B):

φtot(~r, t) = − 4π

ǫ(~r, t)
ρext(~r, t) −→ k2φtot(~k, ω) =

4π

ǫ(~k, ω)
ρext(~k, ω) , (2.14)

φext(~r, t) = −4πρext(~r, t) −→ k2φext(~k, ω) = 4πρext(~k, ω) , (2.15)

where we present, to the right hand side of the arrow, their Fourier transforms, to relate

these quantities to the frequeny ω and wave number k, i.e., to the transferred energy

E = ~ω and momentum Q = ~k.

Note here the linear approximation, where φtot = (1/ǫ)φext, aording to Eqs. (2.14)

and (2.15), whih is equivalent to the expression of the displaement �eld,

~D(~k, ω) =

ǫ(~k, ω)~Etot(~k, ω), ommonly found in eletrodynamis. From Eqs. (2.11�2.15), it is easy to

see that the stopping fore is simply de�ned by the indued eletri �eld, whih is generated

by the external density harge ρext. For a point harge Ze, this harge density is given by:

ρext(~r, t) = Zeδ(~r − ~vt) −→ ρext(~k, ω) = 2πZeδ(ω − ~k · ~v) , (2.16)

where, again, the Fourier transform is presented to the right hand side of the arrow.

The ombination of Eqs. (2.13�2.16) gives:

φind(~k, ω) =
8π2Ze

k2

[
1

ǫ(~k, ω)
− 1

]
δ(ω − ~k · ~v) . (2.17)

Using the Fourier transform of the gradient relation,

~Eind(~k, ω) = −i~kφind(~k, ω), we obtain
the indued eletri �eld:

~Eind(~k, ω) =
8π2Zei~k

k2

[
1

ǫ(~k, ω)
− 1

]
δ(ω − ~k · ~v) , (2.18)

from whih the indued �eld an be obtained in the real spae by the inverse Fourier

transform:

~Eind(~r, t) =
∫ ∫

d3k

(2π)3
dω

2π
ei(

~k·~r−ωt)~Eind(~k, ω) . (2.19)

Equation (2.19) an be diretly introdued into Eq. (2.11), giving:

F =
(Ze)2

2π2v

∫
dk

k2

∫ +∞

−∞

dω ω

[
1

ǫ(~k, ω)
− 1

]
δ(ω − ~k · ~v) . (2.20)

Finally,

[
1

ǫ(~k,ω)
− 1
]
an be splitted in its real and imaginary parts; the integral for the

real part is zero, due to symmetry onstrains of �elds [Arista 2003℄. Due to this fat, using
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the expliit form of δ(ω −~k · ~v) = δ(ω − kv cos θ), with θ being the angle between ~k and ~v,
and integrating in d3k = k2dk sin θdθdϕ, we obtain the expression for the stopping power:

S =
2(Ze)2

~πv2

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
. (2.21)

This result has been obtained onsidering a point harge. For a projetile with struture

(e.g., a dressed ion) the harge density is given by:

ρext(~r, t) = e[Zδ(~r−~vt)− ρq(~r−~vt)] −→ ρext(~k, ω) = 2πe[Z − ρq(~k)]δ(ω−~k ·~v) ,
(2.22)

where ρq(~r − ~vt) is the absolute value of the eletroni harge density (the negative sign

already aounts for the negative harge of the eletrons). Again, the Fourier transform is

given in the right hand side of the arrow. Using Eq. (2.22), and proeeding in the same

way as explained in this setion, we obtain:

Sq =
2e2

~πv2

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
= (2.23)

=
Me2

~πT

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
, (2.24)

whih is exatly Eq. (2.6), i.e., the �rst statistial moment of the energy-loss distribution.

From here it is easy to obtain the rest of expressions quoted before, Eqs. (2.5�2.10).

Deriving with respet to k we obtain the dds, Eq. (2.10), while replaing (~ω) by (1) or
by (~ω)2 we obtain the zeroth and seond moments of the distribution:

Λq =
Me2

~πT

∫ ω+

ω−

dω

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
, (2.25)

Ω2
q =

Me2

~πT

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)2
∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
. (2.26)

2.3.2 First Born approximation: quantum approah and Bethe

formula

A quantum treatment of the interation of fast harged partiles with solids o�ers a omple-

mentary insight on the eletroni stopping, giving a very useful mirosopi interpretation.

In a quantum-mehanial piture, the stopping power an be simply alulated as the sum

of the transition energies between the ground state and the n eletroni state of the target,

E0 and En respetively, multiplied by the mirosopi ross setion of the transition σ0n,
times the number of atoms/moleules per unit volume N :

S = −
〈
∆E

∆z

〉
= N

∑

n

(En −E0)σ0n . (2.27)

The mirosopi ross setion an be alulated within a �rst order perturbative approah,

the so alled �rst Born approximation. Within this approah, the Hamiltonian of the

system is given by Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥ ′
, where Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian of the non-interating
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and unperturbed target and projetile. The perturbation Ĥ ′
is given by the interation

between the projetile and the Zt eletrons of the target:

Ĥ ′ = −
Zt∑

i=1

Ze2

|~r − ~ri|
, (2.28)

where ~r is the projetile position and ~ri are the target eletron oordinates. This approx-

imation will be valid whenever the perturbation is small with respet to the unperturbed

Hamiltonian, i.e., when the projetile veloity is muh larger than the target eletrons

veloities and the energy transfer an be onsidered as small ompared with the proje-

tile kineti energy, and also if the projetile harge is not too large. In suh a ase, the

time-dependent Shrödinger equation an be solved in a �rst-order approximation.

The initial and �nal wave funtions an be built as a ombination of plane-waves of

initial and �nal momentum ~~ki and ~~kf for the projetile, and the target initial and �nal

states |0〉 and |n〉:
|ψi〉 ∝ ei

~ki·~r |0〉 ; |ψf〉 ∝ ei
~kf ·~r |n〉 . (2.29)

In suh a ontext, the Fermi's golden rule an be invoked to obtain the mirosopi

ross setion:

dσ0n

d~k
∝
∣∣∣
〈
ψf |Ĥ ′|ψi

〉∣∣∣
2

δ

(
~
2k2i
2M

+ E0 −
~
2k2f
2M

−En

)
, (2.30)

where a further integration over

~k appears for eah energy level transition. Inserting this

into Eq. (2.27) and after appropriate treatment we an obtain [Arista 2003℄:

S = 8πN
(
Ze2

~v

)2∑

n

(En −E0)

∫ k+

k−

dk

k3
|ε0n(k)|2 (2.31)

=
4πZ2e4N
mv2

∑

n

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
f0n(k, ω) , (2.32)

where m is the eletron mass, ε0n(k) = 〈n|∑Zt

i ei
~k·~ri|0〉 is the form fator of the transition,

representing the matrix element for the transition between the ground and n eletroni

states of the target, while f0n(k, ω) are the so alled generalized osillator strengths (gos):

f0n(k, ω) =
2m

~2k2
(En − E0)|ε0n(k)|2 =

2mω

~k2
|ε0n(k)|2 . (2.33)

For very high speeds of the projetile, it is valid to assume that the interation takes

plae with target's free eletrons at rest, being possible to simplify the integral over k in

Eq. (2.32), obtaining the well known Bethe equation [Inokuti 1971, Arista 2003℄

S =
4πZ2e4NZt

mv2
ln

(
2mv2

I

)
, (2.34)

where I is the mean exitation energy of the target, whih is de�ned as:

ln I =
1

Zt

∑

n

ln (En − E0)f0n(k → 0, ω) . (2.35)
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2.3.3 Link between lassial and quantum approahes

The quantum formalism is often invoked for deriving the Bethe equation for very high

energies, Eq. (2.34). However, Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) are, indeed, a �rst order perturbatibe

solution for the eletroni stopping at lower energies. From the lassial eletrodynamis

point of view, Eq. (2.21) also omes from a �rst order approximation, i.e., from a linear

response of the system. Therefore, Eqs. (2.21) and (2.32) an be regarded as equivalent,

fat from whih we an obtain the following relation:

df0n(k, ω)

dω
=

mω

2π2N e2
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
. (2.36)

This expression is very important, sine it establishes a diret relation between the energy-

loss funtion (a marosopi quantity) and the generalized osillator strengths (mirosopi

quantities). Thus, the elf is diretly related to the transition probabilities between ele-

troni states of the target (the transition form fator). This fat is espeially relevant,

beause it means that, if the elf of a target material is aurately known (usually, ob-

tained experimentally), then the omplete generalized osillator strengths of the target are

aurately determined as well, i.e., all the possible exitation and ionization hannels are in-

luded in the alulation, inluding many-body, physial and hemial state e�ets. This is

the reason why the dieletri formalism onstitutes a very powerful method for alulating

the stopping quantities for harged partiles interating with ondensed matter.

The quality of an experimentally or theoretially determined elf (whih is the main

ingredient for the alulations) an be veri�ed in di�erent ways. Equation (2.36) provides

one of them, sine the gos satis�es the well known f -sum rule [Inokuti 1971, Bonderup

1978, Tanuma, Powell, and Penn 1993℄:

∑

n

f0n = Zt . (2.37)

This sum rule an be applied to the elf:

Ne(ω) =
m

2π2N e2

∫ ω

ω−

dω′ ω′
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω′)

]
, (2.38)

where Ne(ω) is the e�etive number of eletrons exited at an energy transfer ~ω. In this

way, the quality of an elf obtained from theoretial onsiderations or experimental data

an be assessed, sine Ne(ω) should onverge to Zt for ω → ∞.

The elf an be heked through other sum rules, suh as the Kramers-Kronig sum rule

[Tanuma, Powell, and Penn 1993℄:

fKK(ω) =
2

π

∫ ω

ω−

dω′ 1

ω′
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k = 0, ω′)

]
+

1

n(ω = 0)2
. (2.39)

Here, n(ω = 0) is the real part of the refrative index for ω → 0, and fKK(ω) should

onverge to unity for ω big enough for exiting all the target eletrons. In this thesis, we

use both sum rules to verify the quality of the elf used, sine the f -sum rule is more

useful for heking the high energy part of the elf (the integrand is multiplied by ω),
while the Kramers-Kronig sum rule is better for heking the low energy part of the elf

(the integrand is multiplied by ω−1
).
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Also, the ombination of Eqs. (2.35)-(2.37) gives a very useful expression for alulating

the mean exitation energy of the target, I, whih is the main parameter determining the

stopping power in the Bethe equation, Eq. (2.34):

ln I =

∫ ω+

ω−

dω ln (ω)ωIm[−1/ǫ(k = 0, ω)]

∫ ω+

ω−

dω ω Im[−1/ǫ(k = 0, ω)]

. (2.40)

2.4 Target desription: the energy-loss funtion (elf) of

ondensed materials

Sine the elf is the magnitude that haraterises the eletroni exitation spetrum of the

target material, its desription is very important; basially, it expresses the probability of

produing a target exitation (or ionisation) with energy and momentum transfers ~ω and

~k, respetively. Therefore, it an yield information not only on the statistial moments of

the energy-loss distribution, but also on the probability of ejetion of seondary eletrons

with a given kineti energy and diretion, as it will be seen in hapter 4.

It is lear, therefore, that an aurate desription of the elf guarantees an aurate

alulation of the energy-loss magnitudes for su�iently fast harged projetiles (i.e., at

speeds high enough to verify the �rst Born approximation). Usually this is aomplished

by obtaining an experimental elf: if the experimentally determined elf ful�lls the theo-

retially imposed sum rules already disussed in the previous setion, and if it is known

over the entire energy and momentum plane (what is alled the Bethe surfae), then all the

possible eletroni transitions, inluding many-body, hemial bonding and physial state

e�ets are taken into aount realistially.

Nonetheless, the knowledge of the elf over the whole Bethe surfae, and for all the

target materials of interest, is not a trivial task. Due to the di�erent nature of the loosely-

bound outer shell eletrons and the atom-like inner shell eletrons, the elf an be safely

divided in two ontributions:

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]
= Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]

outer

+ Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]

inner

, (2.41)

eah one of them being determined by di�erent experimental tehniques, as it will be

disussed in the following.

2.4.1 Outer shell eletron exitations

The �rst term in the right hand side of Eq. (2.41), Im
[

−1
ǫ(k,ω)

]
outer

, orresponds to the

exitation and ionisation of the loosely-bound eletrons, whose harateristi exitation

energies are omprised between a few eV until approximately 100 eV. Therefore, this energy

region is usually probed by visible and uv radiation, whih yields results in the optial

limit, i.e., ~k = 0. Sine Im
[

−1
ǫ(k,ω)

]
= ǫ2

ǫ21+ǫ22
, and the omplex dieletri funtion is related

to the omplex refrative index through ñ = n+ iκ =
√
ǫ =

√
ǫ1 + iǫ2 [Dressel and Grüner
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2002℄, we an write:

Im

[ −1

ǫ(k = 0, ω)

]
=

ǫ2(k = 0, ω)

ǫ21(k = 0, ω) + ǫ22(k = 0, ω)
=

2nκ

(n2 − κ2)2 + (2nκ)2
, (2.42)

where n and κ are, respetively, the refrative index and the extintion oe�ient. These

two quantities an be easily obtained for solids: n an be obtained in the transparent region

by ritial angle measurements, or at a wide energy range by re�etane experiments, while

κ an be measured by transmission experiments in the absorptive region. Then, sine ñ is

a ausal funtion, its real and imaginary parts an be obtained from eah other through

the Kramers-Kronig relations [Jakson 1999, Dressel and Grüner 2002, de Vera 2011℄ (see

appendix B).

There is a wide ompilation of n and κ values, mainly for inorgani materials

[Palik and Ghosh 1999℄, whih allows obtaining their optial elf. Among these mate-

rials, data is available for liquid water by the re�etane measurements by Heller et al.

[1974℄, and there is also information for some relevant bio-organi materials, suh as solid

dry dna by the ritial angle and transmission experiments by Inagaki et al. [1974℄. Their

respetive optial elf are shown in Fig. 2.3(a) and (b). Nonetheless, these measurements

are not easy to perform for volatile liquids suh as liquid water, sine uv measurements

should be done in vauum (due to the strong absorption of the vapour), and beause there

is not transparent window material available for uv above 12 eV [Hayashi et al. 2000℄.

Maybe beause of these reasons, Heller et al. [1974℄ measurements do not agree with the

more reent inelasti X-ray sattering spetrosopy (ixss) measurements by Hayashi et al.

[2000℄, also shown in Fig. 2.3(a).

Atually, ixss measurements an overome these limitations for liquid water and other

volatile liquids, apart of being, together with eletron spetrosopies, one of the tehniques

whih an measure the elf beyond the optial limit (~k 6= 0). In fat, sine the momentum

of the photons ~k is proportional to their frequeny ν, ~k = hν/c, high frequeny X rays

an transfer a substantial amount of momentum to the eletroni system of the target,

probing the Bethe surfae for ~k 6= 0, sine the X-ray inelasti sattering ross setions is

proportional to the generalized osillator strength of Eq. (2.36) [Hayashi et al. 2000℄:

d2σ
ixs

dωdΩ
=

dσ

dΩ

∣∣∣∣
Thomson

~k2

2ω

df(k, ω)

dω
, (2.43)

where Ω is the sattering solid angle and dσ/dΩThomson is the Thomson sattering

ross setion. The ixss tehnique allowed Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa [1997℄ and

Hayashi et al. [2000℄ to measure the elf of liquid water in the momentum range from

~k = 0 to ~k = 6.784 Å

−1
, whih is the more omplete information that is available for

the Bethe surfae of biologially relevant materials.

Another relevant tehnique for experimentally determining the elf both for ~k = 0
and ~k 6= 0 is eletron energy-loss spetrosopy (eels). If one measures the energy-

loss spetra of an eletron beam after traversing or being re�eted from the target ma-

terial, the elf an be dedued by virtue of Eq. (2.10), applying some orretions for

substration of multiple sattering and being areful with material damage if it is or-

gani [Ritsko et al. 1978℄. Sine the momentum transfer is diretly related to the sat-

tering angle ϑ in an inelasti ollision, ~k =

√
2M

(
2T − E − 2

√
T (T −E) cosϑ

)
, po-

sitioning the detetor at di�erent angles allows to determine the Bethe surfae for dif-

ferent values of k. With this tehnique, the elf of several bio-organi materials have
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Figure 2.3: Energy loss funtion (elf) of (a) liquid water, (b) dna, and () pmma in the

optial limit (~k = 0), as a funtion of the energy-transfer, ~ω. Cirles [Hayashi et al. 2000℄ and

diamonds [Heller et al. 1974℄ represent experimental data for liquid water, squares orrespond to

dna [Inagaki et al. 1974℄ and triangles are data for pmma [Ritsko et al. 1978℄. The urves are a

theoretial �tting of these optial elf, as it will be explained later on in setion 2.5.3.
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Table 2.1: Experimental information available on the energy-loss funtion of bio-organi materi-

als.

Material Tehnique ~ω range (eV) ~k range (Å−1
) Soure

Liquid water Optial 7.6�25.6 0 Heller et al. [1974℄

ixss 0�160 1.3�6.784 Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa [1997℄

ixss 0�160 0.5291 ≃ 0 Hayashi et al. [2000℄

dna Optial 2�82 0 Inagaki et al. [1974℄

Adenine Re�et. 1.8�80 0 Arakawa et al. [1986℄

Adenine eels 2�50 0 Isaason [1972℄

Thymine eels 2�50 0 Isaason [1972℄

Urail eels 2�50 0 Isaason [1972℄

Guanine Re�et. 2�82 0 Emerson et al. [1975℄

pmma eels 1�100 0 Ritsko et al. [1978℄

Kapton Re�et. 0.5�70 0 Arakawa et al. [1981℄

p2vp eels 1�100 0 Ritsko and Bigelow [1978℄

ps eels 1�100 0 Ritsko and Bigelow [1978℄

pa eels 0�100 0.1�0.7 Ritsko and Mele [1980℄, Ritsko [1982℄

pe eels 0�35 0.15�1.0 Ritsko [1979℄

β-arotene eels 0�45 0 Okabe [1973℄

Diphenyl-hexatriene eels 0�45 0 Okabe [1973℄

26-n-para�n eels 0�45 0 Okabe [1973℄

Poly(butene-1-sulfone) Re�et. 2.5�39 0 Williams et al. [1985℄

been obtained, suh as poly(methyl metharylate) (pmma) [Ritsko et al. 1978℄, Kapton

[Arakawa et al. 1981℄, polyaetylene (pa) [Fink and Leising 1986, Fritzshe et al. 1989℄,

poly(2-vinylpyridine) (p2vp) or polystyrene (ps) [Ritsko and Bigelow 1978℄. Among these

materials, pmma and ps are speially relevant for the medial physis ommunity, sine

they are regarded as nearly water equivalent materials, and are widely used in dosimetry

measurements as solid phantoms for liquid water and biologial targets (see subsetion

6.3.1).

Table 2.1 summarises the organi and/or biologial materials for whih experimental

information on the elf is available, and in Fig. 2.3 we show the elf of three harateristi

and relevant biologial and organi materials: liquid water, dna and pmma. It is important

to ount with the elf of all these materials; some of them are organi materials present in

ells (dna and dna bases), while the rest are also organi materials, all of them presenting

a quite similar eletroni exitation spetrum, as it will be disussed later on. In this

hapter, the elf of liquid water, dna, and pmma will be used as examples to illustrate

the harateristis of the eletroni exitation spetrum of bio-organi materials.

2.4.2 Inner shell eletron exitations

As it an be seen from Table 2.1, the experimentally determined elf usually arrive up to

∼ 100 eV at most. Nonetheless, for larger energy transfers it is possible to exite and ionise

the eletrons from the inner shells of the atoms. Sine these eletrons are loated in very

deep shells, they do not partiipate too muh in the hemial bonding and aggregation

fores of the target material and, therefore, an be regarded pratially as atomi eletrons.

This fat allows to use the Bragg's rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄ for determining the elf

of the inner shells of the target as a sum of the atomi onstituents:

elfcompound(k, ω)

N =
∑

i

αi
elfi(k, ω)

Ni

, (2.44)
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Table 2.2: Exitation thresholds of the main elements whih onstitute organi materials

[Williams 2009℄.

~ωionis,1s ~ωionis,2s ~ωionis,2p ~ωionis,3s ~ωionis,3p

Element (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)

C 284.2

O 543.1

N 409.9

P 2145.5 189 135.5

S 2472 230.9 163.1

Na 10070.8 63.5 30.73

Cl 2822.4 270 201

K 3608.4 378.6 295.95 34.8 18.3

where N is the atomi density of the ompound, and αi, elfi(k, ω) and Ni are, respetively,

the stoihiometri oe�ient, the ELF and the atomi density of the i elemental onstituent.

This high-energy region an be explored by X-ray experiments. In partiular, the

omplex refrative index of an atom is related to the X-ray sattering form fator fX =
fX1 + ifX2 by [Henke, Gullikson, and Davis 1993℄:

ñ = 1− 1

2π
N r0̺

2(fX1 + ifX2) , (2.45)

where r0 is the lassial eletron radius and ̺ is the radiation wavelength.

The imaginary part, fX2, an be obtained from X-ray absorption experiments, sine

the absorption ross setion µa is diretly related to it through µa = 2r0̺fX2. Then, fX1

is obtained by applying the Kramers-Kronig relations (see appendix B), and the refrative

index and extintion oe�ient are obtained by n = 1− 1
2π
N r0̺

2fX1 and κ = − 1
2π
N r0̺

2fX2,

and then the elfi(k = 0, ω) is obtained by Eq.(2.42). The X-ray sattering ross setions

for most of the elements in the periodi table have been ompiled, from 30 eV to 30 keV,

by Henke, Gullikson, and Davis [1993℄ and improved by Chantler [2000℄, resulting in a

database aesible online [Chantler et al. 2005℄.

Therefore, this database allows obtaining the elf orresponding to the exitation of the

inner-shell eletrons. These exitations have a partiular shape, with a sharp edge loated

at the energy orresponding to the binding energy of eah sub-shell, see Table 2.2, and

with a fast deay afterwards. Fig. 2.4 shows the elf orresponding to the exitation of

the inner shells of (a) liquid water, (b) dna and () pmma. It is possible to learly identify

the exitation of the K-shell of C, N and O and of the K- and L- shells of P.
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Figure 2.4: Energy loss funtion (elf) in the optial limit (~k = 0) of (a) liquid water, (b)

dry dna, and () pmma at high energy transfers. Dashed lines represent the results derived from

X-ray atomi sattering fators [Henke, Gullikson, and Davis 1993℄, as explained in the text, while

solid lines orrespond to a theoretial desription of these optial elf, as it will be explained later

on in setion 2.5.3.

2.5 Theoretial models for the elf

In previous setions we have seen that it is possible to virtually determine the elf for

the inner-shell eletrons exitation of any material, but that the elf for the outer-shell

eletrons exitations is experimentally available for a wide, although limited, number of

organi and biologial materials (see Table 2.1), and usually only for ~k = 0 or for a very

limited range of k-values. Therefore, we have to deal with two important tasks whih are (i)

to properly desribe the Bethe surfae of biologial materials over the whole Bethe surfae

(i.e., the entire (k�ω) range) and (ii) to determine the Bethe surfae for all the relevant

biologial materials. The �rst point will be disussed here, while the seond point will be

treated in setion 2.6.

Regarding point (i), i.e., the desription of the elf in the optial limit and its extension

over the whole momentum�energy plane, there exist several methodologies for doing so

[Abril et al. 2010, Garia-Molina et al. 2012℄. One of the simplest models is the lassial

Drude model, subsetion 2.5.1, whih an phenomenologially aount for the atual shape

of the eletroni exitation resonanes. Nonetheless, this model is only appliable in the

optial limit, sine it does not provide a dispersion relation for ~k 6= 0. The Lindhard

dieletri funtion [Lindhard 1954℄, introdued in subsetion 2.5.2, is a �rst order quantum

solution for the dieletri onstant of the homogeneous free eletron gas, and it provides

a dispersion relation for ~k 6= 0. However, it has the limitation that it is a delta funtion

at ~k = 0, failing to desribe the broad spetra of real materials, as seen in Fig. 2.3,

where eletroni exitations are damped. In order to overome these limitations and to

properly desribe the exitation spetrum of realisti materials, several extended optial

data models have been developed, whih will be explained in subsetion 2.5.3. First, we
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introdue here Drude and Lindhard models, in whih the extended optial data models are

based.

2.5.1 A simple lassial model: the Drude elf

In the Drude model,

2

an atomi eletron is represented by a harge −e of mass m bound by

an harmoni fore of elasti onstant k = mω2
0, being ω0 its natural osillating frequeny.

This osillator is perturbed by an eletri �eld

~E = ~E0e−iωt
of frequeny ω. The motion

of the harge is damped by a fore −γmd~r/dt, representing other ollision proesses as

eletron-eletron or eletron-phonon interation, aounted for by the damping onstant γ.
The equation of motion is:

m
d2~r

dt2
= −mγd~r

dt
−mω2

0~r − e~E(~r, t) . (2.46)

The solution of this equation gives a dipole moment for this eletron, negleting mag-

neti interations and assuming small osillations, whih is ~p = −e~r = e2

m

~E
ω2
0−ω2−iωγ

. This

yields a simple expression for the dieletri funtion of an eletron gas onsisting of N
eletrons per unit volume, all having the same frequeny ω0:

ǫD(ω) = 1 +
4πN e2

m

1

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωγ

, (2.47)

where 4πN e2/m = E2
pl, being Epl = ~ωpl the plasmon resonane energy (in Gaussian units),

and the subindex D stands for Drude.

For a system having N moleules per unit volume, eah of them having Zt eletrons

and, among them, fj eletrons having harateristi binding frequeny ωj, this expression

an be expressed as:

ǫD(ω) = 1 +
4πN e2

m

∑

j

fj
ω2
j − ω2 − iωγj

, (2.48)

where fj is, in fat, the osillator strength, and veri�es

∑
j fj = Zt (similar to the f -sum

rule, eq.(2.37)).

This model yields the following expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the

dieletri funtion

ǫD1(ω) = 1 +
4πN e2

m

∑

j

fj
ω2
j − ω2

(ω2
j − ω2)2 − γ2jω

2
, (2.49)

ǫD2(ω) =
4πN e2

m

∑

j

fj
ωγj

(ω2
j − ω2)2 − γ2jω

2
. (2.50)

Sine the elf is proportional to ǫ2, it is usual to express it following the Drude-type

funtional form:

Im

[ −1

ǫD (k = 0, ω;ωi, γi)

]
=

ω2
iωγi

(ω2
i − ω2)2 + (ωγi)2

, (2.51)

2

In fat, this treatment is usually known as Drude-Lorentz model. For insulators, the disussion is as

presented in this setion, giving the Lorentz model. For metals, the disussion is similar, although there

is no binding fore (ω0 = 0), sine the eletrons are free harges [Jakson 1999, Dressel and Grüner 2002℄.
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whih basially is a Lorentzian funtion that represents the resonane of the eletrons with

frequeny ωi and damping onstant γi. Then, an experimental elf is usually �tted by a

linear ombination of Drude-type elf funtions:

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k = 0, ω)

]exp

outer

=
∑

i

Ai

ω2
i

Im

[ −1

ǫD (k = 0, ω;ωi, γi)

]
, (2.52)

where the oe�ients Ai, related to the osillator strengths, aount for the intensity of

eah resonane in the spetrum. Note that, even though the funtional form of Eqs. (2.50)

and (2.51) is the same, they are representing di�erent things. This is why we have used

di�erent subindexes j and i for the parameters of eah one, sine they are di�erent.

The Drude model aounts for the damping of the exitations and the broadening of

the spetrum through γi. However, it does not provide any presription on how to extend

the elf to ~k 6= 0.

2.5.2 A simple quantum model: the Lindhard elf

Lindhard [1954℄ derived an exat quantum solution for the dieletri onstant desribing

the response of a degenerate free-eletron gas to an external (longitudinal) perturbation,

in terms of the momentum transfer ~k and energy transfer ~ω, based on �rst order pertur-

bation theory or the random phase approximation [Pines 1999℄. In this subsetion, atomi

units (where m = e = ~ = 1, see appendix B) will be used for simpliity. The Lindhard

dieletri funtion is usually written in the form:

ǫL(k, ω) = 1 +
χ2

z2
[f1(u, z) + if2(u, z)] , (2.53)

using the dimensionless variables u = ω/(kvF) and z = k/(2kF), where χ
2 = e2/(π~vF)

is the density parameter, vF is the Fermi veloity of the target valene eletrons and

kF = mvF/~ is the Fermi wave vetor. The funtions f1(u, z) and f2(u, z), whih are

related to the real and imaginary parts of ǫL, are given by [Lindhard 1954℄:

f1(u, z) =
1

2
+

1

8z
[g(z − u) + g(z + u)] , (2.54)

f2(u, z) =





π
2
u , z + u < 1

π
8z
[1− (z − u)2] , |z − u| < 1 < z + u

0 , |z − u| > 1
(2.55)

where

g(x) = (1− x2) ln

∣∣∣∣
1 + x

1− x

∣∣∣∣ . (2.56)

This model desribes two basi modes of energy absorption by the eletrons of the

system, (i) single-partile exitations (also alled eletron-hole pair exitations), and (ii)

olletive (or plasmon) exitations. These modes are prominent in di�erent regions of the

(k-ω) plane: single-partile exitations appear in the band-region given by |u− z| < 1 (or

in terms of ω and k: k2/2 − kvF < ω < k2/2 + kvF), whih determines the region where

Im [ǫL(k, ω)] 6= 0. Plasmon exitations arise from the resonane line where ǫL(k, ω) = 0;
this determines a dispersion relation for the resonant frequeny, ωr(k), whih gives the

frequeny of the longitudinal osillations of the eletron gas [Pines 1999℄. In the random
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Figure 2.5: Contour plot of the energy loss funtion of a degenerate eletron gas, Im [−1/ǫL],
as a funtion of the momentum k and energy ω of the exitations. The olour ode denotes the

intensity of the exitations, with red being more intense, and blue less intense (white means no

exitations). The line denoted by ωr orresponds to the plasma resonane. The lines denoted by

ω± = k2/2±kvF delimit the single-partile exitations region. For the other symbols see the text.

phase approximation piture these modes have an in�nite lifetime, and a real frequeny

ωr(k), through the range 0 ≤ k ≤ kc, where the value of kc orresponds to the point where
the resonane line, ωr(k), intersets the upper boundary of the single-partile region [Pines

1999℄, ω(k) = k2/2 + kvF; the value of ωr at k = 0 is the plasmon frequeny, ωpl. The

funtion is a delta funtion in this range of k-values, while plasmon resonane an deay

into eletron-hole pairs for k > kc, aquiring �nite values. These regions are represented

in Fig. 2.5, where we show a plot of the Lindhard elf, given by Im[−1/ǫL(k, ω)], as a
funtion of k and ω.

Although this model is an exat quantum solution for the dieletri funtion of a free

eletron gas, it has a strong limitation for desribing realisti materials: sine the plasmon

exitations are undamped, the Lindhard elf is a delta funtion at k = 0, then failing to

reprodue the real behaviour of the elf, as it has been shown in setion 2.4.1 (Fig: 2.3).

2.5.3 Extended optial data models

Here we desribe how to overome the impliit limitations of the previously desribed

models, i.e., the realisti reprodution of the elf struture in the optial limit (~k = 0)
and its proper extension to the whole Bethe surfae (~k 6= 0). Regarding the �rst point,

although most biomaterials present an optial elf whih an be pratially represented
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by a single Drude funtion (instead of a Lindhard funtion, whih has a delta-funtion

behaviour at ~k = 0), some times it is needed to use more then one of these funtion in

order to properly reprodue the experimental spetrum (notie, for example, the slightly

asymmetri shape of the elf of liquid water in Fig. 2.3). Thus, the extended optial data

models rely on a �tting of the experimental optial elf orresponding to the exitation of

the outer-shell eletrons (see Eq. (2.41)) with a weighted sum of Drude funtions:

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k = 0, ω)

]exp

outer

=
∑

i

Ai

ω2
i

Im

[ −1

ǫD (k = 0, ω;ωi, γi)

]
Θ(ω − ωth,i) , (2.57)

where the oe�ients Ai aount for the intensity of eah resonane in the spetrum (i.e.,

the intensity of their osillator strengths) and ~ωi and ~γi represent the position and width

of eah exitation. Θ(ω− ωth,i) is the step Heavyside funtion, whih sometimes is needed

in order to make the elf to vanish at energies below some energy threshold ~ωth,i, usually

the band gap energy, below whih eletroni exitations are not possible.

This �tting is done respeting the f - and Kramers-Kronig-sum rules, Eqs.(2.38) and

(2.39), in order to onstrut a suitable optial elf. The evaluation of the sum rules has

to take into aount, of ourse, the inner shell exitations at high transferred energies (see

setion 2.4.2 and Fig. 2.4). As the inner-shell eletrons preserve their atomi harater, they

an be properly desribed by the generalized osillator strengths (gos) in the hydrogeni

approah [Fano 1963, Egerton 2011℄:

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]

inner

=
2π2N e2

mω

∑

j

αj

∑

nℓ

df j
nℓ(k, ω)

dω
Θ(ω − ωj

ionz,nℓ) , (2.58)

where N is the moleular density of the target, df j
nℓ(k, ω)/dω is the hydrogeni gos orre-

sponding to the (n, ℓ)-subshell of the jth element, ~ω
ioniz,nℓ is the ionization energy of the

(n, ℓ)-subshell (see Table 2.2) and αj indiates the stoihiometry of the jth element in the

ompound target.

Then, this onstruted optial elf, whih satis�es the sum rules, has to be extended

to ~k 6= 0. This is already done for the inner-shell eletrons, whih dispersion relation is

already given by the gos. For the outer-shell eletrons, three ways are the most ommonly

employed [Garia-Molina et al. 2012a,℄: the �rst one is to modify the Drude funtions with

some phenomenologial extension algorithm to ~k 6= 0, as they do the extended Drude (sub-
setion 2.5.3.1) and the improved extended Drude models (subsetion 2.5.3.2); the seond

one is to use an in�nite set of Lindhard funtions in order to reprodue the experimental

elf, i.e., the Penn and Ashley models (subsetion 2.5.3.3); �nally, it is possible to replae

the Lindhard funtion by Mermin funtions, whih is a phenomenologially modi�ed ver-

sion of the Lindhard funtion that aounts for the damping of the plasmon exitations

(subsetion 2.5.3.4). The use of all these approahes an be onveniently done starting

with the same Eq. (2.57), sine both the in�nite sum of Lindhard elf of the Penn/Ashley

model and the Mermin funtions, at ~k = 0, are idential to the Drude funtions.

2.5.3.1 Extended Drude model

Rithie and Howie [1977℄ proposed a very simple sheme for extending the elf to the

whole (k�ω) plane by inorporating non-zero momentum-transfers to the elf by means of
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k-dependent Drude parameters ωi(k) and γi(k):

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]

ED

=
∑

i

Ai

ω2
i

Im

[ −1

ǫD (k = 0, ω;ωi(k), γi(k))

]
Θ(ω − ωth,i) . (2.59)

The dependene of the parameters ωi(k) and γi(k) on momentum transfer are obtained

from physially motivated dispersion relations, suh as the observation that at ~k = 0
(and ωi ≈ ω

pl

) the Drude-type elf of Eq. (2.59) with γ = 0 oinides with the elf of the

homogeneous free-eletron gas in the random phase approximation. Therefore, aording

to the random phase approximation, the funtional form of ωi(k) follows the quadrati

relation:

~ωi(k) = ~ωi(~k = 0) + α
rpa

~
2k2

2m
≃ ~ωi(~k = 0) +

~
2k2

2m
, (2.60)

where α
rpa

= 6~ω
F

/(5~ω
pl

) = 0.981 ≃ 1 for liquid water (and, in general, for biologial

materials), whose free-eletron Fermi and plasmon energies are ~ω
F

= 17.5 eV and ~ω
pl

=
21.4 eV, respetively. In this sheme, no dispersion is assumed for the damping oe�ient,

i.e. γi(k) = γi,0.

Despite its simpliity, the quadrati dispersion relation Eq. (2.60) is adequate for

su�iently fast projetiles by virtue of its orret limiting form at ~k → 0 and ~k → ∞
[Fernández-Varea et al. 1993℄. The latter ensures that, at high ~k, single-partile e�ets
are aounted for in an approximate manner by the term, ~

2k2/2m , whih represents a free-

eletron like response and reprodues the harateristi Bethe ridge [Dingfelder and Inokuti

1999℄. However, for not too fast projetiles (e.g. with energies around the Bragg peak

region) improvements upon the quadrati random phase approximation dispersion must

be onsidered [Planes et al. 1996, Kuhr and Fitting 1999℄ sine, in this ase, the details of

the Bethe ridge (position, width) will determine the fration of the elf that falls within

the integration limits of Eqs. (2.5)�(2.8).

2.5.3.2 Improved extended Drude model

In an e�ort to resolve the disrepany between the ixss data for liquid wa-

ter at ~k 6= 0 [Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa 1997℄ and the extended-Drude

model with the random phase approximation dispersion, Em�etzoglou and o-workers

[Em�etzoglou, Cuinotta, and Nikjoo 2005, Abril et al. 2010℄ proposed the following ex-

tension algorithms:

~ωi(~k) = ~ωi(~k = 0) + [1− exp(−c kd)]~
2k2

2m
, (2.61)

and

~γi(~k) = ~γi,0 + a(~k) + b(~2k2) , (2.62)

with a, b, c, and d being empirial parameters whose values are given in Refs.

[Em�etzoglou, Cuinotta, and Nikjoo 2005, Abril et al. 2010℄. These dispersion relations

aount in an empirial way for the shifting and broadening of the Bethe ridge as ob-

served experimentally for liquid water [Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa 1997℄ and pre-

dited by the many-body loal-�eld fator of the eletron-gas theory. Note that the term
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[1−exp(−ckd)] provides a redution of ~ωi(~k) at not too large ~k, whih results in shifting
the elf to lower exitation energies, while the k-dependene of the damping onstant leads

to the broadening of the elf.

2.5.3.3 Penn and Ashley models

Penn [1987℄ proposed a method to overome the limitation of the Lindhard model, whih

onsists in reproduing the experimental elf of the target material by means of an in�nite

sum of Lindhard funtions:

Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]

Penn

=

∫ ∞

0

dω′A(ω′)Im

[ −1

ǫL(k, ω;ω′)

]
, (2.63)

where A(ω′) = 2
πω′

Im

[
−1

ǫ(k=0,ω′)

]
exp

, with Im

[
−1

ǫ(k=0,ω′)

]
exp

being the elf obtained from ex-

periments, Eq.(2.57). In this model, the k-dependene of the Bethe surfae is given by the

Lindhard model.

A further simpli�ation of this model was introdued by Ashley [1988℄, who replaed

Im

[
−1

ǫL(k,ω;ω′)

]
in Eq. (2.63) by a δ-osillator approximation, δ

[
~ω −

(
~ω′ + ~

2k2

2m

)]
, whih

simpli�es the integral in Eq.(2.63) to:

Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]

Ashley

=
~ω − ~

2k2/2m

~ω
Im

[ −1

ǫ(~k = 0, ~ω − ~2k2/2m)

]

exp

. (2.64)

If ~ω − ~
2k2/2m ≤ 0, then Im

[
−1

ǫ(k,ω)

]
outer

is set to zero. In this way, the optial elf is

easily extended to ~k 6= 0.

2.5.3.4 Mermin model

Lindhard [1954℄ provides an analyti expression for the dieletri response funtion of

the homogeneous free-eletron gas, where plasmons are undamped eletroni exitations

(i.e. having in�nite lifetime or zero linewidth) up to a ritial momentum transfer when

they deay to single-eletron exitations. However, a large body of experimental evidene

indiates a strong damping mehanism at all k for most materials, as seen in Fig. 2.3.

Mermin [1970℄ solved the problem of an undamped plasmon in the random phase ap-

proximation by providing a phenomenologial modi�ation to the Lindhard dieletri fun-

tion that inludes plasmon damping through phonon-assisted eletroni transitions. By a

onsistent aount of the �nite plasmon lifetime and the assoiated non-zero width of the

plasmon peak in the elf, the Mermin dieletri funtion provides a more realisti extension

to �nite momentum transfers than the Lindhard funtion.

The Mermin dieletri funtion is given by [Mermin 1970℄:

ǫM(k, ω) = 1 +
(1 + iγ/ω) [ǫL(k, ω + iγ)− 1]

1 + (iγ/ω) [ǫL(k, ω + iγ)− 1]/[ǫL(k, 0)− 1]
. (2.65)

Due to the equivalene between the Mermin-type elf and the Drude-type elf at the

optial limit (~k = 0) given by Eq. (2.51), the omplex struture of the elf for real mate-

rials an be desribed in a similar manner to Eq. (2.57). Therefore, a linear ombination
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Figure 2.6: (a) f -sum rule and (b) Kramers-Kronig sum rule for liquid water, pmma, and dna.

of Mermin-type elf (melf), Im[−1/ǫM(k, ω)], is �tted to the experimental optial data of

the target [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005a℄

Im

[ −1

ǫ (k, ω)

]

melf

=
∑

i

Ai

ω2
i

Im

[ −1

ǫM (k, ω;ωi, γi)

]
Θ(ω − ωth,i) . (2.66)

As in Eq. (2.57), the �tting parameters Ai , ωi and γi are hosen in suh a way that the

melf reprodues the main trends of the experimental elf and satis�es the sum rules at

~k = 0, Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39).

An important advantage of the melfmodel is that, unlike the Drude models, a presrip-

tion for the extension of the optial data to ~k 6= 0 is built into the model through the an-

alyti properties of the Mermin dieletri funtion. The melf model has been suessfully

applied to both elemental and ompounds targets [Abril et al. 1998, Moreno-Marín et al.

2006, Behar et al. 2009, 2010℄, as well as biomaterials like liquid water [Em�etzoglou et al.

2008, Garia-Molina et al. 2009℄ and dry dna [Abril et al. 2011℄. The melf model onsti-

tutes the basis for the melf-gos method, in whih the outer shell eletrons are desribed

by the melf, whereas the inner shell eletrons, whih maintain their atomi harater, are

desribed by hydrogeni generalized osillator strengths (gos), as it was explained at the

beginning of this setion.

2.5.4 Bethe surfae of biomaterials

One we have desribed some of the most used extended optial data models, we an

evaluate with them the Bethe surfae of some biomaterials. In this setion, the Bethe

surfae of liquid water, dna and the water-equivalent plasti pmma will be shown. First of

all, the experimental optial elf of these materials [Hayashi et al. 2000, Inagaki et al. 1974,

Ritsko et al. 1978℄ is �tted by a weighted sum of Drude-type funtions, Eq. (2.57). The

results of this �tting are shown by lines in Fig. 2.3. In Fig. 2.4, the result of the hydrogeni

gos for the inner shells is ompared with the X-ray data [Henke, Gullikson, and Davis

1993℄. Now, the ful�llment of the sum rules, Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39), must be heked.
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Figure 2.7: Bethe surfae of liquid water. Symbols represent experimental data by

Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa [1997℄. Lines in represent model alulation using (a) the ex-

tended Drude and Ashley models, (b) the improved extended Drude model, and () the melf-gos

model.
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Figure 2.6 shows (a) the number of eletrons obtained from the onstruted elf as a

funtion of the transferred energy from Eq. (2.38) and (b) the fator fKK for evaluating

the Kramers-Kronig sum rule from Eq. (2.39), for liquid water, pmma and dna. As it an

be seen in Fig. 2.6(a), the number of eletrons onverge to Zt for the three targets, for

high energies, around 10 keV, when all the target eletrons (outer and inner) have been

exited, with errors less than 1%. For the Kramers-Kronig sum rule, Fig. 2.6(b), fKK

onverges to 1 for liquid water and DNA within a few perent error (less than 1% and

3% for liquid water and dna, respetively). Larger errors are observed here for pmma

(∼ 14%); in general, the Kramers-Kronig sum rule is harder to evaluate, sine it requires

the knowledge of the refrative index for ~ω = 0, whih usually has to be extrapolated.

We have used approximated n(0) values of 1.33, 1.5 and 1.5 for liquid water [Hayashi et al.

2000℄, dna [Inagaki et al. 1974℄, and pmma [Ritsko et al. 1978℄ respetively. Therefore, it

is possible that the larger error of fKK for pmma omes from a bad estimation of n(0).
Indeed, the f -sum rule for the outer shell eletrons of pmma, whih has 40 outer shell

eletrons aording to Ritsko et al. [1978℄, is ful�lled within an error less than 5%. It is

worth also to notie how fKK onverges for muh lower energies (∼ 100 eV), sine this sum
rule mainly evaluates the outer shell eletrons ontribution to the elf.

In order to further test the behaviour of the previously desribed optial data models, we

an try to apply them to liquid water, whih Bethe surfae is well studied experimentally

by the ixss experiments by Watanabe, Hayashi, and Udagawa [1997℄ and Hayashi et al.

[2000℄. In Fig. 2.7 we show the experimental data for the elf of liquid water from

~k = 0 to ~k = 6.784 Å

−1
, together with the �t of Drude funtions at ~k = 0 (Eq.

(2.57)), and the results of the di�erent extended optial data models desribed above.

Fig. 2.7(a) orresponds to the extended-Drude and the Ashley models, Fig. 2.7(b) to

the improved extended-Drude model and Fig. 2.7() shows the results of the melf-gos

model. We observe that the �rst two models, produing almost the same results, disagree

with the experimental elf. On the other hand, both the the improved extended-Drude

and the melf-gos models provide a muh more realisti behaviour of the elf at ~k 6= 0.
Espeially, the melf-gos model yields a very good omparison with the experimental data.

Therefore, this methodology will be onsidered in the following as the standard model for

all the alulations.

In Fig. 2.8, the Bethe surfaes of (a) liquid water, (b) pmma, and () dna, as alulated

with the melf-gos model, are ompared. As already seen in Fig. 2.3 for ~k = 0, the Bethe
surfaes of all these materials (and, in general, of all the bio-organi materials) are very

similar, with the main exitation present around 20 eV. Nonetheless, the intensity of suh

resonane is di�erent, and depends on di�erent fators, suh as the density of the materials

and their harateristi eletroni struture. Note, for example, how the Bethe surfaes of

pmma and dna are more intense than that of liquid water, these materials having larger

densities (1.18 and 1.35, respetively, as ompared with 1.0 g/m

3
for liquid water), thus

presenting larger elf. Nonetheless, it is also worth to notie how pmma presents a more

intense Bethe surfae than dna, even though dna density is larger. Therefore, it is lear

how pure eletroni struture e�ets are also inluded in the Bethe surfae.

Finally, another harateristi feature an be seen in Fig. 2.8: as the main exitation

hannel vanishes when ~ω and ~k grow, we an also see how this resonane starts following

a paraboli behaviour, in the form ~ωr(~k) ∝ ~
2k2/(2m), as it is predited by the Lindhard

elf within the random phase approximation, and aounted for phenomenologially in the

extended Drude model, Eq. (2.60). This feature is known as the Bethe ridge, and basially
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Figure 2.8: Bethe surfae of (a) liquid water, (b) pmma, and () dna, alulated with the

melf-gos model.
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shows how the eletroni exitations onverge to the free eletron limit as the energy and

momentum transfers inrease. This is a feature whih will be also important for desribing,

in hapter 4, the energy and angular spetra of seondary eletrons.

2.6 Phenomenologial approah to the elf of organi/bi-

ologial materials

As it was pointed out in setion 2.5, in order to alulate eletroni ross setions for all the

bio-organi materials of interest for hadron therapy, we need (i) to properly desribe the

Bethe surfae over the whole (k�ω) range, and (ii) to ount on with a method for obtaining

the elf of the materials of interest in the optial limit. The �rst point was treated in detail

in the previous setion. Here, we will deal with the seond task.

As it was onluded in the previous setion, all the organi and biologial materials

share some features in their eletroni exitation spetrum: all of them present an intense

exitation around 20 eV, with some minour peaks at lower energies and, in some ases,

some asymmetry. These ommon harateristis were notied by some authors, and they

led to Tan et al. [2004℄ to try to develop an empirial parametri approah for prediting

the elf of bio-organi materials.

Tan et al. [2004℄ analysed the elf of 14 of the organi materials quoted in Table 2.1.

Sine all of them look quite similar, with the exitation around 20 eV dominating the

spetrum, they proposed that the experimental optial elf of the outermost eletrons of

organi ompounds an be parameterised with a single Drude-type funtion:

Im

[ −1

ǫ(~k = 0, ~ω)

]
=

a(Zt)~ω

[~ω2 − b2(〈Zt〉)]2 + c2(〈Zt〉)~ω2
, (2.67)

where a(Zt) (in eV

3
), b(〈Zt〉) (in eV) and c(〈Zt〉) (in eV) represent the intensity, position

and width of the single Drude-type elf.

3

Using the experimental optial elf of the 14

bio-organi ompounds, b(〈Zt〉) and c(〈Zt〉) were parameterised as a funtion of the mean

atomi number of the target, 〈Zt〉 (i.e., the number of eletrons per formula divided by the

number of atoms) [Tan et al. 2004℄:

b = 19.927 + 0.9807 · 〈Zt〉 , (2.68)

c = 13.741 + 0.3215 · 〈Zt〉 . (2.69)

The remaining parameter, a(Zt), an be simply obtained by imposing the ful�lment of

the f -sum rule, Eq. (2.38), linked to the number of eletrons per moleule, Zt, of ourse

having into aount the number of eletrons present in the inner shells, as explained in

setion 2.4.2. In this parametri approah, Eq.(2.67) is used for transferred energies below

40 eV, whereas above 50 eV the elf is obtained from X-ray atomi sattering fators

[Henke, Gullikson, and Davis 1993℄, ensuring that the inner-shell eletrons are onsidered

for the alulation of the parameter a(Zt). Between 40 and 50 eV, a parabola is used to

link Eq.(2.67) with the X-ray data (see Ref. [Tan et al. 2004℄ for a detailed explanation).

This method allows the predition of the optial elf for an arbitrary bio-organi om-

pound in the optial limit (~k = 0), provided that the atomi omposition (for alulating

3

Note that this equation has been written here following the notation by Tan et al. [2004℄, whih is

slightly di�erent from the Drude-type funtion explained in setion 2.5.1.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the optial-elf obtained through the parametri model of Eq.(2.67)

(solid lines) with available experimental data (symbols) for: (a) liquid water [Hayashi et al.

2000℄, (b) solid dna [Inagaki et al. 1974℄, () solid thymine [Isaason 1972℄, (d) solid adenine

[Arakawa et al. 1986℄, (e) solid urail [Isaason 1972℄, and (f) solid guanine [Emerson et al. 1975℄.
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〈Zt〉) and density (whih a�ets the f -sum rule) are known. This information is easily

aessible for any material. Spei�ally, the average omposition and density of a large

number of biologial targets is ompiled in iru [1992℄. We summarise in Table A.1 the

physial properties of the representative biologial materials studied in this work, whih

have been obtained from Ref. [iru 1992℄, exept for dna [Inagaki et al. 1974℄ and the

ytoplasm [Byrne et al. 2013℄ (see hapter 7). The average mass omposition of eah target

has been onverted to number of atoms per formula, assigning 1 atom to the less abundant

omponent, in order to alulate the values of Zt, At and 〈Zt〉. In Fig. 2.9 we show the pre-

dited optial elf, aording to Eq. (2.67), for liquid water and solids dry dna, adenine,

guanine, thymine and urail, together with the available experimental data [Inagaki et al.

1974, Hayashi et al. 2000, Isaason 1972, Emerson et al. 1975, Arakawa et al. 1986℄. As it

an be seen, given the simpliity of the model, the agreement is reasonably good in prati-

ally all ases, exept for liquid water, where the asymmetry of the experimental elf an

not be reprodued with a single-Drude funtion.

2.7 Projetile desription

Aording to Eq. (2.10), the desription of the projetile enters in the dds alulation, for

a given harge state q, through the Fourier transform ρq(k) of the eletroni density of the

projetile. For ions, this eletroni struture has to be taken into aount and, moreover,

the probability of �nding the projetile in eah possible harge state, whih depends on

its veloity, has to be onsidered. Also, the dynami eletron apture and loss proesses

experiened by the projetile between its di�erent harge states produes an energy loss,

as well as the polarization of the ion eletroni loud due to the self-indued eletri �eld

by the projetile. All these aspets will be treated in subsetion 2.7.1.

In the ase of eletrons, ρq(k) = 0. Nonetheless, other e�ets appear, related to the

indistinguishability of the inident and target eletrons, and also to the poorer performane

of the �rst Born approximation for eletrons at low energies. These orretions will be

introdued in subsetion 2.7.2.

2.7.1 Ioni projetiles

When the projetile is an ion, its kineti energy is muh larger than the orresponding one

for an eletron, given the same speed, so it results in a better performane of the �rst Born

approximation [Rudd and Kim 1992℄, and therefore non-Born orretions are not needed.

Nonetheless, the theoretial desription of the projetile is more omplex, sine an ion an

be in di�erent harge states depending on the number of bound eletrons and, exept for

the totally stripped ion, it has an eletroni struture that has to be aounted for, sine

it a�ets the way in whih the ion interats with the target. Moreover, the eletri �eld

indued by the projetile in the target, whih is the responsible for the stopping fore, an

also distort the eletroni loud of the projetile, polarising it, and this proess also a�ets

to the stopping fore.

2.7.1.1 Charge state and eletroni struture

Due to the eletron apture and loss by the projetile, the ion an be in di�erent harge

states, from 0 up to Z. At a given kineti energy T , the apture and loss proesses quikly
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Figure 2.10: Charge frations for (a) hydrogen and (b) helium projetiles in liquid water, pmma

and dna obtained from the CasP ode [Shiwietz and Grande 2001℄. Blak lines orrespond to

q = 0, red lines to q = +1, and blue lines to q = +2.

reah an equilibrium, in whih the probability of �nding the projetile in the harge state

q is φq(T ). If these probabilities are known, then the stopping magnitudes are evaluated

as:

Λ(T ) =
Z∑

q=0

φq(T ) Λq(T ) , (2.70)

S(T ) =

Z∑

q=0

φq(T )Sq(T ) , (2.71)

Ω2(T ) =
Z∑

q=0

φq(T ) Ω
2
q(T ) , (2.72)

〈E〉 (T ) =

Z∑

q=0

φq(T )

∫ ω+

ω−

dω (~ω)

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω)

Z∑

q=0

φq(T )

∫ ω+

ω−

dω

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω)

. (2.73)

The equilibrium harge frations φq(T ) an be determined from a parameterisation

to experimental data [Shiwietz and Grande 2001℄. The harge frations for hydrogen and

helium atoms in liquid water, pmma and dna, obtained aording to this parameterisation,

are shown in Fig. 2.10. It an be learly seen that these harge frations are very similar

for all these organi materials, a fat that will lead us to assume the liquid water harge

frations for omplex biologial materials that will be studied in hapter 7, suh as the ell

nuleus or ytoplasm.

Regarding the Fourier transform of the eletroni harge density of the swift projetile,

ρq(k), it is desribed by the statistial model proposed by Brandt and Kitagawa [1982℄,
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where the e�etive harge of energeti ions is alulated in the dieletri response approx-

imation. The projetile, with atomi number Z, has N bound eletrons and moves with

veloity v with respet to the target eletrons. The Brandt and Kitagawa [1982℄ model

presupposes that the loud of bound eletrons is sreening the projetile nuleus over a

radius Υ that depends on the projetile veloity. Therefore, we onsider that, when target

eletrons approah the projetile with impat parameters larger than Υ (that is, distant

ollisions), they pereive the projetile as a point harge with harge q = (Z − N)e, irre-
spetively of its internal struture. However, when the impat parameter is smaller than Υ
(i.e., lose ollisions) the target eletrons penetrate the sreening loud of the bound ele-

trons of the projetile, sensing a partially sreened potential orresponding to a projetile

harge larger than q. An average over all the impat parameters will determine the energy

loss.

The Brandt and Kitagawa [1982℄ model haraterises the bound eletrons of the proje-

tile by a generi orbital, where the sreening radius Υ is treated as a variational parameter.

In order to derive analytial results, the eletroni harge density of the projetile is de-

sribed by the simple expression:

ρq(r) =
N

4πΥ3

Υ

r
e−r/Υ

, (2.74)

where r is the distane to the projetile nuleus. The internal energy of the projetile an

be written as:

E = Een + λEee + Ekin , (2.75)

where Een is the potential energy from eletron-nuleus interation, Eee is the potential

energy from the eletron-eletron interation weighted by the variational parameter λ, and
Ekin is the eletron kineti energy. After applying the following onditions to the energy

dE

dΥ
= 0 , (2.76)

dE

dN

∣∣∣∣
N=Z

= 0 , (2.77)

the following value for the sreening radius Υ is obtained

Υ =
0.48N2/3

Z − λN/4
a0 . (2.78)

with λ = 4/7, and a0 being the Bohr radius (a0 = 0.529 · 10−10
m).

A modi�ation of the parameter Υ was introdued when there are N = 1 or 2 bound

eletrons [Brandt 1982℄:

Υ =
3

2[Z − 0.3(N − 1)]
a0 , (2.79)

From Eq.(2.74) we obtain the Fourier transform of the eletroni harge density of the

projetile:

ρq(k) =
N

1 + (kΥ)2
, (2.80)

with Υ given by Eq.(2.78) (or Eq.(2.79) when the projetile has only 1 or 2 bound eletrons).
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2.7.1.2 Contribution to the stopping power due to the polarisation of the

projetile's eletroni loud

The eletri �eld indued by the projetile, Eind,q(T ), whih is the responsible of its stopping,
an also distort its eletroni loud, a fat that also ontributes to the stopping magnitudes.

This ontribution is given by [Heredia-Avalos 2002, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2007, Denton et al.

2008b℄:

Spol,q(T ) =
e2MZ

πT

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
ρq(k)

∫ ω+

ω−

dω ω Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

][
1− cos

(
ωdq

√
M

2T

)]
. (2.81)

Here, dq = αqEind,q(T ) is the displaement of the enter of the eletron loud from its

nuleus, where αq is the projetile polarisability and the self-indued eletri �eld is given

by:

Eind,q =
Me

πT

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

∫ ω+

ω−

dω ω Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]
. (2.82)

Similar expressions an be derived for the rest of the stopping magnitudes by replaing ~ω
in Eq.(2.81) by the orret power.

2.7.1.3 Energy-loss related to eletron apture and loss proesses

The dynami variation of the projetile harge state, due to eletron apture and loss, also

ontributes to the stopping power. This eletron apture and loss (C&L) ontribution is

given by [Heredia-Avalos 2002, Denton et al. 2008b℄:

SC&L(T ) = N
∑

i

∑

j 6=i

φi(T ) σi→j(T )∆Ti→j, (2.83)

where σi→j is the ross setion for hanging from the harge state i to the j, and ∆Ti→j is

the energy-loss assoiated to this proess.

In order to alulate SC&L the harge-hanging ross setions have to be known. As

far as we know, only a model for hydrogen is available to alulate these ross setions

[Brandt and Sizmann 1975℄ and, therefore, the C&L energy-loss is going to be onsidered

only for this projetile, following Heredia-Avalos [2002℄ and Denton et al. [2008b℄. For

hydrogen, Eq. (2.83) redues to:

SC&L(T ) = N (φ+1(T ) σ1→0(T )∆T1→0 + φ0(T ) σ0→1(T )∆T1→0)

= N σ1→0(T ) σ0→1(T )

σ1→0(T ) + σ0→1(T )
(∆T1→0 +∆T0→1), (2.84)

where the relation σi→j(T ) = φi(T )/(φ+1(T ) + φ0(T )) has been used.

In order to estimate (∆T1→0 + ∆T0→1), we onsider that a lower limit in the energy

transfer for a whole harge exhange yle is given by the sum of the ionisation energy of the

target B and the kineti energy of the eletron bound to the projetile, (∆T1→0+∆T0→1) =
B +mv2/2 = B + (m/M)T , so:

SC&L(T ) = N σ1→0(T ) σ0→1(T )

σ1→0(T ) + σ0→1(T )

(
B +

m

M
T
)
. (2.85)
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The harge hanging ross setions are alulated aording to the model by

Brandt and Sizmann [1975℄, and the binding energy of the target is estimated as:

B =
1

2

(
ZS

n

)
, (2.86)

where ZS is the e�etive harge of the target atom, aording to the Slater rules, and n is the
prinipal quantum number of the last oupied orbital of the target atom [Heredia-Avalos

2002℄.

2.7.2 Eletron projetiles

In order to desribe the inelasti sattering of eletron projetiles, several points have to

be taken into aount, due to the indistinguishability of the inident and struk eletron.

First of all we will analyse the integration limits in the ross setion alulation. Sine both

eletrons are not distinguishable, it is not possible to reognise the inident (or primary)

and struk (or seondary) eletrons after the ollision and, therefore, if an energy E has

been transferred in the ollision, two eletrons result with energies T −E and E−B, with
B being the binding energy of the target eletrons, but it is impossible to reognise whih

eletron is the primary and whih one is the seondary. As a result, it is needed to establish

some riterion if the primary eletron has to be followed, as it is the ase with Monte Carlo

simulations. The usual riterion is to assume that the most energeti eletron after the

ollision is the primary one. This fat imposes a limit to the maximum energy that an

be transferred to the seondary eletron, whih is the E-value for whih the sattered and

struk eletrons have the same energy, i.e., T −E = E−B, whih yields Emax = (T +B)/2.
In pratie, B has to be hosen as some representative value for the ionisation energy of the

target eletrons, whih an be the gap energy, the �rst ionisation potential, or the average

binding energy of the outer shell eletrons, as it will be de�ned in hapter 4.

Another restrition imposed by the indistinguishability of eletrons is that, after the

ollision, the primary eletron annot lie on a target oupied level, due to the Pauli's

exlusion priniple. In metals, the target levels are �lled up to the Fermi energy, EF.

Then, the maximum energy the primary eletron an lose without entering the oupied

levels is Emax = T −EPauli, where EPauli = EF. For insulators, however, the Fermi energy is

not a well-de�ned quantity, so we take EPauli = 4 eV for all the biomaterials analysed, as an

approximation. Therefore, the atual limit to the energy transfer in an inelasti ollision

between eletrons is Emax = min [(T +B)/2, T − EPauli] [Fernández-Varea et al. 1993℄.

Finally, other two e�ets have to be onsidered that are not inluded in the �rst Born

approximation: the �rst one is the e�et of the indistinguishability in the dds, what is

alled the exhange e�et. The other is the departure from the �rst Born approximation

at very low eletron veloities. Contrary to ions, whih have large masses and then large

kineti energies, the �rst Born approximation being appliable until relatively low velo-

ities, for eletrons the veloity range of appliability of the �rst Born approximation is

muh more limited. Even though, slow eletrons are very important for radiobiologial

e�ets, sine they an produe damage to biomoleules by disoiative eletron attahment

[Boudaï�a et al. 2000℄. Therefore, they have to be onsidered in Monte Carlo simulations,

so non-Born orretion have to be inluded in order to desribe very low energy eletrons.
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2.7.2.1 Exhange orretions

Apart from the limitations imposed to the integration limits, as they have been explained

previously, the eletron indistinguishability also a�ets the dds alulated by the diele-

tri formalism, Eq. (2.10), in whih it is needed to add an exhange orretion term fxc.

There exist two ways of taking into aount the exhange e�et: a semi-lassial way,

by means of the Mott formula [Mott 1930℄, and a quantum approah, following the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation and its simpli�ation introdued by Ohkur [1965℄, i.e., the

Born-Ohkur approximation [Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo 2005℄. It has to be noted that both

approahes are introdued for single-partile exitations (eletron�hole reation and ioni-

sation) and, therefore, they are not suitable for olletive exitations (i.e., plasmons). In

general, the optial data models and, in partiular, the melf-gos model, annot distin-

guish between single-partile and olletive exitations. Therefore, sine we will apply

these approximations to the whole ross setions, the results may be interpreted as an

upper-limit orretion.

In the semi-lassial approah, Mott [1930℄ modi�ed the Rutherford ross setion for the

sattering between two eletrons in order to onsider the exhange or indistinguishability.

The Rutherford sds, without exhange, reads, in Gaussian units [iru 1996℄:

dσ

dE

∣∣∣∣
Rutherford

=
MπZ2e4

m

1

E2

1

T
. (2.87)

This equation depends on E−2
, being E = T−T ′

the energy transfer from the point of view

of the primary eletron, onsidering that it the most energeti after the ollision, with �nal

energy T ′
. Nonetheless, sine both eletrons are indistinguishable, the primary eletron

ould have been the other ejeted eletron with �nal energy W = E − B, with B being a

harateristi binding energy of the struk eletron. Therefore it is possible to introdue

an exhange term whih depends on (T − (E − B))−2
instead of E−2

. Finally, there is a

diret-exhange interferene term depending on E−1(T − (E − B))−1
, and the Mott ross

setion results in [iru 1996℄:

dσ

dE

∣∣∣∣
Mott

=
MπZ2e4

m

1

T

[
1

E2
− 1

E(T − (E +B))
+

1

(T − (E +B))2

]
, (2.88)

where the �rst term in the brakets is the diret term, the third term is the exhange

term, and the seond one is the interferene term. From this expression it is possi-

ble to extrapolate and extrat the Mott exhange orretion term for Eq. (2.10), sine

dσMott/dE = fxc · dσRutherford/dE:

fxc =

[
1− E

T −E +B
+

E2

(T −E +B)2

]
. (2.89)

This fator makes the ross setion symmetri for the primary (energy T − E ≈ T −W )

and the seondary (energy W = E −B) eletrons.

In the quantum approah, Ohkur [1965℄ obtained a simple relation between the ex-

hange and diret terms for exitation by developing the Born-Oppenheimer sattering

amplitude in inverse series of T and retaining only the �rst term, obtaining:

d2Λ(T )xc
dω dk

=

[
~
2k2/2m

T

]2
d2Λ(T )

dω dk
. (2.90)
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This expression was extended for ionisation by Prasad [1965℄.

Calulating the exhange term from this expression, and introduing an interferene

term in the same manner as in the Mott ross setion, the following form is obtained for

the Ohkur exhange orretion term to be introdued in Eq. (2.10) [Fernández-Varea et al.

1993, Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo 2005℄:

fxc = 1− ~
2k2/2m

T
+

(
~
2k2/2m

T

)2

, (2.91)

where, again, the �rst term orresponds to the diret term, the seond to the interferene

term, and the third to the exhange term.

2.7.2.2 Low energy (non-Born) orretions

Eletrons with energies around 100 eV or less are still very relevant for radiobiologial

models, sine they an produe damage to biomoleules by disoiative eletron attahment

[Boudaï�a et al. 2000℄. Nonetheless, at these very low energies the �rst Born approxima-

tion (and, thus, the dieletri formalism) is not valid. Therefore, some orretions have to

be inluded in the alulations in order to obtain the ross setions within the same theo-

retial framework. Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo [2005℄ disuss several seond order orretions

shemes, whih are relatively simple to implement, depending basially on the optial elf

(and therefore, appliable to liquid water and arbitrary organi materials), and Coulomb-

�eld orretion due to the energy gained by the primary eletron in the �eld of the target

moleule. Although these orretions have not been implemented in the present work, they

an be easily introdued, and they seem to improve the results at low energies, as it will

be disussed brie�y in hapter 3.

2.8 Summary and onlusions

In this hapter, the basi onepts related to the eletroni interation of fast harged parti-

les with ondensed matter, i.e., ross setion, mean free path, stopping power, energy-loss

straggling, et., have been introdued. Then, the dieletri formalism has been desribed,

whih is the theoretial framework we will use for alulating all these quantities (hapter

3), as well as for alulating harged partile-impat ionisation ross setions (hapter 4)

later on in this thesis.

Both the lassial eletrodynamis and the quantum (�rst Born approximation) ap-

proahes for the dieletri formalism have been explained. The relation between both

approahes yields a onnetion between a marosopi quantity (the energy-loss funtion,

related to the omplex dieletri funtion of the target material) and a mirosopi quan-

tity (the generalized osillator strengths, related to the eletroni transition probabilities),

a fat whih onstitutes the main advantage of the dieletri formalism: the knowledge of

a proper elf for the target material (usually obtained from optial or eletron energy-loss

experiments) guaranties the inlusion of all the possible eletroni exitation hannels in

the alulations, inluding hemial bonding and physial state e�ets, making the diele-

tri formalism a very onvenient method for alulations for ondensed phase targets. Also,

the Bethe equation for the stopping of very fast harged partiles has been derived from

the �rst Born approximation, and a set of sum rules have been introdued to hek the

quality of the elf.
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Sine the elf is the main ingredient needed for desribing the target material in al-

ulations performed with the dieletri formalism, the methods for obtaining it for all the

relevant materials have been disussed in detail. First, several theoretial models have

been desribed for inluding the dispersion relation, i.e., the evolution of the optial elf

(~k = 0) with the momentum transfer ~k, for obtaining the elf over the whole Bethe

surfae or (k�ω) range. It has been seen that extended optial data models onstitute the

best alternative for these purposes, with the Mermin-Energy-Loss-Funtion�Generalized-

Osillator-Strengths (melf-gos) method being the one that better desribes the Bethe

surfae of liquid water as ompared with experimental data. Then, an empirial method-

ology for obtaining the optial elf for arbitrary biologial materials has been desribed.

Finally, the desription for the harged partile projetiles (whih ontribution is in-

dependent from the target one in the framework of the dieletri formalism) has been

introdued. The di�erent features of ion and eletron projetiles have been onsidered, i.e.,

the harge state, eletron apture and loss proesses, and polarization of the eletron loud

for ions, and the indistinguishability and exhange e�ets for eletrons.

All the theoretial basis and onepts disussed in this hapter will be used later on

in this thesis for the alulation of eletroni energy loss magnitudes (hapter 3) and

ionisation ross setions (hapter 4), data whih will be used in the rest of the hapters for

the simulation of harged partile propagation and interation with biologial materials.



Chapter 3

Energy loss of harged partiles

in biomaterials

3.1 Introdution

In the previous hapter, we have dealt with the desription of the theoretial methods we

will use in this thesis for alulating eletroni interation ross setions, i.e., the dieletri

formalism. The treatment of the target eletroni exitation spetrum through its elf,

and of the projetile through the adequate desription of its harge state and eletroni

struture for ions and of exhange e�ets for eletrons have been explained in detail. In

this hapter, we present results for the basi stopping quantities of ion and eletron beams

in materials of interest in hadron therapy, whih will be needed for simulation of harged

partile propagation and interation with biomaterials in the rest of this thesis. The method

for obtaining ionisation ross setions within the dieletri formalism and its results will

be presented in hapter 4.

During their travel through the human body, energeti ion beams (with energies in

the order of tens to hundreds of MeV/u) an sample di�erent biologial materials. We

will group these materials into �soft� and �hard� tissues, where �soft� tissues will be those

mainly omposed by liquid water and some other organi ompounds. We will onsider

as �hard� tissues those whih present high density inorgani materials in its omposition,

i.e., mainly bone, for whih almost 60% of its mass omposition is the inorgani material

alium hydroxyapatite [iru 1992℄.

Generally, it is assumed that soft tissues an be approximated by liquid water, and so

far most experimental and (mainly) theoretial e�orts have onentrated on this material.

Due to the inherent di�ulty of measuring stopping power data in liquid targets, most

of the available experiments are for water vapour and ie, although some sare measure-

ments have been reported for liquid water too. Several theoretial approahes exist to

study the energy loss of harged partiles in liquid water, suh as the dieletri approah

desribed in the previous hapter, whih an aount for the general trends observed in

the experimental data. Even though, ontroversial results about the experimental stopping

power derived from a proton beam inident on a liquid water jet have reently been re-

ported [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010, Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄, whih will also be disussed

in hapter 5. Regarding other organi materials present in soft tissues, the empirial pa-

rameterisation proposed by Tan et al. [2004℄ for obtaining their exitation spetrum, whih

49
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was explained in setion 2.6, allows a reasonable alulation of their stopping powers (as

well as other relevant data that will be disussed in hapter 4).

In this hapter, results for all the stopping quantities for proton, alpha partile and

eletron beams will be presented for di�erent materials of biologial interest. The disussion

will be divided into two setions, the �rst dealing with liquid water, dna, and some organi

polymers, as a representation of �soft� tissues. Results from the melf-gos method will

be provided, sine it an properly reprodue the Bethe surfae of liquid water, as it has

been shown in subsetion 2.5.4. Moreover, it yields aurate results in omparison with

experimental data, as it will be shown through this hapter.

The seond setion deals with �hard� tissues, represented by ortial bone. It is a

omplex material, and therefore no theoretial treatment exists for aurately prediting

its stopping magnitudes, and experimental data are extremely sare. Nonetheless, we

present here alulations performed with the melf-gosmethod for alium hydroxyapatite

(HAp), whih is the inorgani onstituent of bone, whih are benhmarked against the �rst

experimental measurements of the stopping power of light ions in this material. With this

information, and using the phenomenologial method explained in setion 2.6 for prediting

the elf of biologial materials, we have alulated for the �rst time the stopping power of

harged partiles of ortial bone, whih is in very good agreement with the very sare

experimental data available in the literature.

3.2 �Soft� materials: liquid water and organi polymers

In this setion we present results for the basi stopping quantities of harged partiles (as

de�ned in hapter 2, mainly mean free path, stopping power, energy-loss straggling, average

energy transfer...) in a list of representative �soft� materials, i.e., liquid water, dna, and

some organi polymers, most of them being onsidered as water equivalent materials (see

setion 6.3). Liquid water, poly(methyl metharylate) (pmma), and dna will be used

through this hapter as examples, although some other materials will be disussed when

appropriate. We present here results both for ion and eletron beam impat in these

materials, whih will be shown separately, due to the di�erent nature of these projetiles,

as already disussed in hapter 2.

3.2.1 Ion beams

We start our disussion with one of the most fundamental quantities, the probability of

produing eletroni exitations P (T, k, ω), Eq. (2.10), sine the alulation of all the other
stopping magnitudes (Eqs. (2.5)�(2.8) and (2.70)�(2.73)) relies on it. Usually, it is more

interesting to know the probability of transferring a given energy E = ~ω per unit path

length, irrespetively of the momentum transfer k, P (T, ω):1

P (T, ω) =
dΛ(T )

dω
=

Z∑

i=0

φq(T )

∫ k+

k−

dk Pq(T, k, ω) , (3.1)

1

The dependene on the momentum transfer will be more relevant in the next hapter, regarding the

angular distribution of seondary eletrons.
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Figure 3.1: Probability per unit path length P (T, ω) that proton beams indue eletroni exi-

tations of energy E = ~ω in liquid water (solid line), dry dna (dashed line) and pmma (dotted

line). Results for several projetile energies are displayed: (a) T = 0.5 MeV, (b) 1 MeV, () 5

MeV, and (d) 10 MeV.

where the sum is done over all the possible harge states of the projetile, as disussed in

subsetion 2.7.1.

Figure 3.1 shows the eletroni exitation probability P (T, ω) in liquid water (solid line),
dry dna (dashed line), and pmma (dotted line) by proton beams with inident energies

T = 0.5, 5, 1, and 10 MeV. We �nd that, independently of the projetile energy T , these
three biomaterials present the maximum of the eletroni exitation probability at the

same values of the transferred energy ~ω, although the absolute value and shape of P (T, ω)
is di�erent in eah ase. As the projetile energy inreases, the energy for the maximum

in the eletroni exitation probability slightly shifts to higher transferred energies, going

from ∼ 22 eV at T = 0.5 MeV up to ∼ 33 eV at T = 10 MeV. Also the intensity of the

maximum probability P (T, ω) to produe eletroni exitations dereases as the ion energy

inreases, indiating that a larger number of eletroni exitations are reated when the

projetile has lower energies, a irumstane that takes plae at the Bragg peak.
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Figure 3.2: Average transferred energy by proton beams in liquid water (solid line), dna (dashed

line), and pmma (dotted line). Symbols are Monte Carlo alulations for average energy of

seondary eletrons reated by protons in water [Pimblott and LaVerne 2007℄.

It is remarkable to mention that the most probable eletroni exitations have energies

in the range ∼ 10�50 eV for the analysed targets. Atually, we an study further on this

behaviour by analysing the average energy transfer, 〈E〉, Eq. (2.73). The results of this

alulation as a funtion of the energy of a proton beam in liquid water (solid line), dna

(dashed line), and pmma (dotted line), also having into aount the di�erent harge states,

as explained in subsetion 2.7.1, are shown in Fig. 3.2. We an observe that 〈E〉 (T ) is
rather similar for liquid water and dna, being slightly smaller for pmma in all the range

of proton energies analysed here. This fat is related to the behaviour of the probability

to indue eletroni exitations P (T, ω) in terms of the transferred energy ~ω, whih, as
seen in Fig. 3.1, is quite smaller for pmma than for liquid water or dna at high-energy

transfers. 〈E〉 (T ) inreases with proton energy T , being ∼ 20 eV at T = 10 keV for liquid

water and dna (∼ 10 eV for pmma), going up to ∼ 70 eV for T = 50 MeV (∼ 60 eV for

pmma). We also show by dots in Fig. 3.2 the values reported by Pimblott and LaVerne

[2007℄ for the average energy of the seondary eletrons generated by swift protons in liquid

water. These results are derived from Monte Carlo simulations of the proton traks based

on experimental optial elf for liquid water, but using the Ashley extension to �nite ~k
desribed in subsetion 2.5.3.3. We an observe that the agreement with our alulations

is quite good (absolute values and trend), the small disrepanies being due probably to

the di�erent extension algorithm used in eah methodology, and beause we also inlude
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Figure 3.3: Inverse inelasti mean free path of proton beams in liquid water (solid line), dna

(dashed line), and pmma (dotted line). Symbols are results of other alulations.

eletroni exitations, while alulations by Pimblott and LaVerne [2007℄ just refer to the

kineti energy of the ejeted seondary eletrons. Anyway, these data will be ompared

with our alulations for proton-impat ionisation in hapter 4. Atually, an estimation of

the energy arried by the seondary eletrons generated by energeti protons is obtained

as 〈E〉 (T )−B, where B is a representative value haraterizing the binding energy of the

target eletrons, whih is ∼ 20 eV for biomaterials [de Vera et al. 2013b℄. This point will

be analysed more deeply in hapter 4.

Nonetheless, even if the average energy of the eletroni exitations grows with the

kineti energy of the beam T , it does not mean that higher energy partiles will transfer

more energy to the target. Atually, this would ontradit the Bragg peak behaviour. This

ontradition is solved by analysing the trends of the inelasti inverse mean free path Λ, Eq.
(2.5) and (2.70), whih is the integration over ~ω of P (T, ω) and it has into aount not only
the position of the exitations, but also their intensities. Figure 3.3 shows Λ(T ) for protons
in liquid water (solid line), dry dna (dashed line), and pmma (dotted line) alulated from

the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method. At proton energies lower than ∼ 1

MeV, sizeable di�erenes between the inverse mean free paths orresponding to the three

materials are obtained, whih an be asribed to their di�erent energy-loss funtions. At

the maximum value of Λ(T ), orresponding to a proton energy T ∼ 75 keV for the three

biologial materials, the inverse mean free path in dna is 35% larger than in liquid water,

whereas in pmma is more than 50% greater than in liquid water. It is important to know

that all the biomaterials have not similar inverse mean free paths, but there are sizeable

variations in their value. In Fig. 3.3 we also ompare our alulated inverse mean free paths
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Figure 3.4: (a) Stopping power and (b) energy-loss straggling of proton beams in liquid water

(solid line), dna (dashed line), and pmma (dotted line). Symbols are alulations for dna by

Tan et al. [2006℄.
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with results from other models. For protons in water we present results by Uehara et al.

[2000℄ (squares), who obtain larger Λ(T ) values sine in their model they use water vapour

ross setions. The alulations by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ (stars) and

by Em�etzoglou et al. [2006℄ (irles) agree rather well with our results, sine the three

models use the dieletri formalism. Results by Tan et al. [2010℄ give similar inverse mean

free path for liquid water (down triangles) and dna (up triangles), ontrary to our �ndings;

this oinidene of Λ for liquid water and dna may have its origin in the fat that these

alulations are based in the optial data model of Ashley (subsetion 2.5.3.3), whih

represents a poorer desription of the Bethe surfae of biomaterials.

As it has been seen, even if the average energy transfer grows with T , the inverse

inelasti mean free path grows at lower energies; both fats ombined are the responsible

for the maximum of the stopping power at ∼ 100 keV/u. By using the dieletri formalism

and the melf-gosmethod,we an evaluate analytially the stopping power and the energy-

loss straggling for harged partiles in biomaterials. In Fig. 3.4 we show the alulated

(a) stopping power S and (b) energy-loss straggling Ω2
for proton beams in liquid water

(solid line), dna (dashed line), and pmma (dotted line). Our model predits that these

biomaterials present the maximum value of S at the same projetile energy, T ≤ 100 keV.

However the stopping power values of liquid water are always lower than those of dry dna

and pmma; at T = 100 keV their di�erenes are ∼ 30 %, but even at high proton energies

there are substantial di�erenes between the stopping power of liquid water and the other

biomaterials. The stopping power of dna and pmma are rather similar at intermediate

and high proton energies, whih an be due to the balane between their elf (larger

for pmma than for dna) and their di�erent eletron densities (smaller for pmma than

for dna: Ne,PMMA = 0.385 eletron/Å

3
, Ne,DNA = 0.421 eletron/Å

3
). However, when

omparing the eletroni properties of liquid water and dna or pmma, both the elf and

the eletron density (Ne,liq.water = 0.334 eletron/Å

3
) for liquid water are smaller than for

dna and pmma, whih explains the smaller stopping power of liquid water as ompared to

the other biomaterials. Finally, we also depit in Figure 3.4(a) by triangles the stopping

power of dna alulated by Tan et al. [2006℄, whih were also evaluated by applying the

dieletri formalism to the optial-elf of dna, but using the Ashley model for the extension

algorithm to k 6= 0 values. These data agrees quite well with our DNA stopping power

alulations.

The seond moment in the energy-loss distribution orresponds to the energy-loss strag-

gling Ω2
, whih is related to its variane. We show in Fig. 3.4(b) the energy-loss straggling

Ω2
of liquid water (solid line), dry dna (dashed line), and pmma (dotted line) for a proton

beam as a funtion of its energy T . Ω2
for liquid water is appreiably smaller than for

dna or pmma in the whole proton energy range. The arguments to explain this behaviour

are the same that we disussed in relation to the stopping power. It is worth to notie

that the ontribution of the inner-shell eletrons to the energy-loss straggling is larger than

in the stopping power, representing a onsiderable perentage at high projetile energies.

Therefore, an aurate desription of eletron inner-shell exitations is desirable, whih

are aounted for in this work by the gos (in the hydrogeni approah) of the elemental

onstituent of the ompound target.

After omparing the basi stopping magnitudes of proton beam interation with the

three representative biologial materials liquid water, dna, and pmma, now it is onvenient

to fous our attention in liquid water, being this material the main onstituent of living

�soft� tissues. With this relevant example, we an analyse several interesting features, suh
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as the e�et of the di�erent theoretial models, as well as the omparison between theory

and experimental data.

Let's start this disussion analysing the e�et of the projetile desription in the stop-

ping power of liquid water, i.e., the harge state, the harge exhange proesses and the

polarisation e�ets, disussed in setion 2.7. We have depited in Fig. 3.5(a) and 3.6(a)

the stopping power of liquid water for the di�erent harge states of H and He projetiles,

respetively, as a funtion of their inident energy T , obtained from the melf-gos method.

As it an be seen, the stopping power inreases with the harge of the projetile. Besides, it

is worth to notie that the neutral projetiles also present non-zero stopping power. This

is an important result, sine many works use a stopping power saled by the square of

an e�etive harge, suh as the Barkas [1963℄ approximation, whih inorretly leads to

a zero stopping power for neutral projetiles. Also, it should be noted that the stopping

power of He

2+
is not 4 times that of He

+
, as simply predited by these harge saling

approximations.

The ontribution of eah harge state to the total stopping power of liquid water for

H and He inident beams is shown in Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b), respetively. These results

are obtained as the multipliation of the stopping power of eah harge state (panels (a) in

Figs. 3.5 and 3.6) and the orresponding equilibrium harge frations (setion 2.7.1.1), i.e.

φq(T ) · Sq(T ). As it an be seen, at the high energies typial in hadron therapy, only the

fully stripped ion ontributes to the stopping power. Nonetheless, the ontribution of the

partially harged and neutral projetiles begins to be relevant at low energies, ≤100 keV/u
for H and ≤400 keV/u for He, where the maximum stopping power appears; projetile

energies around this region may be important at the Bragg peak and the distal part of the

depth-dose urve. In any ase, it is lear that the harge state has to be taken into aount

for omparing the alulations with the experimental data, as it will be done later. Figures

3.5(b) and 3.6(b) also show the ontributions to the stopping power of the eletron apture

and loss proesses, as well as the polarisation e�et. As it was explained in subsetion

2.7.1.3, the apture and loss proesses have so far only been implemented for protons. In

any ase, it is lear that both proesses, apture-loss and polarisation, have a very small

ontribution to the stopping power, whih is limited to very low energies, and therefore

they an be safely disregarded when dealing with beam energies typially used in hadron

therapy.

Other aspet that an be studied from a fundamental point of view is the e�et of the

hoie of the extended optial data model in the stopping power alulation. As it was

shown in subsetion 2.5.4, not all these models an properly reprodue the experimental

Bethe surfae of liquid water, being the melf-gos and the improved extended Drude

methods the most aurate. Figure 3.7 shows the alulated stopping power of liquid

water for protons with the extended Drude, Ashley, improved extended Drude and melf-

gos methods. For omparison, also the stopping power alulated with the melf-gos

method, but using the older elf of liquid water measured by Heller et al. [1974℄ is shown.

At high energies, all the models agree quite well among them, with small di�erenes that

are not notieable in the �gure. However, they show large di�erenes at energies around

the stopping power maximum. The simpler Ashley and extended Drude models show a

steep derease at low projetile energies, whih is a rather unrealisti feature, in omparison

with the experimental data, shown in Fig. 3.8(a). On the other hand, the more elaborated

improved extended Drude and melf-gos algorithms show a behaviour at low energies

that is loser to the experimental trends, although with di�erenes among them of ∼ 10%
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in the maximum. A similar di�erene is observed within the melf-gos method when

using the two di�erent experimental elf of liquid water [Heller et al. 1974, Hayashi et al.

2000℄. These two alulations are diretly ompared with the available experimental data

for protons and alpha partiles in Fig. 3.8.

In Fig. 3.8(a), blak and grey solid lines represent the results obtained for the

stopping power of liquid water for protons from the melf-gos method, using the elf

measured by Hayashi et al. [2000℄ and by Heller et al. [1974℄, respetively. Symbols

are experimental data, maninly for ie [Wenzel and Whaling 1952, Andrews and Newton

1977, Bauer, Kaferbok, and Neas 1994℄ and for liquid water [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010,

Siiskonen et al. 2011℄. For omparison purposes, we also depit as red dashed lines the

semiempirial results provided by the srim ode [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄ and

as blue dash-dotted line the stopping power ompiled in iru [1993℄. The preditions at

high energies of all the models agree (among them and) with the newest experimental

data in liquid water [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄. However, at lower energies the preditions of

the models learly disagree among them and depart from the available experimental data,

although these are not for liquid water but for ie. Both srim and iru urves show a

good agreement with the experimental data for ie, beause they use a parameterisation

to these experimental data.

It is also interesting to note the di�erenes between the experimental data for protons

in liquid water at intermediate energies [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄ and the theoretial

results. These experimental data rely on the measurement of the energy distributions of
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proton beams after traversing a liquid water jet, and on the interpretation of these energy

distributions by Monte Carlo simulation. The authors use both the diameter of the liquid

jet and the stopping power as �tting parameters in order to reprodue the experiments,

and from these �tting they obtain the experimental stopping power. Nonetheless, these

data seem to be shifted to smaller values in omparison with the rest of experimental and

theoretial information [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄. In hapter 5 we will make use of the

simulation ode seis [Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄ in order to reinterpret these experimental

data, and we will make a ritial analysis of these stopping power values at intermediate

energies [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄.

The stopping power results for alpha partiles in liquid water are shown in Fig.

3.8(b). Again, blak and grey solid lines represent the results obtained using the elf

measured by Hayashi et al. [2000℄ and by Heller et al. [1974℄, respetively, whereas sym-

bols are experimental data for ie [Matteson, Powers, and Chau 1977℄ and liquid wa-

ter [Palmer and Akhavan-Rezayat 1978, Thwaites 1981, Haque, Mohammadi, and Nikjoo

1985℄. The red dashed and blue dash-dotted lines represent the results from srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄ and iru [1993℄. In this ase, iru results show a

lear �tting to the results for ie, whereas srim values follow muh better the liquid water

experimental data around the maximum. In any ase, our results using the newer elf of

liquid water by Hayashi et al. [2000℄ show a good agreement with iru and srim results,

and espeially with the experimental data for liquid water, even in the maximum. It is

worth to notie how our alulations using the elf by Heller et al. [1974℄ show a worst

omparison with the experiments, indiating that the newer ixss measurements of the elf

measured by Hayashi et al. [2000℄ seem more reliable.

In order to further hek the performane of the melf-gos method for bio-

organi targets, we an also ompare its results with the abundant experimental

data for protons and alpha partiles in the plasti Kapton. As it an be seen

from Fig. 3.9, the experimental values of S for protons [Räisänen and Reuhala

1987, Wallae, Rothman, and Composto 1994, Plompen et al. 1996℄ and alpha par-

tiles [Wallae, Rothman, and Composto 1994, Plompen et al. 1996, Kiss et al. 1989,

Takahiro et al. 1990, Räisänen et al. 1996, Chekirine and Ammi 1999℄ in Kapton are in

exellent agreement with our alulations. It is more relevant in the ase of helium ions,

beause the experimental data (between 50 and 2000 keV/u) over the range of the max-

imum stopping power, where harge exhange and solid-state e�ets are stronger. Our

alulations perfetly agree with the available experimental data for protons too. In this

ase, experimental values only exist for T > 500 keV/u, where alulations are less sensitive
to the method used to desribe the target exitation spetrum.

In Fig. 3.9 we have also depited the results by srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler

2008℄ (dashed lines) and iru ode star [iru 1993, Berger et al. 2005℄ (dot-dashed lines).

These odes give rather similar results in all the energy range for Kapton. At high ener-

gies all approahes also agree with the melf-gos method and with the experimental data.

However, at low and intermediate energies these odes predit di�erent values of the stop-

ping power. It is worth to note how di�erenes appear at energies where aggregation e�ets

and harge-exhange mehanisms are stronger, a region where the stopping power obtained

by the melf-gos method ahieves an exellent agreement with the experimental data for

alpha partiles in Kapton. Again, the reason for these di�erenes lies in the di�erent desrip-

tions of the exitation spetrum of the target material. srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler

2008℄ and pstar [iru 1993, Berger et al. 2005℄ make use of semiempirial formulas based
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on experimental data and theoretial trends, while the melf-gos method exploits the

properties of the Mermin dieletri funtion for extrapolating the elf(k = 0, ω) in the

entire (k�ω) plane, resulting in a more realisti desription.

3.2.2 Eletron beams

After having analysed the results of the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method for

light ion beams, now we are going to present some results for eletron beams, having into

aount the e�et of the projetile harateristis, as explained in subsetion 2.7.2. In this

ase, liquid water and some other organi polymers will be analysed, for whih omparison

is possible with experimental data.

We present in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 our alulations of the inelasti mean free path λ
and the stopping power S of eletrons interating with (a) liquid water, (b) poly(methyl

metharylate) (pmma), () Kapton, and (d) polyaetylene (pa) targets. These alulations

take into aount the exhange e�et between the inident and the target eletrons through

the Born-Ohkur (BO, blak solid lines) and Mott approximations (green dashed lines), see

subsetion 2.7.2.1. Results without the exhange orretion are given by grey solid lines.

These exhange approximations must be onsidered as a lower limit in the stopping power

(and an upper limit in the mean free path), sine they are based on the assumption of single-

eletron exitations, while the Mermin-type elf does not allow to separate individual and

olletive eletron exitations.

As it an be seen in Fig. 3.10, the in�uene of the exhange e�et on the mean free

path λ is in the valley region (T ∼ 100 eV) and < 10%, in general. It is usually similar by

using the Born-Ohkur or the Mott approximations, exept at very low energies (≤ 50 eV),
where the Born approximation is not valid. The di�erene beomes less important (∼ 5%)

at 200 eV and even less at higher energies. For the stopping power S, the exhange e�et
gives also a di�erene < 10% at the maximum (T ∼ 100 eV), as it is shown in Fig. 3.11,

irrespetively of using the Born-Ohkur or Mott method (exept for PA). This di�erene

also beomes smaller at high energies, but more slowly, being ∼ 8% at 200 eV and < 5%

above 400 eV.

Our results for λ an be ompared with other theoretial models and with experimen-

tal data in the ase of eletrons interating with liquid water, pmma, Kapton and pa.

We ompare our results, obtained by the melf-gos method, with alulations developed

by Tanuma, Powell, and Penn [1993℄ (dotted blue lines), Akkerman and Akkerman [1999℄

(dashed red lines), Tan et al. [2004℄ (dash-dotted green line), and Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo

[2005℄ (magenta dash-dotted line), all based on the dieletri response theory, but using

di�erent extended optial data models. It is worth to note how our alulations are in exel-

lent agreement with the measurements in pmma [Roberts et al. 1980℄, Fig. 3.10(b), better

than the results of the other models shown in the �gure. For Kapton, there is only one

measurement at 967 eV by Cadman, Gossedge, and Sott [1978℄, whih lies ∼ 30% above

all the alulations. The inelasti mean free path in the ase of pa has been investigated by

Lesiak [1999℄, Lesiak et al. [2000℄ and Gergely et al. [2007℄; the experimental data shown in

Fig. 3.10(d) were reported in the more reent publiation [Gergely et al. 2007℄. The slope

of these data annot be reprodued by any model. Nevertheless, the same group reports

very di�erent experimental values in its previous publiations [Lesiak 1999, Lesiak et al.

2000℄. Our alulations agree well (exept for pmma) with the Tanuma-Powell-Pen (tpp)

model preditions [Tanuma, Powell, and Penn 1993℄ at high energy (≥ 200 eV), but di�er-
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enes appear at the valley region, where the tpp urves go below our results. Conerning

the rest of models, there are di�erenes in λ of ∼ 30% at the valley region and ∼ 15% at

energies above 1 keV.

In the ase of liquid water, Fig. 3.10(a), experimental data is available for ie at very

low energies [Mihaud, Wen, and Sanhe 2003℄, and for liquid water at moderate energies

[Ottosson et al. 2010℄. However, several fats have to be onsidered in order to ompare

with these experiments. First, the results by Mihaud, Wen, and Sanhe [2003℄ are at very

low energy (T ≤ 100 eV) and, therefore, non-Born orretions have to be applied to the

dieletri formalism in order to apply at these energies, as disussed in subsetion 2.7.2.2.

Although these orretions have not been implemented in the present work, we show in

Fig. 3.10(a) results of the dieletri formalism by Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo [2005℄, where

non-Born orretions are inluded. It an be seen how, at high energies (T ≥ 300 keV),

the results by Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo [2005℄ perfetly agree with ours. Nonetheless, dif-

ferenes appear around the minimum (T ∼ 100 keV), where the results with non-Born or-

retions agree muh better with the ie experiments by Mihaud, Wen, and Sanhe [2003℄.

Regarding the experiments by Ottosson et al. [2010℄, they have to be taken with some

are: �rst, the results are of eletron attenuation lengths, whih are not equivalent to the

mean free path, due to the multiple elasti sattering; seond, it is not lear whether these

results have to be divided by a fator π/2, due to the experimental onditions. Apart

from this, the authors report several sales for the �nal data [Ottosson et al. 2010℄, so the

experimental results an be saled in di�erent ways. We show in Fig. 3.10(a) two of these

salings by irles and triangles; the �rst set (irles) seems to agree with the data provided

by Mihaud, Wen, and Sanhe [2003℄ at low energies, although it does not agree with the

alulations at higher energies, whih are appliable at these energy range. Nonetheless,

the other set (triangles) agrees a little bit better with the alulations at high energies,

although underestimate the results by Mihaud, Wen, and Sanhe [2003℄ at low energies.

In the ase of the stopping power S, Fig. 3.11, our alulations are also ompared

with the ones by Akkerman and Akkerman [1999℄ and Tan et al. [2004℄. Now, all the mod-

els agree at high energies, but the di�erenes around the maximum are ≥ 10%. Suh

di�erenes in λ and S are due to the di�erent approahes taken to extend the opti-

al elf(k = 0, ω) into ~k 6= 0. Although both groups [Akkerman and Akkerman 1999,

Tan et al. 2004℄ work with Drude dieletri funtions to �t the experimental optial elf,

the former [Akkerman and Akkerman 1999℄ uses a weighted sum of Drude funtions, and

the latter [Tan et al. 2004℄ uses a single Drude funtion. Nonetheless, both extend the

elf at ~k 6= 0 by means of simpler extended optial data models, the extended Drude

model in the ase of Akkerman and Akkerman [1999℄, and Ashley model in the ase of

Tan et al. [2004℄. In fat, it an be seen how these alulations [Akkerman and Akkerman

1999, Tan et al. 2004℄ resemble eah other, due to their similar approahes. In the ase of

tpp model [Tanuma, Powell, and Penn 1993℄ the Ashley elf is used, but also a quadrati

dispersion relation is introdued. It is not the ase of the melf-gos method, where the

dependene of the elf with ~k is naturally inluded through the funtional form of the

Mermin dieletri funtions and the gos. In this sense, the extension of the elf into

~k 6= 0 is properly desribed by our model, as disussed in setion 2.5.4, so we expet more

reliable values of the stopping magnitudes.
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3.3 �Hard� materials: hydroxyapatite and bone

Contrary to the experimental and theoretial evidene existing for liquid water and soft

tissues, muh less information is available for the stopping of harged partiles in hard

tissues, ortial bone being the most representative. So far, stopping power of bone for

ion beams relies on the additivity of the stopping powers of its atomi elemental on-

stituents [iru 1992℄, sine experimental data for this ompound material are very sare

[Koehler, Dikinson, and Preston 1965, Hiraoka et al. 1994℄. Moreover, no experimental

data exist for the stopping power of the main bone onstituent (58% in mass), whih is

alium hydroxyapatite (HAp) [iru 1992℄, with stoihiometri formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2.

Stopping power for energeti ion beams in ortial bone is neessary to provide basi in-

formation on the energy loss of harged partiles in �hard� tissues, and in order to obtain

reliable aurate depth-dose distributions neessary in ion-beam aner therapy [Paul 2007℄.

In partiular, knowing the preise value of the mean exitation energy I of HAp (and bone)

is strongly desirable, sine this magnitude is the main target-dependent ingredient in the

Bethe formula, Eq. (2.34), whih is extensively used for range determinations with submil-

limetri preision [Besemer, Paganetti, and Bednarz 2013℄.

The dieletri formalism an be used for providing theoretial estimates for the stopping

power of light ion beams in bone. We have ahieved that by using the Bragg's rule, al-

though not for the atomi omposition, but for the �phase� omposition, i.e., by performing

a weighted sum of the stopping power of the inorgani (alium hydroxyapatite, HAp) and

organi parts of ortial bone [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Although there is no experimental

information available for the elf of neither ortial bone, its organi part, or HAp, the

optial elf of the latter has been obtained theoretially by density funtional theory (dft)

alulations [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄. Using this information, we have alulated

the stopping power of HAp for protons and alpha partiles, and we have heked these

alulations by omparing our results with the experimental measurements reently per-

formed using the Rutherford baksattering (rbs) tehnique [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Then,

we have determined the omposition and density of the organi part of ortial bone, by

omparing its omposition [iru 1993℄ and that of HAp. With this information, it is then

possible to estimate the elf of the organi part of ortial bone by using the empirial

parameterisation explained in setion 2.6.

In subsetion 3.3.1 we are going to explain the alulation of the stopping power of

protons and alpha partiles in HAp, and to ompare these results with the experimental

information [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Then, in subsetion 3.3.2, we will explain how we have

obtained the stopping power of protons and alpha partiles in ortial bone, as well as

its mean exitation energy, and the results will be ompared with the sare experimental

data available.

3.3.1 Stopping power of alium hidroxyapatyte for light ions

The dieletri formalism and the melf-gosmethodology only need, as explained in hapter

2, the optial elf as neessary input to �nd the Bethe surfae of the target. Unfortunately,

experimental optial elf data for HAp are not available. Nevertheless, the optial elf

of HAp was obtained by ab initio alulations by [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄, based

on the density funtional theory (dft) within the loal-density approximation, whih is

partiularly e�etive for systems with omplex strutures, as it is the ase of HAp.
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Figure 3.12: Energy loss funtion (elf) of HAp at the optial limit (k = 0) at (a) low and

(b) high energy transfers ~ω. The ab initio dft alulations [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄ are

shown by irles and their �tting by the melf-gosmodel by a blak solid line. A phenomenologial

damped elf is represented by a grey dotted line. The elf at high energy transfers obtained from

experimental sattering fators [Henke, Gullikson, and Davis 1993℄ is shown by a blue dashed line

in (b).

The alulated elf of HAp in the optial limit as a funtion of the transferred en-

ergy ~ω, depited in Fig. 3.12(a) by irles [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄, presents a

well-de�ned plasma frequeny peak at 20 eV and another strong single peak near 30 eV.

However, Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching [2004℄ point out that the auray of the peak at 35

eV is questionable, beause the Kramers-Kronig onversion to obtain the real part of the

dieletri funtion from its imaginary part was done over a �nite data set, therefore the

peak at 35 eV may be an artifat of that proess (see appendix B). This alulated elf

has been �tted by a sum of Mermin-type elf (blak solid line) [Limandri et al. 2014℄, as

explained in subsetion 2.5.3. Sine the ab initio alulation of the elf of HAp does not

take into aount the atomi vibrations and the defets present in the real HAp, whih

would widen the peaks of the alulated elf, we also present a phenomenologial elf of

HAp (grey dotted line) with damped peaks with respet to the ab initio alulations, to

take into aount these fats and to hek its in�uene in the stopping of projetiles in

HAp [Limandri et al. 2014℄. For both �tted elf, the f - and Kramers-Kronig sum rules are

ful�led.

Figure 3.12(b) depits the elf of HAp at high transferred energies, where the alulated

elf (solid blak and grey dotted lines), obtained from the hydrogeni gos as explained in

subsetion 2.5.3, is ompared with the elf (blue dashed line) obtained from experimental

sattering fators (see setion 2.4.2) [Henke, Gullikson, and Davis 1993℄. The exitations

of the di�erent atomi shells are learly seen in the �gure at 136 eV (P 2p), 189 eV (P 2s),

348 eV (Ca 2p), 478 eV (Ca 2s), 539 eV (O 1s), 2146 eV (P 1s), and 4039 eV (Ca 1s), very

lose to the threshold energies reported in the literature [Williams 2009℄, see Table 2.2.
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Figure 3.13: Stopping power of (a) protons and (b) alpha partiles in HAp. Solid blak lines

are the melf-gos results using the ab initio elf, whereas grey dotted lines are the results using

the phenomenologial damped elf. Red dashed lines are the predition from srim, squares are

the tabulated data from iru [1992℄, and irles are experimental measurements [Limandri et al.

2014℄.
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The results for the stopping power of protons and alpha partiles in HAp are shown

in Figs. 3.13(a) and (b), respetively. The blak solid lines represent the results obtained

from the ab initio elf by Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching [2004℄, while the grey dotted lines

are the results using the phenomenologial damped elf. Also shown in the �gure by

irles are the experimental measurements obtained by the Rutherford baksattering (rbs)

tehnique, using the beams provided by the 500 kV ion implanter (for the lower energies)

and the 3 MV Tandetron aelerator (for the higher ones), by our olleges at the Instituto

de Físia da Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil [Limandri et al. 2014℄.

The powdered stoihiometri hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 target �lms used in the

experiments were produed at the Brazilian Center for Physis Researh by the magnetron

sputtering tehnique, as explained in detail in Ref. [Limandri et al. 2014℄.

No signi�ant di�erenes have been found between the stopping power for both protons

and alpha partiles obtained from the elf �tted to the ab initio alulations (blak solid

line) and from the phenomenologial damped elf (grey dotted line), fat that on�rms

the auray of the elf used for HAp [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄.

For proton beams, Fig. 3.13(a), the agreement between the experimental measurements

and theoretial alulations is quite good within the error bars. The data from iru [1992℄

orresponding to mineral bone are depited by squares, whih also are well reprodued by

our alulations. The semiempirial preditions from the srim ode [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler

2008℄ are shown by a red dashed line. At high proton energies, the experimental stopping

power values are ompatible with those provided by the di�erent models. However, as the

proton energy dereases di�erenes between the stopping power obtained from the melf-

gos method and from the srim ode appear, presumably beause an aurate desription

of the target eletroni exitation spetrum is then neessary.

The experimental stopping power of HAp for the helium ion beam is shown by irles in

Fig. 3.13(b), where energies around and larger than for the maximum stopping power have

been explored. The theoretial results obtained from the dieletri formalism and the melf-

gos method orresponding to the ab initio elf (blak solid line) and to the phenomenolog-

ial damped elf (grey dotted line) have been inluded, whih present similar values in all

the energy range analysed. The agreement for the He ion beam between the experimental

stopping data and the alulated results is rather good, in partiular around the maximum

stopping power. The semiempirial srim preditions [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄

are again inluded by a red dashed line. In this ase, these results are in a rather better

agreement with our alulations, although our results show an even better omparison with

the experiments.

3.3.2 Stopping power of bone for light ions

Although the stopping power of HAp for proton and alpha partile beams presented in

the previous setion is worthy by itself, as HAp is a relevant biologial material listed

in iru Report 46 [iru 1992℄, being 58% of the omposition in mass of ortial bone

[iru 1992℄, the data reported also allow the alulation of the energy loss of harged

partiles in ortial bone, a biomaterial that unavoidably appears in many real treatment

plannings [Ciangaru et al. 2005, Cardoso et al. 2010℄. Sine we know the stopping power

of the mineral part (HAp) of bone, we only need to obtain the stopping power of the

remaining 42% of organi material. Then, we an �nd the bone stopping power applying
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the Bragg's rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄ to its mineral and organi parts:

Scortical bone

ρcortical bone
= χHAp

SHAp

ρHAp
+ χorganic part

Sorganic part

ρorganic part
, (3.2)

where χi refers to the mass fration of eah onstituent. Sine they an be regarded as

di�erent hemial phases, this approximation will lead to negligible errors, sine no muh

e�et of eah phase in eah other are expeted. The quantity S/ρ is known as the stopping

ross setion (ss).

The optial elf of the organi part of ortial bone an be estimated by using the

empirial parameterisation explained in setion 2.6, by only knowing its atomi omposition

and density. The omposition and density of the organi part of bone are obtained as

follows: from the omposition of ortial bone (density=1.85 g/m

3
) given by iru [1992℄,

we assume that all its alium ontent omes from the mineral part (i.e., HAp). Then

we subtrat the orresponding omposition of HAp from that of ortial bone in order

to obtain the omposition of its organi part. The density of the latter (1.169 g/m

3
) is

obtained from the densities of ortial bone and HAp, as well as the mass ontents of HAp

and the organi part of ortial bone. We summarize in appendix A the ompositions and

densities of HAp, ortial bone, and its organi part. One the omposition and density

of the organi part of bone is known, the parameterisation for the optial elf of organi

ompounds explained in setion 2.6 allows us to �nd its stopping power and its mean

exitation energy (Eq. (2.40)), whih results in Iorganic part = 74.6 eV.

Finally, we apply Bragg's rule to alulate the ss (Eq. (3.2)) and I value (as explained
in Ref. [iru 1993℄) of ortial bone from its mineral and organi onstituents (note that

Bragg's rule is applied to two di�erent hemial phases, not to the atomi onstituents of

ortial bone, as suggested iru [1993℄). In Fig. 3.14 we show the ss of ortial bone for

H and He beams obtained, as a funtion of the projetile energy (solid lines). Our �ndings

are ompared with the results obtained from the pstar ode for H and from the astar

ode for He (dot-dashed lines) [Berger et al. 2005℄, whih use the models desribed in Ref.

[iru 1993℄. For the ase of H projetiles we observe sizable di�erenes at energies around

and less than the maximum stopping power, whereas for He projetiles the di�erenes are

smaller. The ss of HAp are also depited in the �gures as dotted lines, in order to quantify

its ontribution to the ss of ortial bone.

The mean exitation energies of the materials disussed in this setion are summarised

in Table 3.1. Our model predits for ortial bone a value of the mean exitation en-

ergy I
melf-gos

= 113.9 and 115.0 eV, using the ab initio and damped ss of HAp, respe-

tively, while the value derived by applying an additivity rule to eah atomi omponent is

I
iru

= 106.4 eV [Berger et al. 2005℄. Our results ompare quite well with the experimental

mean exitation energy reported by Hiraoka et al. [1994℄ for �hard bone� substitute (den-

sity=1.826 g/m

3
, very lose to ortial bone, 1.85 g/m

3
), whih is 114.0 eV. Moreover,

Table 3.1: Mean exitation energy of ortial bone and its organi and inorgani parts.

Material I
melf-gos

(eV) I
iru

(eV) [iru 1993℄ Iexp (eV) [Hiraoka et al. 1994℄

HAp 159.5�162.5

a

140.2 �

Organi part of ortial bone 74.6 � �

Cortial bone 113.9�115.0

a

106.4 114.0

a

These two values for I ome from the use of the original elf for HAp from dft alulations and the phenomenologially

damped one.
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Figure 3.14: Stopping ross setion (ss) of ortial bone for (a) H and (b) He ion beams (solid

line), obtained from the melf-gos method. The results obtained from the pstar ode for H

and the astar ode for He are shown by dot-dashed lines [Berger et al. 2005℄. For omparison

purposes, the ss of HAp is also presented by means of dotted lines.
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an experimental mass stopping power ratio (i.e., ssbone/sswater) for 100 MeV protons in

skull bone (with omposition and density very similar to ortial bone) with respet to

liquid water was reported to be 0.900 ± 0.005 [Koehler, Dikinson, and Preston 1965℄; at

this energy, our results using the Bethe equation (Eq. (2.34)) with our I-value for ortial
bone yield a ratio of 0.894, whih is in very good agreement with the experiment data.

3.4 Summary and onlusions

In this hapter we have presented the results for the basi stopping quantities (mean free

path, stopping power, energy-loss straggling, and related quantities) of eletron and light

ion beams in several materials of radiotherapeuti interest, as obtained from the dieletri

formalism and the melf-gos method, as they were explained in hapter 2.

These materials have been divided into �soft� and �hard� tissues, where the former are

omprised by liquid water and other organi targets of interest, suh as dna and some

organi polymers, many of them being water equivalent materials (as it will be disussed

later on in setion 6.3), and the later being represented by human ortial bone, whih is

mainly omposed by the inorgani material alium hydroxyapatite (HAp).

Regarding �soft� tissues, we have analysed, �rst, the energy loss of light ions and, later,

of eletron beams, in these materials, mainly using liquid water, dna, and the water-

equivalent polymer poly(methyl metharylate) (pmma) as examples. The probability of

induing eletroni exitations of energy ~ω have been ompared for these materials, and

it has been found that their average energy transfer 〈E〉 are quite similar, although being

slightly smaller for pmma. In any ase, these mean energy transfers are very small (between

40 and 60 eV in the Bragg peak region), and they inrease as the energy of the beam T
inreases. Nonetheless, the inverse inelasti mean free path Λ inreases when T dereases,

reahing a maximum at T ∼ 75 keV/u. Both tendenies lead to the expeted maximum in

the stopping power at T ∼ 100 keV/u, where the Bragg peak appears. All the marosopi

stopping quantities, inverse mean free path Λ, stopping power S, and energy-loss straggling
Ω2

, are larger for dna and pmma than for liquid water in all the energy range analysed.

The stopping power of liquid water, the most representative material among the �soft�

tissues, has been analysed in more detail, where the e�et of the di�erent model desriptions

(projetile and target), and the omparison with experimental data have been studied. The

stopping power of the di�erent harge states of H and He projetiles has been analysed:

the stopping power inreases with the harge state, although it does not exatly follow the

quadrati dependene with the projetile harge, q2, as it is usually onsidered. This fat

is espeially evidened by the stopping power of neutral H and He projetiles, whih is not

zero. In any ase, in the energy range of interest in hadron therapy, only bare projetiles

ontribute to the stopping power of H and He. Also, the ontributions to the stopping

power from the polarisation and apture and loss proesses have been alulated, and it

has been onluded that their ontribution is negligible in the energy range relevant in

therapy.

Regarding the theoretial desription of the target, we have analysed the e�et of the

di�erent extended optial data models (subsetion 2.5.3) in the stopping power of proton

beams in liquid water. Although all the models oinide at high energies, small di�erenes

appear, whih beome more relevant at low energies, espeially around the stopping power

maximum, T ∼ 100 keV. It is seen how the improved extended Drude and the melf-

gos methods yield a behaviour for the stopping power loser to the experimental trends,
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whereas the other simpler models for desribing the Bethe surfae of liquid water provide

less realisti behaviours at low energies. Finally, our results using the melf-gos method

have been ompared with the available experimental data for protons and alpha partiles in

liquid and solid water. The model results are in very good agreement with the experiments

for liquid water when the most reent elf by Hayashi et al. [2000℄ is used, espeially for

alpha partiles, even around the maximum. For protons, the alulations agree very well

also with the experiments in liquid water at high energies, although the omparison is worst

with the experiments at intermediate energies. Nonetheless, these experimental data will

be analysed ritially in hapter 5.

The stopping power of protons and alpha partiles in the organi polymer Kapton have

been also ompared with the abundant experimental data available. For both projetiles,

the agreement is also very good, espeially for alpha partiles, where measurements around

the maximum are present. Therefore, the melf-gos methodology has been validated for

its use with bio-organi materials.

Then, we have presented the stopping quantities for eletron beams in liquid water and

some other organi polymers, inluding pmma and also Kapton. The inelasti mean free

path and the stopping power have been shown for liquid water, pmma, Kapton and pa.

In general, the agreement with the experimental data available for the mean free path in

these targets is quite good, espeially for the ase of pmma. The e�et of the exhange has

been studied both with the Born-Ohkur and the Mott models (subsetion 2.7.2.1), giving

a slight inrease in the mean free path and a slight derease in the stopping power, whih

are quite similar with both models. Also, the alulations have been ompared with the

experiments for the mean free path available at low energies for water; although our alu-

lations annot be ompared diretly, sine we have not implemented non-Born orretions

yet (subsetion 2.7.2.2), we have seen how the methods used by Em�etzoglou and Nikjoo

[2005℄, whih an be easily implemented in our model, yield a signi�ant improvement of

the alulations.

Finally, we have studied the energy loss of light ion beams in �hard� tissues, repre-

sented here by human ortial bone and its inorgani part alium hydroxyapatite (HAp).

The stopping power of HAp for protons and alpha partiles has been alulated with the

dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method using an optial elf predited from dft

alulations [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄. The results have been ompared with the ex-

perimental measurements reently reported by our olleges in Brazil [Limandri et al. 2014℄,

�nding an exellent agreement both for protons and alpha partiles. Then, these data have

been used to alulate the stopping power and the mean exitation energy of protons and

alpha partiles in ortial bone. For doing so, we have alulated the atomi omposition

and density of the organi part of ortial bone by subtrating the omposition of HAp

to that of ortial bone [iru 1992℄. Then, this information has been used to alulate

the optial elf of the organi part of ortial bone with the empirial parameterisation

desribed in setion 2.6 and, with it, its stopping power and I-value. The results are in

exellent agreement with the sare experimental data available for protons in skull bone

[Koehler, Dikinson, and Preston 1965℄ and hard bone substitute material [Hiraoka et al.

1994℄, very similar in omposition and density to ortial bone.

Therefore, it is lear that the dieletri formalism is a very e�etive method for alu-

lating basi stopping magnitudes for swift harged partiles in bioorgani materials, sine

our results for both �soft� and �hard� tissues are in good agreement with the available

experimental data. In the next hapter, the dieletri formalism will be extended for al-
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ulating eletron prodution ross setions. All these data are neessary input information

for using Monte Carlo simulations or other analytial tehniques for problems related to

hadron therapy, as it will be disussed in hapters 5, 6, and 7.





Chapter 4

Swift harged partile indued

exitation and ionisation of

biologial materials

4.1 Introdution

In the previous hapters we studied the most relevant features of the interation of harged

partiles with ondensed matter within the dieletri formalism, but we limited ourselves to

the perspetive of the projetile, i.e., energy loss by the harged partile, without paying

attention to the e�ets of suh energy loss. That analysis is enough for desribing the

radiation transport at the marosopi sale (radiation transport simulation), but it annot

aount for the proesses ourring at mirosopi lengths, whih are mainly related to the

ejetion and transport of seondary eletrons, i.e., not to the energy loss, but rather to the

energy deposition in the target (trak-struture simulation).

As it was explained in hapter 1, the seondary eletron prodution plays a en-

tral role in the physial desription of ion beam aner therapy [Solov'yov et al. 2009,

Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄. Seondary eletrons transport in nanometre and mi-

rometre sales the energy lost by the projetile around its trak, giving plae to very sharp

and intense radial dose distributions, fat whih explains the inreased radiobiologial e�-

ieny of ions ompared with photons, for whih the mirosopi patterns of dose deposition

are muh more homogeneous [Sholz and Kraft 1996, Shardt, Elsässer, and Shulz-Ertner

2010℄. The ejeted eletrons an produe further ionisations, initiating an avalanhe e�et,

leading to the energy transfer to sensitive biomoleular targets, suh as dna or proteins.

Thus, a proper alulation of trak-struture dependent quantities in biologial targets

needs as input not only the number of emitted eletrons, but also their energy and angular

distributions, sine both spetra will a�et the way in whih eletrons propagate, deposit

energy, produe further generations of eletrons and beome attahed to biomoleules in

mirosopi sales around the ion trak. Angular and energy dependenies will determine

the extent to whih seondary eletrons an travel away from the trak. Also, it has

to be noted that, even if high energy eletrons will be those apable of produing further

ionisations and traveling further away, very low energy eletrons (even below the ionisation

threshold) an also produe severe damage to biomoleules, due to dissoiative eletron

attahment [Boudaï�a et al. 2000, Pan et al. 2003℄, so to know the energy of the eletrons

is vital for assessing their e�ets.

77
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Several methodologies an be used in order to obtain these energy and angular distri-

butions of seondary eletrons, going from very simple and fast semilassial models to

omplex and sophistiated time-onsuming ab initio methods. A omprehensive review

of suh proedures is given by Rudd and Kim [1992℄ and by iru [1996℄. Among them,

some are widely used beause of its simpliity, easy implementation and e�ieny, suh as

the Rudd formula [Rudd and Kim 1992℄ and the Binary Enounter Approximation (bea)

[Vriens 1967℄. A ounterpart of these methods, developed exlusively for desribing the

ionisation proess, is that they have to be omplemented by other methodologies able of

desribing the exitation proess. The variety of suh models for exitation is not very

large, and they are usually based on the parameterisation of experimental data for eletron

impat and its veloity saling for ions. Other important limitations of these models are

that they an only be applied with auray to some restrited ranges of primary and

seondary energies, and to some spei� projetile�target ombinations. Many of them

an not even provide angular distributions. Therefore, they are not able of produing all

the desired data regarding the eletron prodution in all the energy ranges and for all the

biologial targets of interest. A revision of these analytial models will be given in setion

4.2, based on Rudd and Kim [1992℄, iru [1996℄, and other onsulted bibliography.

On the other hand, the ab initio methods are muh more �exible, being able of desrib-

ing not only the ionisation proess, but also other interation hannels suh as exitation,

eletron apture, et., yielding, in general, quite aurate energy and angular distribu-

tions of seondary eletrons. Suessful examples of suh methods are the Continuum-

Distorted-Wave�Eikonal-Initial-State method (dw-eis) [Fainstein, Pone, and Rivarola

1991, Galassi et al. 2012℄, from a quantum mehanis point of view, and the Classial Tra-

jetory Monte Carlo method (tm) [Abrines and Perival 1966, Olson and Salop 1977,

Errea et al. 2013a℄, from a lassial point of view. However, these ab initio methodologies

also have some limitations: �rst of all, they are more time-onsuming and, therefore, only

appliable to biomoleules of limited size, muh smaller than some relevant biomoleules

suh as proteins, lipids or the dnamoleule. Also, they are not adequate for desribing on-

densed state targets, a limitation that they share with the simpler analytial models. Apart

from these drawbaks, the omplexity and omputing e�ort of these kind of alulations

limit their appliation in radiobiologial models, for whih simpler, easily implementable,

and faster methods are preferred.

It is lear, then, the neessity of universal methods, appliable to a wide range of

energies and projetile-target ombinations, espeially in the ondensed phase, and also

simple, in order to be more easily implemented in radiobiologial models, with a reasonable

omputing time. In this ontext, the dieletri formalism provides an adequate framework

for fairly simple, fast, and universal alulations, having into aount the ondensed phase

of the target. Nonetheless, the main advantage of the dieletri formalism is also its main

weak point when arriving to eletron prodution: the whole eletroni exitation spetrum

is embodied in the elf, inluding eletroni exitations and ionisations. This fat makes

the dieletri formalism very useful when alulating the energy loss quantities studied

in the previous hapters, but ompliates the separation of the ionisation information

from the exitation one. This problem has been addressed by Dingfelder et al. [1998℄,

Em�etzoglou and Mosovith [2003℄, and o-workers, as it will be explained in setion 4.3,

but only for liquid water.

Therefore, the aim of this hapter will be the extension of the dieletri desription

of the ionisation proess to other biologial materials, introduing some simple but e�e-
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tive approximations, whih will be tested against experimental data and other theoretial

approahes. Sine the main ingredient of the dieletri formalism alulations is the elf,

as it was seen in hapter 2, whih depends both on the energy and momentum transfers,

we will be able here of providing both the energy distributions (singly di�erential ross

setions, sds), related to the energy transfer E = ~ω, as well as the angular distributions
of seondary eletrons (doubly di�erential ross setions, dds), whih depend on the mo-

mentum transfer Q = ~k, whih is related to the sattering angle of the projetile (see

appendix B).

In what follows, we will review in setion 4.2 the most used models for desribing the

ionisation and exitation of biomoleules, inluding analytial formulas and the most repre-

sentative ab initio models. The appliation of the dieletri formalism to liquid water will

be disussed in setion 4.3. Then, its extension for desribing energy spetra of seondary

eletrons and total ionisation ross setions in arbitrary biologial materials impated by

ion beams will be introdued in setion 4.4. The extension of this methodology for alu-

lating angular distributions will be disussed in setion 4.5. Finally, the appliation of the

dieletri formalism to eletron impat ionisation will be explained in setion 4.6.

4.2 Models for ionisation and exitation of moleules

In this setion we will review some of the most useful and used methods for desribing both

the ionisation and exitation of biomoleules by ion impat. There is a good number of

models for desribing the eletron prodution, subsetions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, whih are exten-

sively analysed in Refs. [Rudd and Kim 1992, iru 1996℄. Nonetheless, the methods for

desribing the exitation proess are muh more sare [Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke

2000, Nikjoo et al. 2006, Wälzlein 2013℄, as it will be seen in subsetion 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Analytial models for ionisation

The base for the development of analytial models for the eletron prodution is the lassial

Rutherford formula for the sattering of two free harged strutureless partiles [Rutherford

1911℄, Eq. (2.87). Reasted in terms of the kineti energy of the seondary eletrons,

W = E − Bi, Bi being the binding energy of the eletrons in shell i, it gives the following
sds for the one-eletron ionisation of the eletroni shell i:

dσionis(W,T )

dW

∣∣∣∣
Rutherford,i

=
MπZ2e4

m

1

(W +Bi)2
1

T
. (4.1)

The sds for the whole target is evaluated as a sum over all the eletroni levels i:

dσionis(W,T )

dW
=
∑

i

Ni
dσionis(W,T )

dW

∣∣∣∣
i

, (4.2)

where Ni is the oupany of shell i.

Sine the original expression was derived for the impat with a free eletron at rest,

Eq. (4.1) should be taken as a rough approximation, only valid in the limit of large energy

transfers, E ≫ Bi [iru 1996℄.
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4.2.1.1 Binary enounter approximation

The Binary Enounter Approximation (bea) represents the next level of improvement over

the simple Rutherford ross setion, Eq. (4.1). This is a semilassial theory, in whih the

motion of the projetile is treated lassially. The projetile and the reoiling target are

simple spetators, with the target only providing a binding energy for the ejeted eletron,

while the momentum distribution of the target eletrons is desribed by quantum methods.

The aim of the bea is to provide a suitable desription of the momentum distribution

of the target eletrons. The introdution of the mean kineti energy of the bound eletrons

〈U〉 = 〈p2〉 /(2m) in the Rutherford ross setion, Eq. (4.1), and a proper desription of

the ion-eletron ollision kinematis results in the following simple expression for ionising

an eletron in the shell i [Vriens 1967℄:

dσionis(W,T )

dW

∣∣∣∣
BEA,i

=
dσionis
dW

∣∣∣∣
Rutherford,i

(
1 +

4 〈Ui〉
3(W +Bi)

)
, forBi ≤W +Bi ≤ E−

=
dσioniz
dW

∣∣∣∣
Rutherford,i

〈Ui〉
Bi +W

{
4

3

(
mT

M 〈Ui〉

)3/2

−

−1

6

[(
W +Bi

〈Ui〉
+ 1

)1/2

− 1

]3
 , forE− ≤W +Bi ≤ E+ , (4.3)

whih only needs as input the binding and mean kineti energies of the eletrons in the

desired eletroni shell i, Bi and 〈Ui〉 respetively, as well as the oupanies of eah shell

Ni. These quantities an be obtained from quantum hemistry alulations, and they are

available for a wide range of moleules, inluding water, dna omponents, amino aids and

some other organi moleules [Rudd and Kim 1992, iru 1996, Bernhardt and Paretzke

2003, Peudon, Edel, and Terrissol 2006, Kim et al. 2004℄. The results of this model an be

improved by aounting for the momentum distribution of the target eletrons with proper

models, suh as the Fok hydrogeni distribution [Rudd and Kim 1992℄.

Although this model an be straightforwardly applied, it has several limitations. First,

it is not valid at very low (. 100 keV/u) and high (larger than several MeV/u) projetile

energies, sine it does not aount for two enter e�ets, and beause it has a wrong

asymptoti behavior at high T , due to the neglet of the dipole interation (glaning

ollisions), whih dominates the ross setion at high energies [Rudd and Kim 1992℄.

4.2.1.2 Analytial models and the Rudd formula

The bea has the strong limitation of the wrong behavior at high T due to the neglet of

the dipole interation. A ommon way to orret this behavior is the development of semi-

lassial analytial models, in whih a ombination of a binary ollision term and a dipole

interation term, based on the Bethe asymptoti behavior, is performed [Rudd and Kim

1992℄.

Among the di�erent methods of this kind, the Rudd model is the most suessful

[Rudd and Kim 1992℄. This model suggests an equation for the ross setion, whih de-

pends on two dimensionless funtions F1(V ) and F2(V ), depending on the dimensionless

variable Vi =
√
T/Bi, that have a similar form to the Rutherford ross setion and the

bea model. In fat, spei� hoies of F1(V ) and F2(V ) redue the Rudd formula to the

Rutherford and bea ross setions.
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An alternative is to �t these funtions to experimental data, taking into aount that

their funtional form has to math the Bethe asymptoti behavior at high veloities. An

additional orretion for low veloities, based on the moleular promotion model, yields

the following expression, depending on the dimensionless variable ̟i =W/Bi:

dσionis
dW

∣∣∣∣
Rudd

=
∑

i

NiπZ
2e4

B3
i

F i
1(Vi) + F i

2(Vi)̟i

(1 +̟i)
3 (1 + exp(αi(̟i −̟max

i )/Vi))
, (4.4)

where the F -funtions are given, orreted for relativisti veloities [Surdutovih et al.

2009℄, by:

F i
1(V ) = Ai

1

ln(1+V 2

1−β2 )− β2

Bi
1/V

2 + V 2
+

C i
1V

Di
1

1 + Ei
1V

Di
1+4

, (4.5)

F i
2(V ) = C i

2V
Di

2
Ai

2V
2 +Bi

2

C i
2V

Di
2+4 + Ai

2V
2 +Bi

2

. (4.6)

The sum in Eq. (4.4) is taken over all the eletroni shells of the target. Ni is the shell

oupany, ̟max
i = 4V 2

i − 2Vi −R/(4Bi), and β = v/c, with c being the speed of light.

This equation depends on eleven parameters (A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2, and

α), whih are obtained by the best �t of Eq. (4.4) to the available experimental data for

some projetile�target ombination at some spei� energy. Then, these parameters are

independent of the projetile veloity and nature, Eq. (4.4) being apable of prediting the

sds at any other energy or for any other ion. Therefore, this method is quite powerful,

sine it has a funtional form that allows the alulation of the ionisation ross setions

in a large energy range, and for di�erent ioni projetiles. Nonetheless, it needs the deter-

mination of the eleven �tting parameters for eah target, whih requires the availability

of experimental data of the SDCS for this target. This fat strongly limits the applia-

bility of the Rudd model, whih so far is valid only for a seleted range of moleules in

the gas phase, in whih water is inluded [Rudd and Kim 1992, iru 1996℄. Also, this

equation has been adapted for the desription of the ionisation ross setion of liquid water

by Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov [2010b℄. However, its appliation to other relevant

moleules, suh as dna omponents, or to biologial maromoleules, suh as proteins or

lipids, is not possible.

Even though the Rudd formula is one of the most suessful semiempirial models used

for ion-impat ionisation, other analytial formulations are available [iru 1996℄. Among

them, espeial mention deserves the Hansen-Kobah-Stolterfoht (hks) model [iru 1996,

Bernal-Rodriguez and Liendo 2013℄. This model, based on the transition probability within

the �rst Born approximation, and introduing some approximations, suh as hydrogeni

orbitals for the target eletrons and plane waves for the inident ion and ejeted eletrons

(see subsetion 4.2.2.2), provides simple analytial formulas for the energy and angular

distribution of seondary eletrons, and has been suessfully applied reently for the ion-

impat ionisation of water [Bernal and Liendo 2006, 2007, Bernal-Rodriguez and Liendo

2013℄.

4.2.2 Classial and quantum ab initio models

The analytial models for ionisation basially rely on the assumption of binary ollisions

(bea) or its ombination with the Bethe theory in order to aount for the dipole inter-

ation (Rudd model), whih usually needs some kind of parameterisation to experimental
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data. However, the ab initio models try to overome their limitations by a more rigorous

treatment of the ollision from a semilassial point of view, i.e., going beyond the binary

enounter approximation, or, from a quantum point of view, going beyond the �rst Born

approximation, i.e., using distorted wave methods instead of plane waves.

Although these methods are quite more omplex and time onsuming than the analyti-

al models previously desribed, they have the advantage of being muh more preise, and

able of providing information not only regarding eletron prodution, but also about several

independent proesses, suh as single and multiple ionisation, harge exhange between the

projetile and the target, eletron apture to the ontinuum, et.

4.2.2.1 Classial trajetory Monte Carlo method

The bea is the starting point for the ab initio lassial (or semilassial) alula-

tions, mainly represented by the Classial Trajetory Monte Carlo (tm) method

[Abrines and Perival 1966, Olson and Salop 1977℄. This methodology replaes the bea

for the more rigorous three body ollision sheme, in whih all three the projetile, the

ative eletron that will be ejeted, and the residual target, are involved in the ollision, in-

terating with eah other by Coulomb fores. The initial onditions for the ative eletron

are determined by the parameterisation of a lassial momentum distribution to a some

determined distribution obtained by quantum methods. Then, the projetiles reah the

target with di�erent impat parameters and, under these initial onditions, the oupled

Hamiltonian equations for the three omponents of the momentum and position vetors of

the three bodies (i.e., a system of 18 oupled equations) are solved numerially to determine

the fate of the ative eletron after the ollision.

Although this method represents a great improvement over the bea, it has to sample

a large number of trajetories with di�erent initial onditions (∼ 104 − 107 histories),

being omputationally expensive. Also, being a purely lassial approah, this method

has the same limitation as the bea of not aounting for the dipole interation, having

an inorret asymptoti behavior at high projetile energies. Nonetheless, reent studies

have demonstrated the power of this methodology for the study of the ionisation proess

of water and other biologial moleules at moderate and low energies [Abbas et al. 2008,

Lekadir et al. 2009, Illesas et al. 2011, Agnihotri et al. 2012, Liamsuwan and Nikjoo 2012,

Agnihotri et al. 2013a, Errea et al. 2013b,a℄.

4.2.2.2 Distorted wave quantum methods

The base for quantum alulations of ionisation ross setions is the �rst Born approxi-

mation, or plane wave Born approximation (pwba), whih basi ideas were introdued in

subsetion 2.3.2 for the evaluation of the stopping power. It is possible to use the pwba to

alulate eletron ejetion ross setions by also desribing the ejeted eletron by a plane

wave [Long and Paretzke 1991, iru 1996, Dingfelder 2002℄.

However, an ejeted eletron annot be desribed by a plane wave unless it is fast,

due to the interation of the eletron with the �elds of the residual ion and the outgoing

projetile. Sine most of the seondary eletrons esape with low energies, the pwba is

not the best approximation for alulating ionisation ross setions. Moreover, the pwba

does not inlude other interations, suh as the distortion of the target eletron by the �eld

of the inoming projetile. These problems are usually referred to as a misregard of the

ollision boundary onditions at large distanes before and after the ollision [iru 1996℄.
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Even though, plane wave approximations an be also used as a starting point for developing

analytial semiempirial models, as it is the ase of the hks model already mentioned in

subsetion 4.2.1.2 [iru 1996, Bernal-Rodriguez and Liendo 2013℄.

The proper alulation of ionisation ross setions by quantum methods imply the

inlusion of these boundary onditions, whih basially an be ahieved by desribing the

outgoing eletron by a distorted wave (instead of a plane wave) whih is a�eted by a

one-enter potential (the �eld of the residual ion) or by a two-enter potential (both the

�elds of the residual ion and the outgoing projetile).

One type of one-enter potential alulations neglets the relatively weak interation

between the bound eletron and the inoming projetile, and desribes the outgoing ele-

tron by a wave a�eted by a Coulomb potential (this method being alled Coulomb�

Born approximation, ba) or by a Hartree-Fok potential (a method referred to as dis-

torted wave Born approximation, dwba). It is also possible to inlude the distortion

of the bound eletron by the �eld of the inoming projetile, as in the Glauber model

[Rudd and Kim 1992℄. The methods inluding the interations both in the initial and �nal

state wave funtions are referred to as Coulomb wave Born approximation with orret

boundary onditions (b1-wb) [Belki¢, Gayet, and Salin 1979, Belki¢ et al. 1986℄, and

have been extensively applied to the alulation of ionization ross setions in biomoleules

[Champion et al. 2010, 2012a, Galassi et al. 2012, Agnihotri et al. 2013b, Champion et al.

2013, Champion, Hanssen, and Rivarola 2013, Itoh et al. 2013℄.

Nonetheless, the use of potentials only entered in the residual ion are not the most

adequate when the seondary eletron is ejeted with veloities lose to that of the outgo-

ing projetile, in whih ase the interation between the ejeted eletron and the projetile

has to be onsidered, sine it usually leads to the proess known as eletron apture to

the ontinuum, with the eletrons esaping in the same diretion of the outgoing pro-

jetile. The most advaned method for studying these situations is the ontinuum dis-

torted wave�eikonal initial state (dw-eis) method [Fainstein, Pone, and Rivarola 1991℄.

In this model, the initial- and �nal-state eletron wave funtions are extended by phase

fators aounting for inoming projetile-bound eletron and outgoing projetile-ejeted

eletron interations via two-enter potentials. The method has been used to alulate ion-

isation ross setions of biomaterials impated by harged partiles, showing very good

results [Agnihotri et al. 2012, Champion et al. 2012b, Galassi et al. 2012, Tribedi et al.

2012, Agnihotri et al. 2013b, Champion et al. 2013, Nandi et al. 2013, Ohsawa et al. 2013,

Rivarola et al. 2013, Monti et al. 2014, Tahino et al. 2014℄

4.2.3 Semiempirial models for exitation

Despite the wide diversity of models existing for desribing the ionisation proess

[Rudd and Kim 1992, iru 1996℄, only a few models have been developed for the exi-

tation proess. Of ourse, the eletron prodution is a muh more important issue, sine

seondary eletrons will be the main responsible for the transport of the energy lost by

the projetile in nanometri and mirometri sales around the ion trak. Nonetheless,

a omplete piture of the energy loss is not obtained if the exitation mehanism is not

aounted for, reason for whih the models only desribing the eletron prodution must

be omplemented with exitation models.

As disussed in the reent work by Wälzlein [2013℄, the modelling of the exitation ross

setions for eletron impat in several relevant materials, suh as arbon and some metals,
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inluding gold, mainly relies on the use of parameteri formulas �tted to experimental

data, if available, or to some ab initio alulations results from distorted wave and R-
matrix methodologies. Then, due to the lak of experimental exitation ross setions for

proton or other ion impat in these targets, eletron impat ross setions have to be saled

for protons having the same veloity [Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke 2000, Nikjoo et al.

2006℄.

For the ase of liquid water, whih is the most relevant target for biologial stud-

ies, the main soure of exitation ross setions for ions relies on this veloity sal-

ing proedure, where the eletron ross setions for the di�erent exitation han-

nels are obtained by the semiempirial models proposed by Green and Stolarski [1972℄,

Miller and Green [1973℄, and Paretzke [1988℄, �tted to experimental data, as disussed

by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄, Nikjoo et al. [2006℄, and Bernal and Liendo

[2007℄.

Despite the semiempirial nature of these models, they have the advantage of being

able of providing separate ross setions for the di�erent exitation hannels, thing that

is needed if a detailed trak of the subsequent evolution of the exited moleules (auto-

ionisation, fragmentation, free radial formation...) is pursued [Wälzlein 2013℄.

4.3 Dieletri formalism: ionisation and exitation of

liquid water

Although some of the models previously desribed in subsetion 4.2.1 are very onvenient

beause of being rather simple analytial tehniques, they have several limitations. On the

one hand, there is no a ommon framework for treating the ionisation and exitation ross

setions, having to rely on di�erent models based on di�erent approximations and with

di�erent levels of auray. On the other hand, these simple models (as well as the more

re�ned ab initio models disussed in subsetion 4.2.2) are usually valid only to atoms and

moleules in the gas phase and, therefore, there is some level of unertainty when applying

them to biotargets in the ondensed phase.

A onvenient alternative to these models is the dieletri formalism, whih an properly

desribe the ondensed phase e�ets in a fairly wide energy range. As it was seen in hapter

2, one of the strong points of the dieletri formalism is that all the exitation hannels,

inluding plasmon, disrete exitations, and ionisations are enlosed in the elf, a fat

that enables a proper inlusion of all these hannels in the alulation of the energy-loss

quantities. Nonetheless, the extration of the ionisation and exitation data from this

framework is not a trivial task.

This problem has been faed mainly by Dingfelder, Em�etzoglou, and o-workers

[Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou and Mosovith 2003, Em�etzoglou 2003, Dingfelder

2014℄. Their models for the exitation-ionisation separation are based on the idea that the

eletroni transitions are desribed by the imaginary part of the dieletri funtion, ǫ2(k, ω),
being the real part ǫ1(k, ω) mainly related to the sreening of these transition in the on-

densed target. Therefore, the optial spetrum of ǫ2(k = 0, ω) an be parameterised,

making use of spetrosopi data, to math the di�erent maxima to the orresponding

exitation-ionisation hannels.
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Using the Drude model (see subsetion 2.5.1), the imaginary part of the dieletri

funtion an be desribed as:

ǫionis2 (k = 0, ω) =
4πN e2

m

∑

i

fi
ωγi

(ω2
i − ω2)2 − γ2i ω

2
, (4.7)

where ωi, fi and γi aount for the position, intensity and width of eah exitation-

ionisation hannel. Aording to Dingfelder et al. [1998℄, Em�etzoglou and Mosovith

[2003℄, Em�etzoglou [2003℄, and Dingfelder [2014℄, these �normal� Drude funtions are

adequate for desribing wide transitions to the ontinuum, but not disrete exitations.

Beauase of this fat, we wrote the label �ionis� into Eq. (4.7). In order to properly make

vanish the ionisation Drude funtions at energies below the ionisation threshold, Eq. (4.7)

an be multiplied by step and smearing funtions [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Dingfelder 2014℄.

For the narrow disrete exitations, these authors suggest to use derivative Drude fun-

tions, whih show a muh sharper peak around ωj:

ǫexcit2 (k = 0, ω) =
4πN e2

m

∑

j

fj
2 (ωγj)

3

[(ω2
j − ω2)2 − γ2jω

2]2
. (4.8)

Then, the imaginary part of the whole dieletri funtion is given by the sum over all

the ionisation i and exitation j hannels:

ǫ2(k = 0, ω) =
∑

i

ǫionis i2 (k = 0, ω) +
∑

j

ǫexcit j2 (k = 0, ω). (4.9)

The real part of the dieletri funtion an be obtained from the Kramers-Kronig anal-

ysis [Dingfelder et al. 1998℄ (see appendix B):

ǫ1(k = 0, ω) = 1+
4πN e2

m

(
∑

i

fi
ω2
i − ω2

(ω2
i − ω2)2 − γ2i ω

2
+
∑

j

fj
(ω2

j − ω2)[(ω2
j − ω2)2 + 3(γjω)

2]

[(ω2
j − ω2)2 − γ2jω

2]2

)
,

(4.10)

and the elf orresponding to a spei� ionisation i (or exitation j) is given by:

Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, ω)

]

i

=
ǫi2(k, ω)

ǫ21(k, ω) + ǫ22(k, ω)
. (4.11)

Of ourse, the �tting of these funtions to the optial data has to be done ful�ling

di�erent sum rules [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou 2003, Dingfelder 2014℄. In order

to obtain the elf over the whole Bethe surfae, the spetra obtained at ~k 6= 0 an

be extended through di�erent dispersion shemes, as explained in hapter 2. Moreover,

di�erent dispersion relations an be used for the exitations and ionisations, in order to

properly desribe their di�erent evolution with the momentum transfer ~k [Dingfelder et al.
1998, Em�etzoglou 2003℄.

Making use of Eq. (4.11), it is possible to obtain the ionisation sds of eah subshell

through [Em�etzoglou and Mosovith 2003℄:

1

dΛionis(T,W )

dW

∣∣∣∣
i

=
e2

~π

M

T

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2 Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, Bi +W )

]

i

, (4.12)

1

Note that this expression is valid for the ionization of both the outer and inner shells. The inner shells'

elf an be alulated through their generalized osillator strengths through Eq. (2.58).
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Table 4.1: Spetrosopi data for the exitations and ionisations of water in the gas and liquid

phases. The moleular orbital data for the water moleule ome from Ref. [Rudd and Kim 1992℄,

where the binding energies are experimental values [Berkowitz 1979℄ and the mean kineti energies

are alulations [Stevens, Bash, and Krauss 1984℄. The binding energies for liquid water ome

from Dingfelder et al. [1998℄, in aordane to photoeletron spetrosopy in liquid water surfaes

[Faubel and Steiner 1994℄. The exitation resonane energies are taken from Ref. [Dingfelder

2014℄, adapted from data by Kuther and Green [1976℄.

Moleular 〈Ui〉watermolec Bi,water molec Number Bi,liqwater Exitation Ej,excit

orbital (eV) (eV) eletrons (eV) hannel (eV)

1b1 122.9 12.61 2 10.79 �

1
B1 8.27

3a1 118.4 14.73 2 13.39

�

B

1
A1 10.55

1b2 97.39 18.55 2 16.05 Ryd A+B 12.65

2a1 142.0 32.20 2 32.30 Ryd C+D 14.40

K(O) 1589.5 539.70 2 540.00 Di�use bands 16.70

whereW is the kineti energy of the seondary eletron ejeted from the shell i with binding
energy Bi. The ionization sds for the whole target is simply the sum over all the shells:

dΛionis(T,W )

dW
=
∑

i

e2

~π

M

T

∫ k+

k−

dk

k
[Z − ρq(k)]

2 Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, Bi +W )

]

i

. (4.13)

Also, it is possible to obtain other relevant magnitudes, suh as the ionisation inverse

mean free path or marosopi total ionisation ross setion (tis):

Λionis(T ) =
∑

i

∫
~ω+−Bi

0

dΛionis(T,W )

dW

∣∣∣∣
i

dW , (4.14)

as well as the exitation inverse mean free path:

Λexcit(T ) = Λ(T )− Λionis(T ) , (4.15)

where Λ(T ) is the total inelasti inverse mean free path, as given by Eqs. (2.5) and (2.70).

The stopping power assoiated to ionisation an be alulated as:

Sionis(T ) =
∑

i

∫
~ω+−Bi

0

(Bi +W )
dΛionis(T,W )

dW

∣∣∣∣
i

dW , (4.16)

and the stopping power assoiated to exitation as:

Sexcit(T ) = S(T )− Sionis(T ), (4.17)

S(T ) being the total stopping power given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.71).

Finally, the mean kineti energy of the seondary eletrons is given by:

〈W 〉 (T ) = 1

Λionis(T )

∑

i

∫
~ω+−Bi

0

W
dΛionis(T,W )

dW

∣∣∣∣
i

dW . (4.18)

In order to obtain the �tting parameters for ǫ2(k = 0, ω) and ǫ1(k = 0, ω), spetrosopi
data are needed for the target under onsideration. Therefore, the appliation of this
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Figure 4.1: (a) Real and imaginary parts of the dieletri funtion and (b) energy-loss funtion

of liquid water in the optial limit. Dotted lines represent experimental data by Hayashi et al.

[2000℄, while the other lines orrespond to the parametri model by Dingfelder [2014℄. The vertial

dashed line in (b) marks the position of the mean binding energy of liquid water 〈B〉, as explained
in setion 4.4.
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sheme is not trivial, and it has been used so far only for liquid water, using information

of the binding energies of the di�erent moleular orbitals and exitation energies of the

water moleule and liquid water, see Table 4.1. As an illustration of this proedure, Fig.

4.1 shows the ontribution of the exitations and the di�erent ionisation hannels to (a)

the real and imaginary parts of the dieletri funtion and (b) the optial elf of liquid

water, aording to the most reent ixss data by Hayashi et al. [2000℄, using the model

parameters given by Dingfelder [2014℄.

4.4 Ionisation and exitation of arbitrary biotargets

within the dieletri formalism

Although the proedure desribed in setion 4.3 is satisfatory for liquid water, it has an

important limitation: sine it relies on the knowledge and parameterisation of spetrosopi

data for the target under onsideration, its generalisation to a wide variety of biologial

targets is di�ult, espeially for large and omplex biomoleules, where the number of

eletroni levels makes impossible to use separate funtions for eah one.

Therefore, it would be onvenient to ount on with some approximation whih allows

to generalise this methodology in a simple manner. With this idea in mind, it is useful to

take into aount that, in priniple, it is possible to obtain information about the ionisation

energies and kineti energies of the eletrons of di�erent subshells of relevant biotargets.

These data have been reently obtained through quantum hemistry alulations in the

ontext of Binary Enounter alulations for some biologial moleules, suh as the dna

bases and the sugar-phosphate bakbone [Bernhardt and Paretzke 2003℄, and some amino

aids [Peudon, Edel, and Terrissol 2006℄; this information an be found for other moleules

in a nist database [Kim et al. 2004℄.

One of the general features that it is possible to see from these alulations is that

the di�erene between the binding energies of di�erent eletroni levels is always of a few

eletronvolts. For example, in the ase of water (Table 4.1), the binding energies of the

three outermost levels (1b1, 3a1 and 1b2) is less than 6 eV. The di�erene with the 2a1

orbital is larger, although this orbital, being muh deeper, will ontribute muh less to the

ionisation ross setion, as it is expeted from the inspetion of Fig. 4.1(b). Therefore, it is

reasonable to think that eletrons oming from the di�erent eletroni shells, assuming the

same energy transfer E = ~ω, will be very similar in the ontext of their trak-struture.

This reasoning leads us to the idea of de�ning a mean binding energy for the outer-shell

eletrons, 〈B〉, and then to assume that it is possible to approximate the kineti energy

of the seondary eletrons ejeted from the outer shells as W = E − 〈B〉. This mean

binding energy is 18.13 eV for the outer shells of liquid water [Dingfelder et al. 1998℄, and

is marked by a vertial dashed line in Fig. 4.1(b). As it an be seen in the �gure, the

exitation ontribution pratially vanishes above 18.13 eV, while only a small fration of

the ionisation ontribution is left below this threshold. Therefore, it seems that this ap-

proximation is reasonable, with the advantage that its appliation to omplex biomaterials

is muh more straightforward than stritly following the proedure desribed in the pre-

vious setion [de Vera et al. 2013b℄. Within this mean binding energy approximation, we

still apply Eq. (4.13) for alulating the sds of the biomaterial, as done for liquid water

by Dingfelder et al. [1998℄ and Em�etzoglou and Mosovith [2003℄. The only di�erene is
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Figure 4.2: sds for ionization of water by 0.5 MeV proton impat, as a funtion of the ejeted

eletron kineti energy W . Solid (dashed) lines orrespond to our alulations for liquid water

using the experimental (predited) optial elf of liquid water, while symbols are experimental

data for water vapour Wilson et al. [1984℄, and the rest of lines represent other models.

that the ionization of all the outer shell eletrons is inluded in a single virtual eletroni

level, while the inner shells are evaluated separately by they respetive gos.

Let us see the results for the seondary eletron energy spetra of applying the mean

binding energy approximation in omparison with experimental data and other models.

Figure 4.2 shows, by a blak solid line, the result of this approximation for 0.5 MeV bare

protons in liquid water, using the smelf-gos model for the desription of the elf of liquid

water �tted in the optial limit to the data of Hayashi et al. [2000℄, as explained in hapter

2, in omparison with the experimental data for water vapour by Wilson et al. [1984℄ and

other theoretial models. The red dotted line is the result of the bea model for water

vapour (Eq. (4.3)), the green dash-dotted line is the result of the Rudd formula for liquid

water (Eq. (4.4)) [Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010b℄, and the magenta dot-dot-

dashed line is an ab initio tm alulation by Errea et al. [2013a℄. All the theoretial

models agree at high ejetion energies, while di�erenes appear in the region below ∼20
eV. Clearly, the bea model disagrees in this region with the experiments, while our model

is the loser one, with results in the same order of magnitude that the Rudd formula and

the tm alulations.

More experimental data for bare proton impat in water vapour at several energies are

depited in Fig. 4.3 by symbols [Wilson et al. 1984℄, together with our dieletri formal-

ism alulations for liquid water within the melf-gos method using the optial elf by
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Figure 4.3: sds for ionization of water by protons, as a funtion of the ejeted eletron kineti

energy W , for 0.5, 1, and 4.2 MeV. Solid lines orrespond to our alulations for liquid water

using the experimental elf of liquid water, while symbols are experimental data for water vapour

[Wilson et al. 1984℄. The red dashed line is a dieletri formalism alulation by Em�etzoglou

[2007℄.

Hayashi et al. [2000℄ (blak solid lines), and with another dieletri formalism alulation

by Em�etzoglou [2007℄, but using the improved extended Drude method, for 1 MeV protons

in liquid water. As it an be observed, although the experimental data are for vapour and

our alulations for liquid water, the general omparison is satisfatory for all the proton

energies. Regarding the similar dieletri alulations by Em�etzoglou [2007℄, they are

quite lose to our results. However, some disrepanies appear, whih an be mainly due

to the mean binding energy approximation, although they an be also due to the di�erent

dispersion shemes employed to treat the k-dependene of the exitation spetrum.

Therefore, despite the simpliity of the mean binding energy approximation, it provides

results that are in lose agreement to the available experimental data for water vapour and

to the rest of the theoretial models, both for liquid and vapour water. Moreover, it has

a very strong advantage: sine this model only relies on the knowledge of the optial elf

of the target material of interest, it an be applied to any biologial target for whih the

elf is known and, even, for any arbitrary biologial material, taking advantage of the

empirial parameterisation of the elf of biologial materials explained in setion 2.6. As

an illustration of this point, Fig. 4.2 also shows, by a blue dashed line, the results of

our model using the optial elf for liquid water predited by this parametri approah
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Figure 4.4: Total inelasti ross setion (solid line), total ionisation ross setion (dashed line),

and total exitation ross setion (dotted line) for H

+
in liquid water. Symbols orrespond to

alulations by other authors.

[Tan et al. 2004℄. As it an be seen, the results are pratially similar, with only small

di�erenes.

In order to further hek the results of this simple model for liquid water, we an alu-

late the total inelasti ross setion, with its ontributions from ionisation and exitation,

and ompare them with similar alulations based on the omplete dieletri desription

of liquid water outlined in setion 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows by a blak solid line our al-

ulations for the total inelasti ross setions (or inelasti inverse mean free path Λ) of
bare protons in liquid water, by a dashed line the total ionisation ross setion (tis,

Λionis) (Eq. (4.14)), and by a dotted line the total exitation ross setion Λexcit (Eq.

(4.15)). Symbols present the alulations, using the full dieletri desription of liquid wa-

ter, by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄, of the ionisation (irles) and exitation

(squares) ontributions. For omparison, also depited are results of the exitation total

ross setion for H

+
by Nikjoo et al. [2006℄ (stars), based on the semiempirial model by

Miller and Green [1973℄, and by Bernal and Liendo [2007℄ (triangles), based on the model

by Green and Stolarski [1972℄.

As it an be seen, at high energies (above 500-1000 keV) our results ompare very well

with the preditions of Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄. In the ase of the tis,

the omparison is very good even at energies around the maximum, taking into aount the

di�erent dispersion algorithms used, and the fat that Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke

[2000℄ use the Rudd formula below 500 keV. Regarding the total exitation ross setion,
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Figure 4.5: Stopping power (total, solid line) due to ionisation by H

+
(dashed line) and H

0

(dotted line), and due to exitation by H

+
(dash-dotted line) and H

0
(dashed-dot-dotted line) in

liquid water. Symbols orrespond to similar alulations by other authors.

our alulations disagree with the results by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ be-

low 500 keV. This fat ould be due to the worst performane of the dieletri formalism

at low kineti energies (indeed, Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ use the semiem-

pirial model by Miller and Green [1973℄ below 500 keV), and to the di�erent dispersion

shemes used. However, it should be noted the large disrepanies between the exitation

results by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ and those by Nikjoo et al. [2006℄ and

Bernal and Liendo [2007℄. Our results lie in between of these two extremes, although loser

to the preditions by Nikjoo et al. [2006℄ and Bernal and Liendo [2007℄ (whih agree quite

well among them), so our alulations seem a reasonable estimate for T ≥ 100 keV.

It is also possible to ompare with Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ our results

for the stopping power of protons in liquid water due to exitations and ionisations (Eqs.

(4.16) and (4.17)). Note that, in this ase, the results are for both bare and dressed hydro-

gen atoms, as explained in subsetion 2.7.1.1. The blak solid line in Fig. 4.5 represents the

total stopping power, while the red dashed line is the ontribution from ionisation by H

+
,

the green dotted line the ontribution from ionisation by H

0
, the turquoise dash-dotted line

the ontribution from exitations by H

+
and, �nally, the blue dot-dot-dashed line the on-

tribution from exitations by H

0
. The results by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄

are represented by symbols: irles are the ontribution from ionisation by H

+
, squares

ionisation by H

0
, and stars exitations by H

+
. Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄ do

not provide results for the exitation by H

0
. It is learly seen that all the ontributions

are omparable to the alulations by Dingfelder, Inokuti, and Paretzke [2000℄, with dif-
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ferenes muh smaller than in the ase of the total ross setions. This is due to the fat

that, for alulating the stopping power, the di�erential ross setion is multiplied by the

transferred energy. Therefore, the high-energy part is the one whih more ontributes to

the stopping power. Sine the di�erenes in the ross setions are less important at high

energies, this gives plae to more similar stopping powers. It should be noted, moreover,

that the ontribution to the stopping power from exitations by H

0
seems to be quite im-

portant at low energies. Nonetheless, this is the energy region where the performane of

the dieletri formalism in worst.

Now that the behaviour of our simple theoretial model for separating ionisations and

exitations in the ross setions, derived from the dieletri formalism, has been tested for

water, showing a very good omparison for the sds and tis with respet to experimen-

tal data and other alulations, we an see its performane for other biologial materials.

Figure 4.6 shows the sds for bare protons in adenine, one of the dna bases. Panel (a) om-

pares our alulation (solid blak line), using the optial experimental elf by Emerson et al.

[1975℄ and the melf-gos model, with 〈B〉 = 20.44 eV [Bernhardt and Paretzke 2003℄, with

the experimental data in the gas phase by Iriki et al. [2011b℄ (symbols), and the results

of the bea (red dotted line) and an ab initio dw-eis alulation by Galassi et al. [2012℄

(magenta dot-dot-dashed line). Also shown by a blue dashed line is our result using the

optial elf predited by the empirial parameterization [Tan et al. 2004℄. As it an be

seen, both alulations (using the experimental and predited elf) agree very well with

eah other and with the experimental data in the gas phase. Our alulations also agree,

at high energies, with the bea and dw-eis alulations, although with di�erenes at low

energies, being our results loser to the gas phase experiments. Panel (b) ompares our

results with the experiments at several energies, �nding an exellent agreement, exept at

very low ejetion energies (below 5 eV).

The same ours in the ase of proton impat in urail, one of the bases present in

rna. Figure 4.7 ompares our alulations, using the experimental elf of urail [Isaason

1972℄, the melf-gos model and 〈B〉 = 20.73 eV [Bernhardt and Paretzke 2003℄ (blak

solid line) of H

+
in urail with the available experimental data in the gas phase [Itoh et al.

2013℄, showing a nie omparison. Panel (a) shows the results of the bea (red dotted

line), an ab initio alulation using the �rst Born approximation with orret boundary

onditions (b1 method [Itoh et al. 2013℄, magenta dot-dot-dashed line) and our results

using the predited elf (blue dashed line). Again, the predited and experimental elf

yield pratially idential results, while our alulations disagree with the other theoretial

models at low ejetion energies (below 10-20 eV), being muh loser to the experiments.

Therefore, it is lear that this simple method, based on the dieletri formalism and

using the approximation of a mean binding energy for the outer shell eletrons, whih an be

estimated from quantum hemistry alulations, an provide quite aurate energy spetra

of seondary eletron for the ase of proton (as well as other harged partiles) impat in

biologial materials, being straightforwardly appliable to a wide variety of targets present

in biologial environments, even if their elf is not known, by exploiting the empirial

parameterisation of the optial elf of organi materials, setion 2.6. Table 4.2 ollets

the alulated mean binding energy, the soure of the ionisation data and the hemial

formula of several relevant biomaterials. The rest of their physial properties an be found

in appendix A. As it an be seen, the mean binding energy is always very lose to 20 eV.

Therefore, 〈B〉 an be set to this approximate value when there is no diret information
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Figure 4.6: sds for ionisation of adenine by proton impat, as a funtion of the ejeted eletron

kineti energy W . (a) Comparison of our results, using the experimental (predited) elf of solid

adenine [Emerson et al. 1975℄, blak solid (blue dashed) line, with other models (other lines) and

experimental data in the gas phase (symbols) [Iriki et al. 2011a,b℄, for 0.5 MeV protons. (b)

Comparison between our results (blak solid lines) and the experimental data in the gas phase

[Iriki et al. 2011a,b℄ at several energies.
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Figure 4.7: sds for ionisation of urail by proton impat, as a funtion of the ejeted eletron

kineti energy W . (a) Comparison of our results, using the experimental (predited) elf of

solid adenine [Isaason 1972℄, blak solid (blue dashed) line, with other models (other lines) and

experimental data in the gas phase (symbols) [Itoh et al. 2013℄, for 1 MeV protons. (b) Comparison

between our results (blak solid lines) and the experimental data in the gas phase [Itoh et al. 2013℄

at several energies.
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Table 4.2: Mean binding energy and hemial formula of the biologial targets studied in this

setion. Atomi ompositions have been onverted from mass perentage ompositions from Ref.

[iru 1992℄ (exept otherwise stated). 〈B〉 values are alulated from data by Dingfelder et al.

[1998℄ for liquid water, and from Bernhardt and Paretzke [2003℄ for the dna omponents. It is

set to 20 eV for the rest of materials.

Material Formula 〈B〉 (eV)
Liquid water H2O 18.13

Adenine C5H5N5 20.44

Guanine C5H5O1N5 21.09

Thymine C5H6O2N2 20.29

Cytosine C4H5O1N3 20.47

Urail C4H4O2N2 20.73

dna bakbone C5H10O5P1
a

19.14

dna C20H27O13N7P2
b

20.00

Protein C142.56H209.97O44.09N38.92S1 20.00

Lipid C9.44H17.18O1 20.00

Carbohydrate C1.20H2.00O1 20.00

Cell nuleus C60.07H843.06O371.77N18.31P6.73S1 20.00

Cytoplasm C1926.40H8105.31O2724.83N138.76P1S5.80Na3.71Cl3.49K4.16


20.00

a

Bernhardt and Paretzke [2003℄

b

Inagaki et al. [1974℄



Byrne et al. [2013℄

on the ionisation energies of omplex biologial materials, suh as proteins, dna, lipids, or

ell ompartments.

We an extend our alulations to these seleted biotargets in order to draw some

onlusions about their ionization probabilities. Figure 4.8 shows the total ionization

ross setion (tis) for bare proton impat in the biomaterials listed in Table 4.2. The

alulations have been performed for bare protons in order to ompare with the available

experimental data for water [Wilson et al. 1984, Rudd et al. 1985, Bolorizadeh and Rudd

1986℄, adenine [Iriki et al. 2011b℄ and urail [Galassi et al. 2012℄ in the gas phase.

Panel (a) shows the marosopi ionisation ross setions, or inverse mean free paths,

Λionis, for protons in water, dna [Inagaki et al. 1974℄, and the average ompositions of

proteins, lipids, arbohydrates, as well as the ell ytoplasm [Byrne et al. 2013℄ and nu-

leus [iru 1992℄. Symbols represent experimental data for the tis of water vapour

[Wilson et al. 1984, Rudd et al. 1985, Bolorizadeh and Rudd 1986℄. As it an be ob-

served, the urve for liquid water (solid line) niely agrees with the water vapour data

by Wilson et al. [1984℄ and by Rudd et al. [1985℄ at high energies and even around the

maximum tis, although it disagrees with the results by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄. It

should be noted, though, that the tis reported by Rudd et al. [1985℄ around the max-

imum are diretly obtained experimentally, while those by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄

where derived from measured sds and then integrated. This integration ould produe

notieable unertainties, due to the extrapolation proedure used [Bug 2014℄. It is inter-

esting to note that all the studied materials have larger tis than liquid water, espeially

the average arbohydrate and protein, whih even lay above the experimental data by
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Figure 4.8: (a) Marosopi tis (inverse mean free path), and (b) mirosopi tis per moleule

for protons in several biologial materials in the ondensed phase, ompared with experimental

data in water vapour [Wilson et al. 1984, Rudd et al. 1985, Bolorizadeh and Rudd 1986℄, adenine

vapour [Iriki et al. 2011b℄ and urail vapour [Galassi et al. 2012℄.
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Figure 4.9: Lines represent average kineti energy of the seondary eletrons ejeted from dif-

ferent biologial materials by proton impat, alulated with the melf-gos model. Symbols are

results from Monte Carlo simulations in liquid water by Pimblott and LaVerne [2007℄.

Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄, probably due to their larger densities. It is also important

to note how the average ell nuleus has tis quite similar to liquid water, while the aver-

age ytoplasm presents slightly larger ionisation probabilities, having here the same density

as water.

A better diret omparison of di�erent moleular targets, from the mirosopi point of

view, is got through the representation of the mirosopi ionisation ross setion, σionis =
Λionis/N . Figure 4.8(b) shows by lines the alulated mirosopi ross setions for bare

proton impat in all the dna/rna omponents, i.e., the �ve bases (adenine, thymine,

guanine, ytosine, and urail) and the sugar-phosphate bakbone. Also shown by symbols

are the available experimental data for adenine [Iriki et al. 2011a℄ and urail in the gas

phase [Galassi et al. 2012℄, whih agree very well with the orresponding alulations. From

this �gure, we an see that di�erent dna/rna bases have di�erent ionisation probabilities,

being adenine and guanine the most sensitive, and the bakbone being ionised whih muh

more probability than the rest of dna/rna omponents.

Finally, another interesting and relevant magnitude we an ompute with this model

is the average energy of the ejeted seondary eletrons, Eq. (4.18). Aording to this

equation, the high energy transfers will be more relevant in this alulations, so ionization

of the inner shells (aounted for here through the gos) will play a notieable role. Our

results for all the materials listed in Table 4.2 are plotted in Fig. 4.9. Also depited by

irles are alulations for liquid water by Pimblott and LaVerne [2007℄. These results are

derived from Monte Carlo simulations of the proton traks based on experimental optial

elf for liquid water, but using the Ashley extension to �nite ~k desribed in subsetion
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2.5.3.3. The agreement with our alulations for liquid water is rather good. From this

�gure, it an be seen that the average energy of the seondary eletrons is very low around

the Bragg peak region, going from ∼25-30 eV at 100 keV to ∼50-60 eV at 10 MeV. Also, it

is quite similar in all the biomaterials analysed, with only small di�erenes between them,

whih is not expeted to be very signi�ant in terms of their trak-struture.

4.5 Doubly di�erential ross setions for ionisation of

arbitrary biologial materials

The proposed method for obtaining ionisation ross setions based on the dieletri formal-

ism has the advantage of being simple and universal, only needing as input the omposition

and density of the biologial target, yielding quite aurate results for the ion impat sds

as well as tis for biomaterials. However, it has another very lear advantage: sine it

is based on the knowledge of the elf (whih an be obtained experimentally or predited

from the empirial parameterisation desribed in setion 2.6 [Tan et al. 2004℄), whih de-

pends on the energy transfer E = ~ω, but also on the momentum transfer Q = ~k, it
would be possible to use the same method to also obtain dds (angular distributions),

sine the momentum transfer is related to the sattering angle of the projetile ϑ through

(see appendix B):

~k =

√
2M

(
2T − (Bi +W )− 2

√
T (T − (Bi +W )) cosϑ

)
. (4.19)

Here, Bi +W = E is the energy transfer, where Bi stands for the mean binding energy of

the outer shell eletrons, as explained in setion 4.4, or for the binding energy of an inner

shell i, depending on the shell to be onsidered. Then, in order to obtain dds, it would

be needed to determine a relation between the sattering angle of the projetile, ϑ, and
the ejetion angle of the seondary eletron, θ.

Let us start de�ning the dds for the projetile sattering with the eletrons of the

shell i, reasting Eq. (2.10) aording to the mean binding energy approximation:

d2σionis
dW dk

∣∣∣∣
i

=
e2

~πN
M [Z − ρq(k)]

2

T

1

k
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, Bi +W )

]

i

, (4.20)

As usual, T is the kineti energy of the inoming ion, andM , Z and ρq(k) are, respetively,
its mass, atomi number, and Fourier transform of its eletroni density. The elf orre-

sponding either to the eletrons in the outer shell or in inner shell i, as well as the atomi

density N , aount for the properties of the target.

From Eq.(4.19) we obtain:

1

k

dk

dϑ
=

√
T (T − (Bi +W )) sinϑ

2T − (Bi +W )− 2
√
T (T − (Bi +W )) cosϑ

, (4.21)

from where we an obtain the dds as a funtion of the sattering angle of the projetile

ϑ as [Dingfelder 2002℄:

d2σionis
dW dϑ

∣∣∣∣
i

=
e2

~πN
M [Z − ρq(k)]

2

T
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, Bi +W )

]

i

·

·
√
T (T − (Bi +W )) sinϑ

2T − (Bi +W )− 2
√
T (T − (Bi +W )) cos ϑ

. (4.22)
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Figure 4.10: dds as a funtion of the sattering angle of the projetile ϑ for 1 MeV protons in

liquid water.

In order to obtain the dds(W, θ) as a funtion of the ejeted angle of the seondary

eletron, θ, we will assume that both angles are related by:

ϑ = α · θ. (4.23)

The proportionality onstant α an be obtained by bearing in mind that the dds(W, θ)
for ejetion of eletrons is dominated by the so-alled binary enounter peak, around whih

a wide maximum appears. At this angle, the ollision proess an be regarded as a binary

ollision between free partiles. The position of this peak θBE
is given by [Rudd and Kim

1992℄ (see appendix B):

cos θBE =
1

2

√
MW

mT
. (4.24)

The dds(W,ϑ) as a funtion of the sattering angle of the projetile is also dominated

by a maximum, at an angle that we will all ϑmax
. Figure 4.10 shows these maxima in the

alulated dds as a funtion of ϑ for 1 MeV protons in liquid water. It an be seen that

the dds drops and the position of the maximum grows when W inreases. It should be

notied that this maximum appears as a shoulder for W = 12 eV, due to the evolution of

the baseline, whih slope inreases when W dereases.

It is reasonable to assume that the maximum in dds(W,ϑ) also orresponds to the

binary enounter ollision, i.e., ϑmax ≃ ϑBE
, where ϑBE

is the expeted angle of sattering

in the binary ollision. The value of ϑBE
an be obtained from the kinematis of the binary
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the expeted position of the maximum in dds(W,ϑ) (aording to
the binary enounter peak angle) and the atual position from alulations.

ollision, in whih ϑ and θ are related through [Goldstein, Poole, and Safko 2001℄:

tanϑ =

m

M
sin θ′

1 +
m

M
cos θ′

, (4.25)

θ =
π − θ′

2
, (4.26)

where θ′ is the angle of sattering in the system of the enter of mass of the projetile�

eletron. From these relations we obtain:

ϑBE = arctan




m

M
sin (π − 2θBE)

1 +
m

M
cos (π − 2θBE)




. (4.27)

To test this hypothesis, we have plotted by lines in Fig. 4.11 the position of ϑBE
,

as a funtion of W , for 1 MeV and 10 MeV protons, as alulated by Eq. (4.24). The

ϑmax
-values obtained from the dds(W,ϑ), Eq. (4.22), using the melf-gos �tting to

the experimental elf of liquid water [Hayashi et al. 2000℄ are also shown in Fig. 4.11 by

symbols (onneted by lines just to guide the eye). It an be seen that both angles are

very similar, and have the same behaviour. Therefore, we onlude that the angle ϑmax

giving the maximum of dds(W,ϑ) orresponds to the binary enounter peak angle, θBE
,

and then the proportionality onstant relating ϑ and θ an be obtained as:

α =
ϑBE

θBE
. (4.28)
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Figure 4.12: dds as a funtion of θ for 300 keV protons in water. Dashed lines represent

the raw alulations for liquid water, while dotted lines inlude the peak tuning orretion and

solid lines also inlude the Salin's fator. Symbols represent experimental data for the gas phase

[Senger and Rehenmann 1984℄.

Although the proportionality onstant α is obtained from the binary enounter peak angle,

we assume that it is also valid for all the θ range. In this way, α provides the orret

position of the binary peak in the angular spetra, while its struture is determined by the

momentum distribution given by the eletroni exitation spetrum of the target through

its elf.

By making use of Eq. (4.28) and the de�nition of the solid angle for the ejeted eletron,

dΩ = 2π sin θdθ, we obtain from Eq. (4.22) the following expression:

d2σionis
dW dΩ

∣∣∣∣
i

=
α

2π sin θ
· e2

~πN
M [Z − ρq(k)]

2

T
Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, Bi +W )

]

i

·

·
√
T (T − (Bi +W )) sin (αθ)

2T − (Bi +W )− 2
√
T (T − (Bi +W )) cos (αθ)

, (4.29)

whih is the dds(W, θ) for ejeting eletrons from the shell i in the angle θ, per unit

energy and solid angle.

In order to hek the feasibility of this expression, we an ompare its results

with the experimental dds(W, θ) for 300 keV proton impat in water vapour by

Senger and Rehenmann [1984℄, depited by symbols in Fig. 4.12. The �gure also shows

by red dashed lines our alulations in liquid water, as a funtion of the ejetion angle,

for two kineti energies of the esaping eletrons, W = 9.6 eV and W = 200 eV. As it

an be seen, the main features of the alulations (order of magnitude and features) are
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in qualitative good agreement with the experimental data, espeially at high energies (200

eV).

The large disrepany observed for W = 9.6 eV ould ome from the small di�erenes

between ϑBE
and ϑmax

observed in Fig. 4.11, whih are more relevant (in relative terms) at

low ejetion energies. Therefore, an obvious orretion might be to replae ϑBE
by ϑmax

in

Eq. (4.28), i.e., α = ϑmax/θBE
. We will refer to this as the �peak tuning� orretion. The

alulations with this orretion are shown in Fig. 4.12 by blue dotted lines. As it an

be seen, the agreement is now almost perfet at W = 9.6 eV, although some disagreement

still remains for W = 200 eV, espeially at low ejetion angles.

It is well known that the �rst Born approximation (on whih the dieletri formalism

is based) is not very aurate for alulating dds, sine it does not have into aount two

and three enter e�ets (the ejeted eletron being attrated by the projetile and/or the

residual ion after the ollision) [iru 1996℄. In order to orret the number of eletrons

ejeted in the forward diretion, attrated by the �eld of the projetile after the ollision

(proess known as eletron apture to the ontinuum), it is a standard proedure to multiply

the dds (Eq. (4.29) in this ase) by the so-alled Salin's fator [Salin 1969, Rudd and Kim

1992, Dingfelder 2002℄:

FS =
u

1− e−u
, (4.30)

with:

u = 2π(Bi)
1/2



(
T

M
+W − 2

(
T W

M

)1/2

cos θ

)−1/2

−
(
T

M

)−1/2

 . (4.31)

Solid lines in Fig. 4.12 represent the results of Eq. (4.29) when both the Salin's fator

and the peak tuning orretion are taken into aount, showing an improvement in the

results for 200 eV eletrons in the forward diretion (i.e., small angles θ). Atually, now

the agreement between the alulations and the experiments is rather good for both ejetion

energies and in a wide range of ejetion angles.

More results for this set of experimental data of protons in water are shown in Fig.

4.13. Solid lines represent the alulations for liquid water obtained with the previous

presription (Eq. (4.29) with Salin's fator and peak tuning orretion) for all the se-

ondary eletron energies reported in the 300 keV H

+
impat in water vapour experiment

[Senger and Rehenmann 1984℄, whih are depited by symbols. The good agreement holds

on for this broader range of ejeted eletron energies W .

The dashed urves in Fig. 4.13 are plotted to disuss the role played by a proper

desription of the target eletroni exitation spetrum through its elf, as it appears in Eq.

(4.29). The solid urves were obtained by using the melf-gos method (subsetion 2.5.3.4),

where the extension to ~k 6= 0 values is automatially aounted for by the analytial

properties of the Mermin-elf. The dds obtained using the ommon extended Drude

algorithm (subsetion 2.5.3.1), depited by dashed urves in Fig. 4.13, an not reprodue

the experimental data, due to the simpler ~k 6= 0 extension algorithm. Therefore, it is

lear that a suitable desription of the target eletroni exitation spetrum over the whole

Bethe surfae, through its elf, is essential for obtaining angular distributions of seondary

eletrons in good agreement with experimental data.
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Figure 4.13: dds as a funtion of θ for 300 keV protons in water, at several seondary eletron

energies W . Lines represent the alulations for liquid water, inluding the Salin's fator and the

peak tuning orretion. Solid lines are alulations using the melf-gos method for the elf, while

dashed lines are alulations using the extended Drude method. Symbols represent experimental

data for the gas phase [Senger and Rehenmann 1984℄.
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Figure 4.14: dds as a funtion of θ for 1000 keV protons in water, at several seondary eletron

energies W . Lines are alulations inluding peak tuning orretion and Salin's fator. Symbols

represent experimental data for the gas phase [Toburen and Wilson 1977℄.
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Figure 4.15: dds as a funtion of θ for 2000 keV alpha partiles in water, at several seondary

eletron energies W , inluding Salin's fator and peak tuning orretion. Solid lines are for

He

2+
, while dashed lines are for He

+
. Symbols represent experimental data for the gas phase

[Toburen, Wilson, and Popowih 1980℄: �lled symbols are for He

2+
, while open symbols are for

He

+
.

Another example of the good agreement of the proposed method for proton impat in

water is presented in Fig. 4.14, where our alulations are ompared with the experimental

data by Toburen and Wilson [1977℄ for 1 MeV proton impat. In this ase at higher proton

energies, the agreement seems to be even better, exept at very low ejetion angles at low

ejetion energies. The omparison is espeially good at 250 eV and 750 eV, with the binary

enounter peak very well reprodued.

Of ourse, the method is also appliable for ions heavier than protons, in whih ase we

an test the e�et of the projetile desription (subsetion 2.7.1.1). Figure 4.15 presents our

results for 2 MeV He impat in liquid water, as ompared with the experimental data for the

gas phase by Toburen, Wilson, and Popowih [1980℄. These experiments were performed

for both He

+
and He

2+
(open and �lled symbols, respetively), as well as our alulations

(dashed and solid lines, respetively). It an be learly seen for the lowest W -values, as

expeted, how He

2+
shows larger ross setions than He

+
, due to its larger harge. This

behaviour is very well reprodued by the alulations, espeially in the ase of 100 eV. For

the higher energies, di�erenes are not observed in the alulations between the harge

states. They are neither seen in the experiments at 700 eV. Also, at these high ejetion

energies, the binary enounter peak is well reprodued.
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Figure 4.16: dds as a funtion of W for 1200 keV alpha partiles in water, at several ejetion

angles θ, inluding Salin's fator and peak tuning orretion. Symbols represent experimental

data for the gas phase [Toburen, Wilson, and Popowih 1980℄.

Figure 4.16 shows more experimental results for alpha partiles, in this ase the energy

distributions of eletrons at several ejetion angles for the impat 1200 keV He

2+
in water

[Toburen, Wilson, and Popowih 1980℄. The fully orreted alulations (solid lines) an

also reprodue very well the general trends of these energy distributions, with the very

lear feature of the binary enounter peak at high energies.

An advantage of the proposed model, besides its simpliity, is its preditive power, sine

it an be easily applied to any biologial material for whih the elf is provided, either

experimentally, theoretially or semiempirially. Although there are no experimental data

for all the relevant biologial materials, it is possible to predit their elf in the optial

limit making use of the empirial parameterisation by Tan et al. [2004℄ (setion 2.6), whih

only needs as input the atomi omposition and density of the material.

To illustrate the apabilities of the proedure we have desribed, we show in Figs. 4.17

and 4.18 the dds for eletrons generated by 1 MeV proton impat in the dna base

adenine, as a funtion of their ejetion angle (Fig. 4.17) and energy (Fig. 4.18). Solid lines

are alulations using the experimental optial elf of solid adenine [Emerson et al. 1975℄

extended to ~k 6= 0 by the melf-gos method, while symbols represent experimental data

in the gas phase [Iriki et al. 2011b℄. The agreement is rather good, espeially in the energy

distributions shown in Fig. 4.18, taking into aount the simpliity of the method and the

possible experimental unertainties and phase e�ets; the peaked strutures appearing at

highW and θ values are due to Auger eletrons, whih are not aounted for in the present

alulations.
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Figure 4.17: dds as a funtion of θ for 1000 keV protons in adenine, at several seondary

eletron energies W . Lines are alulations inluding the peak tuning orretion and the Salin's

fator. Solid lines use the experimental elf of solid adenine [Emerson et al. 1975℄, while dashed

lines use the parametri elf. Symbols represent experimental data for the gas phase [Iriki et al.

2011b℄.
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Figure 4.18: dds as a funtion of W for 1000 keV H

+
in adenine, at several ejetion angles θ.

Lines are alulations inluding the peak tuning orretion and the Salin's fator, while symbols

represent experimental data for the gas phase [Iriki et al. 2011b℄.
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Figure 4.19: dds as a funtion of W for 3500 keV/u arbon ions in urail, at several ejetion

angles θ, inluding Salin's fator and peak tuning orretion. Symbols represent experimental

data for the gas phase [Agnihotri et al. 2013b℄.
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Figure 4.20: dds as a funtion of θ for 4500 keV/u O

8+
in liquid water, at several seondary

eletron energies W . Symbols represent experimental data for the gas phase [Nandi et al. 2013℄.
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In order to show the preditive power of the method we also show in Fig. 4.17 by dashed

lines the results obtained when using the elf provided by the empirial parametri model

by Tan et al. [2004℄. It an be seen that the results are in a similar level of auray, a fat

whih is very promising taking into aount the possibility of alulating dds even when

experimental information for the eletroni exitation spetrum of the target is laking.

Calulations for heavier projetiles in di�erent biologial materials an be ompared

with the more reent experiments of 3.5 MeV/u arbon ions in urail by Agnihotri et al.

[2013b℄. These results as a funtion of W are shown in Fig. 4.19, inluding Salin's fator

and peak tuning orretion. The agreement, although not as good as in the previous ases,

is in this ase quite reasonable as well.

Finally, Fig. 4.20 presents results for 4.5 MeV/u O

8+
ions in water [Nandi et al. 2013℄.

As in the previous ases, the present method inluding the peak tuning orretion together

with the Salin's fator an produe reasonable preditions, even for this heavier projetile

oxygen. The results are espeially good for the higher ejetion energies 200 and 320 eV,

where the binary enounter peak is pratially perfetly reprodued. For the lower energies,

deviations appear at low ejetion angles, espeially at 20 eV.

4.6 Appliation of the dieletri formalism to eletron

impat ionisation of biomoleules

Finally, other of the advantages of the methodology developed for alulating ionisation

ross setions of biomaterials based on the dieletri formalism is that, sine the desription

of the target and the projetile is split in the basi equation 2.10, it an be extended to

eletron impat by just introduing a orret desription of the projetile regarding the

indistinguishability and the exhange of the sattered and ejeted eletrons, as explained

in subsetion 2.7.2.

Here, we will present some results for eletron impat ionisation of liquid water and

tetrahydrofuran (thf, a moleule regarded as a model of the deoxyribose moleule in dna),

as examples to illustrate the power and possibilities of the method, also for eletron impat.

The formalism used here is exatly the same as for ions, as desribed in setions 4.3 and 4.4.

The only di�erenes are that for eletrons ρq(k) = 0, the integration limits are modi�ed for

respeting the Pauli's exlusion priniple and the indistinguishability of the primary and

seondary eletrons, and the exhange between those eletrons is onsidered, as explained

in detail in subsetion 2.7.2.

Atually, the exhange orretion is the key point in these alulations, sine it an

not only a�et the absolute value of the mean free path and the stopping power, as al-

ready shown in hapter 3, but also the shape of the sds. Figure 4.21 shows the sds

for ionisation of water by 200 eV eletrons. Calulations without exhange (blue dotted

line) and with exhange inluded by the Born-Ohkur (red dashed line) and Mott (blak

solid line) methods are ompared with the experimental data by Bolorizadeh and Rudd

[1986℄. As it an be seen, the exhange orretion lowers the value of the sds, approah-

ing the alulations to the experiments. However, this e�et is more notieable for the

Mott exhange orretion, whih not only lowers the values of the sds, but also strongly

a�ets its shape, produing a seond peak around W = 200 eV, whih is also seen in the

experiments. Atually, this seond peak orresponds to the elasti peak (unesattered or

slightly stopped primary eletrons), whih appears in the ionization sds of eletrons due
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Figure 4.21: sds for ionisation of water by 200 eV eletrons. Lines represent dieletri formalism

alulations with di�erent exhange orretions, while symbols are the experiments performed by

Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄.
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Figure 4.22: Eletron impat ionisation sds of water between 50 and 2000 eV. Solid lines

orrespond to dieletri formalism alulations for liquid water using the Mott exhange term,

while symbols are the experimental data in the gas phase by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄.
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Figure 4.23: Total ionisation ross setion of water by eletron impat. Symbols represent experi-

mental data for the gas phase [Shutten 1966, Bolorizadeh and Rudd 1986, Bull, Lee, and Vallane

2014℄, while lines represent dieletri formalism alulations without the exhange orretion (blue

dotted line) and with the exhange Born-Ohkur (red dashed line) and Mott (solid blak line)

terms.

to the indistinguishability of the primary and seondary eletrons. This feature is only re-

produed by the Mott exhange fator, sine Eq. (2.89) inludes a symmetry term between

the energy of the sattered and seondary eletrons, while the Born-Ohkur exhange fa-

tor, Eq. (2.91), only inludes terms related to the momentum transfer ~k, so this e�et

an not be reprodued.

Results for all the primary energies reported by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄ between

50 and 2000 eV are shown in Fig. 4.22. In this �gure, lines are our alulations using the

Mott exhange term, sine it seems to produe results loser to the experimental data, and

it also reprodues the elasti peak observed in the experiments. As it an be seen, the

agreement between the alulations and the experimental data is very nie above 10 eV for

all the energies. It has to be noted, anyway, that measurement of ionisation sds below

10 eV is very di�ult.

Integration of the sds produes the total ionisation ross setions (tis). Our re-

sults for the tis of liquid water by eletron impat are shown by lines in Fig. 4.23,

without inluding the exhange (blue dotted line), and inluding the exhange by the

Born-Ohkur fator (red dashed line) and by the Mott fator (blak solid line). Symbols

represent experimental data for water vapour [Shutten 1966, Bolorizadeh and Rudd 1986,

Bull, Lee, and Vallane 2014℄. As expeted, the exhange fators redue the tis, but more

notieably when the Mott term is used. Notably, the alulations perfetly agree with the

most reent data by Bull, Lee, and Vallane [2014℄ when the Born-Ohkur exhange term
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Figure 4.24: Eletron impat ionization sds of thf between 100 and 1000 eV. Solid lines

orrespond to dieletri formalism alulations for solid thf using the Mott exhange term, while

symbols are the experimental data in the gas phase by Bug [2014℄.

is used. Nonetheless, the results are also very lose to those by Shutten [1966℄ when using

the Mott exhange. The experiments by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄ are always above all

the alulations, as it ourred in the ase of proton impat in Fig. 4.8. However, it has to

be noted that the tis by Bolorizadeh and Rudd [1986℄ were obtained through integration

of dds, and not diretly. The integration proedure an lead to high unertainties due

to the extrapolation methods used beyond the experimental window [Bug 2014℄.

Results for the eletron-impat sds of thf are shown in Fig. 4.24. For this moleule,

〈B〉 = 18.93 eV [Bug 2014℄, and its optial elf has been obtained aording to the empirial

parameterisation explained in setion 2.6, sine experimental elf for this material is not

available. The omposition and density of thf an be found in appendix A. Calulations

for solid thf are shown here using the Mott exhange term sine, as seen for liquid water,

this is the only one able of reproduing the harateristi shape of eletron-impat sds.

Symbols depit experimental data for the gas phase reported by Bug [2014℄. Here, the

agreement between the experiments and the alulations is very poor at T = 100 eV,

although it starts to improve for 200 eV and above, being very nie for the higher energies.

The tis for eletron impat in thf is show in Fig. 4.25. As in the ase of liquid

water, the blue dotted line represents alulations without inluding the exhange, the

red dashed line orresponds to alulations inluding the exhange by the Born-Ohkur

fator, and the blak solid line is the result using the Mott fator. Symbols represent

experimental data for vapour thf [Fuss et al. 2009, Bug 2014, Bull, Lee, and Vallane

2014℄. As in the previous ase, alulations using the Born-Ohkur exhange orretion

agrees quite well with a set of experimental data, in this ase with the results by Bug
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Figure 4.25: Total ionisation ross setion of thf by eletron impat. Symbols represent exper-

imental data for the gas phase [Fuss et al. 2009, Bug 2014, Bull, Lee, and Vallane 2014℄, while

lines represent dieletri formalism alulations without the exhange orretion (blue dotted line)

and with the exhange Born-Ohkur (red dashed line) and Mott (solid blak line) terms.

[2014℄, whereas using the Mott exhange agree better with the data by Fuss et al. [2009℄,

and are loser to the reent results by Bull, Lee, and Vallane [2014℄. Again, the tis by

Bug [2014℄ were obtained by integration of experimental dds, leading to somewhat larger

unertainties. On the other hand, tis by Fuss et al. [2009℄ and by Bull, Lee, and Vallane

[2014℄ where obtained diretly from the experiment, so their unertainties are expeted to

be lower. Thus, here the Mott exhange term seems to provide a better omparison with

the available experimental data.

Therefore, the previous results show how the methodology developed for alulating

ionisation ross setions is also valid for eletron impat, at least for energies T ≥ 200
eV, where the dieletri formalism is expeted to behave better. Atually, the results

for the sds are not that bad even for 50 eV for liquid water, although they are muh

better above 100-200 eV, both for the sds and the tis, espeially in the ase of thf,

where results at low energies are not satisfatory. Regarding the exhange orretion term,

whih is one of the key features in the alulations for eletron impat, the Mott exhange

fator seems to produe better results than the Born-Ohkur term: it an reprodue the

harateristi shape of the sds, that present an elasti peak due to the indistinguishability

of the primary and seondary eletrons, and produes results for the tis in lose agreement

with some of the experimental data sets both for water and thf. Nonetheless, even though

the agreement for the tis of water and thf is also good when using the Born-Ohkur

exhange fator, it is not apable of properly reproduing the sds. Sine this behaviour
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is better reprodued by the Mott exhange fator, and it also yields good results for the

tis, its use is reommended for aounting for the exhange e�et.

4.7 Summary and onlusions

While in hapter 2 we introdued the main framework (dieletri formalism) for alulating

energy-loss quantities of harged partiles in ondensed biotargets, and in hapter 3 we

presented results of these magnitudes for ion and eletron impat, in this hapter we

have extended the method for separating the exitation and ionisation ontributions to

the energy loss and, espeially, for produing ionisation ross setions for biomaterials.

The ompilation of all these energy-loss and eletron prodution data onstitutes a wide

database of input data for performing Monte Carlo simulations or other type of alulations

for radiation transport and trak-struture alulations in biologial environments.

First, we have reviewed the most ommon methods for alulating ionisation ross

setions of biomaterials by swift harged partile impat, whih are mainly divided into

analytial and ab intio methods. The analytial methods, mainly based on the elemental

Rutherford ross setion, inlude, among others, the Binary Enounter Approximation

(bea), subsetion 4.2.1.1, and the Rudd formula, subsetion 4.2.1.2. Those methods are

widely used, sine they provide reasonable results by only using analytial formulas, whih

are very easily implementable in radiobiologial models. While bea only needs very little

input information about the biotarget (binding and mean kineti energies of the eletrons

in eah orbital), its use is limited to a relatively narrow energy range, sine it is not valid

for high and very low energies, sine it does not aount for the dipole interation and the

two body e�ets, respetively. In ontrast, the Rudd model is valid for a very wide energy

range. However, it needs the determination of eleven �tting parameters harateristi of

the target under onsideration, then requiring experimental data for this target, fat whih

limits its appliability. Moreover, this kind of models only deal with the ionisation proess,

so other semiempirial models for exitation have to be used for omplementing them,

subsetion 4.2.3.

Among the ab initio methods, the most used are the Classial Trajetory Monte Carlo

(tm) method in the lassial side (subsetion 4.2.2.1), and the Continuum-Distorted-

Wave�Eikonal-Initial-State (dw-eis) method in the quantum side (subsetion 4.2.2.2).

These methods are muh more powerful and �exible, sine they an not only produe

ionisation ross setions of biomoleules with high auray, but also exitation, eletron

apture, et. Nonetheless, they are more omplex and time onsuming than the analyti-

al methods, and therefore their appliability to ondensed state maromoleules and in

radiobiologial models is more di�ult.

In this ontext, the dieletri formalism was used by Dingfelder, Em�etzoglou and o-

workers for alulating both exitation and ionisation ross setions for liquid water, setion

4.3. This method is a very onvenient alternative to the previously disussed ones, sine

it is both more aurate and �exible than the analytial methods (being appliable for

ondensed targets in a fairly wide energy range), and also simpler to use and implement

than the ab initio methods. Even though, the dieletri formalism was so far only used to

desribe the exitation and ionisation of liquid water. This fat was due, probably, to the

fat that its appliation requires the �t of the dieletri funtion to spetrosopi data for

the target under onsideration, whih an be a di�ult task for omplex maroomoleules.
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Therefore, in this hapter we have introdued a simple approximation, based on the

de�nition of a mean binding energy for the outer shell eletrons of the biotarget, to split

the eletroni exitation and ionisation ontributions in the elf. In setion 4.4 we have

ompared the results of this approximation with the proper dieletri desription of liquid

water and with experimental data in the gas phase for the sds and the tis, �nding a

good agreement. Then, we have extended these alulations to other biomoleules, suh as

dna and its moleular omponents, proteins, et., �nding a very good agreement with the

available experimental data for the gas phase, both for sds and tis. This fat, apart

from validating the mean binding energy approximation, also suggests that the phase e�et

(i.e., the di�erenes between the gas and ondensed phases) for the ionisation ross setions

does not seem to be very important, sine the dieletri formalism alulations agree quite

well with the gas phase experimental data.

Then, in setion 4.5, we have extended our methodology for also alulating dds of

biomaterials, i.e., both energy and angular distributions of seondary eletrons. For these

purposes, we have introdued a physially motivated approximation for relating the satter-

ing angle of the projetile and the ejetion angle of the seondary eletron. In view of the

results, suh approximation seems to be satisfatory for ion impat, sine the omparison

of the alulations with the available experimental data for proton, alpha partile, arbon

and oxygen impat in water, adenine and urail yields a very good agreement. Again, even

if the alulations are for the ondensed phase and the experiments for the gas phase, the

good agreement may suggest that the phase e�ets are not very strong for the ionisation

of these targets.

Finally, in setion 4.6, we have presented some results of the sds and tis for ele-

tron impat, by using the same methodology, but introduing the spei� nature of the

eletron projetiles, inluding the Pauli's exlusion priniple, the indistinghishability and

the exhange e�ets, as desribed in subsetion 2.7.2. Again, the results are very promis-

ing, both for eletron impat in water and in thf, in view of the nie agreement between

the alulations and the experimental data in the gas phase. Therefore, this serves as an

example of the �exibility of the proposed methodology, whih an be not only applied to

the alulation of energy and angular distributions and total ionisation ross setion for ion

impat in ondensed phase biomaterials, but also for alulating, so far, energy distribu-

tions (sds) and tis for eletron impat, being, furthermore, a fairly simple and universal

method, appliable to a quite wide range of inident energies, and for any biomaterial, by

using the epirial parameterisation for prediting the elf of biologial materials desribed

in setion 2.6.

Combining the results from this hapter and hapter 3, we ount on with a wide

database for eletroni exitation, ionisation, and energy-loss quantities for swift harged

partile interation with biomaterials, whih will be used in the rest of this thesis for

Monte Carlo simulations (hapters 5 and 6) and analytial alulations (hapter 7) of ra-

diation transport in biotargets. Even though these data is not enough for a omplete

trak-struture simulation in ion beam aner therapy, where muh more ross setions are

needed, suh as for autoionisation, moleular dissoiation, dissoiative eletron attahment,

sub-exitation proesses, et [Nikjoo et al. 2006, Dingfelder et al. 2008, Muñoz et al. 2012,

Wälzlein et al. 2014℄, the eletroni ross setions provided onstitute a onvenient set of

data, being the eletroni interations the most important in the energy and spatial sales

onsidered in this thesis.





Chapter 5

Simulation of energeti ions and

lusters through solids

5.1 Introdution

As mentioned in hapter 1, Monte Carlo simulation plays a espeially relevant role in

the theoretial study of ion beam aner therapy and in treatment planning. Basially, a

Monte Carlo ode hooses randomly though a series of pseudo-random numbers, seleting

one event to our at a given time and position among several possible proesses, aording

to the density of satterers and the probability of eah proess; some of the things that

an be randomly drawn are the elasti or inelasti sattering, the de�etion angle, the

eletron apture or loss, or the kind of atom with whih a ollision takes plae, among

others. Singly (sds) and doubly (dds) di�erential ross setions (as the ones alulated

for eletron prodution in hapter 4) are used to generate the energies and diretions of

the primary and seondary partiles after the ollision. A brief introdution to the Monte

Carlo tehnique an be found in appendix B.

Sine the radiation interation with matter involves several stohasti proesses, suh

as multiple elasti sattering, energy loss with straggling, eletron apture and loss, nulear

reations... Monte Carlo represents a natural way of desribing the whole radiation trans-

port problem in detail. Although this tehnique is usually time-onsuming, thus analytial

tehniques being preferred in treatment planning systems and radiobiologial models, it

has the advantage that it an desribe the whole radiation transport problem in a more

detailed way, even inluding the eletroni trak-struture, depending on the type of simu-

lation (i.e., ondensed-history or event-by-event simulation). Analytial tehniques will be

disussed in hapter 7.

The detailed desription of the radiation transport provided by a Monte Carlo simu-

lation is very useful for several purposes. First of all, the whole geometry of the prob-

lem, inluding heterogeneities suh as bone layers or di�erent tissues, or even the ion

soures and partile detetors, an be inorporated in the simulation, allowing a preise

alulation even in omplex setups. This is a lear advantage over analytial tehniques,

whih usually are more di�ult to apply to heterogeneous targets. Clear examples of the

power of Monte Carlo simulation for linial implementations are provided, for example,

by Paganetti et al. [2004, 2008℄, Paganetti [2012b℄ and Besemer, Paganetti, and Bednarz

[2013℄. Seond, some Monte Carlo odes are naturally designed to follow, if nees-

sary, all the primary and seondary partiles, inluding seondary eletrons and atomi

117
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fragments produed in nulear reations. Then, the problem an be studied in detail,

while the inorporation of seondary partiles is di�ult (although not impossible) in

analytial approahes. Interesting examples of the usefulness of Monte Carlo simula-

tion in assessing the impat of nulear fragmentation reations, whih a�et notably the

Bragg peak pro�le (espeially for heavy ions) and the monitoring of the dose delivery by

positron emission tomography (pet) are provided by Paganetti [2002℄, Pshenihnov et al.

[2007℄, Pshenihnov, Mishustin, and Greiner [2008℄, Mishustin, Pshenihnov, and Greiner

[2010℄, Pshenihnov et al. [2010℄ and Lühr et al. [2012℄. A urrent hot topi in this �eld

is the dose deposited by neutrons produed in nulear fragmentation reations, whih

an deliver energy in regions quite far away from the volume of interest, produing

unexpeted ompliations. This problem an be onveniently studied by Monte Carlo

[Pshenihnov, Mishustin, and Greiner 2005, Dowdell et al. 2009℄. Third, it represents a

theoretial approah in whih all the possible interations an be inluded without ap-

proximations or, at least, with a reasonable degree of approximation. In this way, the

in�uene of eah interation proess in the energy deposition pattern in the target an

be identi�ed. This allows a better understanding of the problem itself, and represents

a standing point over whih analytial approximations an be developed and benh-

marked [Carlsson, Andreo, and Brahme 1997, Hollmark et al. 2004, Ciangaru et al. 2005,

Hollmark et al. 2008, Kempe and Brahme 2010, Bug et al. 2012℄.

There exist two main types of Monte Carlo odes, as already mentioned in hapter 1:

the radiation transport (or ondensed-history) odes and the trak-struture (or event-by-

event) programs [Nikjoo et al. 2006, Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄. The trak-

struture odes are the most omplete ones, beause they follow eah interation (elas-

ti, inelasti...) aording to their probabilities, and simulate eah seondary partile

(eletron, nulear fragment...) until all the them are stopped or reah a small ther-

malization energy. Examples of suh odes are kurbu [Uehara, Nikjoo, and Goodhead

1992℄, partra [Friedland et al. 2011℄, notre dame [Pimblott and Mozumder 1991℄, m4

[Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄, and epotran [Champion, Le Loire, and Stosi

2012℄, among others [Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄. Nonetheless, these odes are

very time-onsuming, and therefore their appliation for high energies and large (maro-

sopi) targets is not straightforward.

The solution to this problem was introdued by Berger [1963℄, who devised the

ondensed-history algorithm [Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄. Here, an energy

uto� is de�ned for eah interation proess: if the transferred energy in an inelasti

ollision is larger than this uto�, then the �nal onditions of the ollision are sampled

aording to the orresponding ross setion, and a seondary partile (usually a δ-eletron
produed in an ionising ollision) is ejeted and transported in the simulation, if appro-

priate. If the energy transfer is less than the uto�, then a ontinuous energy-loss is

assumed until the next �hard� ollision ours, being the angular de�etion of the parti-

le approximated by multiple sattering theories [Nikjoo, Uehara, and Em�etzoglou 2012℄.

In this way, a lot of individual interations, whih will have a negligible ontribution to

the �nal result by themselves, are grouped in the ontinuous energy-loss and the multi-

ple sattering treatment, signi�antly reduing the omputational time. Some examples

of ondensed-history odes are fluka [Böhlen et al. 2014℄, mnpx [Waters 2002℄, srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄, penelope [Salvat, Fernández-Varea, and Sempau

2011℄ or geant4 [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄, among other [Nikjoo et al. 2006℄. The odes srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄, penelope [Salvat, Fernández-Varea, and Sempau

2011℄ and geant4 [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄ have beome very popular, sine they an be
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easily applied to a wide variety of situations, with omplex geometries and interations,

being moreover freely available and, exept srim, open soured.

The interfae between these two kind of Monte Carlo odes permits the multisale

simulation needed in order to treat the physio-hemial mehanisms of ion beam an-

er therapy as a whole. While radiation transport odes yield all the needed information

for marosopi appliations (depth-dose urves and lateral doses, et) [Paganetti et al.

2004, 2008℄, the trak-struture odes produe the mirosopi energy deposition patterns,

whih will determine the biologial outomes [Sholz and Elsässer 2007, Elsässer et al. 2008,

Nettelbek and Rabus 2011, Rabus and Nettelbek 2011, Barberet et al. 2012, Bug et al.

2012, Douglass, Bezak, and Penfold 2012, Lazarakis et al. 2012, Byrne et al. 2013℄, as it

will be explained in hapter 7. This fat is motivating the urrent development of multi-

sale programs, suh as the trak-struture odes geant4-dna [Inerti et al. 2009a℄ and

lepts [Muñoz et al. 2005, 2012℄, whih are speially designed to follow in detail very-low

energy eletrons (with energies even below the eletroni exitation threshold), and an

be oupled with geant4, allowing this multisale simulation [Muñoz et al. 2012℄. This is

a very e�etive strategy, sine faster ondensed-history simulations an be performed for

marosopi targets without the neessity of fousing in individual interations. Then, the

energy-deposition distributions, energy spetra of primary partiles and other harater-

istis an be used as input for detailed trak-struture simulations in ertain subvolumes,

avoiding heavy unneessary alulations.

In this ontext, our researh group has developed over the last years the ode seis

(Simulation of Energeti Ions and Clusters through Solids) [Garia-Molina et al. 2000,

Heredia-Avalos, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2007℄. This ode was originally designed to

follow the motion of energeti moleular ions (suh as H

+
2 or C

+
60 with energies of

hundreds of keV/u or a few MeV/u) when traversing thin layers of ondensed inor-

gani targets, mainly to study the viinage e�ets in the propagation of the dissoi-

ated fragments, whih ould have appliations suh as fabriation tehniques in miro-

eletronis and nulear fusion indution by inertial on�nement [Heredia-Avalos 2002,

Heredia-Avalos, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2007℄. The seis ode has two distintive fea-

tures. First of all, it an follow the motion of lusters, not only of individual ions, as

used in hadron therapy. Therefore, it uses a Moleular Dynamis routine to follow the mo-

tion of the projetiles, where all the interating fores between the projetile onstituents

and between them and the medium are aounted for, i.e., Coulomb explosion, eletroni

energy-loss and wake fores. The ode also uses Monte Carlo algorithms to draw di�erent

stohasti events, suh as multiple elasti sattering, eletron apture and loss or the sta-

tistial �utuations in the eletroni energy-loss (i.e., energy-loss straggling). Thus, it is

not possible to frame this ode as a radiation transport or a trak-struture ode, sine it

is not a pure Monte Carlo ode. Attending to the eletroni energy-loss, seis is similar to

a ondensed history ode, sine the energy-loss is evaluated ontinuously, without produ-

tion of seondary eletrons. Nonetheless, seis does not use multiple sattering tehniques,

being eah elasti ollision simulated event-by-event.

1

In any ase, the seondary eletron

trak-struture is not provided by seis, then being more similar to a radiation transport

ode.

1

Nonetheless, seis has implemented an algorithm that allows to regulate the time step in the Moleular

Dynamis proedure, permitting larger time steps and skipping unneessary interations when they are

not relevant, as it will be explained in subsetion 5.2.1
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The seond distintive feature of seis is that it is speially suited to desribe the

eletroni energy-loss of ions with hanging harge-states when traveling through ondensed

matter, aounting for the stohasti �utuations in the energy loss, i.e., taking advantage

of the stopping power and energy-loss straggling obtained within the dieletri formalism

and the melf-gos model as explained in hapter 2. Thus, it would be very useful to apply

the seis ode to problems related to ion beam aner therapy, sine the propagation of the

ions through liquid water and other ondensed phase targets present in realisti biologial

and related environments would be desribed with high auray.

Some work has been done previously in this diretion, using the seis ode to evaluate

the depth-dose urves, as well as the lateral aperture of the beam, for protons in liquid wa-

ter, although at very low energies ompared with those used in therapy [Garia-Molina et al.

2009, 2011℄. However, the appliation of the seis ode to problems involving projetiles

with relativisti therapeuti energies is not immediate. First, the ode has to be adapted

to these very high energies, by the inlusion of relativisti orretions and nulear fragmen-

tation reations, whih start to be notieable above around 100 MeV/u. Therefore, the

�rst objetive in this hapter will be to adapt seis to suh very high energies.

One the ode has been extended for relativisti energies, we will apply it to di�erent

problems of interest in ion beam aner therapy. This task will be left for hapter 6.

Even though, before entering on these more applied results, we will �rst benhmark in

this hapter the performane of seis and its input (i.e., the energy-loss quantities for ion

interation with ondensed materials obtained in hapter 3), by assessing a reent set of

experimental stopping power of protons in liquid water [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄. These

data were obtained by irradiating a liquid water jet (delivered by a super-�ne mirometri

nozzle) with a proton beam, and measuring the energy distribution of protons leaving the

jet with di�erent angles. In that study, the geant4 ode was used to interpret these

experimental spetra and to dedue the experimentally-dedued values of the stopping

power. The same experiments were performed for other targets and projetiles (protons

in aluminium and protons and alpha partiles in ethanol [Itoh et al. 2006, Kaneda et al.

2007, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄) in order to verify the results. We will use

the seis ode, together with the stopping power and energy-loss straggling obtained

with the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method (hapter 2), to both evaluate

the performane of our approah and to assess the auray of this set of experimental

stopping powers [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄, omparing the results with the most reent

experiments by Siiskonen et al. [2011℄.

In short, in this hapter the seis ode will be �rst introdued and explained (setion

5.2), and then adapted and extended to relativisti projetile energies (setion 5.3), what

will be needed in hapter 6 for simulations applied to problems related to ion beam aner

therapy. Nonetheless, before oming to these appliations, the simulation ode, as well as

its input (i.e., the energy-loss quantities for ion beams interation with ondensed targets

alulated in hapter 3), will be benhmarked in this hapter by omparing its results

with the jet irradiation experiments performed by Itoh et al. [2006℄, Kaneda et al. [2007℄,

Shimizu et al. [2009℄, Itoh et al. [2010℄, Shimizu et al. [2010℄ and Shimizu et al. [2011℄. By

doing this, apart from evaluating the performane of seis, we will also assess the ex-

perimental proton stopping power for liquid water derived by Shimizu et al. [2009℄ and

Shimizu et al. [2010℄. One both the simulation ode and the input energy-loss magni-

tudes have been onveniently evaluated, we will proeed to the appliations in the next

hapter.
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5.2 Simulation of Energeti Ions and Clusters through

Solids (seis) ode

In this setion, the original seis ode will be desribed in detail. In its latest version before

update during this thesis [Heredia-Avalos, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2007, Garia-Molina et al.

2011℄, seis aounted for the most relevant interations between non-relativisti ions and

ondensed matter, i.e., the di�erent interating fores between ions and the medium (ele-

troni energy-loss, Coulomb explosion and wake fores), treated by Moleular Dynamis,

as well as the stohasti �utuations in the eletroni energy-loss, the multiple elasti sat-

tering with the target nulei, and the eletron apture and loss proess, all them treated

by Monte Carlo proedures. The extension of this ode to higher energies, more ommon

in therapeuti appliations, will be disussed in setion 5.3, where relativisti orretions

and nulear fragmentation reations will be introdued.

5.2.1 Equation of motion and eletroni slowing down fore

The position ~r and veloity ~v of the projetile, with mass M , are obtained by numerially

solving its equation of motion at disrete time intervals ∆t. For this purpose we use the

veloity variant of Verlet's algorithm [Allen and Tildesley 1989℄:

~r(t+∆t) = ~r(t) + ~v(t)∆t +
~F (t)

2M
(∆t)2 , (5.1)

~v(t+∆t) = ~v(t) +
~F (t) + ~F (t+∆t)

2M
∆t . (5.2)

The fore that ats on the projetile is, in this ase, only due to the inelasti ollisions

of eah ion with the target eletrons. This produes the so-alled eletroni stopping

fore, whih depends on the projetile harge-state q and veloity v.2 We use the dieletri

framework together with the melf-gos method (see Chapter 2) to alulate this eletroni

stopping fore. There are �utuations in the fore felt by the projetile due to the stohasti

nature of the interation with the target eletrons. Then in the simulation we take the

modulus of the eletroni stopping fore felt by the projetile (with harge state q) from a

Gaussian distribution with mean value Sq, and standard deviation:

σ =
√

Ω2
q/∆s , (5.3)

where Sq and Ω2
q are given respetively by Eqs. (2.24) and (2.26); ∆s = v∆t is the distane

travelled by the projetile (with veloity v) in a time step ∆t. Therefore, aording to

the Box-Muller proedure to generate a Gaussian distribution [Box and Muller 1958℄, the

eletroni stopping fore ating on the projetile is written as:

~F = −
[
Sq + (Ωq/

√
∆s)

√
−2 ln ξ1 cos (2πξ2)

]
v̂ , (5.4)

where v̂ is the unit vetor of the instantaneous projetile veloity ~v . The symbols ξi (with
i = 1, 2...) refer to random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 [Press et al.

2

Note that, for onveniene, we will express here the stopping quantities as a funtion of the veloity v,
whereas they were expressed in previous hapters as a funtion of the kineti energy T . Both are related,

at relativisti veloities, by v = c
√
1− 1

(T/Mc2+1)2
, for an ion of rest mass M .
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1997℄, with the value of the subsript i denoting eah time a random number ξi is used in

the simulation.

To speed up the simulation, at the higher projetile veloities (orresponding to energies

T > 10 MeV/u) we use the Bethe stopping power formula [Inokuti 1971℄ (Eq. (2.34)),

together with the Bohr's straggling formula [Sigmund 2006℄:

Ω2
Bohr = 4πe2Z2Z2

tN , (5.5)

where, as usual, Z is the atomi number of the projetile and Zt and N are, respetively,

the atomi number and the atomi/moleular density of the target.

In general, the time step ∆t should be small enough to guarantee the onservation of

energy and, espeially, to not skip any relevant individual interation (elasti and inelasti

ollisions, eletron apture or loss events, or nulear fragmentation reations), but big

enough to yield reasonable simulation times. It was demonstrated that a time step ∆t1 =
10−2a0/v, with a0 being the Bohr's radius, is enough for satisfying the energy onservation

[Heredia-Avalos 2002℄, and this value is always used as an initial guess of ∆t = ∆t1 for

the simulations. However, seis allows to dynamially hange the time step, in order to

redue the omputation time, while keeping the auray. For the eletroni interations,

whih are aounted for in a ontinuous way through the stopping fore F (t), a minimum

time tforcemin is alulated for produing an established maximum hange in the ion veloity

dvmax, as t
force
min = Mdvmax/Fmax, with Fmax being the maximum fore omputed from the

previous time step. Minimum interation times are also obtained for the rest of possible

events (elasti ollision, eletron apture or loss and nulear fragmentation reation), as

timin = Li/v, where Li is the distane traveled between the last two ollision events i (as it
will be explained in the next subsetions). Then, ∆t is hosen as the minimum between

these tmin times, in suh a way that it is small enough just to not miss any individual

interation and to guarantee the onservation of energy.

When doing simulations for very high energy projetiles, as the ones that will be pre-

sented in the next hapter, it is usually not needed to onsider all the individual interations,

espeially when the lateral dispersion of the ion beam is not of interest (i.e., when the quan-

tities of interest are those only related to the depth in the target). This is so, beause elasti

sattering pratially does not ontribute to the energy loss at high energies, and beause

eletron apture and loss events are not relevant, sine the harge-state frations φi are

onstant above around T > 1000 keV/u (i.e., the projetiles stay ompletely undressed, see

subsetion 2.7.1). Therefore, typially at energies T > 10 MeV/u (and only if the lateral

spread of the beam is not important, sine elasti sattering is the responsible of it), larger

time steps ∆t2 ≫ ∆t1 an be used safely, in order to keep shorter simulation times.

5.2.2 Elasti sattering

Elasti sattering due to ollisions between the projetile and the target atomi ores is sim-

ulated in suh a manner that provides the projetile sattering angle and the orresponding

elasti energy loss at eah ollision [Möller, Pospieh, and Shrieder 1975, Zajfman et al.

1990℄. The path length Lel of the projetile between two suessive ollisions with the

target atoms is given by:

Lel = − ln ξ3∑
i Λel,i

, (5.6)
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where Λel,i is the projetile inverse mean free path for having an elasti interation with

the i-atom of the target ompound. Therefore

∑
i Λel,i = Λel is the total marosopi ross

setion for having an elasti ollision with the target nulei.

If we assume that eah target atom is an e�etive sattering entre having a spherial

volume with radius r0 = 1/(2N 1/3), where N is the target moleular density, then we an

write:

Λel,i = Niπr
2
0 =

π

4N 2/3
Ni , (5.7)

with Ni being the atomi density of the i-atom type in the target ompound. For example,

for a liquid water target we have N
H2O

= N
O

= N
H

/2.

To determine the type of the target atom that undergoes the ollision with the projetile,

we suppose that the ollision probability Pi with the i-atom type is proportional to the fra-

tional ontribution made by eah atom to the total ross setion [Turner, Wright, and Hamm

1985℄ (see appendix B):

Pi =
Λel,i∑
j Λel,j

. (5.8)

Therefore a ollision of the projetile with the i-atom type of the target takes plae

when the following ondition is ful�lled:

i−1∑

j=1

Pj ≤ ξ4 <
i∑

j=1

Pj . (5.9)

The polar sattering angle ϑ relative to the projetile diretion of motion is given as a

funtion of the parameter η through:

cosϑ =

(
1− 2Mi η

2

(M +Mi) E2
i

)[
1− 4MMi η

2

(M +Mi)2 E2
i

]−1/2

, (5.10)

where M is the projetile atomi mass and Mi is the atomi mass of the i-atom type of

the target ompound; Ei is the orresponding redued energy de�ned by:

Ei =
aU,iMi

ZZi(M +Mi)
T , (5.11)

with T being the projetile instantaneous kineti energy, Z and Zi are the projetile and

i-atom type target atomi numbers. The sattering between the projetile and the target

atom is desribed by a sreened Coulomb potential; here we use the universal interatomi

potential with the universal sreening length [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄:

aU,i =
0.8853

Z0.23 + Z0.23
i

a0 , (5.12)

where a0 is the Bohr radius. The value of the parameter η in Eq. (5.10) is alulated using

the sattering ross setion in redued units:

J (η) = J (Ei) +
1− ξ5

4N 2/3 a2U,i

. (5.13)
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Figure 5.1: Shemati geometry of two suessive elasti ollisions, separated by a distane Lel,

given by Eq. (5.6). The angles in the laboratory frame of referene determining the projetile

diretion of motion before (Θn−1,Ψn−1 ) and after (Θn,Ψn ) the n-ollision are related to the

angles (ϑ,ϕ) with respet to the instantaneous veloity through Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19). During

the path Lel between two suessive elasti ollisions the projetile experienes a retarding fore

F that depends on its instantaneous veloity along eah in�nitesimal segment ∆s; see the text for
more details.

J (η) an be evaluated using:

J (η) = J (η0) +

∫ η

η0

dη′
f(η′)

η′ 2
, (5.14)

with f(η) being a funtion given by Meyer [1971℄ and assuming η0 = 10−4
as a �xed lower

integration limit. Notie that Eq. (5.13) is independent of η0, beause both J (η) and J (Ei)
depend on η0 through Eq. (5.14). We have evaluated the funtion J (η) aording to Eq.

(5.14) and tabulated its values in order to obtain the value J (Ei) required in Eq. (5.13) to

alulate J (η); then, the value of η, used in Eq. (5.10) to determine the sattering angle

ϑ, is obtained by interpolation of the tabulated funtion J (η).

The azimuthal sattering angle ϕ relative to the projetile diretion of motion is simply:

ϕ = 2πξ6 . (5.15)

Finally, the energy loss in the sattering proess is obtained through:

∆T =
4MZZi

aU,iEi(M +Mi)
η2 , (5.16)

and then the modulus of the projetile veloity after the elasti ollision takes plae will

be:

v′ =

√
v2 − 2∆T

M
. (5.17)

We represent shematially in Fig. 5.1 the geometry of the sattering proess. The

projetile diretion of motion before the n-ollision is de�ned by the polar angle Θn−1 and
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the azimuthal angle Ψn−1 in the laboratory frame of referene. The path length Lel until

the next elasti ollision is determined by using Eq. (5.6); after an elapsed time Lel/v,
the n-ollision takes plae and we determine the i-type of target atom that is involved in

the ollision aording to Eq. (5.9). Then, the sattering angles ϑ and ϕ, with respet to

the diretion of motion, are obtained using Eqs. (5.10) and (5.15), respetively, and the

new diretion of the projetile in the laboratory frame of referene after the n-ollision is

obtained through [Zajfman et al. 1990℄:

3

cosΘn = − sinϑ cosϕ sinΘn−1 + cos ϑ cosΘn−1 , (5.18)

cosΨn =
1

sinΘn
(sin ϑ cosϕ cosΘn−1 cosΨn−1 (5.19)

− sinϑ sinϕ sinΨn−1 + cosϑ sinΘn−1 cosΨn−1) .

The modulus of the projetile veloity after the n-ollision is obtained using eq. (5.17).

One the veloity (modulus and diretion) is obtained after the n-ollision, the next ollision
takes plae following the same steps that have been explained in the preeding paragraphs.

5.2.3 Charge exhange: eletron apture and loss

The apture and loss of eletrons by the projetile is also inluded in the simulation ode

[Heredia-Avalos, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2007℄. In the model we are using, the path

length of the projetile between two suessive eletroni apture or loss events is given by:

LC&L = − ln ξ7
ΛC + ΛL

, (5.20)

where Λ
C

and Λ
L

are the inverse mean free paths for eletron apture and eletron loss,

respetively, both depending on the harge-state q of the projetile. The inverse mean free

path for eletron loss Λ
L

an be evaluated through:

ΛL(q → q + 1) = N σL(q → q + 1) , (5.21)

where q → q + 1 denotes that the projetile hanges its harge-state from q to q + 1.

We assume that the eletron-loss ross setion σ
L

is proportional to both the geometrial

ross setion σg of the projetile and its bound eletrons,

σL(q → q + 1) = (Z − q)σg , (5.22)

where we estimate the geometrial ross setion of the projetile using:

σg = π〈r〉2 = 4πΥ2 , (5.23)

with 〈r〉 = 2Υ being the average distane between the bound eletrons and the atomi

nuleus in the modi�ed Brandt-Kitagawa model [Brandt and Kitagawa 1982, Brandt 1982℄.

3

An alternative, although equivalent, form to express these relations an be found in Eqs. (11) of Ref.

[Williamson and Dunan 1986℄.
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If multiple-eletron proesses are negleted, the inverse mean free path for eletron

apture an be obtained from the equilibrium relation:

µC(q + 1 → q) =
φ(q)

φ(q + 1)
µL(q → q + 1), (5.24)

where φ(q) and φ(q+1) are the equilibrium frations of the q and q+1 harge-states, respe-
tively. These harge-state frations φ(q) should be evaluated depending on the projetile

atomi number. For hydrogen projetiles:

φ(0) + φ(+1) = 1 , (5.25)

φ(+1) = 〈q〉 , (5.26)

where 〈q〉 is the average harge-state. For helium projetiles, the onditions are:

φ(0) + φ(+1) + φ(+2) = 1 , (5.27)

φ(+1) + 2φ(+2) = 〈q〉 , (5.28)

〈q〉2φ(0) + (1− 〈q〉)2φ(+1) + (2− 〈q〉)2φ(+2) = σ2
q , (5.29)

with σq being the standard deviation of the harge-states distribution. The harge-state

frations φ(q) for heavier projetiles an be alulated assuming a Gaussian distribution:

f(q) =
1√
2πσ2

q

exp

[
− (q − 〈q〉)2

2σ2
q

]
, (5.30)

where φ(q) are then evaluated using:

φ(q) =
f(q)

∑Z
q=0 f(q)

, (5.31)

in order to ensure that the harge frations satisfy the normalisation ondition:

Z∑

q=0

φ(q) = 1 . (5.32)

In all these ases, both the average harge-state 〈q〉 and the standard deviation σq are
obtained through a �t to experimental data [Shiwietz and Grande 2001℄.

The probabilities of eletron loss P
L

or eletron apture P
C

by a projetile with harge-

state q are proportional to the orresponding inverse mean free paths:

PL(q → q + 1) =
ΛL(q → q + 1)

ΛC(q → q − 1) + ΛL(q → q + 1)
, (5.33)

PC(q → q − 1) = 1− PL(q → q + 1) . (5.34)

Therefore, in order to determine the new projetile harge-state q′ we use the following
ondition:
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Figure 5.2: Simulated trajetories (and the orresponding loal dose) orresponding to a proton

beam inident in liquid water with 1 MeV; only a few trajetories are displayed for larity. The

olour hart provides the energy loss per unit path length delivered by eah projetile along the

depited trajetories. Suh energy-loss pattern gives plae to the depth-dose urve, shown here

qualitatively by a dotted blak line. The average harge state of the projetiles in the beam is

shown in the �gure by a solid magenta line.

q′ =

{
q + 1 for ξ8 ≤ PL(q → q + 1)
q − 1 for ξ8 > PL(q → q + 1)

(5.35)

In summary, aording to this model we obtain the path length L
C&L

using Eq. (5.20);

after an elapsed time L
C&L

/v, either an eletroni apture or loss event takes plae deter-

mined aording to Eq. (5.35).

The lassial trajetory of the projetile is followed until it reahes a threshold energy

T
th

. We use T
th

∼ 250 eV, although reduing this value has not onsequenes in the �nal

depth-dose distributions.

Some of the results provided by the seis ode are illustrated in Fig. 5.2, whih

depits several typial trajetories orresponding to a 1 MeV proton beam inident in

liquid water, whose eletroni exitation spetrum in the whole (k−ω) plane was obtained
with the melf-gos method. It an be learly seen the dose delivered by the projetile

at eah position along its path and how the lateral broadening of the beam inreases as

a funtion of the depth, due to the multiple elasti sattering. The maximum of the

dose delivered by the projetiles onentrates in a small region, whih orresponds to the

Bragg peak (a qualitative depth-dose urve is shown by a blak dotted line), after whih

it dereases sharply. Also shown in the �gure is the average harge-state of the projetiles

along the depth in the target (solid magenta line): it goes from 〈q〉 = +1 (bare protons)

to 〈q〉 = 0 (dressed hydrogen atoms) as the projetiles energies derease and the eletron

apture proess starts to take plae. Although Fig. 5.2 o�ers qualitative information, the
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of simulated (lines) and experimental (symbols [Palmans et al. 2002b,

Kirby et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011℄) Bragg peak positions of proton beams in liquid water and

pmma, as a funtion of the initial beam energy T0.

seis ode evaluates several useful magnitudes in detail, suh as the depth-dose urve, the

root mean square radius, or the beam energy distributions, among others, whih will be

disussed in detail further on in hapter 6.

5.3 Adapting the seis ode to high projetile energies

The phenomena and formalism previously desribed are enough for simulation of ions

propagating with moderate energies (several tens of MeV/u). However, the ion beams

used in therapy, with penetration ranges of several tens of entimeters in tissue, have

initial kineti energies of tens and hundreds of MeV/u.

When trying to reprodue experimental Bragg urves of proton beams in liquid water

and pmma using the seis ode in its original form, the results shown in Fig. 5.3 are

obtained, where the position of the Bragg peak maximum is represented as a funtion

of the initial energy of the beam T0. Symbols represent experimental values for protons

in liquid water [Palmans et al. 2002b, Zhang et al. 2011℄ and in pmma [Kirby et al. 2010℄,

while lines are simulation results by seis for liquid water (solid blue line) and pmma (solid

green line), and an interpolation between both sets of data (blak dotted line). Although

the predited position of the Bragg peak at not very high energies (T0 < 100MeV) oinides

well with the experimental observed positions, the di�erene between them starts to grow

when the initial kineti energy of the beam goes above ∼100 MeV.
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5.3.1 Relativisti orretions

Sine this di�erene grows with the kineti energy of the projetiles, it is reasonable to think

that the e�et has a relativisti origin. The problem annot ome from the desription of

the eletroni stopping fore, sine above T ≥ 10 MeV/u the relativisti forms of the

Bethe stopping power, Eq. (2.34), and Bohr's straggling, Eq. (5.5), formulas are used.

Therefore, the problem should lie in how these fores are treated in the simulation, i.e., in

the Moleular Dynamis proedure or, what is the same, in the seond Newton's law.

If one takes into aount that at relativisti veloities, the linear momentum is de�ned

as:

p =
Mv√

1− (v/c)2
, (5.36)

where c is the speed of light, then the seond Newton's law an be expressed as:

F =
dp

dt
=Ma

[
1

1− (v/c)2

]3/2
, (5.37)

where the only di�erene with its lassial version is the term in brakets after the aeler-

ation a. Taking this fat into aount, we an rewrite Verlet's equations in a simple way,

introduing ad ho this term in brakets in the aelerations appearing in Eqs. (5.1) and

(5.2) [Abril et al. 2013℄:

~r(t+∆t) = ~r(t) + ~v(t)∆t +
~F (t)

2M
(∆t)2

[
1−

(
v(t)

c

)2
]3/2

, (5.38)

~v(t+∆t) = ~v(t) +
~F (t) + ~F (t+∆t)

2M
∆t

[
1−

(
v(t)

c

)2
]3/2

. (5.39)

Modifying the equations in this way, the orret positions of the Bragg peaks are predited,

as it will be shown later on in hapter 6.

5.3.2 Nulear fragmentation reations

In order to orretly reprodue experimental depth-dose urves for proton beams at linial

energies, nulear fragmentation reations between primary protons and target nulei must

be inluded in the simulations. In eah of these ollisions omplex proesses our, whih

imply the exitation of the target nuleus, its fragmentation, the emission of seondary

energeti partiles (suh as neutrons, photons, seondary protons, or heavier partiles),

and the relaxation of the residual nuleus. Complex algorithms have been implemented

in several general purpouse Monte Carlo odes, suh as geant4 [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄,

mhit [Mishustin, Pshenihnov, and Greiner 2010℄, fluka [Böhlen et al. 2014℄, or m-

npx [Waters 2002℄. Also, simpler approximations have been applied by other authors,

only onsidering the subtration of primary protons from the beam, but without following

seondary partiles [Kundrát 2007℄.

A omplete treatment of the fragmentation problem is beyond the sope of this thesis

and of the seis ode, and therefore we adopt here an intermediate way, where primary

protons are removed from the beam aording to their total inelasti nulear ross setions,

being a fration of their residual energy loally deposited. For the nulei present in the
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Figure 5.4: Nulear fragmentation mean free path for protons in liquid water and pmma, as a

funtion of proton energy, aording to iru [2000℄.

target materials studied in this work, reommended total nulear inelasti ross-setions

are ompiled by iru [2000℄. Sine we know the stoihiometry and the density of eah

target material, we an alulate the fragmentation mean free path as:

λfrag(T ) =
At

NA ρ σfrag(T )
, (5.40)

where At and ρ are the total mass number (sum of the elemental onstituents mass numbers)

and the density of the target, respetively. σfrag is the mirosopi nulear reation ross se-

tion for the target, i.e., the sum of the ross setions of its onstituents, σfrag =
∑

i αiσfrag,i,
with αi being the stoihiometry of eah elemental onstituent. NA is the Avogadro number.

The fragmentation mean free paths of protons in liquid water and pmma are shown in Fig.

5.4 as a funtion of the projetile energy. As it an be seen, λfrag is extremely large, as

ompared with other interation proesses, sine the probabilities for nulear fragmenta-

tion reations are very small. Anyway, it will be seen in setion 6.2 how this interation

notably a�ets the depth-dose results, due to the high energies transferred in eah of those

ollisions.

In priniple, the distane traveled by the projetile until a nulear reation inside the

target takes plae ould be alulated through the lassial formula of the Monte Carlo

algorithms (see appendix B):

Lfrag(T ) = −λfrag(T ) ln ξ9 . (5.41)

However, this formula is only valid when the mean free path does not hange too muh

along the ollision path. Sine the hange in the energy of the projetiles is large, due to
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tion reations, for protons in liquid water and pmma, as a funtion of proton energy, aording to

iru [2000℄.

the large values of the mean free path, we use an alternative algorithm to determine the

distane at whih the nulear fragmentation reation takes plae.

The formula for the exponential loss of partiles in the beam is:

N(s + ds) = N(s)e−ds/λfrag
, (5.42)

where N(s) is the number of partiles left at a distane s, with ds being a di�erential path;
1−N(s+ds)/N(s) is a quantity between 0 and 1, whih an be interpreted as the probability
of a nulear fragmentation to our in this di�erential path ds. A random number is

sampled in eah di�erential path and, if its value is less or equal than 1−N(s+ds)/N(s),
then the primary proton disappears and deposits loally part of its energy. In this work,

we onsider that the energy transferred to neutral ejetiles (neutrons and gamma partiles)

esapes out of the treatment region and is lost [Medin and Andreo 1997℄, and that the

energy imparted to harged seondaries (protons, deuterons, tritons, alpha partiles...) is

deposited loally. Figure 5.5 shows the energy fration transferred to di�erent ejetiles, as

reommended by iru [2000℄. This approximation is valid for seondaries heavier than

protons, sine they have large stopping powers and short ranges [Medin and Andreo 1997℄.

Protons are long range seondaries, and this approah is not ompletely satisfatory for

their desription. Even though, in setion 6.2 we will ompare our results with experiments

and other simulations where seondary protons are followed, and we will see how this

approximation is enough for the alulation of the Bragg urve, exept at shallow depths.
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5.4 Benhmarking seis and the stopping power of pro-

tons in liquid water

One all the relevant interation proesses have been implemented, the seis ode is ready

to be applied to problems of interest in ion beam aner therapy, suh as the simulation

of Bragg urves and other harateristis. One of the most relevant ingredients for these

simulations is the stopping power, whih basially determines the degree of auray that

an be obtained in the determination of ranges and related quantities [Paganetti 2012b,

Besemer, Paganetti, and Bednarz 2013℄. The stopping power of liquid water is espeially

relevant, being this target the main onstituent of living tissues, and its aurate determi-

nation is an ongoing problem [Paul 2010, 2013℄.

Therefore, before starting to apply seis to hadron therapy-related problems (task

whih will be left for hapter 6), it is onvenient to test the ode, as well as its main inputs,

i.e., the energy-loss quantities alulated within the dieletri formalism, by applying it to

some ase studied experimentally. Espeially, we will be interested here in an experiment

reently done regarding the irradiation with protons of a liquid water jet, whih was used to

determine the stopping power [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄. By reproduing this experiment

by simulation, we will not only benhmark seis, but also will assess the stopping power

of protons in liquid water, being, hene, a very onvenient ase study.

We have already shown in Fig. 3.8(a) the omparison of our dieletri formalism alu-

lations for the stopping power of protons in liquid water with these experimental data by

Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄, as well as with the more reent results by Siiskonen et al. [2011℄,

although more insight on this is got with the data shown in Fig. 5.6 [Garia-Molina et al.

2013℄. This �gure shows the ratio of the stopping power from di�erent theories and exper-

iments to the reommended values by iru [1993℄, using their suggested I-value for liquid
water of 75 eV. Shown in this �gure are our results obtained with the dieletri formalism

and the melf-gos method (solid urve), as well as the experimental data in liquid water

by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ and Siiskonen et al. [2011℄ (symbols). As it an be seen, both

our dieletri formalism alulations and the latest experiments [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄ are

in lose agreement with the orreted Bethe formula using I = 78 eV (being this value one

of the better approximations [Paul 2013℄). Nonetheless, the experiments by Shimizu et al.

[2010℄ are muh lower [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

This disrepany an be understood from the form in whih these experimental data

were derived. While the data by Siiskonen et al. [2011℄ where obtained by diret trans-

mission measurements in a thin liquid water foil, the data by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄

were obtained by measuring energy distributions of protons sattered at di�erent angles

after rossing a mirometri liquid water jet. Those results where then analysed by means

of Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the stopping power. We desribe this experimental

setup in the following.

A liquid water jet of mirometri dimensions was delivered into a vauum hamber by

a super-�ne nozzle, at an appropriate �ow to guarantee the vauum and the stability of

the jet. Then, a swift ion beam was delivered from a Van de Graa� soure, and olimated

to math the dimensions of the jet, to avoid the elasti peak. The beam reahed the jet at

a point where the temperature is estimated to be 0

o

C and the density is almost 1 g/m

3

(0.99986 g/m

3
) [Shimizu et al. 2009℄. Then, a movable detetor was plaed at the other

end of the jet, allowing to measure the energy distributions of the outgoing protons at

di�erent sattering angles θdetector between 5 and 50 mrad, with an aeptane angle of
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Figure 5.6: Eletroni stopping power of liquid water for protons above 300 keV, normalised

by the data from the proton table of iru [1993℄. Symbols represent the experimental data for

liquid water by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ and Siiskonen et al. [2011℄, while lines are alulations:

red dashed line orresponds to srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄, blue solid line to the

melf-gos method [Garia-Molina et al. 2009℄, and green dot-dashed and magenta dotted lines

are, respetively, the Bethe formula and the orreted Bethe formula (inluding shell, Barkas and

Bloh orretions), alulated using the best ode [Berger and Bihsel 1994, Garia-Molina et al.

2013℄. I values are shown in parentheses, where known.

dθdetector = ±2 mrad. A sketh of this setup is provided in Fig. 5.7. The same system was

adapted for other targets di�erent from liquid water, so measurements for protons in an

aluminium wire [Itoh et al. 2010℄ and for protons and alpha partiles in a liquid ethanol

jet [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al. 2011℄ were performed. The spei� experimental

onditions in eah ase are summarised in Table 5.1.

The exat diameter of the jet is not known in the experiments, although it should be

lose to the nominal nozzle diameter, whih is reported in Table 5.1. Sine the diameter

is not exatly known, and sine the experiments where intended to obtain the �unknown�

values of the stopping power, the authors deided to perform Monte Carlo simulations of

this setup using the geant4 ode [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄, where they used two �tting

parameters to math the measurements: the diameter of the jet and a multipliative fator

α to the stopping power tabulated by srim, S
srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄,

so the �experimental� stopping power obtained is Sexp(T ) = α · S
srim

(T ). With these

assumptions, the authors performed simulations varying these two �tting parameters until

the experimental energy spetra were reprodued. The same proedure was repeated with

di�erent ombinations of projetiles and targets (see Table 5.1) in order to hek the results.
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Figure 5.7: Setup for the jet experiments and simulations. A T0 MeV proton/alpha partile

beam with a width equal to the jet diameter � enters the target (liquid water, liquid ethanol,

or aluminium, depending on the experiment), and a detetor analyses the energy of the partiles

exiting the jet with a given angle θdetector ± dθdetector.

The experimental results (symbols) for 2 MeV protons in liquid water at 10, 30 and 50 mrad,

together with the geant4 simulations (dotted lines) are shown in Fig. 5.8.

The point with these experimental data by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ is that their

results were obtained through this Monte Carlo simulation, where two �tting parameters

were used, so the hange in one of them an a�et the result of the other one. Here, we will

try to reprodue these experiments (for liquid water, whih is the most interesting target,

but also for the rest of materials for ompleteness), but only using one �tting parameter,

namely, the jet diameter, in order to hek the validity of our stopping power data obtained

within the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method.

The setup for the simulations is the same as for the experiments, Fig. 5.7, where the

geometry of the jet and the position of the detetor are simulated. Sine the elasti peak

was subtrated in the experiments, for the simulations we an assume that the width of the

beam is equal to the jet diameter. The results for our simulations in liquid water are shown

by solid lines in Fig. 5.8. As it an be seen, the agreement is almost perfet by setting

the jet diameter to 48.25 µm, i.e., reduing it by 3.5%. Although in a similar study the

atual diameter of the jet was measured and it was essentially equal to the nozzle diameter

Table 5.1: Summary of the experiments and simulations performed in ylindrial targets. For

eah experimental ondition, the projetile (and its initial energy T0) are shown, together with

the detetor angle θdetector (with its aeptane angle dθdetector), the nominal diameter of the

ylindrial target �nominal, the diameter obtained by simulation by the authors of eah referene

�ref , and the diameter obtained by us using the seis ode �
seis

.

Projetile Target θdetector dθdetector �nominal �ref �
seis

Referene

(mrad) (mrad) (µm) (µm) (µm)

2 MeV H

+
Liq. water 10, 30, 50 ±2 50 51 48.25 [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄

2 MeV H

+
Aluminium 10, 30, 50 ±2 26 � 25.5 [Itoh et al. 2010℄

2 MeV H

+
Liq. ethanol 8, 40 ±2 20 17.3 18.2 [Kaneda et al. 2007℄

4 MeV He

2+
Liq. ethanol 10, 30, 50 ±1 20 18.4 18.2 [Shimizu et al. 2011℄
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Figure 5.8: Energy distribution at 10, 30 and 50 mrad of 2 MeV protons interating with a

liquid water jet exiting a nozzle with a (nominal) diameter of 50 µm. Symbols orrespond to

experimental measurements [Shimizu et al. 2010℄. The dotted lines are the distributions obtained

with geant4 by �tting the diameter to 51 µm [Shimizu et al. 2010℄ and stopping power of liquid

water to 0.89 times the value provided by srim for water vapour [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler

2008℄. The solid lines represent the results of the seis ode after �tting only the diameter to

48.25 µm, without adjustment of the stopping power of liquid water, whih is provided by the

melf-gos method.

[Kondow and Mafuné 2000℄, it is not lear whether the jet diameter should derease or

inrease when entering the vauum hamber. It is possible, though, that a liquid jet

evaporates in vauum [Faubel, Shlemmer, and Toennies 1988℄, thus being its diameter

redued. Taking this into aount, evaporation is a plausible explanation for the 3.5%

derease in the liquid water jet diameter, although it an also be due to unertainties in

the nozzle diameter.

In order to verify these results, we have tried to reprodue the rest of the experiments

performed by the Kyoto group in ylindrial targets, summarised in Table 5.1. The ase of

proton bombardment of an aluminium wire [Itoh et al. 2010℄ is espeially relevant: in this

ase there is no possibility of evaporation, and the unertainties in the wire diameter should

be small, so this experiment an be onsidered as a referene. The stopping magnitudes

of aluminium for protons were already alulated within the dieletri formalism and the

melf-gos method, �nding a very good agreement with the abundant experimental data

[Denton et al. 2008a℄.
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Figure 5.9: Energy distribution at 10, 30 and 50 mrad of 2 MeV protons interating with

an aluminium wire with a (nominal) diameter of 26 µm. Symbols orrespond to experimental

measurements [Itoh et al. 2010℄. Solid lines represent the results of the seis ode after �tting

only the wire diameter to 25.5 µm, without adjustment of the stopping power of aluminum,

whih is provided by the melf-gos method [Denton et al. 2008a℄. Dotted lines orrespond to the

distributions obtained with the geant4 ode [Itoh et al. 2010℄.

Our simulation results are shown by solid lines in Fig. 5.9, together with the experimen-

tal proton energy spetra (symbols) [Itoh et al. 2010℄. By only reduing the wire diameter

to 25.5 µm (less than 2%), the experimental spetra are rather well reprodued, with only

small di�erenes at ertain energies, whih ould be attributed to the non perfet ylin-

drial shape of the wire [Itoh et al. 2010℄. There is a very small hange in the diameter

in this ase, as it was expeted. Also in this ase, where less unertainties are expeted,

our simulations agree reasonably well with the ones performed with the geant4 ode by

Itoh et al. [2010℄, depited in the �gure by dotted blue lines.

The ase of the liquid ethanol jet [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al. 2011℄ is also very

interesting for several reasons. First of all, in this ase the experiments are reported for both

the irradiation with protons and alpha partiles. A proper simulation of both ases should

yield the same diameter. Seond, it is not possible to alulate the stopping quantities

using the experimental optial elf for liquid ethanol, sine it is not available. Therefore,

this ase represents another possibility for testing the parametri approah for prediting

the optial elf of organi materials [Tan et al. 2004℄ explained in setion 2.6.

The stopping powers for protons and alpha partiles in liquid ethanol have been al-

ulated using the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method, as explained in hapter

2, and using the optial elf predited by the empirial parametri approah (setion 2.6).

The results are shown in Fig. 5.10 by solid lines. Experimental data are only available for al-
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Figure 5.10: Stopping power of liquid ethanol for (a) protons and (b) alpha partiles.

Symbols represent experimental data for liquid ethanol [Akhavan-Rezayat and Palmer 1980,

Haque, Mohammadi, and Nikjoo 1985, Paul 2015℄, while dashed lines are the results of srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄ and the solid lines are our alulations using the dieletri

formalism and the melf-gos method with the optial elf predited by the parametri approah

[Tan et al. 2004℄.

pha partiles [Akhavan-Rezayat and Palmer 1980, Haque, Mohammadi, and Nikjoo 1985℄

and, in this ase, the omparison with the alulations is quite good, with the absolute

value of the maximum fairly reproduing the results by Haque, Mohammadi, and Nikjoo

[1985℄, although slightly shifted in energy. Our results are also ompared with the srim

preditions [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄ (dashed lines), showing a very good agree-

ment at high energies, although di�erenes emerge around the maximum and for lower

energies, where our preditions seem to be loser to the experimental data. Thus, the

empirial parameterisation of the elf seems to work �ne in this ase as well.

Both simulations for protons and alpha partiles have been performed, using these

values for stopping power and energy-loss straggling of liquid ethanol for protons and

alpha partiles, and with the experimental onditions reported in Table 5.1. The results of

the simulations are shown by solid lines together with the experimental data (symbols) for

protons in Fig. 5.11(a) and for alpha partiles in Fig. 5.11(b). In this ase, the agreement

with the experiments is obtained for both projetiles when reduing the diameter to 18.2

µm, i.e., by 9% with respet to the nominal diameter of 20 µm. It has to be noted that

this di�erene is muh larger than in the ases of liquid water and aluminum. This fat

would reinfore the evaporation hypothesis, sine ethanol is muh more volatile than liquid

water. Dotted lines in the �gures depit the results obtained by Kaneda et al. [2007℄ and

Shimizu et al. [2011℄ using the geant4 ode, after �tting the α parameter for the stopping

power, and reduing the jet diameter to 17.3 and 18.4 µm for protons and alpha partiles,

respetively. It should be noted the exellent agreement between our seis simulations and

the results from geant4. However, Kaneda et al. [2007℄ and Shimizu et al. [2011℄ had to

use di�erent values for the jet diameter for the proton and alpha partile experiment. From

our simulations, where we do not hange the values of the stopping power, but they are

the ones provided by the dieletri formalism, the �tting of the jet diameter to 18.2 µm
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Figure 5.11: Energy distribution di�erent angles of (a) of 2 MeV protons and (b) 4 MeV alpha

partiles interating with a liquid ethanol jet with a (nominal) diameter of 20 µm. Symbols

orrespond to experimental measurements [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al. 2011℄; the solid

lines represent the results of the seis ode after �tting only the jet diameter to 18.2 µm, without

adjustment of the stopping power of liquid ethanol, whih is provided by the melf-gos method.

Dotted lines depit the results obtained using the geant4 ode [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al.

2011℄ after �tting the stopping power and setting the jet diameter to 17.3 µm for protons, and to

18.4 µm for alpha partiles.
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yields agreement with the experiments in both ases. Therefore, it is lear that it is not

neessary to use two �tting parameters to reprodue the jet experiments.

To summarise, we have demonstrated that it is possible to reprodue the full experi-

mental set of energy distributions of projetiles after traversing ylindrial targets by only

using the diameter of the target as a �tting parameter. In the ase of aluminium, where

less unertainty is expeted in this variable, we only needed to redue the value of the

nominal diameter by less than 2%, what is reasonable. In the ase of ethanol, a larger

redution in the jet diameter had to be introdued, being the same for protons and alpha

partiles. This result, together with the larger volatility of ethanol as ompared with liquid

water, support the hypothesis of evaporation of the liquid jet as the reason for the derease

in the diameter as ompared with the nominal value. In the ase of liquid water, whih is

the most interesting target here, the jet diameter had to be redued by 3.5%, whih is also

a reasonable value ompatible with the experimental set up. In this ase, the agreement

with the experimental energy spetra was even better than the geant4 simulations, see

Fig. 5.8.

Therefore, our Monte Carlo simulations of the experiments reported by the Kyoto group

provides an assessment of both the seis ode and the stopping power of liquid water (as

well as liquid ethanol and aluminium) obtained with the dieletri formalism and the melf-

gos method. These results for the stopping power, whih are in exellent agreement with

the most reent set of experimental data for liquid water [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄, are also in

aordane with the reommendations given by Paul [2013℄ and Garia-Molina et al. [2013℄.

The I-value predited by the melf-gos method, whih is 79.4 eV, is also in agreement

with the most probable range suggested by Paul [2013℄, 79.2 ± 1.6 eV. Thus, the seis

ode desribed in this hapter, fed with the energy-loss quantities obtained as desribed in

hapters 2 and 3, has been tested to work properly, so the simulation ode an be safely

used for studying problems of interest in ion beam aner therapy, task with whih we will

deal in the next hapter.

5.5 Summary and onlusions

In this hapter we have introdued the radiation transport Monte Carlo (and Moleular

Dynamis) ode seis, whih takes advantage of the stopping quantities for harged parti-

les in ondensed matter obtained with the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method,

as explained in hapters 2 and 3. The main features of the program have been explained

in setion 5.2, where the algorithms used for evaluating the eletroni slowing down, the

multiple elasti sattering, and the eletron apture and loss proess, whih are the most

relevant interations at low projetile energies, have been explained.

After that, the ode has been extended for its use at very high proton kineti energies,

whih will be needed in the next hapter for studying problems related to ion beam aner

therapy. Relativisti orretions have been introdued in the equation of motion to properly

reprodue Bragg peak positions at energies of therapeuti interest (T0 ≥ 100 MeV/u), and

an algorithm for treating the nulear fragmentation reations for proton beams has been

implemented (setion 5.3).

Finally, the performane of seis has been tested, by applying it to a problem of interest,

in this ase to reprodue the experimental results by Kaneda et al. [2007℄, Shimizu et al.

[2009, 2010℄, Itoh et al. [2010℄ and Shimizu et al. [2011℄ of proton and alpha partile irradi-

ation of mirometri ylindrial targets, setion 5.4. This ase study is of espeial relevane,
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sine it o�ers both the possibility of benhmarking our Monte Carlo ode as well as the

stopping quantities alulated with the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method in

hapters 2 and 3. We have heked how, by only �tting the diameter of the ylindrial

target, whih is not exatly known in the experiments, it is possible to reprodue the exper-

imental energy spetra of protons and alpha partiles after traversing ylindrial targets

made of liquid water, liquid ethanol and aluminium. Here, we have used the eletroni

stopping magnitudes obtained by us from the dieletri formalism. In ontrast, the Kyoto

group used both the diameter of the target and a multipliative fator to the stopping power

provided by srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄ as �tting parameters to reprodue

the experimental spetra by simulations with geant4. We obtain results in agreement

with these authors for all the ases, but only varying the jet diameter. Furthermore, our

simulated results are even in better agreement with the liquid water experimental data than

the geant4 simulations, and the diameter obtained by us for the liquid ethanol target is

idential for protons and alpha partiles.

All these results reinfore our on�dene in the seis ode and in the eletroni stopping

quantities obtained from the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method, whih will

be then used in the next hapter to study several problems of interest in ion beam aner

therapy.



Chapter 6

Simulation of energeti ion propaga-

tion in materials of radiotherapeuti

interest

6.1 Introdution

As we have already explained both in hapters 1 and 5, Monte Carlo simulation is a very

useful tool for ion beam aner therapy. On the one hand, it is ommonly used in treatment

planning for alulating the dose delivered to a patient in therapy. Examples of the use-

fulness of Monte Carlo simulation for linial implementations are provided, for example,

by Paganetti et al. [2004, 2008℄, Paganetti [2012b℄ and Besemer, Paganetti, and Bednarz

[2013℄. On the other hand, Monte Carlo simulation also o�ers the possibility to study

the physio-hemial mehanisms of ion beam aner therapy, then giving information

not only about the dose delivered, but also on how the mirosopi proesses operate,

inluding prodution of seondary eletrons, nulear fragments, propagation of seondary

eletrons... Even, the most re�ned Monte Carlo odes are used in fundamental researh

for assessing the damage of ells and dna, in order to try to understand and predit

the biologial e�ets of radiation. Good examples of those multisale Monte Carlo odes

are geant4-dna [Inerti et al. 2009a℄, lepts [Muñoz et al. 2012, Blano et al. 2013℄, or

partra [Friedland et al. 2011℄.

In this ontext, the simulation ode seis was introdued and extended in hapter 5.

There, the main features of the ode were explained in detail, and relativisti orretions

and nulear fragmentation reations for protons were implemented in order to apply the

ode to high therapeuti energies. Also, the performane of the ode and the quality of its

input data (eletroni energy-loss quantities) were tested in the last hapter by analysing

the experiments of irradiation of ylindrial targets at moderate energies.

The purpose of the present hapter is to apply the updated version of seis to several

problems of interest related to ion beam aner therapy. We will start our disussion with

the alulation of dose pro�les, setion 6.2, being this one of the most important points in

treatment planning. From a marosopi point of view, it is important to know with detail

how the energy of an ion beam is deposited, both longitudinally (depth-dose urve or Bragg

urve) and laterally (transverse aperture of the beam). The preision with whih this an

be ahieved will determine the quality of a treatment, where to know these distributions

is vital to destroy the tumour while preserving the healthy surrounding tissues. Moreover,
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sine seis inludes all the relevant interation proesses (stopping power, energy-loss

straggling, elasti sattering, nulear fragmentation reations, eletron apture and loss),

the ode not only allows to alulate these dose distributions, but also to assess the impat

eah interation proess has, by swithing them on and o� in the simulations. In that

way, the possible impat of theoretial unertainties on linial dose alulations an be

evaluated. This point will be disussed in setion 6.2.

Another important point in dosimetry that an be evaluated with seis is the deter-

mination of the so-alled water equivalent properties of di�erent materials. Before diretly

irradiating patients, the irradiation system has to be properly tested and alibrated through

the performane of dosimetry experiments. In those experiments, liquid water is reom-

mended as a phantom to determine the dose delivered to tissue [iru 1998℄. However,

it is not always easy to work with a liquid target, so solid phantoms made of di�erent

materials (often water equivalent plastis) are ommonly used for these purposes [iaea

2000, Karger et al. 2010℄. Then, some proedures have to be applied to onvert the dose

delivered to those solid phantoms to equivalent dose in water. Also, some quantities an

be de�ned to assess the degree of water equivaleny of the materials. Those quantities

are referred as water equivalent properties. In setion 6.3 we will use seis to assess the

water-equivalent properties of a series of materials ommonly found in dosimetry setups.

Finally, seis is able to follow up the detailed history of eah projetile in the beam.

This enables the determination not only of the dose, but also of the energy spetra of

projetiles at eah depth in the beam trajetory. This is very important for setting up

multisale simulations, allowing to onnet the energy deposition in marosopi sales

with the fundamental physio-hemial events ourring at mirosopi sales: the trak

struture of the radiation is determined by the ejetion and transport of seondary eletrons

around ion traks. Sine the energy and angular spetra of seondary eletrons depend

on the projetile energy, as it was studied in hapter 4, then a proper determination of

the initial onditions of the shower of seondary eletrons at a given point requires the

knowledge of the energy distribution of ions at this point. In setion 6.4 we will analyse

the energy evolution of proton beams along the depth-dose urve, and we will ombine

this information with the ionisation ross setions, alulated as desribed in hapter 4, to

determine the realisti energy distributions of seondary eletrons along the ion path.

For simpliity, all these aspets will be studied in this hapter for the targets liquid

water and the water equivalent plasti poly(methyl metharylate) (pmma), as examples of

tissue-like media, exept for the determination of the water equivalent properties, whih

will be extended to a wider seletion of targets.

6.2 Dose pro�les of protons in tissue-like materials

The reliability of the main ingredients used in the seis ode has been assessed through

the exellent omparison with the experimental results of a rather omplex experiment, as

disussed in hapter 5. Now, we are in onditions to use the seis ode and the stopping

quantities of harged partiles in ondensed phase materials, alulated within the dieletri

formalism and the melf-gos method, to evaluate quantities relevant to ion beam aner

therapy. The most obvious quantities are the energy deposition pro�les, i.e., the depth-dose

urves (also referred as the Bragg urves) and the lateral dose distributions. The seis

ode allows us to simulate these quantities in di�erent materials of interest. In this setion,

we will use as examples liquid water, whih is the most abundant material in biologial
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environments, and the organi polymer poly(methyl metharylate) (pmma), widely used

as a water-equivalent material in dosimetry setups to onform solid phantoms that replae

liquid water, muh more di�ult to handle.

Simulations with the seis ode allow, apart of evaluating the energy deposition pro�les,

the identi�ation of the role that eah proess (elasti sattering, stopping power, energy-

loss straggling, eletron apture and loss, nulear fragmentation reations) has in its shape,

sine eah one of these an be swithed on and o� in the simulations.

Here, we have to be areful when dealing with the onepts of dose, energy deposition,

and energy lost. What we are going to report here from the seis simulations are the energy

deposition pro�les, Edep(z), i.e., energy deposited per unit path length at eah depth in the

target, normalised to the number of inident projetiles in the beam N0. Atually, this is

not diretly what seis alulates, sine the ode evaluates the energy loss per unit path

length by the projetiles at eah depth. These two quantities an be di�erent, due to the

transport of seondary eletrons, as explained in hapter 1, and disussed in more detail

in hapter 7. Nonetheless, for the alulation of marosopi energy deposition pro�les,

the di�erene between energy loss by the projetiles and energy deposition in the target is

negligible, sine most of the seondary eletrons travel distanes of nanometres, only a few

of them traveling in the order of mirometres (see hapter 7 for further disussions on this

issue). Also, it has to be noted that dose is formally de�ned as energy deposited per unit

mass (having typial units of gray, or joules per kilogram). Even though, when dealing

with longitudinal pro�les of energy deposition, we will not be interested in the lateral width

of the target, fat that atually makes the depth-dose urves D(z) (in units of energy per

unit mass) and the deposited energy urves Edep(z) (in units of energy per unit length and

per partile) to be related by a onstant:

Edep(z) =
ρA
N0

D(z) , (6.1)

where A stands for the area of the target perpendiular to the beam (whih in our ase

is not relevant, sine we are here interested in depth-dose distributions), ρ is the density

of the target, and N0 is the inident number of projetiles. Note that the deposited dose

and the deposited energy have the same funtional behaviour. Therefore, we will treat in

the following the terms depth-dose urves and energy deposition pro�les as equivalent, and

they will be also normalised when omparing with experimental data, so the atual units

will not be relevant.

In what follows we will present the results obtained by applying the seis ode (using as

input the stopping quantities derived from the melf-gos method, as explained in hapter

2) to several situations and/or to evaluate di�erent quantities, both of interest in hadron

therapy. Unless otherwise stated, all our results presented in the next setions have been

obtained as previously stated.

6.2.1 The depth-dose urve of relativisti protons

For the typial proton energies used in therapy, in the order of hundreds of MeV, the

relativisti e�ets and the nulear fragmentation reations will have a major impat in

the position and shape of the depth-dose urves. It should be noted how the Bragg peak

positions predited by seis before implementing the relativisti orretions where wrong

at high proton energies, setion 5.3.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Comparison of a seis simulation of 200 MeV protons in liquid water with

the results by Paganetti [2002℄. The total dose and the dose oming from seondary protons is

depited. (b) Comparison of simulated depth-dose urves of 221.8 MeV protons in liquid water

with experimental data [Zhang et al. 2011℄, analyzing the e�et of nulear fragmentation reations.

See the text for details.
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The relatively simple implementation of the nulear fragmentation proesses in seis,

avoiding the omplex algorithms used in other odes suh as geant4 [Agostinelli et al.

2003℄, was desribed in setion 5.3.2. It is based on the determination of the oordinate

where the fragmentation reation takes plae by the use of the total fragmentation mean

free path, while part of the residual energy of the ion is deposited aording to the fration

of harged seondary partiles produed in the nulear reation. We will study here the

quality of this approximate treatment for the reprodution of experimental depth-dose

urves.

The main limitation of the present implementation of nulear fragmentation reations in

seis is the assumption that seondary protons deposit their energy loally, as heavier frag-

ments do. In priniple, the loal energy deposition approximation is valid for heavier frag-

ments, due to their larger stopping powers as ompared with protons [Medin and Andreo

1997℄. However, sine seondary protons have similar stopping power as the primary ones,

they are regarded as long-range seondaries, and then their motion should be, in priniple,

followed. We an benhmark our simpler approah by omparing our simulations with

others in whih the evolution of seondary protons is followed. Figure 6.1(a) shows a simu-

lated depth-dose urve Edep(z) for 200 MeV protons in liquid water, with the ontribution

oming from the transport of seondary protons, as obtained by Paganetti [2002℄. The re-

sults of the orresponding seis simulation are also plotted in the �gure. Both depth-dose

urves have been normalised to unit area, in order to make a diret omparison. As it

an be seen, the ontribution of seondary protons in seis (where they are not followed)

is quite similar to the result reported by Paganetti [2002℄, exept at very shallow depths.

This is an expeted behaviour, sine the energy of the seondary protons is proportional

to the energy of the primary ones [iru 2000℄. Therefore, the loal energy deposition ap-

proximation is valid for slow protons, i.e., at large depths, but not for fast protons, i.e., at

small depths (where an overestimation of the dose deposited by seondary protons at high

energies appears).

The same behavior is observed in Fig. 6.1(b), where a depth-dose urve of 221.8 MeV

protons in liquid water simulated by seis is ompared to experimental measurements

[Zhang et al. 2011℄. Again, both urves are normalised to unit area. As it an be seen,

the seis simulation inluding the desription of nulear fragmentation reations perfetly

agrees with the experiments at pratially all the depths, exept at the most shallow

ones, where the simulation slightly overestimates the dose, as expeted. The �utuation

observed at small depths are noise oming from the Monte Carlo algorithm, and an be

removed by running more histories to improve the statistis. In this �gure we an also

see the in�uene of the nulear reation model in the results. The dotted urve shows the

simulated results when the nulear fragmentation reations are swithed o�. Clearly, it an

not reprodue the experimental data. The dashed urve (labeled only beam attenuation)

shows the results with nulear reations, but only removing the primary protons, without

aounting for seondary partiles, as it is done in some simpler approahes [Kundrát 2007℄.

This approximation slightly improves the results without nulear reations, but the e�et

of seondary partiles has to be taken into aount, at least in an approximate manner as

it is done here, to obtain results in aordane with experimental data.

We further hek the proper inlusion of the nulear reations in seis by omparing

in Fig. 6.2 our results with experimental data for protons in liquid water and pmma at

several energies. As shown in the �gure, the simulations agree rather well with the ex-

perimental data both for the high energies reported for liquid water [Zhang et al. 2011℄,
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Fig. 6.2(a), and for the low energies reported for protons in pmma [Kirby et al. 2010℄, Fig.

6.2(b). At low energies, seis is expeted to behave orretly, sine nulear fragmentation

reations are not relevant. Nonetheless, for high energies, where the nulear fragmentation

reations are very important, the relatively simple model employed in seis allows a very

nie omparison with experiments, without the neessity of implementing omplex nulear

models. This treatment is enough for the purposes of this thesis, although a omplete treat-

ment, as done, for example, in geant4, is neessary if detailed information regarding the

nulear reations, suh as the exat role of seondary fragments [Pshenihnov et al. 2010,

Lühr et al. 2012℄ and neutrons [Pshenihnov, Mishustin, and Greiner 2005, Dowdell et al.

2009℄ is desired.

6.2.2 Stopping power and the position of the Bragg peak

Apart from the relativisti orretions and the nulear fragmentation reations, whih

notably a�et the position and shape of the Bragg urves, they are also a�eted by the rest

of interations. Espeially, the stopping power will a�et mainly the range of protons in

the medium. Therefore, its aurate determination is very important, sine it will in�uene

the preision with whih the Bragg peak an be positioned that in treatment plannings

[Paul 2010, Paganetti 2012b, Besemer, Paganetti, and Bednarz 2013, Paul 2013℄.

Figure 6.3 shows the range of proton beams in (a) liquid water and (b) pmma as a

funtion of the initial kineti energy of the beam T0. Formally, the range is usually de�ned

as the depth at whih the integral depth-dose urve (as the ones already shown in Figs.

6.1 and 6.2), Edep(z), falls to 80% after the Bragg peak, whih we will all z+80. This is so
beause this position oinides with the point at whih 50% of the protons of the beam

have stopped [Paganetti 2012b℄, being as well very lose to the ontinuous slowing down

approximation (sda) range [Palmans et al. 2002a℄ (see hapter 7 for more details on the

sda and the sda range). Our results for z+80 (solid lines) are obtained determining the

integral depth-dose urve and �nding the depth at whih its value is 80% of the total.

For omparison purposes, we show by dashed lines the referene values given by the pstar

database [Berger et al. 2005℄, whih uses the mean exitation energies and stopping powers

given by iru [1993℄. Represented in the right axis are the di�erenes between both ranges,

in absolute and relative terms.

If one looks diretly to the range, the di�erenes are pratially unnotieable. How-

ever, it is interesting to see the absolute di�erenes appearing at high energies: for liquid

water, these di�erenes reah 1 mm at 200 MeV, while they are above 2 mm for pmma.

Basially, this means that unertainties of the order of some mm appear if proper val-

ues of the stopping power are not used, whih is an inonvenient for treatment planning,

where millimetri or submillimetri auray would be desirable [Paganetti 2012b℄. These

di�erenes in absolute terms are muh less important at low energies. Even though, it

is important to note that, for treatment planning, where the penetration ranges of inter-

est are those of tens of entimetres, the high energies are those of interest. However, for

miro-/nanodosimetry purposes, espeially around the Bragg peak, where the ions have

low energies, the ranges of interest will be those of the order of mirometres (i.e., ell nu-

leus dimensions) or nanometres (i.e., dna and biomoleules dimensions). At these sales

of energies and distanes, it is more onvenient to fous our attention in the di�erenes in

ranges in relative terms. As it an be seen, in these ases, the di�erenes an go up to 5%

or larger. Both the di�erenes in absolute magnitude and in relative terms are important

at high and low energies, respetively, a fat that may have impliations in treatment plan-
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ning and in miro-/nanodosimetry, respetively. These impliations in mirosopi sales

will be treated in more detail in the next hapter.

6.2.3 Multiple ollisions and the shape of the Bragg peak

So far, we have analysed the impat of the nulear fragmentation reations (subsetion

6.2.1) and the stopping power (subsetion 6.2.2) in the depth-dose urves Edep(z). While

the nulear fragmentation reations strongly a�et the general shape of the Bragg urve,

we have seen that the stopping power mainly determine the position of the depth-dose

distribution. We are going to see now how other two relevant interation proesses, related

to the multiple ollisions of the projetiles with the target nulei and eletrons, the energy-

loss straggling and the multiple elasti sattering, a�et the position and the shape of the

depth-dose urves.

This is shown in Fig. 6.4, where the depth-dose urves of (a) 1 MeV and (b) 100 MeV

proton beams in liquid water are depited by solid lines inluding all the interation pro-

esses (exept nulear fragmentation, for larity). Dashed lines show alulations without

inluding the energy-loss straggling, while dotted lines orrespond to result that do not in-

lude the multiple elasti sattering. First of all, it is lear that multiple elasti sattering

has a small impat in the depth-dose urves, shifting them to slightly smaller depths. This

e�et is a little bit more visible for the 1 MeV ase, where the elasti sattering only in�u-

enes the Bragg peak position in a few mirometres; this is more relevant at low energies,

where the range is of the order of mirons, than at high energies, where the range is of

the order of entimetres. In any ase, it is lear that the impat of the elasti sattering is

pratially negligible in terms of the depth-dose urves.

Regarding the energy-loss straggling, its exlusion from the simulations is learly visible

in the sharp Bragg peak shown by the dashed line in Fig. 6.4(b), whih is strongly smeared

out when the straggling is properly inluded. The energy-loss straggling is translated, in

terms of the depth-dose urve, in a straggling of ranges of projetiles, sine eah history in

the simulation will penetrate di�erently in the target. This range-straggling problem an

be studied analytially, and then it is possible to alulate depth-dose urves analytially by

ombining this range-straggling with the ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda, a

treatment in whih the straggling is not onsidered) in the so-alled penil beam algorithm.

This will be disussed in detail in hapter 7. In any ase, the range previously de�ned as

z+80 oinides with the so-alled sda range, visible in the �gure as the steep fall o� at the

end of the depth-dose urve. This onept will be also explained in hapter 7.

6.2.4 The e�et of eletron apture and loss proesses

Another interesting feature that an be studied with seis is the evolution of the harge

state of the projetiles along the Bragg urve, sine the eletron apture and loss mehanism

is implemented in the simulation, as desribed in setion 5.2.3. Figure 6.5 shows the

evolution with the depth of the average harge-state of (a) 1 MeV and 2 MeV and (b) 100

MeV proton beams in liquid water. The projetiles travel pratially all the way as bare

protons, and they start to apture eletrons and beome neutral hydrogen atoms at the

very end of their trajetories. Figure 6.5(a) shows as the average harge starts to be less

than 1 around the Bragg peak. However, the average harge of the projetiles depited in
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Fig. 6.5(b) is 1 in almost all the projetile path, dereasing very steeply at the very end

of the trak.

Therefore, it is lear that, in almost all their path, protons an be regarded as bare

projetiles. In this ase, the apture and loss proesses only start to have some relevane

in the last mirons of the trajetories, where the projetiles have very low energies, so the

onsideration of these proesses may be only relevant at the very distal part of the Bragg

urve, and probably only for mirodosimetri studies. In any ase, for projetiles heavier

than protons, suh as arbon ions, it would be interesting to study in further detail the

eletron and apture proesses, sine these projetiles have muh more available harge

states, probably hanging the average harge state of the projetile in spae sales larger

than in the proton ase.

6.2.5 Elasti sattering and lateral dose distributions

In the previous setions we have exlusively studied integral depth-dose urves Edep(z) of
proton beams, i. e., the energy delivered by the inident beam at eah depth z, irrespe-
tively of the lateral dispersion of the beam. Even though, the dose deposition pattern

also has a lateral pro�le, produed by the de�etion of the projetiles of the beam due to

multiple elasti sattering. While the projetiles of the beam move along the target, they

start to su�er elasti ollisions with the target nulei, that slightly hange their diretion

of motion, displaing them from the initial beam axis in the diretions x and y (whih are

ompletely equivalent, due to the ylindrial symmetry of the beam). This de�etion gives

plae to a lateral distribution of projetiles at eah depth, N(x, z) or N(y, z).

The inset of Fig. 6.6(a) shows the ross setion of a 180 MeV proton beam, in the

(x, y) plane, at three depths (5, 12, and 20 m) in liquid water. Ten projetiles trajetories

are shown for larity. As it an be seen, the beam, whih initially enters the target at

oordinates (0, 0), starts to open as the projetiles su�er multiple elasti ollisions. The

lateral aperture of the beam an be better quanti�ed by its root mean square radius (rmsr),

〈r2〉1/2 = (〈x2〉 + 〈y2〉)1/2 = (2 〈x2〉)1/2 (sine 〈x2〉 = 〈y2〉). The rmsr as a funtion of the

depth in liquid water alulated by seis for these two beams are shown in Fig. 6.6 by solid

lines. It an be seen that the value of the rmsr at the Bragg peak depth zmax is roughly 3%

of the Bragg peak depth, i.e., 〈r2〉1/2 (zmax) ∼ 0.03 · zmax, demonstrating the small lateral

de�etion of proton beams, whih is one of their interesting features for treatment purposes.

Although this is shown in the �gure only around 200 MeV, we have heked by simulations

that this behaviour is true for a wide range of energies, from 1 to 215 MeV.

The results for beams of 180 MeV and 215 MeV protons are ompared in Figs. 6.6(a)

and (b), respetively, with the results of an analyti penil beam algorithm [Hollmark et al.

2004℄ (the penil beam algorithm will be explained in hapter 7); experimental results are

also shown in Fig. 6.6(b) by symbols [Kraft 1990℄. The simulation results are in quite

good agreement with the analytial alulations, with only small di�erenes appearing in

the 215 MeV ase. Also, the simulations show a sharp fall of the rmsr at the distal part

of the Bragg peak, due to the stopping of the protons at these depths, whih an not be

reprodued by the analytial alulations. The seis results in Fig. 6.6(b) ompare very

well with the experimental measurements, even a little bit better than the penil beam

alulations, exept at depths lose to the Bragg peak, where small di�erenes appear,

whih origin ould ome from experimental unertainties, or to the fat that seondary

long-range protons are not inluded in the simulations. The possible ontribution of these
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Figure 6.5: (Left axis) Average harge-state of (a) 1 MeV and 2 MeV and (b) 100 MeV proton

beams inident in liquid water as a funtion of the depth, obtained by the seis ode. (Right

axis) For omparison we also represent by dotted lines the orresponding depth-dose pro�les.
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Figure 6.6: Root mean square radius of (a) 180 and (b) 215 MeV proton beams in liquid water.

Solid lines are the seis results, while dashed lines orrespond to results of an analyti penil

beam algorithm [Hollmark et al. 2004℄ and symbols are experimental data [Kraft 1990℄.
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seondary protons to the lateral aperture of the beam (although in small amounts) is known

as the beam halo [Pedroni et al. 2005℄.

If we neglet the di�erenes in energy of the partiles at di�erent x (whih we an

do, sine the very small angular de�etion of ions produes very small di�erenes in path

between partiles de�eted in di�erent angles), we an approximate the lateral energy

deposition as:

Edep(x, z) =
N(x, z)

N(z)
Edep(z) , (6.2)

where N(x, z) is the number of projetiles at depths between z and z + dz and at lateral

distanes between x and x + dx, and N(z) is the total number of projetiles at depths

between z and z + dz.

Figure 6.7 shows the simulated lateral dose distribution, along the transverse x-axis,
of a 186.3 MeV proton penil beam inident in liquid water, simulated by the seis ode,

aording to Eq. (6.2). It an be learly seen in the �gure the presene of two maxima in

the lateral dose distribution, one at the Bragg peak position, and another one appearing at

small depths. The maximum at the Bragg peak is obvious. The seond one appears beause

of the small lateral aperture of the beam at small depths, thus being all the deposited dose

onentrated in a small radius around the beam axis. Although the total dose is smaller

at the plateau as ompared with the Bragg peak region (see, for example, Fig. 6.2), the

onentration of all the partiles in small radial distanes gives plae to this maximum. In

any ase, the integration of the lateral dose distribution reovers the expeted shape of the

integral depth-dose urve:

∫ ∞

−∞

Edep(x, z) dx =
Edep(z)

N(z)

∫ ∞

−∞

N(x, z) dx =
N(z)

N(z)
Edep(z) = Edep(z). (6.3)

Also, the previous disussion refers to the lateral dose distribution of a penil beam.

Nonetheless, several penil beams or broad beams are usually used in treatment, giving

plae to substantial superposition of the lateral doses at large radii around the Bragg

peak, while the superposition is less at the plateau, yielding tridimensional dose distribu-

tions whih are very similar to the integral depth-dose urves, although with some lateral

distribution at the edges, following the behavior of the penil beam shown in Fig. 6.7.

Although possible, it is not usually pratial to ompute the lateral dose distributions

from Monte Carlo simulation. This is so, beause the lateral aperture of the beam depends

on the multiple elasti sattering, meaning that all these interations have to be taken into

aount, being many of them along the whole trajetory, making the alulations very slow.

In the ase of seis, even if it is possible to speed up the simulations by using a variable

time step in the Moleular Dynamis routine, as it was explained in hapter 5, it is not

possible to do so for alulating the lateral aperture of the beam, sine in this ase many

elasti sattering interations are skipped. This problem is usually solved by using the

so-alled multiple sattering theories, whih group bunhes of elasti ollisions desribing

their net e�et on the beam by analytial formulas. More details on this will be given in

hapter 7.

Even though, suh analytial desription of multiple elasti sattering needs as input

the parameters for the lateral beam aperture. Suh parameters an be obtained from the

seis results. From Fig. 6.6, we an see that the rmsr follows a paraboli behaviour, exept

at very large depths where the projetiles begin to be stopped. We an approximate it by:

〈
r2
〉1/2

(z, T0) = C1(T0)z + C2(T0)z
2, (6.4)
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where the initial value of the rmsr is 0 (penil beam), and the parameters C1(T0) and C2(T0)
an be found from the best �t of Eq. (6.4) to the simulated rmsr-urves at di�erent initial

beam energies T0. In this way, the rmsr evolution an be desribed as if it was treated by

a multiple sattering theory, but using parameters obtained for eah target material by a

simulation proedure where the multiple sattering problem is treated in detail.

Figure 6.8 shows by symbols the values of C1 and C2 that best �t the simulated rmsr

urves at di�erent initial proton energies T0, from 1 to 200 MeV, in liquid water. It is

found that both parameters follow a power law with the initial energy T0:

Ci(µm
1−i) = bi · T0(MeV)ai , (6.5)

where the onstants ai and bi (i orresponding to the subsripts 1 and 2 for Ci) are deter-

mined by the best �t of this equation, shown by solid lines in the �gure. These parameters

determined for protons in liquid water are summarized in Table 6.1.

In this way, it is possible to parameterise the results obtained for the rmsr from the simu-

lations, allowing the predition of the rmsr without having to perform very time-onsuming

simulations. This parameterisation, in ombination with tehniques based on the sda and

range-straggling tehniques, allows a omplete alulation of dose deposition pro�les, both

longitudinal and transversal, exlusively using analytial tehniques, a proedure whih is

Table 6.1: Parameters ai and bi appearing in the energy dependene of the oe�ients C1 and

C2, Eq. (6.5), used to �t the paraboli behaviour of the root mean square radius as a funtion of

the depth, Eq. (6.4).

i ai bi
1 −0.057 9.39 · 10−3

2 −1.87 1.58 · 10−3
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muh faster than to perform Monte Carlo simulations. More details on these analytial

alulations will be given in hapter 7.

6.3 Water equivalent properties of materials ommonly

used in proton dosimetry

For treatment planning in hadron therapy it is essential to know aurately the beam

penetration range in human tissue, whih is usually represented by liquid water, sine

it is an exellent tissue-like phantom material for determination of absorbed dose [iru

1998℄. However, measurements in phantoms made of materials di�erent from liquid water

(sometimes solid materials) an be performed in order to simplify the experimental setup

[iaea 2000, Karger et al. 2010℄.

In this ontext, the seis ode desribed and extended in hapter 5 and used through

this hapter, together with the eletroni stopping quantities derived from the dieletri

formalism and the melf-gos method (hapter 2), are very useful for the determination

of magnitudes relating the radiologial properties of other materials with respet to liquid

water, what is known as water equivalent properties. Although the simulations shown so

far were onentrated in liquid water (as the best surrogate of human tissue) and in pmma

(whih is a ommon water-equivalent material), it is possible to perform simulations for

a wide variety of materials too, both organi and inorgani, being some of them also

used as water equivalent materials or employed in the experimental setups in dosimetry

measurements.

A proper evaluation of these properties for di�erent materials has to take into aount

the main e�ets in the energy deposition of the beam, suh as eletroni energy-loss (with its

stohasti �utuations), multiple elasti sattering, eletron apture and loss and nulear

fragmentation reations. In this ontext, radiation transport odes, suh as seis, are

espeially useful, sine they an handle all these interations to evaluate their e�et in the

depth-dose distribution and in the water equivalent properties [Paganetti 2009℄.

The aim of this setion is to simulate the depth-dose pro�le of proton beams in a

wide range of inident energies ommonly used in hadron therapy (50 MeV to 200 MeV)

and for several materials urrently used in proton dosimetry. These materials are liquid

water (standard phantom for human tissues), polystyrene (ps) and polymethyl methary-

late (pmma) (frequenly used as solid phantoms of liquid water or in modulator wheels

in irradiation setups), graphite (a material used for dosimeters based on alorimetry

[Palmans et al. 2011℄), and the metals aluminum, titanium, opper and gold, ommonly

found in dosimetry setups. The water equivalent properties of these materials will be om-

pared with the results obtained for liquid water from the simulated depth-dose distributions

[de Vera, Abril, and Garia-Molina 2014℄.

The stopping power for protons of materials with low (liquid water [Garia-Molina et al.

2009℄, ps, pmma [de Vera, Abril, and Garia-molina 2011℄), medium (graphite [Garia-Molina et al.

2006℄, Al [Denton et al. 2008a℄), and high (Ti [Moreno-Marín et al. 2006℄, Cu [Abril et al.

1998℄, Au [Denton et al. 2008a℄) density, relevant in dosimetri studies, have been obtained
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Figure 6.9: Stopping power of several materials (liquid water, polystyrene (ps), pmma, graphite,

Al, Ti, Cu and Au) with interest in dosimetry, for an inident proton beam as a funtion of

its energy, alulated with the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method, as explained in

hapter 2.

as desribed in hapter 2. The results are shown in Fig. 6.9. As it an be seen in the

previous referenes, a good agreement with experimental data was obtained; in partiular,

the stopping power of liquid water for proton beams has been widely disussed through

this thesis and ompared with experimental data and other theoretial alulations (see

hapter 2 and setion 5.4 in hapter 5).

From the seis simulation ode, the depth-dose urves Edepos(z) of proton beams with

energies from 50 MeV to 200 MeV have been obtained for these materials. As an example,

the depth-dose pro�les of 100 MeV protons are shown in Fig. 6.10. The results for solid

plastis suh as ps or pmma present depth-dose harateristis omparable to those of

liquid water, whereas the di�erenes inrease for graphite and aluminum. Materials with

high density suh as Ti, Cu and Au have also a higher stopping power for proton beams

ompared with liquid water, therefore the largest di�erenes in the Bragg peak with respet

to liquid water are observed for those materials. As it an be notied, the stopping power

for eah material determines the position of the Bragg peak (as it was already disussed in

subsetion 6.2.2), aording to the features shown in Fig. 6.9. Despite the importane of

using aurate values for the stopping power in dosimetry, there is not a general onsensus

about the best values whih have to be employed in eah ase.
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funtion of the depth, obtained with the seis ode.

6.3.1 Water equivalent thikness and water equivalent ratio

In proton dosimetry, the radiologial thikness of a material is ommonly expressed in

terms of water equivalent thikness (wet), whih represents the thikness of water (in

g/m

2
) that auses a proton beam to lose the same amount of energy as the beam would

lose in the studied material [iaea 2000℄,

wet = zwaterρwater = zmatρmatC, (6.6)

where zwater, ρwater and zmat, ρmat are, respetively, the thikness (in m) and density (in

g/m

3
) of liquid water and the target material; C is the so-alled depth-saling fator.

There are several analytial alulations and simulations of the wet orresponding

to di�erent materials for energeti proton beams [iru 1993, Palmans and Verhaegen

1997, iaea 2000, Palmans et al. 2002b, Zhang and Newhauser 2009, Al-Sulaiti et al. 2010,

Moyers et al. 2010, Zhang and Tan 2010℄. Some of these publiations are based in the

ratio of the ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda) ranges (in g/m

2
) in water

and in the analysed target [iaea 2000, Al-Sulaiti et al. 2010℄. Other works use simple

deterministi formulas, where the proton energy loss was derived from the Bragg's rule or

from the Bethe equation without onsidering the hange in the proton energy, obtaining

wet values with auraies around 1 mm [Zhang and Newhauser 2009, Zhang and Tan

2010℄. Other authors use Monte Carlo odes, suh as ptran [Palmans and Verhaegen

1997, Palmans et al. 2002b℄ or mnpx [Al-Sulaiti et al. 2010℄, where the stopping powers

are taken from iru [1993℄ (i.e., also applying the Bragg's rule for ompound targets), and
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where the in�uene of the fragmentation nulear interations have been investigated. The

seis simulation ode inorporates an aurate treatment of the eletroni stopping fore

and the energy-loss straggling (the main responsible of the Bragg peak position and its

shape, respetively), whih is determined taking into aount a realisti desription of the

target eletroni exitation spetrum in the ondensed phase, based in the experimental

optial energy loss funtion of the target, then o�ering an aurate way of assessing the

wet.

Sometimes it is onvenient to haraterise the beam penetration range by the water

equivalent ratio (wer), whih is the ratio of wet to material thikness (in g/m

2
), i.e.,

wer is the ratio of water thikness (in m) to material thikness (in m),

wer =
zwater
zmat

=
ρmat

ρwater
C. (6.7)

The dimensionless quantitywer is easier to ompare with results from measurements or

alulations obtained at di�erent onditions, and also its values are approximately onstant

as a funtion of the projetile energy [Palmans and Verhaegen 1997℄.

A proedure proposed to alulate wer is through the ratio of the ontinuous slowing

down approximation (sda) ranges for protons in water and in the material of interest

[iaea 2000, Palmans et al. 2002b℄ (i.e., alulating the penetration range without aount-

ing for the straggling, see hapter 7 for further details). Given the approximate nature of

the sda, more aurate values of wer will be obtained using simulation odes where a

realisti desription of the di�erent proesses that ours in the proton trajetories through

the target are taken into aount. Therefore, from the simulated depth-dose pro�les, suh

as the ones shown in Fig. 6.10, the range of the projetiles an be de�ned as the depth z+80
where the distal part of the Bragg peak falls to 80% of the maximum dose [Palmans et al.

2002b, Al-Sulaiti et al. 2010, Palmans et al. 2011℄. Then wer will be alulated as:

wer =
z+80,water
z+80,mat

. (6.8)

From the simulation ode seis, where the most relevant proesses in the proton trans-

port through the stopping medium are inluded, the depth-dose distributions of protons

in the mentioned materials are alulated and ompared with those obtained for liquid

water. Table 6.2 shows the water equivalent ratio (wer) of protons with energies from 50

MeV to 200 MeV. It should be noted that in the simulation ode the nulear fragmentation

proesses are inluded for all the materials studied, exept for Ti and Au targets, for whih

data are not reported in iru [2000℄.

We �nd that, exept for Au, the wer values are almost independent of the energy

of the inident proton beams and also are insensitive to nulear fragmentation inter-

ations. In Table 6.2 we also ompare the wer with experimental measurements for

pmma and Al [Moyers et al. 2010℄ and with analytial alulations for pmma, ps and

Al [Zhang and Newhauser 2009, Zhang and Tan 2010℄ obtaining a good agreement. The

wer values obtained from our simulation are onsistent with the result of 1.160 from iaea

[2000℄ for pmma, with the value of 1.162 by Newhauser [2001℄, and with the data reported

by Shneider et al. [2002℄ for 177 MeV proton beam, giving a value of 1.14 for pmma and

2.08 for Al.
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Table 6.2: Water equivalent ratio, wer, for various inident proton energies T0, alulated from

the seis ode, for several materials. A omparison with experimental data from Moyers et al.

[2010℄ and alulated values from Zhang and Newhauser [2009℄ and from Zhang and Tan [2010℄

(the latter shown in parenthesis) is also presented.

T (MeV) 50 75 100 125 135 150 175 200 225

PS 1.043 1.042 1.042 1.041 1.040 1.040 1.040

PMMA 1.177 1.175 1.174 1.173 1.173 1.173 1.173 1.172

PMMA

a

1.170 1.162 1.167

PMMA

b

1.158 (1.158) 1.158 (1.158) 1.157 (1.158)

Graphite 2.090 2.090 2.010 2.010 2.010 2.010 2.010

Al 2.101 2.114 2.123 2.131 2.131 2.133 2.137 2.139 2.144

Al

a

2.130 2.114 2.114 2.145

Al

b

2.069 2.095�2.091 (2.097) 2.106�2.104 (2.107) 2.113�2.112 (2.116)

Ti 3.136 3.168 3.189 3.208 3.214 3.225 3.229

Cu 5.623 5.722 5.786 5.844 5.863 5.889 5.900

Au 9.104 9.395 9.576 9.741 9.792 9.868 9.900

a

[Moyers et al. 2010℄

b

[Zhang and Newhauser 2009, Zhang and Tan 2010℄

6.3.2 Charaterisation of Bragg urves in di�erent materials

Besides the wer values, the Bragg peak an be haraterised by other parameters suh

as the depth zmax orresponding to the maximum dose Edep,max(z), the depth z+50 at the

distal part of the Bragg peak where the dose falls to 50% of its maximum value, and the

distane ∆z50 orresponding to the width of the Bragg peak when the dose is at 50% of

its maximum value. These parameters an be easily obtained from the seis ode, and

they are represented in Fig. 6.11 in relation to their values in liquid water, as a funtion

of the proton energy and for the targets disussed in this setion. In general, all these

parameters are almost independent of the energy of the proton beam, exept the ratio

Edep,max/Edep,max,water for gold, where an inrease with the energy is observed. Also, the

values of the parameters zmax/zmax,water and z+50/z
+
50,water are similar for all the energies

and materials, and they are insensitive to the nulear fragmentation proesses. However,

although the parameter Edep,max dereases when nulear fragmentation is inluded in the

simulation, the ratio Edep,max/Edep,max,water is independent of the nulear fragmentation

reations. Also the width ∆z50 inreases when nulear fragmentation interations are

inluded in the simulation, however the ratio ∆z50/z50,water remains onstant.

From the values of the harateristi parameters of the depth-dose urve depited in

Fig. 6.11 and shown in Table 6.2 relative to liquid water, we onlude that ps and pmma

are the materials having all the parameters analysed here loser to unity. As a onsequene,

those materials, with densities and stopping powers similar to those orresponding to liquid

water, an operate as adequate solid phantoms of liquid water, sine they present the best

water equivalent properties of all the materials analysed. Also, our results indiate that

the larger the stopping power of the protons in a material, in omparison with liquid water,

the larger are the di�erenes in the harateristi depth-dose parameters. So, materials

with large density and large stopping power will provide the worst results when used in

proton dosimetry as water phantoms.
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Figure 6.11: Parameters zmax, Edepos,max, z
+
50 and ∆z50, that haraterise the Bragg peak of

several materials relative to their values in liquid water, plotted as a funtion of the proton inident

energies for the materials treated in this setion. The results have been obtained with the seis

ode.

6.4 Energy harateristis of Bragg urves and eletron

prodution along the beam trak

In the previous setions we have mainly foused in the spatial distributions of energy

deposition by proton beams in biomaterials, i.e., the position and shape of the depth-dose

distributions and in the radial extension of the beam.

Although these are aspets very relevant for treatment planning, there are other impor-

tant harateristis that a simulation an provide. One of these features is the knowledge

of the energy distributions of the projetiles along the Bragg urve: due to the stohasti

nature of the eletroni interations, the projetiles at a given depth in the target will have

an energy distribution, whih will depend on the target nature of the projetile and on its

inident energy.

Besides the mean energy of the projetiles, these energy distributions are very relevant,

espeially for multisale simulations, sine the number, energy and diretion of the se-

ondary eletrons produed at di�erent depths along the depth-dose urve will depend on

the energy of the projetiles that generate them and, therefore, on the energy distribu-
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Figure 6.12: Mean energy 〈T 〉 of the beam (solid line) and energy distributions (vertial his-

tograms) along the Bragg urve of 10 MeV protons in liquid water, as obtained with the seis

ode. The depth-dose urve is shown by a dotted line in the right hand side axis.

tion of the beam inside the target. These distributions of seondary eletrons will be the

input data for trak-struture simulations of the eletron propagation and interation in

mirosopi sales, thus being very important their aurate knowledge.

We will study in this setion how the energy distributions of proton beams evolve

along targets of biologial interest (exempli�ed by liquid water and pmma, as in previous

setions), and how these energy distributions a�et the prodution of seondary eletrons.

Let's start this disussion with low energy beams, where some e�ets, suh as those

related to eletron apture and loss, will be more learly seen. The energy evolution of a

T0 = 10 MeV proton beam in liquid water, obtained with the seis ode, is shown in Fig.

6.12, where both the mean energy of the beam 〈T 〉 (solid line) and the energy distributions

of the protons (vertial histograms) are shown at several depths along the Bragg urve.

The depth-dose urve is also shown by a dotted line, to learly identify the loation of eah

energy spetrum along the beam path. It an be seen how, while the mean energy of the

beam dereases (as a onsequene of the energy transferred to eletroni exitations and

ionisations in the target), the width of the energy distribution broadens, having a Gaussian

shape entered at the mean energy. At the Bragg peak depth, the distribution is entered

at 1 MeV, and its full width half maximum (fwhm) is ∼1 MeV long.

The physial origin of this broadening of the energy distribution is studied in Fig. 6.13,

where the energy distributions are shown for the di�erent depths in more detail; in this

ase, the di�erent interation proesses are swithed on and o� in the simulation, in order
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Figure 6.13: E�et of the di�erent interation proesses in the energy distributions of T0 = 10
MeV protons in liquid water at di�erent depths z (indiated by olours). Full simulation results

are shown by solid lines, while delta funtions orrespond to simulations without energy-loss

straggling and dotted lines without elasti sattering.

to hek their ontribution to the energy distribution. Thik solid urves orrespond to the

full simulation, while dotted urves orrespond to a alulation without multiple elasti

sattering and the thin solid lines to the simulation without energy-loss straggling. As it

an be seen, removing the energy-loss straggling makes the distributions to beome delta

funtions at the mean energy. The removal of the multiple elasti sattering only a�ets

slightly the shape of the energy distributions (partiularly at the lower energies). Therefore,

it is lear that the broadening of the energy distributions is mainly due to the energy-loss

straggling, whih should be properly taken into aount in the alulations, while the elasti

sattering, although having some impat in these distributions, is muh less notieable.

In Fig. 6.13, the energy distributions of all the projetiles were shown, irrespetively

of their harge state. However, the seis ode allows to monitor the energy distributions

of the projetiles in the di�erent harge states, sine the eletron apture and loss proess

is implemented in the simulations. As it was shown in setion 6.2, the harge-exhange

proess is only notieable in mirometri sales and at low projetile energies, i.e., it only

a�ets the depth-dose urves of low energy beams, at least for the ase of proton beams.

Then, it is worth to study the distributions of H

+
and H

0
projetiles at these low energies,

these projetiles having very di�erent stopping powers and ionisation ross setions.

Figure 6.14 shows the energy distributions of H

+
(solid lines) and H

0
(dotted lines) at

di�erent depths around the Bragg peak of a 1 MeV proton beam in liquid water. The
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Figure 6.14: Energy distribution of H

+
(solid urves) and H

0
(dotted urves) at several depths

z (indiated by olours in the �gure) around the Bragg peak for a T0 = 1 MeV proton beam in

liquid water, obtained by the seis ode. The Bragg peak for this situation is loated around 23

µm.

depth-dose urve for this energy was shown in Fig. 6.4. Before the Bragg peak, whih

is loated at 23 µm, all the projetiles are bare protons. Nonetheless, at 23 µm some

neutral hydrogen atoms start to appear at lower energies than the bare protons, and at

the distal part of the Bragg peak the number of neutral atoms overome that of protons.

Therefore, the interation of neutral hydrogen atoms should be onsidered when dealing

with mirodosimetri alulations at the distal part of the Bragg peak, or when onsidering

very low energy beams. It would be interesting to study the energy distributions of the

di�erent harge-states for heavier ions, suh as arbon beams, where muh more harge-

states are available. It an also be notied in this �gure that the energy distribution of

projetiles at the Bragg peak is entered around 100 keV for the ase of 1 MeV proton in

liquid water, and its fwhm is ∼ 75 keV.

Proton beams with energies more typial in treatment are shown in Fig. 6.15(a), where

the evolution of the energy distribution of projetiles of a T0 = 100 MeV proton beam in

liquid water and in pmma are depited. Obviously, sine the stopping power of pmma is

larger than that of liquid water (as shown in Fig. 3.4), the mean energy of the beam is

degraded more quikly, and the energy distribution is broadened faster too.

In the following we are going to see an example of the usefulness of the water equivalent

ratio (wer). Figure 6.15(b) shows the depth-dose urves of 100 MeV proton beams in

both materials, with the depth of pmma saled as a water equivalent thikness (wet)

through the use of its wer, as determined in setion 6.3.1, and with the areas of the urves
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Figure 6.15: (a) Mean energy 〈T 〉 of the beam (solid line) and energy distributions (vertial

histograms) along the Bragg urve of T0 = 100 MeV protons in liquid water (blue urves) and

pmma (red urves). Right axis shows the orresponding depth-dose urves (dotted lines). (b)

Depth-dose urves of 100 MeV protons in liquid water and pmma, saled to the same wet.
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normalized. The use of the pmma wer allows to perfetly math the liquid water depth-

dose urve by saling the depth. The intensity of the urve, although mathed here by

simple normalisation, an also be reprodued between di�erent water equivalent materials

by alulating of the stopping power ratio and the �uene orretion fator, whih an

be also obtained by Monte Carlo simulation [Palmans and Vynkier 2000, Palmans et al.

2002b, Al-Sulaiti et al. 2010, Lühr et al. 2011, Al-Sulaiti et al. 2012℄.

The energy distributions of protons in liquid water (solid histograms) and pmma (dotted

histograms) around the Bragg peak are shown in more detail for the 100 MeV beam in

Fig. 6.16(a). zmax is the depth where the maximum dose ours that orresponds to the

Bragg peak, while z+80 is the depth orresponding to the 80% of the maximum dose after

the Bragg peak, and z−80 is the depth orresponding to the 80% before the maximum dose.

N0 is the number of inident protons, so all the energy distributions are normalised to one

inident projetile. Note that when protons move through the target there is a redution

in the number of projetiles due to nulear reations and to the energy loss. Apart of the

math of the depth-dose urves by the wet saling, it is also interesting to see that the

energy distributions at similar wet around the Bragg peak are rather similar too. This

fat reinfores their water equivalene. It is also interesting to note how, in this ase of

100 MeV protons, both in liquid water and in pmma, the proton energy distributions are

entered at 10 MeV in the Bragg peak, and the fwhm is ∼8 MeV long.

The energy distributions in liquid water and pmma around the Bragg peak are are also

shown for 150 MeV and 200 MeV proton beams in Figs. 6.16(b) and (). For the 150 MeV

beam the distribution at the Bragg peak is entered around 15 MeV, while it is loated

around 20 MeV for the 200 MeV beam, the fwhm being 10 MeV and and 15 MeV wide,

respetively. From all the previous results, it is possible to onlude that the mean energy

of a proton beam at the Bragg peak is not always the same, but it depends on the initial

energy T0 through the relation 〈T 〉 (zmax) ∼ 0.1 T0. The same happens with the fwhm of

the energy distribution, whih is roughly fwhm(zmax) ∼ 0.1 T0 (usually slightly narrower).

As it was ommented previously, the preise knowledge of the energy distributions

along the Bragg peak is very relevant, espeially beause it will determine the energy

and angular distributions of seondary eletrons ejeted at eah point, whih in turn will

determine the subsequent trak-struture. Energeti eletrons will transport the energy lost

by the projetile far away from the ejetion point, while low energy eletrons are known

to have an essential e�et in the damage of biologial media due to dissoiative eletron

attahment proesses [Boudaï�a et al. 2000℄. Therefore, it is indispensable to link the data

obtained with the seis ode for the energy distribution of the projetile at eah depth

with the energy distribution of the seondary eletrons at eah projetile energy in order

to obtain aurate values for the initial onditions of the energy spetra, for the purpose of

trak-struture simulations of seondary eletron transport. Although in the present work

we are not going to study the trak-struture of seondary eletrons, we will analyse in

the following the e�et that the onsideration of the proton energy distributions has in the

setting up of the initial onditions for the trak struture.

One the energy distribution dN(T0, z, T )/dT of the proton beam with initial monoen-

ergeti energy T0 is known at any depth z, we an obtain realisti energy distributions of

the seondary eletrons generated by the impat of a proton beam. For that purpose we

make a onvolution between the ionisation inverse mean free path dΛionis/dW , obtained

by Eq. (4.13), and the energy distribution of the projetiles at a given depth in the target,
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Figure 6.16: Energy distribution of protons at the Bragg peak depth of initially (a) 100, (b)

150, and () 200 MeV beams impinging in liquid water (solid histograms) and pmma (dotted

histograms).
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namely:

dΛconv
ionis(T0, z,W )

dW
=

1

N0

∫ T0

0

Z∑

q=0

dN(q, T0, z, T )

dT

dΛionis(q, T,W )

dW
dT. (6.9)

where dΛconv
ionis(T0, z,W )/dW denotes the probability of ejeting eletrons with kineti energy

W at a depth z by a beam of initial energy T0 and N0 initial projetiles, and the energy

distribution of projetiles in di�erent harge states q at depth z has been onsidered.

In Fig. 6.17 we show the onvoluted di�erential (in energy) ross setion for a proton

beam with initial energy T0 = 150 MeV in (a) liquid water and (b) pmma, as a funtion

of the energy of the emitted eletrons W and at depths around the Bragg peak. The

number of ejeted eletrons qualitatively follows the shape of the depth-dose urve (the

ionisation yield reahes a maximum at the Bragg peak). At eah depth, the maximum

number of seondary eletrons is emitted having low energies, around 10 eV. The number

of ionisations is muh larger in pmma than in liquid water, espeially around the Bragg

peak, resulting in a larger quantity of generated eletrons with low energies. Note that

the Bragg peak for protons in liquid water is loated at 15.68 m, whereas in pmma it is

situated at 13.36 m.

We show by solid lines in Fig. 6.18 the onvoluted energy spetra of seondary eletrons

as a funtion of their kineti energy at depths around the Bragg peak in liquid water and

pmma due to proton impat. We have hosen three initial proton energies, T0 = 100, 150,

and 200 MeV, usually employed in hadron therapy. In this �gure we also show the eletron

energy spetra obtained when onvoluting with the the energy distribution of protons at

depths z−80 (orresponding to 80% of the maximum dose before the Bragg peak) and z+80 (at
80% of the maximum dose after the Bragg peak). For omparison purposes, we also depit

by dotted lines the energy spetrum of ejeted seondary eletrons when only onsidering

the mean energy of the beam 〈T 〉 and not the full energy spetra. In all the ases analysed

here, the onsideration of a broad projetile energy spetrum produes an inrease in the

energy distribution of the emitted seondary eletrons, as ompared to the results only

using the mean projetile energy, due to the fat that the ionisation ross setion rapidly

grows at low energies. This fat is most signi�ant at the Bragg peak depth and at the

distal part of the Bragg peak, where an inrease of around 20% for liquid water and 30%

for pmma, respetively, has been found.

Also, it must be emphasised that the energy distribution of the seondary eletrons and,

therefore, the number of ejeted eletrons, inreases at the distal part of the Bragg peak.

However, the maximum of the seondary eletron energy distributions is loated pratially

at the same kineti energy W in eah ombination of energy and target depited in Fig.

6.18. With regard to the initial monoenergeti projetiles of the inident beam, the energy

spetra of the emitted eletrons dereases as the inident proton energy inreases, being

around 30% lower for 150 MeV and around 50% lower for 200 MeV in omparison with the

energy spetra orresponding to 100 MeV proton beams. This behaviour results from the

projetile energy distribution, whih is peaked at larger energies as the inident projetile

energy inreases (as it has been depited in Fig. 6.16), and the seondary eletron energy

spetra augment as the projetile energy diminishes. In relation with the two materials

disussed here, in all the situations we have studied the energy distribution of the seondary

eletrons is almost between 1.7-1.9 larger for pmma than for liquid water.

The total ionisation ross setion, whih provides the average number of ionisations

that takes plae in the target, must be alulated making a onvolution with the projetile
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Figure 6.17: Energy spetra of seondary eletrons ejeted by a T0 = 150 MeV proton beam as

a funtion of the depth in (a) liquid water and (b) pmma, resulting from the onvolution of the

ionisation singly di�erential ross setions and the primary proton energy distributions, Eq. (6.9).
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Figure 6.18: Energy spetra of seondary eletrons around the Bragg peak produed by T0 =
100, 150, and 200 MeV proton beams. zmax orresponds to the Bragg peak depth, while z−80
and z+80 are the depths where the dose falls to 80% of the maximum, before and after the Bragg

peak, respetively. Solid histograms orrespond to the onvoluted singly di�erential ross setions,

having into aount the energy spetra of protons, Eq. (6.9), while dotted histograms only onsider

the mean energy of the proton beam 〈T 〉.
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energy distribution at eah depth in the target. Therefore, the onvoluted ionisation inverse

mean free path Λconv
ionis(T0, z), is given by:

Λconv
ionis(T0, z) =

1

N0

∫ T0

0

Z∑

q=0

dN(q, T0, z, T )

dT
Λionis(q, T )dT . (6.10)

In Fig. 6.19 we present by symbols Λconv
ionis(T0, z) at several initial proton energies

(T0 =100, 150 and 200 MeV) as a funtion of the target depth, around the Bragg peak, in

liquid water and pmma. In all ases the position of the Bragg peak and the depth where

the maximum tis takes plae are the same. Besides, it is worth noting that the tis has

pratially onstant value along the plateau region of the Bragg urve. This indiates that

the seondary eletrons are mostly produed in the Bragg peak and its surroundings. As

it ours with the depth-dose urve, the tis around the Bragg peak dereases with the

inrease in the inident proton energy. This is due to the fat that the projetiles' mean

energy at the Bragg peak is roughly 10% of the inident energy, so the energy distributions

are entered at larger energies as the initial proton energy inreases, dereasing the values

of the tis. We obtain that the tis at 100 MeV is 30% and 50% larger than values

orresponding for 150 MeV and 200 MeV, respetively, both for liquid water and pmma.

Also, independently of the proton energies the tis for pmma is ∼ 15% larger than for

liquid water. This fat is mostly due to the di�erent moleular densities , being the density

of pmma 15% larger than that of liquid water.

Finally we determine the mean kineti energy of the generated seondary eletrons by

the proton impat at di�erent depths around the Bragg peak and for di�erent initial proton

energies T0. This onvoluted average energy 〈W 〉conv (T0, z) is given by:

〈W 〉conv (T0, z) =
1

Λconv
ionis(T0, z)

∫ T0

0

W
dΛconv

ionis(T0, z,W )

dW
dW. (6.11)

This is a key magnitude in the analysis of damage in biomaterials by energeti ions,

sine most of the damage is due to the seondary eletrons generated by the inident proton.

Therefore, the energy of the emitted eletrons is basi to know the propagation of these

eletrons from the trak of the inident ions.

In Fig. 6.20 we present the values of 〈W 〉conv (T0, z) in liquid water and pmma due to

the impat of proton at several initial energies of T0 = 100, 150 and 200 MeV. We show

the onvoluted average energy of the emitted eletrons around the Bragg peak. We �nd

that 〈W 〉conv (T0, z) is nearly onstant in the plateau of the Bragg urve independent of

the inident proton energy; however, it suddenly drops near the Bragg peak generating low

energy eletrons whih are more suitable for induing biodamage near the ion trak. It is

interesting to remark that the pro�les of the mean energy of the emitted eletrons with

the depth are roughly independent of the initial proton energy and their values are around

10% bigger in liquid water than in pmma, being ∼55 eV for liquid water and ∼50 eV for

pmma.
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Figure 6.19: Total ionisation ross setions (Λconv
ionis(T0, z), symbols) for proton beams of T0 =

100, 150, and 200 MeV in liquid water and in pmma, having into aount the proton energy

distributions, by the onvolution expressed in Eq. (6.10). Left axes show the Λconv
ionis(T0, z), while

right axes indiate the dose in the Bragg urves depited by dotted lines.
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Figure 6.20: Average energy of seondary eletrons (〈W 〉conv (T0, z), symbols) for proton beams

of T0 = 100, 150, and 200 MeV impinging in liquid water and in pmma, having into aount

the proton energy distributions, by the onvolution expressed in Eq. (6.11). Left axes show the

〈W 〉conv (T0, z), while right axes indiate the dose in the Bragg urves depited by dotted lines.
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6.5 Summary and onlusions

This hapter has been devoted to the use of the seis ode to study several problems of

interest in ion beam aner therapy, espeially related to the propagation, energy deposition

and eletron prodution of proton beams in materials of radiotherapueti interest. The

seis ode was explained in detail, extended to aount for the e�ets a�eting relativisti

projetiles, and benhmarked against experiments at moderate energies in hapter 5.

The energy deposition of proton beams in the representative materials liquid water

(the main onstituent of tissue) and pmma (a ommon water equivalent plasti) has been

studied, both longitudinally (depth-dose urves) and laterally (energy deposition in the

transverse diretions). First, the implementation of the relativisti orretions and the

nulear fragmentation reations have been heked, through the omparison of simulated

depth-dose urves with available experimental data. The positions of the Bragg peaks are

now orretly reprodued by the introdution of the relativisti orretions to the Moleular

Dynamis routine, and the experimental Bragg urves are almost perfetly reprodued,

both for liquid water and pmma, due to the inlusion of nulear fragmentation reations.

Only small di�erenes have been observed at shallow depths. These di�erenes appear

due to the approximate way in whih the energy transfer to seondary partiles in the

nulear reations has been treated: high energy protons also produe high energy seondary

protons, whih an travel long distanes, so their energy annot be deposited loally, as it

is done in seis. Even though, this only a�ets the entrane of the depth-dose urve, and

the dose around the Bragg peak is perfetly reprodued.

After heking this, the e�et that the di�erent interation proesses inluded in seis

(stopping power, energy-loss straggling, elasti sattering, eletron apture and loss) have

in the depth-dose urves and lateral dose pro�les has been studied, by swithing on and o�

eah phenomenon in the simulations. It has been shown how the stopping power mainly

a�ets the position of the Bragg peak (through the proton range). The ranges of protons

in liquid water and pmma obtained with seis have been ompared with referene values

given by pstar ode [Berger et al. 2005℄, �nding absolute di�erenes going up to 1�2 mm

at T0 ∼200 MeV (whih might have an impat in treatment planning), and relative di�er-

enes around 5% at T0 ∼1 MeV (whih ould be notied in mirodosimetri alulations).

Regarding the energy-loss straggling, it mainly a�ets the shape of the Bragg urve, impor-

tantly smearing it out. The eletron apture and loss proesses have an almost negligible

e�et: the average harge of the protons only starts to derease at very low energies (be-

low 250 keV), then only a�eting the last mirometres of the trajetory. Regarding the

multiple elasti sattering, its e�et in the depth-dose urve is very small. Even though,

multiple sattering is the main responsible of the lateral aperture of the beam. The root

mean square radius of the beam follows a paraboli behaviour with the depth (whih has

been parameterised), always reahing 3% of the Bragg peak depth at the dose maximum.

The simulation of depth-dose urve is pratial, not only for determining the e�et of

the fundamental interations in the energy delivery, but also for obtaining useful informa-

tion for treatment planning and dosimetry. An example of suh information are the water

equivalent properties of materials ommonly found in radiation delivery systems and in

dosimetry setups, inluding water equivalent plastis, but also graphite (used in alorime-

try dosimeters) and some metals. One of the most important water equivalent properties is

the water equivalent thikness (wet) or the water equivalent ratio (wer), whih determine

the amount of material needed to stop ion beams in the same way as a given amount of
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liquid water. Suh quantities are useful for saling depth-dose urves obtained in di�erent

materials and, from this, obtaining dose in water from the dose in the material. wer

values for several materials have been obtained for di�erent proton energies, �nding val-

ues in agreement with experimental data and other alulations. Other water equivalent

properties have been also studied, related to the shape of the Bragg urves in di�erent

materials. From these results, it has been heked that pmma and ps are the materials

most radiologially similar to liquid water.

Finally, the energy evolution of proton beams in liquid water and pmma along the beam

trajetory has been studied with seis. This is an important issue, sine the projetiles in

the beam are not monoenergeti, but they have an energy distribution, whih an a�et

the way in whih they generate eletrons. This then might a�et the mirosopi trak-

struture. First, it has been demonstrated how the initially monoenergeti proton beams

spread in energies as they penetrate into the target. The energy distributions beome

very wide around the Bragg peak, mainly due to the energy-loss straggling, the multiple

elasti sattering having a minor ontribution. From simulations, we have onluded that

the mean energy of the beam in the Bragg peak position is ∼10% of the initial energy,

while the full width half maximum of the energy distribution is also roughly 10% of the

initial beam energy. These energy distributions of protons have been then used to asses

the impat they have in the eletron prodution at di�erent depths in the target. This

has been done by onvoluting the proton energy distributions with the singly di�erential

ionisation ross setions alulated as explained in hapter 4. Around the Bragg peak, the

amplitude of the energy distribution of protons mainly produes an inrease in the number

of seondary eletrons ejeted, although they energy spetra remains the same. Values for

the number of ionisations and the average energy of seondary eletrons along the path,

having into aount the primary projetile energy distributions, have been reported. These

alulations set the initial onditions for the trak-struture simulation of the seondary

eletrons, that might be a�eted by the onsideration of the energy spetra of the primary

projetiles.

In the next hapter, some of the results obtained here through simulations will be repro-

dued by means of analytial tehniques (muh faster and better suited for radiobiolgial

modeling). Other aspets more related to irradiation of relevant biotargets (human ells)

will also be disussed.



Chapter 7

Analytial tehniques and

energy deposition by ion beams

in mirosopi biotargets

7.1 Introdution

In the previous hapters we studied the eletroni energy-loss of swift ion beams in on-

densed biomaterials (hapters 2 and 3), the method to obtain ross setions for eletron

prodution in biomaterials by these ion beams (hapter 4), and the use of Monte Carlo

and Moleular Dynamis simulation for desribing the radiation transport in marosopi

sales (hapters 5 and 6).

As mentioned in hapter 1, the biologial e�ets of radiation are, in fat, related to the

energy deposition in miro- and nanosopi sales, i.e., in targets with the dimensions of the

ells, the ell ompartments (espeially the ell nuleus) and the biomoleules (espeially

dna). Furthermore, the radiobiologial models, aiming to predit the relation between

the biologial outomes of radiation and their energy deposition in subellular sales, are

preferred to be based on analytial or semianalytial tehniques, rather than in Monte Carlo

simulations. This is so beause, although Monte Carlo simulations an desribe in detail all

the physial, and even hemial, interations (if properly aounted for), they are also very

time-onsuming. Thus, analytial tehniques are preferred for a faster predition of the

radiation onsequenes in a wide variety of di�erent ell types and irradiation onditions.

We will deal with these aspets in the present hapter, whose objetive is the imple-

mentation of analytial models for ion beam interation with biomaterials, both in the

marosopi sale (to reprodue results similar as those shown in hapter 6, by the use of

the so-alled penil beam algorithm) and in the mirosopi sale (by developing a model

of ion beam interation with ells), to provide quantities of radiobiologial interest.

First of all, as an illustration of the use of analytial tehniques, we introdue one of the

simplest and most widely used methodologies for alulating the energy deposition pro�les

in biomaterials: the penil-beam algorithm, mainly based on the ontinuous slowing down

approximation (sda), a method whih disregards the eletroni energy-loss straggling

and multiple elasti sattering, ombined with the range-straggling and multiple elasti

sattering methodologies, to phenomenologially aount for these interations. Suh teh-

niques have been widely applied to the alulation of depth-dose urves and lateral dose

pro�les [Bortfeld 1997, Carlsson, Andreo, and Brahme 1997, Hollmark et al. 2004, 2008,

177
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Kempe and Brahme 2010℄, i.e., for the desription of the radiation transport at maro-

sopi sales, in a similar way as the simulation results presented in hapter 6.

Sine we want to apply suh analytial tehniques to the irradiation of mirosopi

targets, we must establish the distintion between the energy lost by the projetiles (pro-

vided by the eletroni stopping power, together with the stohasti �utuations of the

energy-loss straggling) and the energy atually deposited in a small target. This di�erene

arises from the fat that most of the energy lost by the projetiles is due to ionisations (see

hapter 4) and, therefore, a lot of seondary eletrons are ejeted. The major part of these

seondary eletrons have energies of a few tens of eV, having ranges of several nanometres.

Although less numerous, some fast eletrons (known as δ-eletrons) are produed as well,

and sine they have high energies, despite of their sare number, they an transport a

substantial amount of energy quite far from the ejetion point (i.e., some fration of a

mirometre or a few mirometres).

Two relevant quantities are linked to the energy deposition proess: the restrited

stopping power, or linear energy transfer (let), and the radial dose. The former is

a quantity essentially similar to the stopping power, but haraterising in an approxi-

mate way the amount of energy transported beyond some harateristi distane from

the ion trak. Related to this idea is the radial dose: it is a measure of how muh

energy is deposited by the seondary eletrons at a given radius around the ion trak.

Some radiobiologial models, suh as the loal e�et model (lem) [Sholz and Elsässer

2007℄, relate the radial dose deposited in the ell nuleus with the inativation probabil-

ities of irradiated ells. Therefore, we will �rst introdue the let, and we will review

di�erent approahes to alulate the radial dose, suh as the trak-struture simulations

[Em�etzoglou et al. 2004, Champion, Zanotti-Fregonara, and Hindié 2008, Franis et al.

2011, Wiklund, Fernández-Varea, and Lind 2011, Bug et al. 2012, Franis et al. 2012,

Lazarakis et al. 2012, Inerti et al. 2013℄, the random walk approximation [Solov'yov et al.

2009, Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b, 2014℄

or an improved version of the let [Xapsos 1992℄.

After suh disussions on the di�erene between energy loss and energy transfer, we will

review how these quantities are linked to radiobiologial models and biologial outomes of

radiation. Currently, two main approahes are used for prediting the onsequenes of radi-

ation in biologial targets: the already mentioned lem [Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄ and the

mirodosimetri approah [Sholz and Elsässer 2007, Ballarini 2010℄. The former relates

the radial doses produed in mirometri domains inside the ell nuleus to ell damage,

by using some dose-e�et relation empirially known from photon data. The latter alu-

lates mirodosimetri distributions (i.e., distributions of deposited energy in mirometri

volumes, suh as the ell nuleus), and uses some empirial relations to link them to radi-

ation damage. Also, new approahes have been reently proposed, suh as nanodosimetry

[Nettelbek and Rabus 2011, Rabus and Nettelbek 2011, Muñoz et al. 2012, Blano et al.

2013℄, whih aims to improve mirodosimetri results by obtaining the energy deposition

and bond breaking distributions in nanometri sales, whih are those of the biologial

moleules suh as dna. Finally, the so-alled multisale approah to ion beam aner

therapy has also been proposed lately [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄, onsisting on an

inlusive treatment, inluding all the relevant physial proesses, and aimed to predit

biologial e�ets.

Even though, these nuleus-entri radiobiologial models onstitute the onventional

point of view of the radiation damage, where the biologial e�ets are linked exlusively
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to energy deposition in the ell nuleus. Nevertheless, the development of new experi-

mental tehniques is revealing that this framework is inomplete: nowadays there are avail-

able mirobeams, apable of irradiating subellular ompartments independently [Wu et al.

1999, Prise et al. 2005, Inerti et al. 2009b℄. Suh tehnique has revealed the so-alled non-

targeted e�ets: ells irradiated exlusively in the ytoplasm, or even non-irradiated ells

in the neighborhood of irradiated ones, an be damaged or killed. Therefore, it is lear

that there exist damage mehanisms that do not involve diret energy deposition in the

ell nuleus. Also, another topi of urrent interest is the ell sensitisation by the use

of nanopartiles [argent 2015℄. Suh nanopartiles have been observed to be uptaken

mainly in the ytoplasm [Coulter et al. 2012, Lehtman et al. 2013, Jeynes et al. 2014,

Porel et al. 2014℄, so the energy deposited in this ompartment beomes also important.

The study of these non-targeted and sensitisation e�ets has motivated the development

of theoretial models for the irradiation of individual ells or groups of ells [Alard et al.

2002, Inerti et al. 2003, 2004, Tung et al. 2004, Inerti et al. 2009b, Barberet et al. 2012,

Carrillo-Cázares and Torres-Garía 2012, Douglass, Bezak, and Penfold 2012, Enger et al.

2012, Kuni et al. 2012, Byrne et al. 2013, Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄.

In this ontext, an analytial model has been developed by us to desribe the ion

propagation, energy deposition and eletron prodution in subellular ompartments

[de Vera et al. 2014℄. This model is based on the sda, and takes advantage of the proper

desription of the eletroni exitation and ionisation models developed in this thesis for

realisti biologial materials (hapters 2 and 4). The small dimensions of the target are

aounted for by the implementation of a spatially restrited let equation to aount for

the energy transport between ell ompartments by δ-eletrons. The features of this model

will be desribed in this hapter, and then it will be used to evaluate the energy deposition

and the number of ionisations produed in a typial human ell by protons with typial

energies around the Bragg peak region, with the ell nuleus and ytoplasm being har-

aterised by their realisti eletroni exitation spetrum, instead of using those of liquid

water, as it is usually done.

7.2 Analytial approah for dose distribution alula-

tions

First of all, we will introdue in this setion the fundamentals of the penil-beam al-

gorithm [Bortfeld 1997, Carlsson, Andreo, and Brahme 1997, Hollmark et al. 2004, 2008,

Kempe and Brahme 2010℄. Apart of being a widely used tehnique for fast alulation of

depth-dose urves and lateral dose pro�les, as the ones studied in hapter 6, it is based on

the ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda), tehnique that we will use later on in

the model for irradiation of ells, so it is useful to desribe it here.

The sda assumes that ions propagate in matter in straight lines (i.e., they are not

a�eted by multiple elasti sattering), and being slowed down only aording to the stop-

ping power (without having into aount the energy-loss straggling). This is the starting

point in the penil beam algorithm. Energy-loss straggling and multiple elasti sattering

are phenomenlogially aounted for a posteriori, by using the range straggling (also known

as depth-saling) and the multiple sattering theories.

In the following, the main assumptions of the penil beam algorithm are presented, while

the sda is explained in more detail in subsetion 7.2.1, the range-straggling for aounting
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for the energy-loss straggling is introdued in subsetion 7.2.2, and the multiple sattering

theories are explained in subsetion 7.2.4. In the present implementation, we have also

aounted for the nulear fragmentation reations, as explained in subsetion 7.2.3.

In the penil beam algorithm, the energy �uene (energy transported per unit of trans-

verse area A) of an ion beam along the longitudinal diretion z is de�ned as [Bortfeld

1997℄:

Ξ(z) = ψ(z) 〈T (z)〉 , (7.1)

where

ψ(z) =
N(z)

N0A
(7.2)

is the partile �uene (number of partiles N(z) rossing a unit of transverse area A,

relative to the initial number of partiles of the beam N0) and 〈T (z)〉 is the mean energy

of the partiles in the beam, both quantities evaluated at depth z. From now on, we will

write 〈T (z)〉 = T (z) to simplify the notation.

From this de�nition, the deposited dose (in units of energy per unit mass) an be found

by deriving Ξ(z) with respet to z:

D(z) = − 1

ρ

dΞ

dz
= − 1

ρ

[
ψ(z)

dT (z)

dz
+ f(z)

dψ(z)

dz
T (z)

]
, (7.3)

where ρ is the target mass density. In this equation, the �rst term in brakets represents

the energy deposition by the slowing down of the projetiles, i.e., basially the eletroni

energy-loss, sine elasti sattering pratially does not a�et the depth-dose distributions,

as it was shown in hapter 6. The seond term orresponds to the energy delivered through

nulear fragmentation reations, where f(z), the fration of energy loally deposited in this
proess, has been introdued to aount for the fat that not all the energy produed in a

nulear reation is deposited at the depth where it ours. This fration will be related to

the fration of harged partiles produed in the reation, as explained in hapter 5. This

will be studied in subsetion 7.2.3.

As done in the previous hapter, we will work with the energy deposited per partile

(in units of energy per unit path length and per partile), sine we are not interested in

the transverse area of the target A:

Edep(z) =
D(z)ρA
N0

= − 1

N0

[
N(z)

dT (z)

dz
+ f(z)

dN(z)

dz
T (z)

]
, (7.4)

where Eq. (7.2) has been used. It should be noted that the deposited dose and the

deposited energy have the same funtional form, both being related by the onstant ρA/N0.

Therefore, we will use them equally through this hapter, exept when otherwise stated.

The main ingredient for alulating Edep(z) with Eq. (7.4) is dT (z)/dz, whih we will

alulate making use of the sda in the next subsetion.

7.2.1 The ontinuous slowing down approximation

The ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda), whih is mainly based on negleting

the energy-loss straggling and elasti sattering, is a widely used approah to monitor the

beam energy and the energy deposition along the target depth z. If we also neglet nulear
reations, then dN(z)/dz = 0 (and N(z) = N0), and Eq. (7.4) beomes:

Edep,CSDA(z) = − N(z)

N0

dT (z)

dz
= − dT (z)

dz
= S(z), (7.5)
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where S(z) is the eletroni stopping power evaluated at the depth z. This means that the

energy deposition per unit path length along the target, within the sda, is simply the

eletroni stopping power along the z oordinate.

S(z) an be obtained if the mean energy of the beam is known along the z diretion.

This is ahieved in the sda through the de�nition of the stopping power (i.e., the energy

loss per unit path length at a given projetile energy T ):

S(T ) = − dT (T )

dz
. (7.6)

Then, the depth at whih a projetile with initial energy T0 has mean energy T is given

by:

z(T ) = −
∫ T

T0

dT ′

S(T ′)
=

∫ T0

T

dT ′

S(T ′)
. (7.7)

The inverse funtion of z(T ) provides T (z), from whih it is possible to evaluate the energy

deposited, Eq. (7.5).

Equation (7.7) also allows to ompute the depth at whih the partiles are stopped, i.e.,

the sda range:

R(T0) =

∫ T0

0

dT ′

S(T ′)
. (7.8)

Figure 7.1 shows by a grey dotted line the alulation of the depth-dose urve of a T0 =
150 MeV proton beam in liquid water within the sda, without nulear fragmentation

reations, as explained in this setion. The stopping power was obtained with the dieletri

formalism and the melf-gos method, as explained in hapter 2. The sudden fall of the

depth-dose urve at the distal part marks the position of the sda range, Eq. (7.8). The

other urves appearing in Fig. 7.1 will be ommented in the next subsetions.

7.2.2 Range straggling

Sine the sda does not take into aount the energy-loss straggling, it produes non-

realisti depth-dose urves, with an extremely sharp Bragg peak, as seen in Fig. 7.1, as

it also happened with the seis ode simulations when the energy-loss straggling was not

inluded, as seen in the previous hapter. This behaviour an be orreted in penil-beam

algorithms through the introdution of the range straggling, whih will be explained in the

following.

The straggling in ranges, σ2
z , is a diret onsequene of the energy-loss straggling Ω2

.

Naturally, if di�erent partiles in the beam are slowed down in a di�erent manner due to

the stohasti �utuations of the eletroni stopping fore, they will be stopped at di�erent

distanes. Aording to iru [1993℄:

σ2
z(z(T )) =

∫ T0

T

Ω2(T ′)

[
1

ρ

dT (z(T ′))

dz

]−3

dT ′. (7.9)

If one assumes that the range distribution follows a Gaussian funtion, then the depth-

dose urve inluding the range straggling an be obtained by the onvolution of the sda

depth-dose urve, Eq. (7.5), with the range distribution [Bortfeld 1997℄:

Edep(z) =

∫ R

0

Edep,CSDA(z
′)
e−(z−z′)2/2σ2

z (z
′)

√
2πσz(z′)

dz′. (7.10)
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Figure 7.1: Depth-dose urve for T0 = 150 MeV protons in liquid water alulated with the penil

beam algorithm (lines) and with the simulation ode seis (blue histogram). The grey dotted line

represents the simple sda alulation, while the blak dashed line inludes the range-straggling,

and the red short-dashed line also inludes the nulear fragmentation reations.

It would be quite expensive to ompute σz(z) for all the possible z from Eq. (7.9).

Instead of this, some empirial expressions are used for this range straggling, of the form

[Carlsson, Andreo, and Brahme 1997℄:

σz(z) = a · zb, (7.11)

where the material-dependent parameters a and b an be obtained by �nding the best

agreement between Eq. (7.10) and experimental or simulated depth-dose distributions (as

the ones obtained with seis in hapter 6). Also, it is ommon to replae σz(z
′) by σz(R) in

Eq. (7.10) [Carlsson, Andreo, and Brahme 1997℄, sine the range straggling is only notied

around the Bragg peak, where the distribution is sharper. Sine the depth-dose distribution

is almost �at at the plateau, the range straggling orretion is not notied, and then this

substitution is irrelevant.

Chu, Ludewigt, and Renner [1993℄ suggested the following parameterisation for liquid

water, whih will be used here:

σz(z) = 0.012z0.951A−0.5, (7.12)

where A is the mass number of the projetile, and σz and z are given in m.

In this way, the range straggling, also known as depth-saling, an provide analytial

or semianalytial depth-dose urves by means of Eq. (7.10), whih an take advantage of
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experiments or simulation results by the �tting of the range-straggling formula parameters

to the results of di�erent ions, energies and materials.

The blak dashed line in Fig. 7.1 shows the depth-dose urve for 150 MeV protons

in liquid water within the sda together with the range-straggling, whih almost resem-

bles the seis simulation results shown by blue histograms. Further inlusion of nulear

reations in the next subsetion will improve the results.

7.2.3 Nulear fragmentation reations

The depth-dose urve inluding nulear fragmentation reations is simply obtained from

Eq. (7.4) using the expression N(z) = N0e
−z/λfrag

for the loss of partiles due to nulear

reations:

1

Edep,CSDA(z) = −
[
N(z)

N0

dT (z)

dz
+
f(z)

N0

dN(z)

dz
T (z)

]

= e−z/λfragS(z) +
f(z)

λfrag
e−z/λfragT (z), (7.13)

where the T (z) and S(z) distributions are obtained from the sda, Eq. (7.7). Both

λfrag(T ) and f(T ) are obtained from iru [2000℄, where f(T ) orresponds to the fration

of harged seondary partiles produed in the nulear reations, as it was explained in

subsetion 5.3.2. The depth-dose urve inluding the range-straggling is then obtained by

onvoluting Eq. (7.13) into Eq. (7.10).

The result of the penil beam algorithm for a 150 MeV proton beam in liquid water,

onsidering the sda, range straggling, and nulear fragmentation reations, is shown by a

red short dashed line in Fig. 7.1. As it an be seen, the results are now pratially idential

to the simulation results obtained with seis (blue histograms). Further alulations for

di�erent materials would require the knowledge of the range straggling parameters for these

materials, whih an be obtained by means of the best �tting to simulation results obtained

by using the seis ode.

7.2.4 Multiple elasti sattering

The penil beam algorithm as explained so far only provides depth-dose urves. Even

though, it is also possible to obtain lateral dose distributions by making use of multiple

sattering theories. In the multiple sattering theories, all the small de�etions su�ered

by the trajetory of the projetiles due to eah elasti ollisions are grouped, in a way

that the average ontribution of many ollisions is estimated analytially as a funtion

of the penetration depth. While this e�et pratially does not a�et the longitudinal

distributions in the oordinate z, as already demonstrated in hapter 6, it builds up a

lateral aperture of the beam in the x and y diretions, whih an be quanti�ed by the root

mean square radius (rmsr) of the beam 〈r2(z)〉1/2. The multiple sattering theories provide
funtional forms for the rmsr aording to the elasti sattering ross setions.

The lateral energy deposition pro�le an be obtained through [Hollmark et al. 2008℄:

Edep(r, z) = Edep(z) · R(r, z), (7.14)

1

It has to be noted that this expression is a simpli�ation, sine it assumes a onstant fragmentation

mean free path. Even though, this approximation is enough for the present purposes, sine the fragmenta-

tion mean free path is very large in all the energy range, as it was shown in hapter 5.
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where R(r, z) is a funtion desribing the radial spread of the penil beam, whih an be

approximated by a Gaussian distribution:

R(r, z) =
ψ(r, z)

ψ(z)
=

C√
2π 〈r2(z)〉

e−r2/2〈r2(z)〉. (7.15)

Here, the only parameter (apart from the normalising onstant C) is the rmsr, whih an

be obtained from multiple sattering theories as [Hollmark et al. 2008℄:

〈
r2(z)

〉
=

∫ z

0

(z − z′)2T (z′)dz′, (7.16)

where T (z) is the linear sattering power, a quantity depending on the elasti ross setions.
Aording to Pedroni et al. [2005℄, suh integral an be expressed as:

∫ z

0

(z − z′)2T (z′)dz′ = a(z)− 2b(z)z + c(z)z2. (7.17)

This justi�es the quadrati �t of the simulated rmsr obtained with seis in setion

6.2, Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). Therefore, it is possible to exploit the apabilities of seis to

obtain the parameters for the multiple sattering desription needed for the penil-beam

algorithm.

For omparing with the results of the lateral dose distribution already alulated by

seis, shown in Fig. 6.7, let us express the alulation of the lateral dose in the penil

beam algorithm as a funtion of the lateral oordinate x:

R(x, z) =
C√

2π 〈x2(z)〉
e−x2/2〈x2(z)〉. (7.18)

Sine 〈r2〉 = 〈x2〉 + 〈y2〉 and 〈x2〉 = 〈y2〉, due to the ylindrial symmetry, 〈r2〉 = 2 〈x2〉.
Thus:

R(x, z) =
C√

π 〈r2(z)〉
e−x2/〈r2(z)〉. (7.19)

The normalising onstant C is simply obtained by imposing

∫∞

−∞
Edep(x, z)dx = Edep(z).

Figure 7.2(a) shows the lateral dose of a 186.3 MeV proton beam in liquid water, al-

ulated with the penil beam algorithm, using the parameterised rmsr obtained by the

seis ode in setion 6.2. Fig. 7.2(b) shows, for omparison, the lateral dose distribution

obtained with seis in that setion. As it an be seen, both are idential, exept for the

fat that the analytial one is very smooth, while the simulated one presents some noise,

due to the Monte Carlo algorithm.

These results exemplify how detailed simulations an be used to set up and benhmark

analytial tehniques, being the latter a muh more faster alternative. This penil beam

algorithm an be easily set up for other materials di�erent from liquid water, by the

parameterisation of the rmsr for other materials, as it was done for liquid water in hapter

6, and by obtaining their range straggling parameters by their best �t to simulation results.
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Figure 7.2: Lateral dose of 186.3 MeV protons in liquid water, alulated with (a) the penil

beam algorithm (subsetion 7.2.4) and (b) the seis ode (hapter 6).
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Figure 7.3: Sketh to explain the quantity of let. A ylinder of radius r is shown around an ion

trak of unit path length. Two shemati trajetories of seondary eletrons (blue dashed lines)

are shown: one with range Re less or equal than the ylinder radius r, and another one with range

larger than the ylinder radius. The green and red transparent ellipses represent the amount of

energy deposited by the seondary eletrons inside the ylinder, orresponding to their binding

energy plus the energy lost by eletroni interations along their trajetory.

7.3 Energy deposition in mirosopi targets

As ommented in the introdution of this hapter, the quantity studied analytially in

the previous setion, and by simulation in the previous hapter, refers to the energy lost

by the ion, and not stritly to the energy deposited in the target. When the target is

large enough, as it was the ase for the marosopi depth-dose urves, both magnitudes

are pratially idential (and they were treated as suh in the previous setion), sine

the range of seondary eletrons is very small in omparison with the dimensions of the

target. Nevertheless, this is not the ase for mirosopi targets, suh as ell ompartments.

Therefore, sine we will introdue later on in this hapter a model for ion beam interation

with ell ompartments, setion 7.5, it is onvenient to �rst study this di�erene between

energy loss and energy deposition.

The energy atually deposited in a mirosopi target an be evaluated in di�erent ways,

going from the simplest linear energy transfer (let) approximation (subsetion 7.3.1) to

other more re�ned tehniques suh as trak struture Monte Carlo simulations and the

analytial random walk approximation (both brie�y reviewed in subsetion 7.3.2).

Even though, it is also possible to introdue some orretions to the let approximation,

whih will be disussed in subsetion 7.3.3. This is the approah that will be used in this

hapter.

7.3.1 Restrited stopping power and linear energy transfer

The linear energy transfer (let), or restrited stopping power, is de�ned as [iru 1970℄:

let∆ = S∆ =

∫ ∆

0

(~ω)
dΛ

dω
dω, (7.20)
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Figure 7.4: sda range-energy relation for eletrons in liquid water. Symbols orrespond to

referene data [Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010a℄. Solid and dashed lines are results of

the sda using the the stopping power obtained from the dieletri formalism, with eletron

thermalization energies of 40 eV and 7 eV, respetively. The dotted line orresponds to results by

Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov [2010a℄ using the random walk approximation at low energies

(see setion 7.3.2). The dash-dotted line depits results by the geant4-dna ode [Franis et al.

2011℄ (see setion 7.3.2).

where dΛ/dω is the marosopi singly di�erential inelasti ross setion and∆ is an energy

transfer uto�. To understand the meaning of this energy uto�, let us �rst desribe Fig.

7.3. The �gure shows an imaginary ylinder of radius r around an ion trak of unit path

length. The radius r de�nes the dimensions of a �mirosopi site�. Depending on the

energy of the δ-eletrons ejeted W , some of them will have ranges Re(W ) longer than r,
while others will have ranges shorter than that. Assuming as an approximation that all

δ-eletrons are ejeted perpendiular to the trak, and that they travel in straight lines,

those having ranges Re(W ) > r will esape from the ylinder.

The range of eletrons in matter is a funtion of their initial kineti energyW , as shown

in Fig. 7.4 for liquid water. The �gure depits the sda range of eletrons in liquid water as

a funtion of their kineti energy (the sda range an be obtained for eletrons in the same

way as it was done for ions, using Eq. (7.8)), alulated using the eletroni stopping power

obtained with the dieletri formalism, as explained in hapters 2 and 3, and negleting the

nulear stopping. Symbols represent referene data [Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov
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2010a℄, while lines are alulations, using a thermalisation energy for eletrons of 40 eV

(solid line) or 7 eV (dashed line).

2

Sine the energy transfer in an inelasti ollision E and the energy of a seondary

eletron W are related by E = W +B, where B is the mean binding energy of the outer-

shell eletrons, or the binding energy of a given inner-shell, the range of the eletrons an

be expressed as a funtion of the transferred energy E. The uto� ∆ = Er = B +Wr

represents the maximum energy transfer Er to produe δ-eletrons with energy Wr having

a sda range Re(Wr) smaller or equal to the ylinder radius r, Re(Wr) ≤ r. The let∆

given by Eq. (7.20) means that all the energy transferred to seondary eletrons with sda

range less or equal than r is totally deposited inside the imaginary ylinder around the ion

trak. In ontrast, all the eletrons with range larger than r are assumed to deposit all

their energy outside this mirosopi site. Thus, the let/restrited stopping power onept

approximates the energy deposition inside a small target traversed by an ion, di�erentiating

it from the energy lost by the projetile, whih is the unrestrited stopping power, or S∆→∞.

Note that for marosopi targets, the range of the seondary eletrons is very short in

omparison with the target dimensions, and then all the energy lost by the projetile is

deposited inside, being the energy loss and the energy deposition idential.

The fration of energy deposited inside a mirosopi site an be alulated from the

let, and an be expressed in an analytial ompat way by making use of the Bethe

equation as [Xapsos 1992℄:

f =
S∆

S∞

≃ ln (Wmax∆/I
2)

2 ln (Wmax/I)
, (7.21)

where Wmax ≃ 4mT/M is the maximum kineti energy transfer to a seondary eletron

in an inelasti ollision (regarding the target eletron as free and at rest, see appendix B).

The dimensions of the mirosopi site of interest, whih are de�ned here by the ylinder

radius r, set the uto� energy ∆ for Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21), whih is the energy transfer

∆ = B +Wr that produes an eletron whose range is Re(Wr) = r.

Although useful, the let onept only represents an approximate measure of the energy

deposition in a mirosopi target. This is so beause Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21) assume that

all the eletrons with range larger than the site dimensions do not deposit energy inside

the site, and this is not true. Also, eletrons are assumed to propagate in straight lines

and to be ejeted perpendiular to the trak. As it is shematially represented in Fig. 7.3,

the esaping eletrons also lose energy before leaving the ylinder of radius r, so a fration
of their energy is deposited inside it, represented by a red ellipse in the �gure. This fat is

not aounted for in Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21). Nonetheless, this behaviour an be orreted,

as it will be studied in subsetion 7.3.3.

7.3.2 More re�ned methods for alulating the energy deposition

As seen in the previous subsetion, the let only onstitutes an approximation of the energy

deposited loally within a mirosopi site, sine it uses several rough assumption, suh as

onsidering δ-eletrons are ejeted in perpendiular diretion to the trak, that they travel

in straight lines, and that they do not deposit energy inside the site when they esape.

2

The thermalisation energy Wth an be set here as a parameter, in order to aount, in an approximate

way, for the nulear stopping, negleted in the alulations. Nevertheless, this hoie will only a�et the

very low energy part of the range-energy relation, whih will not be of interest for the present work.
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There are several methods for evaluating the energy deposition within mirosopi sites

in muh more aurate ways, inluding both simulation and analytial tehniques. Monte

Carlo trak-struture simulations and the analytial random walk approximation will be

brie�y ommented here, while in the next subsetion we will desribe an improved version

of the let, whih will be used in this hapter.

Trak-struture Monte Carlo simulations are a very powerful tool for soring the en-

ergy deposited by inident ions and the produed seondary eletrons in mirosopi targets,

sine this kind of odes an follow the detailed trajetories of the ions and eletrons, a-

ounting for all their interations, inluding the prodution of the di�erent generations

of eletrons (more details on Monte Carlo simulation have been given in hapter 5 and

appendix B).

As disussed in hapter 5, general purpose trak-struture odes are avail-

able for these alulations, suh as geant4 [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄, penelope

[Salvat, Fernández-Varea, and Sempau 2011℄,... It is also important the urrent develop-

ment of odes espeially designed to follow the omplete slowing down of eletrons, inlud-

ing non-standard ross setions for the interation of very-low energy eletrons, suh as

geant4-dna [Inerti et al. 2009a℄ or lepts [Muñoz et al. 2012, Blano et al. 2013℄.

Examples of the appliation of trak-struture Monte Carlo odes for energy

deposition in mirosopi sales are given by Waligórski, Hamm, and Katz [1986℄,

Em�etzoglou et al. [2004℄, Champion, Zanotti-Fregonara, and Hindié [2008℄, Franis et al.

[2011℄, Wiklund, Fernández-Varea, and Lind [2011℄, Bug et al. [2012℄, Franis et al. [2012℄,

Lazarakis et al. [2012℄, or Inerti et al. [2013℄.

An interesting analytial alternative for alulating energy deposition in miro-

sopi volumes is the random walk approximation, reently developed as a part of

the multisale physis approah for ion beam aner therapy [Obolensky et al. 2008,

Solov'yov et al. 2009, Surdutovih et al. 2009, Surdutovih, Sifoni, and Solov'yov 2010,

Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010b, Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011,

Bug et al. 2012, Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012, 2014℄.

The main idea of the random walk approximation for the eletron propagation is the

onsideration that eletrons are ejeted isotropially, and that at the energies harateristi

around the Bragg peak (W ≤ 50 eV), they an be assumed to propagate by di�usion. More-

over, they are assumed to lose all their energy in a single inelasti ollision (thus, traveling

with onstant energy until the ollision), and then being exponentially lost aording to

their inelasti ross setion. Given these assumptions, the probability of an eletron to be

at a given distane from the generation point at a given time an be alulated analytially.

From this probability, relevant magnitudes an be alulated, suh as the �ux of ele-

trons reahing a di�erential area of the dna surfae loated at a given distane from the

ejetion point [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b℄. From this, and assuming some ionisation

ross setion or some probability of produing single (ssb) or double strand breaks (dsb), it

is possible to evaluate the lustered damage or the number of lesions produed in dna seg-

ments [Solov'yov et al. 2009, Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Bug et al. 2012℄.

It is also possible to alulate the �uene of eletrons reahing a ylindrial belt of radius

r, thikness dr, and length dz, F(r) [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b, 2014℄. One the

�uene is known, the number of ionisations in this ylindrial belt is Nionis = F(r)Nσionisdr.
If it is assumed that the eletrons are stopped in one ionising ollision, the energy deposited
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in this belt is dE = 〈W 〉F(r)Nσionisdr dz and, hene, the radial dose an be alulated as:

D(r) =
dE

2πrdrdz
=

〈W 〉F(r)Nσionis
2πr

. (7.22)

The random walk approximation is very useful, beause it provides a mehanisti piture

of the transport of seondary eletrons in mirosopi sales, yielding analytial formulas

for the �ux, �uene or radial dose of eletrons, provided that some physial parameters

are known, suh as the elasti and inelasti ross setions or the mean kineti energy

of the eletrons. If some other interation parameters are known, suh as the probabil-

ity of induing ssb, the random walk approximation an be also used for evaluating the

probability of ell inativation. For more details on the random walk approximation and

the multisale physis approah, the interested reader is referred to appendix C and to

the original publiations [Solov'yov et al. 2009, Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010a,

Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Bug et al. 2012, Surdutovih and Solov'yov

2012b, 2014℄.

7.3.3 Spatially restrited linear energy transfer formula

As already disussed in subsetion 7.3.1, the let has a severe limitation, sine it assumes

that the energy in a mirosopi ylindrial site is only deposited by eletrons with ranges

less or equal to its radius. Therefore, two ontributions to the energy deposition in the

site are negleted: (i) the energy lost by the esaping eletrons inside the site in their way

outside it, and (ii) the binding energy lost by the projetile when ejeting eletrons with

ranges larger than the ylinder radius. Thus, Eq. (7.21) always underestimates the fration

of energy deposited inside a mirosopi target.

Xapsos [1992℄ proposed a phenomenologial methodology to overome these two short-

omings, based on the replaement of ∆ in Eq. (7.21) by ∆ + ∆1 + ∆2, where the two

added values to the uto� energy aount for the energy missed by the let approximation.

The �rst orretion, assoiated to the energy lost by the esaping eletrons within the

site, ∆1, should be strongly dependent on the size of the site. Sine the size of the site is

proportional to the uto� energy ∆ (the larger is the site size, the larger should be ∆ in

order to have eletrons with that range), the �rst orretion is assumed to be proportional

to the uto� energy, ∆1 = α∆. The proportionality onstant α should be maximum for

small sites and fast ions, sine at these onditions the number of esaping eletrons is

maximum. In ontrast, for a large site α should beome zero, sine there are no esaping

eletrons. Suh onditions are ful�led by the expression α = (Wmax − ∆)/Wmax, whih

approahes 1 for ∆ → 0 (very small targets), and 0 for ∆ →Wmax (very large targets).

For the seond term, ∆2, Xapsos [1992℄ argues that it should be proportional to the

mean exitation energy of the target, ∆2 = αI, sine it depends on the energy spent by

the projetile in exitations and ionisations inside the site.

3

He also suggested that the

proportionality onstant may be the same as for ∆1, sine this orretion will be larger for

small sites and larger ion energies. Therefore, ∆2 = [(Wmax −∆)/Wmax]I.

Applying these orretions to Eq. (7.21), the spatially restrited let equation beomes:

f =
ln (Wmax[∆ + (1−∆/Wmax)(∆ + I)]/I2)

2 ln (Wmax/I)
, (7.23)

3

Although it may be though that, sine this orretion is due to binding e�ets, it should be proportional

to 〈B〉, instead of to I, we have heked that, for the purposes of this work, this replaement does not have

notieable e�ets.
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whih represents the fration of energy deposited by a passing ion inside a mirosopi site,

whose dimensions are de�ned by the uto� energy ∆ for whih the range of an eletron

Re(Wr = ∆−B) is equal to the site dimensions.

Xapsos [1992℄ applied this equation to alulate the fration of energy deposited into

ylinders of several radii around ion traks (as in Fig. 7.3), and to alulate the fration

of energy deposited inside spherial sites by ions at di�erent energies. In this ase, the site

dimensions were de�ned by the mean hord length of the sphere. Xapsos [1992℄ ompared

his results with the let approximation (Eq. (7.21)) and Monte Carlo simulations, showing

a nie agreement with the latter for dimensions from nanometres to mirometres and for a

wide range of energies (from 100 keV/u to 1000 MeV/u). The simple let approximation

always produed values that underestimated the simulations and the spatially restrited

let equation (7.23).

In this way, this spatially restrited et equation supposes a very onvenient alternative

for the desription of the energy deposition in mirosopi targets, sine it has a simple

analytial form and represents a muh faster alternative to Monte Carlo simulations, ap-

parently having a omparable auray [Xapsos 1992℄.

We have further heked the performane of this approah by alulating radial doses

and omparing them with results derived from Monte Carlo simulation and the random

walk approximation. The radial dose deposited in a ylindrial shell of inner radius r and
outer radius r + dr is simply obtained by alulating the energy deposited per unit path

length inside a ylinder of radius r + dr, and subtrating the energy deposited per unit

path length in the inner ylinder of radius r:

D(T, r) =
S(T )

2π

[
f(T, r + dr)

r + dr
− f(T, r)

r

]
. (7.24)

The radial dose given by the spatially restrited let equation for 1 MeV protons in

liquid water is shown in Fig. 7.5, together with the results of the random walk approxima-

tion [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012a℄ and two Monte Carlo trak-struture simulations

[Waligórski, Hamm, and Katz 1986, Em�etzoglou et al. 2004℄. The results at very small

radii (below ∼5 nm) underestimate by an order of magnitude the radial dose predited by

the more elaborate Monte Carlo and random walk approximation methods. Suh disrep-

any ould result from the simpler approximation of the spatially restrited let equation,

or from the inorret energy-range relation used for eletrons, negleting the nulear energy

loss, shown in Fig. 6.3, sine the results given by Xapsos [1992℄ are valid at the nanometre

sale too. However, the spatially restrited let results math well with the Monte Carlo

and the random walk approximation results at 5-10 nm, and show a nie agreement with

both Monte Carlo simulations at larger radii, speially with the more reent results by

Em�etzoglou et al. [2004℄. Therefore, it seems lear that this analytial approah is valid

for distanes from tens of nm, and for miron sale, whih will be the sale of interest for

the alulations performed later on. It an also be seen from the �gure how the random

walk approximation underestimates the Monte Carlo results above 10 nm, due to the fat

that at energies above 100 eV (see Fig. 7.4) the eletrons are in a ballisti, rather than

di�usive, regime.
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Figure 7.5: Radial dose of seondary eletrons generated by 1 MeV proton in liquid water. The

blak solid line orresponds to the results obtained using the spatially restrited let equation

[Xapsos 1992℄. The histograms and symbols orrespond to trak-struture Monte Carlo simu-

lations by Waligórski, Hamm, and Katz [1986℄ and Em�etzoglou et al. [2004℄, respetively. The

results of the random walk approximation [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012a℄ are depited by a

dotted urve.

7.4 Energy deposition in ells and radiobiologial e�ets

The �nal goal of the models for energy deposition in mirosopi biologial targets is the

predition of the biologial response to irradiation. This response is usually represented

by the so-alled survival urves, whih plot the fration of surviving ells in a ell line, Si,

after reeiving a dose D, Si(D); i stands here for the quality of radiation, i.e., photons,

eletrons, ions...

Figure 7.6 shows, as an example, the survival urves for photon and proton irradiation

of V79 Chinese hamster ells [Sholz and Kraft 1996℄. As it an be seen, muh less dose

is needed to obtain the same survival with protons than with X-rays, what illustrates the

quantity of the relative biologial e�etiveness (rbe), i.e., the ratio of dose by photons DX

with respet to the dose of di�erent radiation Di to produe the same survival S:

rbei =
DX

Di

∣∣∣∣
S

. (7.25)

An important aim of the biophysial models of radiation damage is, generally, the

predition of the rbe. Several biophysial models are available, among whih the semiem-
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Figure 7.6: Survival urve of V79 Chinese hamster ells irradiated by protons and X-rays,

adapted from Sholz and Kraft [1996℄. The dose needed for reah a 10% survival for proton

irradiation, Dproton, is muh less than the dose needed for having the same survival with X-rays,

DX.

pirial Loal E�et Model (lem) [Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄, developed at gsi in Germany,

is one of the most popular nowadays.

All the urrent biophysial models share a ommon feature: they regard the ell nuleus

as the �nal target of radiation. This is, in priniple, obvious, sine the nuleus is where the

dna (i.e., the geneti information) is stored. Therefore, it is expeted that any irreparable

damage to the nulear dna will lead to ell death or mutation. A brief review about

biophysial models is given in appendix C.

Nevertheless, reent experimental results from mirobeam experiments reveal that ells

that have only been irradiated in the ytoplasm, and not in the nuleus, an be damaged.

Even, unirradiated ells that are in the neighborhood of irradiated ones an also be killed.

Suh radiation outomes are referred to as non-targeted e�ets [Prise et al. 2005℄.

Suh e�ets inlude, among others, the bystander e�et, in whih ells not diretly

exposed to radiation, but in the surroundings of irradiated ells, an be killed; genomi

instability, in whih ells only irradiated in the ytoplasm an develop mutations; or low-

dose hypersensitivity, in whih ells exposed to very low doses (∼ 0.5 Gy) show lower

survival rates, followed by radioresistane at higher doses (this later e�et manifests itself

by a minimum in the survival urve S(D) around 0.5 Gy, whih ontradits the traditional

linear-quadrati behavior illustrated in Fig. 7.6).
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The non-targeted e�ets have beome more evident after the development of mirobeam

failities [Wu et al. 1999, Inerti et al. 2003, Shao et al. 2004, Prise et al. 2005, Inerti et al.

2009b℄. These mirobeams allow the delivery of mirometer-sized beams of ions or X-rays

into individual ells in a population, and even in spei� parts of the ells, suh as the

nuleus or the ytoplasm. Suh setups have shown, for example, that ells irradiated only

in the ytoplasm an be mutated [Wu et al. 1999℄, or an initiate the bystander e�et

[Shao et al. 2004℄.

These new mehanisms of ell damage an not be desribed by the urrent dna-entri

biophysial models. Therefore, it is lear that a new radiobiologial paradigm is needed to

embody both the targeted and non-targeted e�ets, for whih theoretial studies desribing

the interation of radiation with realisti ell models will be neessary. Furthermore, sine

these e�ets an arise in ells barely irradiated (low doses in supposedly safe tissues) and

are related to energy deposition in the ytoplasm rather than in the nuleus (healthy ells

usually having a lower nuleus/ytoplasm volume ratio [Byrne et al. 2013℄), a systemati

study of energy deposition by radiation in di�erent ell organelles would be onvenient,

not only to evaluate the damage of tumor ells, but also of healthy ells. Moreover, new

developments in ion beam aner therapy exploiting metal nanopartiles as radiosensitisers

[Kobayashi et al. 2010, Porel et al. 2014, argent 2015℄ also require these kind of studies,

sine it seems that these nanopartiles are mainly uptaken in the ytoplasm [Coulter et al.

2012, Lehtman et al. 2013, Jeynes et al. 2014, Porel et al. 2014℄.

7.5 Analytial model for ion beam interation and ele-

tron prodution in subellular ompartments

All what has been explained in the previous setion manifests the importane of the whole

ell as the biologial target for radiation: while the nuleus has traditionally been onsid-

ered as the sensitive site within the ell, and the energy deposited in it represents the basis

over whih biophysial models are built, the new experimental evidenes point out to the

important role of the energy deposited in other organelles within the ytoplasm, as a trig-

ger of other mehanisms suh as bystander e�et, genomi instability or hypersensitivity,

whih are also involved in ell death, and espeially related to low-dose e�ets, whih are

relevant not only for the evaluation of the relative biologial e�etiveness in anerous ells,

but also in healthy ells.

Regarding this division between healthy and anerous ells, and its relation with the

targeted and non-targeted e�ets, other fat motivates a better understanding of the inter-

ation of ion beams with ell ompartments: it seems that the nuleus/ytoplasm volume

ratio is lower for healthy than for anerous ells [Byrne et al. 2013℄. If so, and if the energy

deposition in the ytoplasm is related to low-dose e�ets in healthy ells, there would be

an inherent interest in knowing with preision the energy deposited in the ytoplasm of

healthy ells. Moreover, reent developments in ion beam aner therapy, related to its en-

hanement with sensitizers suh as metal nanopartiles [Kobayashi et al. 2010, Porel et al.

2014, argent 2015℄, also make important the knowledge of the energy deposition in the

ytoplasm, sine it seems that the nanopartiles are mainly uptaken in this ellular om-

partment [Coulter et al. 2012, Lehtman et al. 2013, Jeynes et al. 2014, Porel et al. 2014℄.

Beause of these reasons, together with the fat that it is very di�ult

to measure the energy deposition in ell ompartments (as ells are miromet-
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ri targets embedded in nutrient medium), in the reent years there has been

a growing interest in the development of theoretial models for the desrip-

tion of radiation interation with ells [Inerti et al. 2009b, Barberet et al. 2012,

Carrillo-Cázares and Torres-Garía 2012, Douglass, Bezak, and Penfold 2012, Byrne et al.

2013, Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄. While all these studies share a om-

mon feature, whih is the use of Monte Carlo simulations, they have di�erent objetives:

some of them are foused in the theoretial desription of mirobeam failities, putting

espeial attention to the proper geometrial desription of the ells [Inerti et al. 2009b,

Barberet et al. 2012℄; some of them try to build extremely realisti and detailed ell models

[Douglass, Bezak, and Penfold 2012℄; other authors have been interested in the mitohon-

drial dosimetry [Carrillo-Cázares and Torres-Garía 2012℄, while others have payed more

attention to the low-dose irradiation and the e�et of the nuleus/ytoplasm volume ra-

tio and nuleus density [Byrne et al. 2013℄. Also, some researhers have onentrated on

the e�et of the realisti ompositions of the ell ompartments in the energy deposition

[Inerti et al. 2009b, Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄, although using the Bragg's

rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄ to obtain the interation data.

In this ontext, we have also started to develop a model for desribing the energy depo-

sition of ion beams and the prodution of seondary eletrons in subellular ompartments

[de Vera et al. 2014℄. This model has been developed having into aount two features:

�rst of all, the possibility of alulating data for the eletroni interation of swift ion

beams with realisti biologial materials, by making use of the semiempirial approah for

estimating the optial elf of organi ompounds explained in setion 2.6, and the semiem-

pirial model for alulation ionisation ross setions developed in hapter 4. The seond

feature is that, ontrary to the urrent approah only based in Monte Carlo simulation, we

have developed an analytial model, whih allows faster alulations and an easier possible

implementation in biophysial models.

7.5.1 Cell model

For pratial purposes we simplify the desription of the ell by onsidering that it onsists

of a entral nuleus surrounded by the ytoplasm. The geometry of the former is approx-

imated by a sphere of radius rnucleus, whereas the latter is desribed by a spherial shell

onentri with the nuleus. The ell, with a radius rcell, is immersed in a liquid water

spherial shell of external radius rwater, whih is allowed to exhange energy with the sub-

ellular ompartments (see next subsetion). Finally, this system is embedded into a liquid

water box, as it is shematially shown in Fig. 7.7. Eah ell ompartment, as well as the

surrounding liquid water, is haraterised by its atomi omposition and density. Another

important quantity haraterising eah subellular ompartment is its energy loss funtion

(elf), whih provides a omplete desription of the eletroni exitation spetrum of the

medium when a fast projetile passes through it.

As a �rst approximation, the ell membrane is omitted in this study, due to its very

small thikness and volume in omparison with the rest of ell ompartments; all the other

organelles are assumed to be inluded in the ytoplasm omposition. This model ell is

then bombarded by protons of energy T0 whose trajetories are assumed to follow parallel

straight lines in the z diretion, shematially depited in Fig. 7.7 for several impat

parameters, x. We assume that the proton beam only impats on the ell, i.e., with impat

parameters going from −rcell to +rcell with respet to the enter of the nuleus.
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Figure 7.7: Cell model, with onentri spherial nuleus and ytoplasm, traversed by energeti

protons at di�erent impat parameters x from the nuleus enter. Several proton trajetories are

depited by a straight thik arrows. Some of the generated seondary eletrons are shematially

represented by errati thin arrows.

7.5.2 Analytial tehnique for ion beam propagation and energy

deposition in the ell model

In order to follow the motion and the interation of the fast projetiles with the ell om-

partments we use the ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda), where the position

zi(T ) of the projetile rossing the target with instantaneous energy T an be expressed

from Eq. (7.7) as:

zi(T ) = z0,i(T0,i) +

∫ T0,i

T

dT ′

Si(T ′)
, (7.26)

where i (i = ell nuleus, ytoplasm, liquid water) stands for the medium through where

the ion is moving; z0,i(T0,i) and T0,i represent the z-oordinate and the energy of the

projetile when entering the medium i with a given impat parameter x. Si(T ) represents
the stopping power of the medium i for a projetile having kineti energy T . By means of

Eq.(7.26) we an remap all the energy-dependent quantities of the projetile (suh as Si(T ))
to the orresponding position-dependene (i.e., Si(z)). Therefore, Eq. (7.26) provides the
depth zi of the projetile when its energy is T , after having entered the i-medium at depth

z0,i with energy T0,i.
4

4

Note the di�erene between the initial energy of the protons when entering the system, T0, and the

energy they have when they enter the ompartment i, T0,i
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Figure 7.8: Trajetories of ten T0 = 1 MeV protons traversing a liquid water box with dimensions

12 µm × 12 µm × 12 µm, whih are typial dimensions for a human ell. The protons are inident

randomly in the plane (x, y) and they propagate along the z diretion.

It should be noted that the sda is only valid when multiple elasti sattering and

energy-loss straggling proesses have negligible e�ets in the trajetories and energies of

the inoming projetiles. We have heked these assumptions by making simulations with

the seis ode for protons with energies around the Bragg peak region traversing a ubi

box of liquid water with typial ell dimensions, 12 µm eah side. The simulations show

that, at these mirometri sales, the trajetories of energeti protons (as those to be

onsidered in the present work) an be pratially regarded as straight lines, only having

small lateral de�etions (see Fig. 7.8 for the ase of 1 MeV protons) and that the e�et

of the energy-loss straggling and the elasti sattering is, on average, negligible in their

energy deposition pro�le (see Fig. 7.9, also for 1 MeV protons).

It should be remembered from setion 7.3 that the energy deposited in a small volume

(suh as the subellular ompartments) traversed by an ion is not equivalent to the energy

lost by the projetile as it rosses this volume (whih is given by the stopping power

multiplied by the distane traveled inside the volume). This di�erene is due to the range

of the seondary eletrons generated by the ion, whih an transport out of the volume

part of the energy initially deposited inside it. In the simple model we present here the

transport of the energeti seondary eletrons is inluded, but its subsequent asade is

negleted, sine tertiary (or subsequent desendant) eletrons an not arry energy further

away than their parents (i.e., the seondary eletrons, generated by the inoming ion).
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Figure 7.9: E�et of the energy-loss straggling and elasti sattering in the energy-loss pro�le

of 1 MeV protons along the depth of a 12 µm-side liquid water ubi box.

As seondary eletrons travel (and arry energy with them) through the di�erent subel-

lular ompartments and surrounding media, the energy deposited in the stopping medium

i by the fast projetile has to be alulated having into aount the outgoing and ingoing

energy arried by the seondary eletrons inside and outside that medium. Therefore, the

energy deposited in a given medium i omes from the exitations produed: (1) by the

projetile inside i, (2) by the seondary eletrons generated and also stopped inside i, (3)
by seondary eletrons produed inside i, stopped outside i, but depositing part of their

energy inside i, and (4) by eletrons produed in a neighbouring medium j, but entering i.
All these ontributions an be alulated through the following expression [de Vera et al.

2014℄:

Ei
dep = Ei

dep,inner+E
i
dep,outer =

∫ zf,i

z0,i

fi(z)Si(z)dz+
∑

j 6=i

Dj→i

∫ zf,j

z0,j

[1−fj(z)]Sj(z)dz , (7.27)

where Ei
dep,inner represents the energy deposited inside the medium i by the passing pro-

jetile, by all the seondary eletrons that are stopped inside the medium and those that

although leaving the medium deposit part of their energy inside it, whih orresponds

to situations (1)-(3). zf,i is the oordinate of the projetile when leaving the medium

i. Ei
dep,outer stands for the energy deposited in the medium i by eletrons generated in

another medium j and travelling inside i, namely, situation (4). fi(z) is the fration of

energy deposited inside the medium i, while [1− fj(z)] is the fration of energy deposited

outside the medium j by seondary eletrons generated inside j. This fration of energy
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an be distributed between di�erent neighbouring media, whih is aounted for by the

oe�ient Dj→i, assumed to be proportional to the boundary area between both media.

The fration fi(z) of energy deposited by seondary eletrons inside the medium i,
at a given depth z (or, equivalently, when the primary ion has an energy T ), is imple-

mented following the spatially restrited linear energy transfer (let) equation developed

by Xapsos [1992℄, as desribed in subsetion 7.3.3, and using the mean hord length of the

ell ompartment as the parameter de�ning the size of the medium i.

Another useful quantity regarding the interation of energeti projetiles with matter

is the number Nionis,i of ionisations produed in eah ell ompartment i, sine it will be
related to the damage produed in the ell. It is given by:

Nionis,i =

∫ zf,i

z0,i

Λionis,i(z)dz , (7.28)

where Λionis,i is the inverse mean free path for the ionisation proesses that take plae

in the medium i, whih is related with the mirosopi ionisation ross setion σionis,i by
Λionis,i = Niσionis,i, with Ni being the moleular density of the medium i.

7.6 Proton beam irradiation of a standard human ell

at energies around the Bragg peak

The appliation of the model explained above requires the hoie of some interation system,

i.e., some ombination of ion and ell. While the more interesting ions may be protons,

alpha partiles or arbon ions, the hoie of the ell type is not so easy, sine a huge

variety of ells an be onsidered, with very di�erent ompartment sizes and ompositions

[Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄. In order to illustrate the use of the model, a

�standard� human ell has been hosen in this setion to perform a systemati analysis of

the energy deposition and the number of ionisations. This standard ell is haraterised

by rcell = 6µm and rnucleus = 3µm, whih are values in the range of the data given by

Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson [2013℄. The standard hemial omposition for the ell

nuleus is taken from the reommendations given by iru [1992℄, whereas the ytoplasm

omposition was obtained by Byrne et al. [2013℄ by subtrating the nuleus material from

an average soft tissue. The orresponding values are given in appendix A. The mass density

of all the materials is taken to be 1 g/m

3
.

We have alulated the elf of the ell ompartments following the empirial param-

eterisation proedure for biologial materials in the optial limit (~k = 0) explained in

setion 2.6, whih is espeially useful when no data are available, neither experimental nor

theoretial. In Fig. 7.10 we depit the optial elf for the ell nuleus and ytoplasm

(derived aording to the previously mentioned method), as well as the melf-gos �t (see

hapter 2) to the experimentally available optial elf of liquid water [Hayashi et al. 2000℄.

It is worth to notie that all depited elf show a broad peak around 21-22 eV, with the

intensity of the maximum in the elf di�ering ∼10% for both subellular materials; how-

ever, the di�erenes (in shape and intensity) are stronger with respet to the elf of liquid

water.

The mean exitation energy Ii of eah ellular ompartment i is neessary for the assess-
ment of the e�et of seondary eletrons in the energy transfer between ell ompartments

(see Eq. (7.23)). The Ii-value an be alulated from the elf by means of Eq.(2.40). The
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Figure 7.10: Predited energy loss funtion (elf) in the optial limit (~k = 0), alulated as

explained in setion 2.6, of ell nuleus [iru 1992℄ and ytoplasm [Byrne et al. 2013℄, and �t to

the experimental elf of liquid water [Hayashi et al. 2000℄, as a funtion of the transferred energy

~ω.

results for the ell nuleus, ytoplasm and liquid water appear in Table 7.1. Notie that

the obtained Ii-values (as well as the exitation spetra of the targets, shown in Fig. 7.10)

orrespond to the hemial ompositions of the �standard� ell onstituents onsidered in

this setion, and these values an hange if other ell types with di�erent ompositions are

used.

We show in the inset of Fig. 7.11 the depth-dose distribution, normalised to unity at

the maximum dose, of a 100 MeV proton beam in liquid water simulated by the seis ode,

as explained in hapter 5. We also present the proton beam energy distribution at several

depths in the target around the Bragg peak: (a) at the maximum deposited dose, (b) at

the distal part where the dose is 80% of the maximum, and () at the distal part where the

dose is 50% of the maximum. From these simulations, we deide to study in what follows

the interation with the ell of protons having energy not greater than 20 MeV.

Table 7.1: Mean exitation energy Ii of the ell nuleus and ytoplasm. For omparison purposes

we also present the I-value of liquid water. All these values have been alulated with Eq. (2.40).

Target Cell nuleus Cytoplasm Liquid water

I (eV) 75.2 71.6 79.4
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Figure 7.11: Energy distributions of an initially 100 MeV proton beam in liquid water obtained

by the seis ode at several depths around the Bragg peak: (a) at the depth where the deposited

dose is maximum, (b) at the distal part where the deposited dose is the 80% of its maximum, and

() at the distal part where the deposited dose is the 50% of its maximum value. The normalised

depth-dose distribution of 100 MeV proton beam in liquid water is shown in the inset.

We present in Fig. 7.12(a) the eletroni stopping powers of the ell nuleus, the

ytoplasm and liquid water for proton beams, alulated using the dieletri formalism,

with the optial elf shown in Fig. 7.10 and the melf-gos model to expand the elf at

any momentum transfer, as explained in hapter 2. As it an be seen, the ell nuleus and

the ytoplasm have rather similar stopping powers in all the energy range disussed in this

work, being very lose to that of liquid water at high energies. Di�erenes of the order of

10% between the stopping powers of the subellular ompartments and that of liquid water

appear at energies around and lower than the maximum, whih ours near 100 keV.

In Fig. 7.12(b) we show the inverse ionisation mean free path for proton impat in

the ell nuleus and the ytoplasm, as well as in liquid water, whih have been alulated

following the proedures detailed in hapter 4, assuming an average ionisation energy of 20

eV for the ell ompartments, and of 18.13 eV for liquid water [de Vera et al. 2013a℄. The

ionisation inverse mean free path has a similar behaviour as the stopping power, being at

proton energies around the maximum where di�erenes (∼ 10% larger) between subellular

ompartments and liquid water appear.

In the following we will apply the analytial model for proton propagation through ells

explained in subsetion 7.5.2, where the e�et of the transport of seondary eletrons is

inluded, to obtain the energy deposition, the spei� energy and the number of ionisations
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Figure 7.13: Average deposited energy 〈Edep〉 per inoming proton in the ell nuleus and the

ytoplasm, as a funtion of the inident proton energy.

per inoming ion produed in the ell nuleus and the ytoplasm by monoenergeti protons

with energies up to T0 = 20 MeV, whih are the most relevant around the Bragg peak as

disussed previously. For eah initial proton energy, the ell is sanned with 100 protons

traveling in the z diretion, arriving with di�erent impat parameters x. We assume a

uniform �ux of protons in the beam that reah the ell with impat parameters from −rcell
to +rcell.

In order to take into aount the irradiation of the ell by protons arriving with di�erent

(x, y) oordinates, the average of the deposited energy per partile is alulated as:

〈Edep〉 =
∑n

i=1 2πxidx ·Edep,i∑n
i=1 2πxidx

, (7.29)

with n being the number of sanned impat parameters. Similar expressions are used for

the number of ionisations and the spei� energy.

The deposited energy 〈Edep〉 and the number of ionisations 〈Nionis〉 produed in the ell

ompartments per inoming proton are depited in Figs. 7.13 and 7.14 as a funtion of

the inident proton energy. For all the energy range analysed in this setion, both quan-

tities are larger for the ytoplasm than for the ell nuleus, due both to their geometrial

harateristis as well as their di�erent eletroni properties. The volume oupied by the

ytoplasm is larger than the one by the nuleus, leading to larger values of 〈Edep〉 and

〈Nionis〉 for the ytoplasm in the energy range of protons reahing the ells around the

Bragg peak. Sine the stopping powers and ionisation inverse mean free paths are larger
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inoming proton, as a funtion of the inident proton energy.

at energies around 100 keV, this leads to inreasing values of 〈Edep〉 and 〈Nionis〉 as the

energy of the proton traversing the ell dereases. Note that the number of ionisations per

inoming proton at 0.7 MeV is almost 20 times larger than the orresponding value at 20

MeV, both for the ell nuleus and the ytoplasm. This means that low energy protons

will generate a larger number of seondary eletrons. Also, at low energies, the di�erenes

between both media are slightly larger (although it is di�ult to see in the �gures due

to the logarithmi sale), due to the di�erenes in the stopping powers and the ionisation

inverse mean free paths around and below 100 keV.

It is interesting to know the fration of deposited energy per inoming proton in eah

subellular ompartment that omes from outside it, 〈Edep,outer〉, due to the transport of

seondary eletrons. This quantity, shown in Fig. 7.15, inreases with the energy of the

projetile, sine more energeti seondary eletrons an be generated, reahing 3% at 20

MeV for the ytoplasm, and 8% at 20 MeV for the nuleus. 〈Edep,outer〉 for the nuleus is
larger than for the ytoplasm, sine the number of seondary eletrons that an exit the

ytoplasm and enter the nuleus is larger, due to the bigger size of the former. This quantity

may grow at higher energies and for other ellular omponents with submirometri sale,

suh as mitohondria or the ell membrane.
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A useful quantity to quantify the energy deposited in the target, irespetively of its size,

is the spei� energy per inoming ion 〈ζ〉 or energy delivered per unit mass. The spei�

energy deposited per inoming ion in both the nuleus and in the ytoplasm is shown in

Fig. 7.16(a). For the entire energy range under disussion, the spei� energy delivered

at the nuleus and the ytoplasm are rather similar. Therefore, the energy deposited per

inoming ion is equally onentrated in the nuleus and in the ytoplasm, and inreases as

the energy of the inoming proton dereases.

Fig. 7.16(b) shows the ratio of the spei� energy delivered to the nuleus with respet

to the ytoplasm. This ratio is pratially equal to 1 for proton energies from 2 to 20

MeV. This means that the onentration of ionisation events is approximately equal in the

nuleus and in the ytoplasm. Therefore, it is important to know the damaging e�ets

produed by the energy deposited in both the nuleus and in the ytoplasm, inluding its

organelles. Furthermore, sine the ratio of the spei� energy delivered to the nuleus with

respet to the ytoplasm grows as the energy of the beam inreases, its impat in low-

dose e�ets produed by high-energy proton impat in healthy tissues should be arefully

analysed.

It should be noted that the results we have presented orrespond to energy delivery by

protons inident with an energy not larger than 20 MeV into a given ell model, onstituted

by nuleus and ytoplasm with the given dimensions and the ompositions reommended

by Refs. [iru 1992℄ and [Byrne et al. 2013℄, respetively. However, this analytial model

for the interation of energeti protons with ells, inluding the generation and transport
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Figure 7.16: (a) Average spei� energy per inoming proton 〈ζ〉 delivered to the ell nuleus

and to the ytoplasm, as a funtion of the kineti energy of the protons. (b) Ratio of the average

spei� energy per inoming ion to the nuleus with respet to the ytoplasm, as a funtion of the

kineti energy of the protons.
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of seondary eletrons and a proper desription of the eletroni properties of subellular

ompartments, an be applied to the study of the interation of di�erent ions with ells

having di�erent sizes, ompositions, inluding the presene of other organelles, and in a

wider energy range.

7.7 Summary and onlusions

The main goal of this hapter has been the study of the energy deposition (in ontrast to

the energy lost by the projetile) by proton beams in mirosopi biotargets, represented

by subellular ompartments, using the analytial model developed by our group and

explained in setion 7.5 [de Vera et al. 2014℄. For these reasons, the basis of the analytial

tehniques for alulating ion beam propagation in matter have been outlined in setion

7.2, after some general onsiderations about the distintion between energy loss and energy

deposition in setion 7.3. Also, in setion 7.4 the basi priniples in whih radiobiologial

models are based were explained, in order to give an idea about why it is important

to quantify the energy deposition in mirosopi biotargets (some more details on the

radiobiologial models are given in appendix C).

The analytial model introdued in setion 7.5 is an alternative to Monte Carlo simu-

lations, whih, although being muh more aurate, are also more time onsuming. Thus,

it has been shown in this hapter how the approximations assumed in the muh faster

analytial tehniques an be heked with Monte Carlo simulations, and how the latter

an be used to obtain parameters for using in analytial tehniques (as in subsetion 7.2.4).

The introdution of the penil beam algorithm in setion 7.2 has allowed us to illustrate

this point: the �tting parameters needed for desribing the range-straggling and multiple

elasti sattering (subsetions 7.2.2 and 7.2.4) have been set for liquid water. The same

methodology an be used to obtain the parameters for other materials of interest studied

in this thesis (pmma, bone...).

The model for ell irradiation exploits the methods developed in this thesis for the al-

ulation of the stopping power and ionisation ross setions in realisti biomaterials. This

is a novelty with respet to all the approahes up to date, sine, even if some of them have

onsidered realisti ompositions [Inerti et al. 2009b, Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson

2013℄, they have used the Bragg's rule [Bragg and Kleeman 1905℄ for obtaining the inter-

ation data. Also, it aounts for the transport of δ-eletrons between ell ompartments

analytially, by using the spatially restrited linear energy transfer formula by Xapsos

[1992℄, desribed in subsetion 7.3.3.

With this model, the irradiation of a standard human ell model, with typial size

[Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄ and average reommended ompositions for the

nuleus [iru 1992℄ and the ytoplasm [Byrne et al. 2013℄, with protons having energies

harateristi of the Bragg peak (T0 ≤ 20 MeV), has been analyzed. The results show that

the absolute number of ionisations and the energy deposition are larger in the ytoplasm

than in the nuleus, sine the former is larger than the later. Also, they show that, as the

energy of the projetile inreases, the amount of energy transfer from the ytoplasm to

the nuleus due to δ-eletrons also inreases. However, the analysis of the spei� energy

deposited, whih is a quantity independent of the ompartment size, shows that it is quite

similar in both ompartments, although with some dependene with the proton energy:

at very low energies, the di�erent ompositions of the ell nuleus and the ytoplasm in-

due a slightly higher onentration of energy deposition in the ytoplasm; this situation
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is inverted at high energies, where the enhaned possibility of transport of energy between

ompartments due to seondary eletrons produes a higher onentration of energy depo-

sition in the nuleus. This possibility would be higher for proton energies larger than 20

MeV, a fat that might have onsequenes on the e�ets of the radiation on healthy ells

loated in the Bragg peak plateau region.

The analysis presented here has been limited to the proton irradiation of a typi-

al ell with standard omposition. Even though, the model developed allows the fur-

ther study of muh more types of ells, with very di�erent ompositions and geometries

[Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄. In partiular, it is known that aner ells have

a larger nuleus/ytoplasm volume ratio [Byrne et al. 2013℄, a fat that an a�et the way in

whih the energy is deposited in these ompartments in healthy and aner ells. Finally, it

is also possible to assess the real impat of onsidering realisti interation ross setions for

ell ompartments, instead of the ones of water, whih is the typial approah, or the ones

obtained from the Bragg's rule [Inerti et al. 2009b, Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson

2013℄. Therefore, the present model might be used in the future to answer systematially

these relevant questions in radiobiology.



Summary, results, onlusions,

and outlook

Here we will summarize the main ontents of this thesis, we will draw the general onlu-

sions of the work we have performed, and we will propose some ideas about the possible

impat of this work and the ways in whih it an be further extended and ontinued.

This thesis deals with the theoretial study and the simulation of swift harged partile

propagation and interation with materials of radiotherapeuti interest, on order to ahieve

a better understanding on the underlying physial mehanisms of ion beam aner therapy,

a knowledge aimed to a possible improvements of this kind of therapy.

The work is mainly devoted to the study of the eletroni interations of swift ions

(mainly protons) and eletrons with biologial materials, paying espeial attention to the

ondensed nature of the target. Eletroni exitations and ionizations are the main hannels

of energy loss of swift ion beams at the energies relevant for therapy, i.e., from hundreds

of MeV/u down to hundreds of keV/u, when the residual range of ions is small, so they

an be pratially onsidered as stopped. Nonetheless, the whole physial piture of ion

beam aner therapy should be desribed within a multisale sheme [Solov'yov et al. 2009,

Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄, sine many other mehanisms are relevant at the di�erent

spae, time, and energy sales present in the problem: relativisti e�ets and nulear

fragmentation reations our at the high initial energies used in therapy; multiple elasti

sattering and eletron apture and loss proesses a�et the trajetories and energy loss of

ions at intermediate and low kineti energies; eletron prodution is a espeially relevant

proess, giving plae to the energy transport and deposition in mirosopi sales, then

produing lustered damage in biologial moleules, suh as dna. Finally, the damage

and repair mehanisms of these moleules will determine the biologial e�ets of radiation,

whih will be notied in muh longer time sales, and whih treatment is beyond physis,

sine physio-hemial, hemial and biologial phenomena must be onsidered. Most of

the mentioned physial interations have been onsidered in the work when appropriate.

This thesis has been strutured as follows:

• Chapter 1 provides a general introdution to the interation of harged partiles with

matter, its appliation to ion beam aner therapy, its physial desription, and the

aims of the work.

• The main theoretial aspets used through this work are desribed in hapter 2,

where we introdue the dieletri formalism [Lindhard 1954℄ for alulating energy-

loss quantities of harged partiles in ondensed matter, and the energy-loss funtion

(elf), whih aounts for the target eletroni exitation spetrum.

209
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• In hapter 3 we apply this formalism to the interation of ion and eletron beams

with several materials of interest, inluding liquid water, dna, some organi polymers

(as pmma, a typial water-equivalent material), and ortial bone. Results for the

energy-loss quantities in these materials are presented there.

• Then, the dieletri formalism is extended in hapter 4 to desribe the eletron pro-

dution proess (alulation of energy and angular distributions of seondary ele-

trons, as well as total ionization probabilities of biologial materials). Also, some

other methods for obtaining both eletroni exitation and ionization ross setions

are disussed in that hapter [Rudd and Kim 1992, iru 1996℄.

• All this information about eletroni energy-loss and eletron prodution is used as

input data for the Monte Carlo simulation ode seis [Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄, a-

pable of desribing the radiation transport in ondensed matter. The main features

of seis are desribed in hapter 5, and it is extended for simulating relativisti

partiles, by the implementation of relativisti orretions and nulear fragmentation

reations for protons. In that hapter, the seis ode is benhmarked by reprodu-

ing a series of experiments of irradiation of ylindrial targets [Kaneda et al. 2007,

Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄. This ase study of-

fers not only the opportunity to test the performane of seis, but also to assess the

stopping power of liquid water for proton beams [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

• The seis ode is applied to several problems of interest in ion beam aner therapy

in hapter 6, inluding the e�et of the di�erent physial phenomena in proton depth-

dose urves, the study of the water-equivalent properties of several materials and the

energy distributions of proton beam and the energy spetra of seondary eletrons

generated along the ion's path.

• Finally, hapter 7 introdues the use of analytial tehniques to desribe the radiation

transport in biologial materials and disusses several points of interest for studying

the radiation interation with ells. The di�erene between energy loss and energy

deposition is introdued, whih is relevant for mirosopi targets, and the main

approahes for evaluating the biologial e�ets of radiation are revised, whih mainly

involve the energy deposition in the ell nuleus. After studying all these aspets, an

anlytial model for interation of ion beams with ell models and energy deposition

in subellular ompartments is introdued.

In the following, the ontents, results, and onlusions of eah hapter will be sum-

marised, after what an overall disussion of the general onlusions of the thesis will follow.

Chapter 2 introdues all the basi eletroni energy-loss quantities (inelasti mean free

path, stopping power, energy-loss straggling, probability of produing eletroni exita-

tions...). Then, the dieletri formalism for alulating all these quantities in ondensed

matter is introdued [Lindhard 1954℄. As it was explained, the lassial eletrodynam-

is formulation relates the energy-loss to the omplex dieletri funtion of the material

(atually, to its energy-loss funtion, elf), while the quantum mehanis formulation ex-

presses it as a funtion of the generalized osillator strengths (gos, i.e., the eletroni
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transition probabilities). Then, it was shown that it is possible to relate the elf (a maro-

sopi funtion) to the gos (a mirosopi funtion), what represents the main advantage

of the dieletri formalism: the proper determination of the elf over the whole (~k�~ω)
plane (i.e., the Bethe surfae) yields the omplete gos, so the energy-loss quantities an

be aurately alulated inluding all the possible eletroni exitation hannels. The

elf is usually obtained from optial or eletron energy-loss experiments, and then ex-

tended to ~k 6= 0 with appropriate dispersion algorithms (proedures known as optial

data models). The main optial data models have been introdued, and it has been

heked that the Mermin-Energy-Loss-Funtion�Generalized-Osillator-Strength method

(melf-gos) [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005a℄, using Mermin-type dieletri

funtions for the outer-shell eletron exitations and hydrogeni gos for the inner-shell

eletron exitations, is the one whih an better reprodue the experimental elf of liquid

water over the whole Bethe surfae [Hayashi et al. 2000, Abril et al. 2010℄. Therefore, it

is expeted that the energy-loss quantities for harged partiles in liquid water will be

obtained with high auray, as well as for other bioorgani materials, all of them having

very similar elf [Tan et al. 2004℄. Due to the similarity of the elf of organi materials,

Tan et al. [2004℄ proposed a parametri empirial model that, only using the atomi ompo-

sition and density of the material, is apable of prediting their optial elf with reasonable

auray. This enables the alulation of the energy-loss magnitudes for arbitrary biologi-

al materials. Finally, the desription of the projetile is introdued in this hapter. For

ions, the harge-state and the eletroni struture of the projetile have been onsidered by

using, respetively, the equilibrium harge frations by Shiwietz and Grande [2001℄ and

the statistial Brandt and Kitagawa [1982℄ model. For eletrons, the in�uene of the ini-

dent and struk eletrons indistinguishability in the integration limits has been explained,

as well as the e�et of the eletroni exhange by introduing the Ohkur [1965℄ and Mott

[1930℄ approximations [Fernández-Varea et al. 1993, iru 1996℄.

Chapter 3 presents the energy-loss magnitudes for ion and eletron beams in several

materials of interest, divided into �soft� and �hard� tissues, alulated using the methods

explained before. Among the soft tissues, materials suh as liquid water, dna, pmma (a

ommon water-equivalent material), and other organi polymers (Kapton, polyaetylene,

et) have been used as examples. A omparison with experimental data has been done

when possible, �nding a good general agreement for both ions and eletrons. The diele-

tri formalism together with the melf-gos method provides results for the stopping power

of liquid water whih are ompatible with the experimental data for alpha partiles, espe-

ially around the maximum, as well as for protons, although, in this ase, only with the

experimental data available at high energies [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄. Some disrepanies

with the data for liquid water by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ at intermediate energies have

been found, whih have been analysed later on in hapter 5. Around the maximum, only

data for ie are available for proton beams. Here, we have also shown some results for

the stopping power of protons and alpha partiles in the plasti Kapton, for whih plenty

of experimental data are available, �nding an exellent agreement. For eletron beams,

also some omparison with experimental data for liquid water, pmma, Kapton and poly-

aethilene have been made, showing, in general, a reasonable agreement. Regarding the

hard tissues, the stopping power magnitudes for protons and alpha partiles in alium

hydroxyapatite, the mineral onstituent of bone, have been reported (using the optial elf

obtained from ab initio alulations [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄), and ompared with

the reent experimental data by Limandri et al. [2014℄. In this ase, the omparison is

exellent for both projetiles. Then, using these data, and the empirial parameterization
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for prediting the optial elf of organi materials, we have predited the stopping power

of protons in ortial bone [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Even though the experimental data is

very sare in this ase, the mean exitation energy and the stopping power ratio with

respet to liquid water for 100 MeV protons obtained by us niely agree with these data.

Also, some other more basi aspets have been studied in this hapter. The in�uene of the

optial data model hoie in the stopping power alulation has been analysed, showing

notieable di�erenes, espeially around the stopping power maximum. We have also seen

how di�erent harge states an ontribute to the total stopping power at di�erent energies.

Therefore, all the results presented in this hapter, apart of onstituting a database of

energy-loss magnitudes to use in Monte Carlo simulation, also demonstrate the power of

the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method for reliably obtaining this information

in ondensed targets.

Even though, as it was explained in hapter 1, the eletroni slowing down quantities,

although needed, are not enough input data for desribing the radiation interation with

biologial materials, sine the eletron ejetion, and its subsequent trak struture, are the

main responsible for the energy deposition in nanometri distanes around the trak and,

therefore, of the lustered damage in biomoleules. Thus, we have devoted hapter 4 to

extend the dieletri formalism to the alulation of eletron prodution probabilities. First,

a review has been made on the most ommon methods for alulating eletron prodution

ross setions, inluding analytial methods (being the Binary Enounter Approximation

[Vriens 1967℄ and the Rudd formula [Rudd and Kim 1992℄ the most widely employed) as

well as ab initio methods (among them, the ontinuum-distorted-wave�eikonal-initial-state

[Fainstein, Pone, and Rivarola 1991, Galassi et al. 2012℄ and lassial trajetory Monte

Carlo [Abrines and Perival 1966, Olson and Salop 1977, Errea et al. 2013b℄ methods being

the most popular). The analytial methods are espeially useful, sine they an be easily

used and implemented. Nonetheless, they have some limitations, suh as being appliable

to limited energy ranges or for spei� target�projetile ombinations. Also, suh ionization

models have to be omplemented with other methods for alulating eletroni exitation

ross setions, muh more sare. The ab initio methods, on the other hand, are muh

more �exible, being able of produing aurate results for the ionization and exitation

ross setions (and even other interations, suh as harge-exhange). Even though, suh

methods are omputationally more demanding, and more di�ult to implement (espeially

for large maromoleules or ondensed biologial targets), then limiting their appliation

in radiobiologial models.

The dieletri formalism o�ers a very onvenient alternative, being a method easier to

implement than the ab initio methodologies, although more aurate than the anaytial

models, and appliable for harged partile interation (inluding both ion and eletron

beams) with ondensed materials in a fairly wide energy range. So far, the dieletri for-

malism has only been applied to desribe the ionization of liquid water [Dingfelder et al.

1998, Em�etzoglou and Mosovith 2003℄. This implementation has been reviewed, where

the optial elf of liquid water is split in di�erent ontributions from exitation and ioniza-

tion of di�erent eletroni shells. Then, in order to generalize suh approah for arbitrary

biologial materials (where it might be di�ult to extrat exitation and ionization infor-

mation for all the possible eletroni shells), we have introdued the onept of the mean

binding energy for the outer-shell eletrons, 〈B〉. Then, we assumed that the energy of

the eletrons ejeted from the outer shells is given by W = E − 〈B〉, being E the energy

transfer in an inelasti ollision. We have heked that, for liquid water, suh approximate

approah yields results in fairly good agreement with the omplete dieletri desription
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[Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou and Mosovith 2003℄ for both the energy distribu-

tions of eletrons (singly di�erential ross setions, sds) and the total ionization ross

setions (tis). Then, it is possible to generalize this methodology for arbitrary biologial

materials, even if their elf is not known, by using the empirial parametri approah for

prediting the elf by Tan et al. [2004℄. We have performed alulations for proton impat

in several materials of interest, inluding liquid water and the dna/rna bases adenine

and urail, �nding a nie agreement with the experimental data available in the gas phase

[de Vera et al. 2013a℄. Even though our alulations are performed for the ondensed phase

and the experiments are reported for the gas phase, the nie agreement suggests that the

phase e�ets are not very strong for the ionization of these materials. Then, we have

further extended this methodology for also desribing angular distributions of seondary

eletrons by ion impat in biologial materials [de Vera, Garia-Molina, and Abril 2015℄.

By introduing a simple relation between the angle of sattering of the ion (related to the

momentum transfer Q = ~k) and the angle of ejetion of seondary eletrons, based on

the kinematis of the binary ollision, we propose a method where the maximum of the

angular distribution is given by the binary enounter peak, and the distribution around it is

given by the evolution of the elf with the momentum transfer ~k. We have heked these

assumptions (also introduing the Salin's orretion fator for aounting for the eletron

apture to the ontinuum proess [Salin 1969, Dingfelder 2002, Rudd and Kim 1992℄) by

omparing our alulations with the experimental data of doubly di�erential ross setions

(dds) available for ion impat in water, adenine, and urail. The agreement is fairly good

in most of the ases, therefore this method o�ers a onvenient alternative not only for

obtaining energy distributions of seondary eletrons (sds) and tis in biologial mate-

rials, but also for alulating the angular distributions (dds). Also, it has been heked

that this approah works �ne when the melf-gos method is used for desribing the Bethe

surfae of the material, while it fails when using simpler methods. Therefore, it has also

been demonstrated the importane of using proper optial data models for the alulation

of the eletroni ross setions. Finally, we have applied the same methodology for eletron

impat ionization, by introduing the exhange orretions, as explained in hapter 2. Pre-

liminary results for the sds and tis of eletron impat in water and in tetrahydrofuran

(thf), a substitute of the dna deoxyribose moleule, are very promising, yielding quite a

good agreement with experimental data available in the gas phase.

One eletroni slowing down quantities and eletron prodution ross setions have

been obtained for the materials of interest, they an be input in the Monte Carlo and

Moleular Dynamis ode seis [Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄ to simulate the radiation trans-

port in these materials. This ode has been explained in hapter 5, where the algorithms

for desribing the eletroni slowing down of the projetiles, the multiple elasti satter-

ing, and the eletron apture and loss proesses have been reviewed in detail. Then, the

ode has been extended to be applied to the transport of ions with relativisti energies,

whih are used in therapy, by inluding relativisti orretions and nulear fragmentation

reations. After heking the depart from simulated positions of the Bragg peak with

respet to experiments at proton energies above 100 MeV, an ad ho orretion to the

Verlet's algorithm was introdued, based on the de�nition of the relativisti momentum,

for orreting the Bragg peak positions. Regarding the nulear fragmentation reations, a

simple method has been implemented, in whih the total nulear inelasti ross setions

for eah element in the target are taken from iru [2000℄, and then a fration of the

residual energy of the projetile in the moment of the ollision is deposited loally, orre-

sponding to the fration of harged fragments produed in the ollision, as given by iru
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[2000℄. To �nalise this hapter, the seis ode has been tested by applying it to repro-

due a series of experiments done for proton and alpha partile irradiation in mirometri

ylindrial targets made of liquid water, liquid ethanol and aluminium [Kaneda et al. 2007,

Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄. This ase study brings

the opportunity of not only benhmarking seis, but also of assessing the stopping power

of liquid water for proton beams [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄. As explained in this hap-

ter, these experiments onsisted on the irradiation of either a liquid water jet, a liquid

ethanol jet or an aluminium wire with 2 MeV/u protons or alpha partiles, and the energy

distributions of the projetiles were measured at di�erent angles after exiting the targets.

Sine the diameter of the targets was not exatly known in the experiments, the authors of

these works used the diameter, as well as a saling fator to the stopping power provided

by srim [Ziegler, Biersak, and Ziegler 2008℄, as �tting parameters, and then performed

Monte Carlo simulations with the geant4 ode [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄ until reproduing

the experimental results. In this way, they derived experimental values for the stopping

power of these materials, among whih liquid water is the most interesting one for us. We

also tried to reprodue these experiments with seis, but we kept our values of the stop-

ping power, and tried to use only the target diameter as �tting parameter. We sueeded

on that, and we heked that it is possible to perfetly reprodue the experimental data

by slightly reduing the target diameter by less than 2% in the ase of aluminium, by

3% in the ase of water, and by 9% in the ase of ethanol. The redution in ase of the

liquid jets ould be due to evaporation in the vauum hamber where the experiments were

performed, whih is expeted to be larger for ethanol than for water, being the former a

more volatile substane. Therefore, we have here both assessed the performane of seis,

as well as of the stopping power of liquid water for protons [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

After having extended seis to be applied to relativisti energies, we an then use it

to study several problems related to ion beam aner therapy. This task has been done in

hapter 6. First of all, the e�et of the di�erent physial phenomena inluded in the ode

(i.e., eletroni energy loss, multiple elasti sattering, eletron apture and loss, and nulear

fragmentation reations) on the simulated depth-dose urves has been analysed, by turning

on and o� eah one in the simulations. It has been heked how, after the inlusion of the

relativisti orretions and the nulear fragmentation reations (hapter 5), the depth-dose

urves simulated by seis almost perfetly agree with the experimental data. Only small

di�erenes are notied at very shallow depths in the target, due to the approximate way

in whih the nulear fragmentation reations have been implemented, in whih a part of

the residual energy of the projetile is loally deposited after the ollision. It turns out,

though, that very high energy primary protons produe also high energy seondary protons,

whih an travel substantial distanes from their origin. We have analysed the e�et of the

stopping power hoie by omparing the proton ranges in liquid water and pmma obtained

with seis and the ones reported by the pstar ode by ICRU [Berger et al. 2005℄. We

have heked how the ranges an be as di�erent as several millimetres at the energies

normally used in therapy, having then an impat in treatment planning. At low energies,

these di�erenes in range are of ourse small in absolute terms, although relative di�erenes

up to a 5% an be found, a fat that might have impliations in miro or nanodosimetry.

While the stopping power mainly a�ets the position of the depth-dose urves, we have

seen how the energy-loss straggling a�ets their shape quite strongly. When the energy-

loss straggling is not inluded in the alulations, the resulting depth-dose urves are very

sharp. Nonetheless, they are strongly smeared out when this e�et is inluded. Regarding

the eletron apture and loss proess, we have seen that for protons it only starts to be
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notied at very small energies (below 250 eV). Therefore, this proess has no pratial

onsequenes in the marosopi depth-dose urves, so hydrogen projetiles an be then

safely onsidered as bare protons along the whole trajetory. Nonetheless, this might not

be the ase for heavier projetiles, suh as arbon, where this issue should be further

investigated. Finally, regarding the multiple elasti sattering, we have heked how it

pratially does not a�et the depth-dose urves, although it is the responsible for the

lateral broadening of the beam. From these simulations we have obtained the root mean

square radius of the beam (rmsr) as a funtion of the depth into the target, and we have

heked that it follows a paraboli behaviour, always reahing ∼3% of the range at the

Bragg peak depth. We have then parameterized this evolution for liquid water, so the rmsr

an be obtained without the need of performing the atual simulations. Suh approah

an of ourse be extended for other targets.

Also in hapter 6 we have analysed the water equivalent properties as a funtion of

the proton energy for several materials ommonly found in dosimetry setups, inluding

the plastis pmma and polyestyrene (ps), the metals Ti, Cu, Au and Al, and graphite, a

material used for dosimeters. Among these properties, the most important one is the water

equivalent thikness (wet), whih quanti�es the thikness of material that is needed to

slow down an ion beam the same as a given amount of liquid water. We have also evaluated

other harateristis relative to liquid water, suh as the relative positions of the Bragg

peak, the dose at the Bragg peak, and the width of the Bragg peak. From this analysis,

apart from obtaining values for the wet of these materials, being in good aordane

with other reported values, we have also onluded that pmma and ps are the materials

more similar to liquid water, while Au and Cu are the most di�erent. All the magnitudes

obtained an be used to obtain doses in liquid water from doses in those materials in

dosimetry setups, where solid targets are often used for simplifying the experiments.

In hapter 6 we have also analysed the evolution of the proton energies along the trak.

Sine seis simulates the energy loss proess inluding the energy-loss straggling and the

multiple elasti sattering, the detailed energy distribution of projetiles an be obtained

at eah depth. As a general trend, it an be observed that, although the distributions

tends to be narrow and sharp at small depths (the beam being initially monoenergeti),

they start to widen as the protons penetrate in the target. We have heked the in�uene

of the energy-loss straggling and the multiple sattering in the widening of the energy

spetra: although the multiple elasti sattering slightly ontributes to the widening of the

distributions, the major ontribution is by far the energy-loss straggling, to the point that,

if the elasti sattering is inluded in the simulations, but not the straggling, the beam

tend to be pratially monoenergeti along the whole trajetory. Therefore, it is lear

that the energy-loss straggling is a fundamental ingredient for alulating reliable energy

distributions of projetiles. We have also heked that, although it is possible to obtain

separate energy distributions for dressed and bare hydrogen atoms, dressed hydrogens an

only be found in the last mirometers of the target, their ontribution being, thus, negligible

in marosopi terms. Also, by analysing energy distributions in liquid water and pmma

at similar water equivalent depths, we have seen how the energy distribution of protons are

very similar for both targets, reinforing the onept of this water equivaleny. In fat, the

energy distribution of projetiles at a given depth will determine the spetrum of seondary

eletrons generated at this depth, then being important to know the energy distributions

of primary projetiles. These distributions have been found to always be entered at 10%

of the initial beam energy, with a full width half maximum also being a 10% of the initial

energy, at the Bragg peak position. As a �nal result of this hapter, we have ombined the
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energy distributions obtained by seis with the alulation of ionization sds in liquid

water and pmma for produing realisti seondary eletron spetra along the Bragg urves

of protons in these materials. This information is relevant, sine it represents the interfae

between the radiation transport simulations performed for marosopi sales with trak-

struture simulations for determining the energy deposition in mirosopi sales. The

latter needs these energy distributions of seondary eletrons produed by the former to

set out the initial onditions for the trak-struture simulation, whih enables the possibility

of multisale simulations.

In ontrast to Monte Carlo simulation, in hapter 7 we have introdued the analytial

tehniques for radiation transport alulation, with the aim of applying suh methods for

problems more related to radiobiology, suh as energy deposition in ells. On the one hand,

analytial tehniques are a muh faster alternative for this kind of alulation, then being

preferable for their implementation in radiobiologial models. On the other hand, they need

to introdue a larger number of approximations, then being able of produing less detailed

results and having to set some parameters for modeling some omplex phenomena. As an

illustration of these points, we introdued �rst the penil beam algorithm for alulating

Bragg urves, based on the ontinuous slowing down approximation (sda). The sda

assumes that the projetiles lose energy ontinuously aording to the stopping power,

without being a�eted by the energy-loss straggling or the elasti sattering. By using the

sda it is possible to obtain proton ranges, whih are only slightly a�eted by energy-loss

straggling and multiple sattering, but the depth-dose urves obtained are not realisti, and

it an neither provide the lateral aperture of the beam. Even though, it is possible to inlude

in the penil beam algorithm the ontributions from these two phenomena by introduing

the range straggling and multiple sattering onepts. In the range straggling, the sda

depth-dose urve is onvoluted with Gaussian distributions of ranges, phenomenologially

providing the widening of the depth-dose urve. Regarding the multiple sattering theories,

they usually provide a paraboli dependene of the root mean square radius of the beam,

depending on parameters �xed by the elasti sattering ross setions. The parameters

for setting up these two approximations an be obtained from more detailed Monte Carlo

simulations, and this point has been exempli�ed here for the ase of liquid water. Therefore,

it is lear that analytial tehniques and Monte Carlo simulations are omplementary tools:

while the former are omputationally more e�ient, the latter provide muh more detailed

information, allowing to obtain the parameters for the approximate treatment of multiple

elasti sattering and range-straggling.

After having onsidered how analytial tehniques work, we entered our attention in

the di�erene between the lost energy and the deposited energy. This aspet is espeially

relevant for irradiation of mirosopi targets, suh as ells. At these small sales, the

energy transferred to seondary eletrons an be transported far away from the original

point where this energy was lost by the projetile and, although the typial range of

seondary eletrons is of the order of nanometers (having average energies of a few tens of

eV, as it was studied in hapter 4), some of the most energeti δ-eletrons an travel some

mirometres, arrying with them substantial energies. We reviewed the most ommon ways

for evaluating the energy deposition in mirosopi targets, starting from the simple linear

energy transfer (let) onept [iru 1970℄. The let (or restrited stopping power) de�nes

the energy deposited in a mirosopi site as the energy transferred to eletrons having sda

ranges smaller than the site dimensions. Although operative, this de�nition is not aurate,

sine it neglets the energy deposited within the site by esaping eletrons. Muh more

aurate evaluations of the deposited energy an be obtained through Monte Carlo trak-
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struture simulations, or analytial tehniques suh as the random walk approximation

[Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄. Even though, it is possible to keep the simpliity of the

let onept, and evaluate the energy deposition more aurately and analytially by using

the spatially restrited let equation proposed by Xapsos [1992℄. This equation orrets

the original let expression, and allows to alulate in a simple way the energy deposition

in mirosopi sites with auray omparable to trak-struture simulations.

The question might arise on why is it relevant to study energy deposition in mirosopi

biotargets, i.e., in ells. To answer this question, we made then a review of the most

ommon radiobiologial models used for prediting the biologial e�ets of radiation, in

order to understand how they work. Suh models an be divided between mehanisti and

semiempirial models. The former try to desribe aurately all the steps involved in the

problem, inluding all the physial, physio-hemial, hemial, and biologial phenomena.

Although these kind of models exist, suh as the ode partra [Friedland et al. 2011℄,

they fae the di�ulty of dealing with too omplex biologial phenomena. In turn, the

semiempirial models assume a series of approximations, treating the biologial phenomena

as a blak box. The most ommon semiempirial models are the loal e�et model (lem

[Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄) and the mirodosimetri approah [Sholz and Elsässer 2007,

Ballarini 2010℄. Also, the phenomenon-based (mehanisti) multisale physis approah

has been developed reently [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄. In any ase, regardless of

the level of detail, all the models share the feature of the �lethal lesion�, whih is assoiated

with a ertain level of damage to the nulear dna. Nonetheless, we also saw in this

hapter how not all the biologial outomes of radiation ome from nulear dna damage:

the so-alled non-targeted e�ets onsist on onsequenes suh as the bystander e�et

(ells not diretly irradiated being killed), genomi instability, radioresitane or low dose

hypersensitivity [Prise et al. 2005℄. Interestingly, suh e�ets are mainly related to energy

deposition in organelles present in the ytoplasm of the ells, suh as the ell membrane

or the mithohondria. Thus, it is lear the interest on studying the energy deposition in

di�erent ell ompartments, both ell nuleus and ytoplasm, whih an be used as input

for radiobiologial models.

One all the ingredients of our analytial model for energy deposition in ell om-

partments have been introdued, we presented the model itself [de Vera et al. 2014℄. We

developed an analytial model, based on the sda, for studying the ion propagation, en-

ergy deposition, and ionizations produed in subellular ompartments. The ell has been

represented as a spherial nuleus, surrounded by a onentri spherial shell representing

the ytoplasm. The ell is then surrounded by another ylindrial onentri shell of liquid

water, whih is allowed to exhange energy with the ell via δ-eletrons. All of this is then
embedded in a liquid water box. The ions ross the ell in the z diretion after impinging on

it with a given impat parameter x and with a uniform �ux. Their motion through the ell

is desribed within the sda, where the stopping power of eah ompartment (alulated

using the dieletri formalism, the melf-gos method, and the empirial parameterization

for the optial elf of biologial materials [Tan et al. 2004℄, as explained in hapter 2) is

used for desribing their slowing down. Energy-loss straggling and multiple sattering are

onsidered to be negligible for the small size of the ells (of a few µm). The energy de-

position in eah ompartment has been alulated onsidering the transport of δ-eletrons
by using the spatially restrited let equation derived by Xapsos [1992℄. Regarding the

number of ionizations produed in eah ompartment, they have been alulated by using

the total ionization ross setions for eah media alulated as explained in hapter 4.
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The model has been used to study the irradiation of a �standard� human ell, with

a ell nuleus radius of 3 µm and a ell radius of 6 µm, dimensions that are within the

typial values reported in the literature [Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄. The

omposition of the �standard� ell nuleus and ytoplasm have been obtained from iru

[1993℄ and Byrne et al. [2013℄, respetively, both having density 1 g/m

3
. This ell is then

irradiated with protons having energies below 20 MeV, whih are the typial proton energies

present around the Bragg peak, as we have obtained by simulations with the seis ode

(hapter 6). We have alulated, using this analytial model, the energy deposited, the

number of ionizations, and the spei� energy deposited (i.e., energy deposited per unit

mass) per proton in eah ell ompartment, as a funtion of the proton energy. The �rst

(obvious) result is that the energy deposited and the number of ionizations are larger for

the ytoplasm than for the nuleus, mainly due to the larger volume of the former. Then,

it results more pratial to ompare the spei� energy deposited, whih is lose to unity

for the whole energy range, indiating that the onentration of energy deposition is rather

similar in the nuleus and the ytoplasm. Even though, at small energies, around 700 keV,

the spei� energy is slightly larger in the ytoplasm than in the nuleus, a fat that an

be attributed to the slightly larger stopping power and tis of the former. Interestingly,

as the proton energy grows, the spei� energy deposited in the nuleus also grows, being

slightly larger than that deposited in the ytoplasm. This fat is attributed to the transport

of δ-eletrons: the larger is the proton energy, the more energeti seondary eletrons are

ejeted, then favouring the energy transport from the ytoplasm to the nuleus by eletron

transport, due to geometrial reasons. This behaviour might have impat on non-targeted

e�ets, sine the ratio of spei� energy deposition to the nuleus with respet to the

ytoplasm grows monotonially with the proton energy until 20 MeV, an evolution that

should be further investigated for larger energies.

Now that all the ontents of the thesis have been reviewed and summarized, we an

proeed to draw some general onlusions of the work.

First of all, it is lear the power of the dieletri formalism, together with the melf-gos

method, for alulating energy-loss magnitudes for harged partiles in biomaterials. Many

examples have been given in hapter 3 showing the general good agreement of our semiem-

pirial alulations with the available experimental data for several targets. Furthermore,

the implementation of the empirial parameterization for prediting the optial elf of bi-

ologial materials, and the development of the method for obtaining eletron prodution

ross setions greatly extend the possibilities of this methodology for produing a wide

variety of eletroni interation data needed for simulations of radiation interation with

biologial materials. Good examples of these posibilities are the alulation of the stopping

power of ortial bone for protons (in very good agreement with the sare experimental

data), or the good preditions of eletron prodution ross setions in dna/rna bases.

Espeial attention deserves the ase of liquid water, the main onstituent of living

tissues. First, it was shown in hapter 2 how the melf-gos method is apable of desribing

with high auray its Bethe surfae, i.e., the evolution of its elf over the whole (~k�~ω)
plane. Therefore, an aurate alulation of the stopping power and related quantities

is expeted for this material (and for other biomaterials, due to the similarity of their

exitation spetra), a result that is on�rmed by the omparison with the experimental data

for protons and alpha partiles reported by Palmer and Akhavan-Rezayat [1978℄, Thwaites

[1981℄, Haque, Mohammadi, and Nikjoo [1985℄ and Siiskonen et al. [2011℄. Regarding the
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disagreement between our alulations and the experimental data for the stopping power

of liquid water for protons reported by Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄, we have seen how

it is possible to reassess these results obtained by irradiation of a liquid water jet, by

a proper simulation with the seis ode. As it was seen in hapter 5, the use of the

jet diameter as a �tting parameter su�es for reproduing the experiments performed by

Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄. Apart from all that, further alulations of eletron prodution

dds for proton impat in liquid water have shown how the use of the Mermin-type elf

provides an adequate alulation of angular distributions of seondary eletrons, while

simpler extension algorithms for ~k 6= 0 fail.

We have also seen how these data an be used as input for doing either Monte Carlo

and Moleular Dynamis simulations or analytial alulations for the ion beam transport

in biomaterials, both at the marosopi and mirosopi level. Through Monte Carlo and

Moleular Dynamis simulation with the seis ode we have alulated several magnitudes

of interest, inluding depth-dose urves (in agreement with experimental data), lateral dose

distributions, water equivalent magnitudes of several materials, and proton energy and

seondary eletron energy distributions along the ion path. Some useful results have been

obtained, suh as the paraboli behaviour of the root mean square radius of the beam,

whih reahes 3% of the proton range at the Bragg peak, or the behaviour of the mean

energy of the protons at the Bragg peak, whih is always 10% of the initial beam energy.

The results from seis have been also used to set and benhmark parameters for the

use of the analytial penil beam model, whih gives results for the depth-dose and lat-

eral dose distributions in agreement with Monte Carlo, but with muh shorter alulation

times. Finally, we have also analysed the energy deposition in subellular ompartments by

using the analytial model espeially developed for this purpose. Some important onlu-

sions have been obtained from this analysis, suh as the similar amount of spei� energy

deposited in both the ell nuleus and the ytoplasm, although with a slight inrease in

the ytoplasm at very low energies (around 700 keV), due to the slightly larger exitation

probability of this ell ompartment, and with an inrease in the nuleus at higher ener-

gies (around 20 MeV), due to the prodution of higher energy seondary eletrons, whih

an transport energy from the ytoplasm to the nuleus. Apart from these results, whih

might be useful for radiobiologial modeling, the omparison of Monte Carlo simulations

and analytial alulations remark the omplementary nature of both approahes. While

the latter is faster, then being more appropriate for radiobiologial modelling, the former

an treat all the interation proesses in muh more detail, o�ering more omprehensive

results, and allowing the setting up and benhmarking of the analytial models.

Apart from these set of results, several researh lines have been opened during this thesis,

whih might be ontinued during further researh. First of all, the methods developed allow

a systemati and omprehensive alulation of eletroni ross setions for harged partile

interations with biologial materials. The ompletion of suh a wide set of data might

be useful for its inlusion in databases, suh as the radiation damage (radam) database

[radam 2015℄.

The methods developed allow the alulation of eletroni interation ross setions for

both ion and eletron beams. Many results have been provided for the eletroni quantities

of ion and eletron beams, while ionization data has been mainly foused on ion beams.

Nonetheless, some examples have been given about the appliation of the methodology for

eletron beams. Of ourse, more systemati analysis of the sds and tis for eletron
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impat in biomaterials have to be done in the future. Espeially, the possible extension of

the method for alulating ionization dds of biomaterials for eletron impat should be

investigated. Then, the olletion of all these slowing down and ionization data for ele-

tron impat in biomaterials an be used for trak-struture simulations for nanodosimetry

purposes. The use of suh data is important to determine whether liquid water an be used

as an appropriate substitute of biomoleular omponents in nanodosimetri alulations.

Nonetheless, the present results, with other biolomoleular targets presenting ionization

ross setions di�erent from liquid water (see hapter 4), suggest that liquid water is a

poor hoie for these kind of simulations.

Also, the programs extended and developed for ion beam propagation, both in maro-

sopi and mirosopi sales, o�er many possibilities. Calulations with the seis ode for

di�erent ion beams propagation in many materials an be performed with the data already

available. Regarding seis simulations, this thesis has mainly foused on the interation

of proton beams with liquid water and pmma. Nonetheless, data is available for other ma-

terials, inluding the important target ortial bone. This allows the simulation of many

other situations that an be found in dosimetry setups or treatment planning, suh as the

irradiation of heterogeneus targets, inluding tissue and bone layers. Also, simulations

for heavier ions would be needed to evaluate their harateristis, espeially regarding the

eletron apture and loss proess. Although this interation is not very relevant for proton

beams at linial energies, di�erenes might appear for other ions, suh as arbon, used

in therapy and having muh more harge states available. Finally, we provided in this

thesis the way for alulating realisti energy distributions of seondary eletrons along

the ion path, by ombining the energy distributions of projetiles with the sds. This

sets up the initial onditions for the simulation of the seondary eletron propagation in

nano and mirosopi sales (trak-struture). Thus, the use of these data for performing

trak-struture simulations is also a pending task.

A program for dose alulation using the penil beam algorithm has also been imple-

mented in hapter 7. The seis ode an then be used to �nd the parameters needed in

this program for treating the range straggling and multiple sattering in several materials,

as it was exempli�ed with liquid water in that hapter.

Finally, the analytial model developed for ion beam propagation and eletron produ-

tion in subellular ompartments an be used to answer relevant questions in radiobiology.

Here, this model has been only used to study the interation of proton beams at the Bragg

peak with a �standard� ell model, with the ompositions of the nuleus and the yto-

plasm given by iru [1993℄ and Byrne et al. [2013℄ respetively. In this ase, the stopping

powers and ionization ross setions of these materials do not seem to di�er signi�antly

from those of liquid water. Nonetheless, muh more ell sizes and ompositions an be

investigated [Thomson, Tedgren, and Williamson 2013℄. Espeially, methods are available

nowadays for measuring in situ the atomi omposition of the ell ompartments, and some

authors have obtained the detailed ompositions of the nuleus and the ytoplasm of some

spei� ell lines [Inerti et al. 2009b, Barberet et al. 2012℄. The use of suh ompositions

for alulating stopping powers and total ionization ross setions for their use with the

analytial model developed in hapter 7 might help to answer the relevant question of

whether liquid water an always be used or not as an appropriate surrogate of real tissue

in mirodosimetry alulations. Although we have shown that di�erent biomoleular ell

omponents have larger ross setions than liquid water, their dissolution in water in real

ell environments ould hide these di�erenes, point that should be further investigated.



Resumen, resultados, onlusiones

y perspetivas futuras

Aquí vamos a haer un resumen de los prinipales ontenidos de esta tesis, vamos a extraer

las onlusiones generales del trabajo, y vamos a evaluar su posible impato y las formas

en las que éste puede ser extendido y ontinuado.

Esta tesis trata sobre el estudio teório y mediante simulaión de la propagaión e

interaión de partíulas argadas aeleradas on materiales de interés radioterapéutio,

on el objetivo de lograr una mejor omprensión de los meanismos subyaentes a la terapia

del áner on haes de iones, un onoimiento que puede ser utilizado para mejorar este

tipo de terapia.

El trabajo está dediado prinipalmente al estudio de las interaiones eletrónias de

iones (prinipalmente protones) y eletrones aelerados on materiales biológios, prestando

espeial atenión al estado ondensado del blano. Ionizaión y exitaión eletrónia son

los prinipales anales de pérdida de energía de haes de iones aelerados en el rango de

energía relevante en terapia, desde ientos de MeV/u, hasta ientos de keV/u, uando

el rango residual de los iones es pequeño, y éstos pueden ser onsiderados prátiamente

omo totalmente frenados. En todo aso, el esenario ompleto de la terapia del áner on

haes de iones debe ser desrito on una aproximaión mutiesala [Solov'yov et al. 2009,

Surdutovih y Solov'yov 2014℄, ya que otros meanismos son importantes en las diferentes

esalas espaiales, temporales y energétias impliadas en el problema: efetos relativistas

y reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión apareen a altas energías, utilizadas en terapia; la

dispersión elástia múltiple y los proesos de aptura y pérdida de eletrones por parte de

los iones afetan a su trayetoria y a la manera en que éstos pierden energía a veloidades

intermedias y bajas; la produión de eletrones es un proeso espeialmente relevante,

ya que da lugar al transporte y el depósito de la energía en esalas mirosópias, lo que

aaba produiendo el dañado de las moléulas biológias, omo el adn. Por último, los

meanismos de dañado y reparaión de estas moléulas biológias determinan los efetos

biológios de la radiaión, que son apreiables en esalas termporales muho más largas,

y uyo tratamiento va más allá de la físia, ya que fenómenos físio-químios, químios y

biológios han de ser onsiderados. Muhas de las interaiones físias menionadas han

sido onsideradas en este trabajo uando ha sido neesario.

La tesis ha sido estruturada de la siguiente manera:

• El apítulo 1 proporiona una introduión a la interaión de partíulas argadas on

la materia, su apliaión en la terapia del áner on haes de iones, su desripión

físia, y los objetivos del trabajo.

221
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• Los aspetos teórios prinipales usados a lo largo de esta tesis se desriben en el

apítulo 2, donde se introdue el formalismo dielétrio [Lindhard 1954℄ para alular

las magnitudes de pérdida de energía de partíulas argadas en materia ondensada,

así omo la funión de pérdida de energía (energy-loss funtion, elf), que desribe

las exitaiones eletrónias del blano.

• En el apítulo 3 apliamos el formalismo dielétrio a la interaión de haes de

iones y eletrones on varios materiales de interés, inluyendo el agua líquida, el adn,

algunos polímeros orgánios (omo el pmma, un típio material equivalente al agua)

y el hueso ortial humano. Se presentan resultados de las magnitudes de pérdida de

energía para estos materiales.

• El formalismo dielétrio es extendido en el apítulo 4 para desribir el proeso de

produión de eletrones (álulo de las distribuiones energétias y angulares de

eletrones seundarios, así omo la probabilidad total de ionizaión de materiales

biológios). Además, disutimos otros métodos para obtener las seiones e�aes

tanto de exitaión omo de ionizaión [Rudd y Kim 1992, iru 1996℄.

• Toda la informaión obtenida sobre la pérdida de energía y la produión de

eletrones se usa omo dato de entrada para el programa de simulaión seis

[Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄, apaz de desribir el transporte de la radiaión en materia

ondensada. Las prinipales araterístias del ódigo seis se desriben en el

apítulo 5, donde además éste es extendido para simular partíulas relativistas,

mediante la implementaión de orreiones relativistas y reaiones nuleares de

fragmentaión para protones. En ese apítulo, el programa seis ha sido puesto

a prueba mediante la reproduión de una serie de experimentos de irradiaión de

blanos ilíndrios [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010,

Shimizu et al. 2011℄. Este aso de estudio ofree no sólo la posibilidad de poner a

prueba el ódigo seis, sino también de evaluar el poder de frenado de protones en

agua líquida [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

• El programa seis se ha apliado a diversos problemas de interés en terapia del áner

on haes de iones en el apítulo 6, inluyendo el estudio del efeto de los diferentes

fenómenos de interaión en urvas dosis-profundidad de protones, el estudio de las

propiedades de equivalenia al agua de varios materiales, así omo el estudio de las

distribuiones energétias de los eletrones seundarios generados a lo largo de la

trayetoria de los iones.

• Finalmente, en el apítulo 7 se introdue el uso de ténias analítias para desribir

el transporte de la radiaión en materiales biológios, y se disuten varios puntos

de interés sobre la interaión de la radiaión on élulas. Se desribe la diferenia

entre la pérdida de energía de los proyetiles y el depósito de energía en el blano, lo

ual es importante para blanos mirosópios, y se revisan los prinipales métodos

para evaluar los efetos biológios de la radiaión, los uales implian el depósito

de energía en el núleo elular. Después de estudiar estos aspetos, presentamos un

modelo analítio para desribir la interaión de haes de iones on modelos elulares

y para alular el depósito de energía en ompartimentos subelulares.
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A ontinuaión, los ontenidos, resultsdos y las onlusiones de ada apitulo van a ser

resumidos, tras lo ual disutiremos las onlusiones generales del trabajo.

En el apítulo 2 presentamos las magnitudes básias de pérdida de energía (reorrido

libre medio inelástio, poder de frenado, straggling in la pérdida de energía, probabilidad

de produir exitaiones eletrónias...). A ontinuaión, introduimos el formalismo

dielétrio para alular todas estas magnitudes en materia ondensada [Lindhard 1954℄.

Como se explia en el apítulo, el planteamiento eletrodinámio lásio relaiona la

pérdida de energía on la funión dielétria ompleja del material (en realidad, su

funión de pérdida de energía, elf), mientras que el planteamiento meanouántio la

expresa omo funión de las intensidades generalizadas del osilador (generalized osillator

strengths, gos), es deir, las probabilidades de transiión eletrónias. Se muestra,

entones, omo es posible relaionar la elf (una funión marosópia) on las gos (una

funión mirosópia), lo ual representa la prinipal ventaja de formalismo dielétrio: la

determinaión adeuada de la elf sobre todo el plano de momento y energía transferidos

(~k�~ω) (lo que se onoe omo la super�ie de Bethe) proporiona el espetro ompleto

de las gos, de manera que las magnitudes de pérdida de energía pueden ser aluladas on

preisión, inluyendo todos los posibles anales de exitaión eletrónia.

La elf se obtiene normalmente de experimentos óptios (donde ~k = 0) o

de pérdida de energía de eletrones, y después se extiende a ~k 6= 0 on

algoritmos de dispersión adeuados (lo que se onoe omo modelos óptios). Los

prinipales modelos óptios han sido desritos, y se ha omprobado omo el método

Mermin-Energy-Loss-Funtion�Generalized-Osillator-Strength (melf-gos) [Abril et al.

1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005a℄, que usa funiones dielétrias de tipo Mermin para

desribir la exitaión de los eletrones de las apas externas, y gos hidrogénias para

las exitaiones de los eletrones de las apas internas, es el que mejor reprodue la

elf experimental del agua líquida sobre toda la super�ie de Bethe [Hayashi et al. 2000,

Abril et al. 2010℄. Por lo tanto, es de esperar que las magnitudes de pérdida de energía en

agua líquida sean obtenidas on exatitud, al igual que para otros materiales bioorgánios,

ya que todos tienen una elf muy similar [Tan et al. 2004℄. Debido a la similitud de las elf

de los materiales orgánios, Tan et al. [2004℄ propusieron una parametrizaión empíria que,

tan sólo utilizando la omposiión atómia y la densidad del material, es apaz de predeir

su elf óptia on una exatitud razonable. Esto permite el álulo de las magnitudes de

pérdida de energía para materiales biológios arbitrarios.

Finalmente, la desripión del proyetil se introdue también en el apítulo 2.

Para los iones, el estado de arga y la estrutura eletrónia han sido onsideradas

utilizando, respetivamente, las fraiones de arga en el equilibrio proporionadas por

Shiwietz y Grande [2001℄ y el modelo estadístio de Brandt y Kitagawa [1982℄. Para

eletrones, la in�uenia de la indistinguibilidad de los eletrones inidente e impatado en

los límites de integraión ha sido expliada, así omo el efeto del interambio eletrónio,

utilizando las aproximaiones de Ohkur [1965℄ y de Mott [1930℄ [Fernández-Varea et al.

1993, iru 1996℄.

En el apítulo 3 presentamos las magnitudes de pérdida de energía para haes de iones

y eletrones en varios materiales de interés, divididos en �tejidos blandos� y �tejidos duros�,

aluladas mediante los métodos expliados anteriormente. Entre los tejidos blandos,

materiales tales omo agua líquida, adn, pmma (un típio material equivalente al agua)

y otros polímeros orgánios (Kapton, poliaetileno, et) se usan omo ejemplos. Los
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resultsdos se han omparado on datos experimentales uando estos han estado disponibles,

enontrándose un auerdo generalmente satisfatorio tanto para iones omo para eletrones.

El formalismo dielétrio, junto al método melf-gos, proporiona valores del poder

de frenado del agua líquida ompatibles on los datos experimentales disponibles para

partíulas alfa, espeialmente alrededor del máximo, al igual que para protones, aunque,

en este aso, sólo on los datos experimentales a altas energías [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄. Se

han enontrado disrepanias on los datos de agua líquida de Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ a

energías intermedias, lo que se ha analizado posteriormente en el apítulo 5. Para protones,

sólo existe informaión experimental alrededor del máximo en hielo. También hemos

mostrado resultados para el poder de frenado de protones y partíulas alfa en el plástio

Kapton, material para el ual existe una gran antidad de informaión experimental,

enontrando un auerdo exelente. Para haes de eletrones, hemos heho omparaiones

on los datos experimentales disponibles en agua líquida, pmma, Kapton y poliaetileno,

mostrando, en general, un auerdo razonable.

En uanto a los tejidos duros, las magnitudes de frenado de protones y partíulas

alfa en hidroxiapatita ália, el omponente mineral del hueso, han sido presentadas

(empleando la elf óptia obtenida de álulos ab initio [Rulis, Ouyang, y Ching 2004℄),

y omparadas on las reientes medidas experimentales de Limandri et al. [2014℄. En

este aso, la omparaión es exelente para ambos proyetiles. A ontinuaión, usando

esta informaión, y la parametrizaión empíria para predeir la elf óptia de materiales

orgánios, hemos predeido el poder de frenado de protones y partíulas alfa en hueso

ortial humano [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Aunque la informaión experimental es esasa en

este aso, la energía promedio de exitaión y la proporión del poder de frenado on

respeto a agua líquida para protones de 100 MeV obtenidas onuerdan muy bien on

estos datos.

También, otros aspetos más fundamentales han sido estudiados en el apítulo 3. La

in�uenia de la eleión del modelo de datos óptios en el álulo del poder de frenado

ha sido analizada, mostrando diferenias notables, espeialemente alrededor del máximo.

También hemos visto omo los diferentes estados de arga de los iones ontribuyen al poder

de frenado total a diferentes energías. Por lo tanto, todos los resultados presentados en este

apítulo, aparte de onstituír una base de datos de las magnitudes de pérdida de energía

para usar en simulaiones Montearlo, demuestran la apaidad del formalismo dielétrio

y el método melf-gos para obtener on exatitud esta informaión para blanos en la fase

ondensada.

Como fue expliado en el apítulo 1, aunque las magnitudes de frenado eletrónio

son neesarias, éstas no bastan para desribir la interaión de la radiaión on materiales

biológios, ya que la eyeión de eletrones, y la subsiguiente estrutura que generan en

torno a la traza del ión (trak-struture), son los prinipales responsables del depósito de

energía en esalas nanométrias y, por tanto, del dañado onentrado en biomoléulas. De

esta manera, hemos dediado el apítulo 4 a extender el formalismo dielétrio al álulo

de la probabilidad de produión de eletrones. Primero, los métodos más utilizados para

alular seiones e�aes de ionizaión han sido revisados, inluyendo métodos analítios

(entre los uales la aproximaión de olisiones binarias [Vriens 1967℄ y la fórmula de Rudd

[Rudd y Kim 1992℄ son los más ampliamente utilizados) así omo métodos ab initio (siendo

los más populares el método Continuum-Distorted-Wave�Eikonal-Initial-State (dw-eis)

[Fainstein, Pone, y Rivarola 1991, Galassi et al. 2012℄ y el método Classi Trajetory Monte

Carlo tm [Abrines y Perival 1966, Olson y Salop 1977, Errea et al. 2013b℄). Los métodos
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analítios son espeialmente útiles, ya que puedes ser utilizados e implementados fáilmente.

Sin embargo, éstos tienen algunas limitaiones, omo su apliabilidad a un rango limitado

de energías, o a determinadas ombinaiones espeí�as de proyetil-blano. Además, estos

modelos para la ionizaión han de ser omplementados on otros métodos para alular las

seiones e�aes de exitaión, muho más esasos. Los métodos ab initio, por otro lado,

son muho más �exibles, siendo apaes de produir resultados preisos para las seiones

e�aes tanto de ionizaión omo de exitaión (así omo para otras interaiones, omo el

interambio de arga). No obstante, estos métodos son omputaionalmente más ostosos,

y más difíiles de implementar (espaialmente para grandes maromoléulas o blanos

biológios en fase ondensada), quedando su apliaión limitada en modelos radiobiológios.

El formalismo dielétrio ofree una onveniente alternativa, siendo un método más

fáil de implementar que los métodos ab initio, aunque más preiso que los modelos

analítios, y apliable a la interaión de partíulas argadas (inluyendo tanto iones omo

eletrones) on materiales en la fase ondensada en un rango de energías bastante amplio.

Hasta el momento, el formalismo dielétrio sólo ha sido apliado a la desripión de

la ionizaión del agua líquida [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou y Mosovith 2003℄.

Esta implementaión ha sido revisada, en la ual la elf óptia del agua líquida es

separada en ontribuiones de ionizaión y exitaión de diferentes apas eletrónias. A

ontinuaión, on el �n de generalizar este método para materiales biológios arbitrarios

(donde puede ser ompliado extraer informaión sobre la ionizaión y exitaión para todas

las posibles apas eletrónias), hemos introduido el onepto de la energía promedio de

ionizaión para los eletrones de las apas externas, 〈B〉. De esta forma, asumimos que

los eletrones de las apas externas son eyetados on energía W = E − 〈B〉, donde
E es la energía transferida en una olisión inelástia. Hemos omprobado que, para

el agua líquida, esta aproximaión arroja resultados en un auerdo satisfatorio on la

desripión dielétria ompleta [Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou y Mosovith 2003℄,

tanto para las distribuiones energétias (seiones e�aes simplemente difereniales,

singly di�erential ross setions, sds) omo para las seiones e�aes totales de ionizaión

(total ionisation ross setions, tis). Entones, es posible generalizar esta metodología

para materiales biológios arbitrarios, inluso si su elf no está disponible, empleando la

parametrizaión empíria para predeir la elf propuesta por Tan et al. [2004℄. Hemos

heho álulos para impato de protones en varios materiales de interés, inluyendo agua

líquida y las bases del adn/arn adenina y urailo, enontrando un buen auerdo on los

datos experimentales disponibles en la fase gas [de Vera et al. 2013a℄. Aunque nuestros

álulos orresponden a la fase ondensada y los experimentos son para la fase gas, el buen

auerdo sugiere que los efetos de fase no son espeialmente importantes en la ionizaión

de estos materiales.

A ontinuaión, hemos extendido esta metodología para también desribir las

distribuiones angulares de eletrones seundarios por impato de iones en materiales

biológios [de Vera, Garia-Molina, y Abril 2015℄. Introduiendo una relaión senilla entre

el ángulo de dispersión del ión inidente (relaionado on el momento transferido ~k) y el

ángulo de eyeión del eletrón seundario, basada en la inemátia de la olisión binaria,

hemos propuesto un método donde el máximo de la distribuión angular viene dado por el

pio de la olisión binaria, y la distribuión entorno a éste está dada por la evoluión de

la elf on el momento transferido ~k. Hemos omprobado estas aproximaiones (también

introduiendo el fator de orreión de Salin para tener en uenta el proeso de aptura

eletrónia al ontinuo [Salin 1969, Dingfelder 2002, Rudd y Kim 1992℄) omparando

nuestros álulos on los datos experimentales disponibles para las seiones e�aes
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doblemente difereniales (doubly di�erential ross setions, dds) para el impato de

iones en agua, adenina y urailo. El auerdo es satisfatorio en la mayoría de los asos,

quedando laro que este método ofree una alternativa onveniente no sólo para obtener

las disribuiones energétias de eletrones seundarios (sds) y las seiones e�aes de

ionizaión (tis) en materiales biológios, sino también para alular las distribuiones

angulares (dds). También hemos omprobado que esta aproximaión funiona bien

uando el método melf-gos es usado para desribir a super�ie de Bethe del material,

mientras que falla uando se usan modelos óptios más senillos. Por lo tanto, también

hemos demostrado la importania de usar un buen modelo de informaión óptia para el

álulo de las seiones e�aes eletrónias.

Finalmente, hemos apliado la misma metodología para la ionizaión por impato de

eletrones, introduiendo las orreiones de interambio, omo se explió en el apítulo

2. Resultados preliminares para las sds y las tis de impato de eletrones en agua y

tetrahidrofurano (thf, un sustituto de la moléula de desoxiribosa en el adn) son muy

prometedores, arrojando un buen auerdo on los datos experimentales disponibles en la

fase gas.

Una vez las magnitudes de frenado eletrónio y las seiones e�aes de ionizaión

han sido obtenidas para los materiales de interés, éstas pueden ser usadas en el programa

de Montearlo y dinámia moleular seis [Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄ para simular el

transporte de la radiaión en estos materiales. El programa ha sido expliado en el apítulo

5, donde el algoritmo para desribir el frenado eletrónio de los proyetiles, la dispersión

elástia múltiple y los proesos de aptura y pérdida de eletrones han sido revisados en

detalle. A ontinuaión, el programa ha sido extendido para su apliaión al transporte

de iones on energías relativistas, que son los usados en terapia, mediante la inlusión de

orreiones relativistas y reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión. Tras omprobar omo

las posiiones simuladas del pio de Bragg se alejan de los valores experimentales uando

la energía de los protones asiende sobre los 100 MeV, hemos introduido una orreión

ad ho al algoritmo de Verlet, basada en la de�niión del momento lineal relativista, para

orregir las posiiones de los pios de Bragg. Con respeto a las reaiones nuleares de

fragmentaión, un método senillo ha sido implementado, en el que las seiones e�aes

totales de fragmentaión nulear para ada elemento del blano han sido obtenidas de iru

[2000℄, y una fraión de la energía residual del proyetil en el momento de la olisión es

depositada loalmente, de auerdo on la fraión de fragmentos argados produidos en

la olisión, según los datos de iru [2000℄.

Para �nalizar el apítulo 5, el programa seis ha sido usado para repliar una serie

de experimentos sobre irradiaión on protones y partíulas alfa de blanos ilíndrios

mirométrios hehos de agua líquida, etanol líquido y aluminio [Kaneda et al. 2007,

Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄. Este aso de estudio no

sólo ofree la posibilidad de poner a prueba el programa seis, sino también de evaluar el

poder de frenado de agua líquida para haes de protones [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄. Como

se ha expliado en este apítulo, estos experimentos onsisten en la irradiaión de horros

de agua o etanol, o de un hilo de aluminio, on protones o partíulas alfa de 2 MeV/u, y las

distribuiones energétias de los proyetiles son medidas a diferenes ángulos tras salir del

blano. Puesto que el diámetro de los blanos no se onoe exatamente en los experimentos,

los autores de estos trabajos emplearon el diámetro, así omo un fator de esala al poder

de frenado alulado por srim [Ziegler, Biersak, y Ziegler 2008℄, omo parámetros de

ajuste, y realizaron simulaiones Montearlo on el programa geant4 [Agostinelli et al.
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2003℄ hasta reproduir los valores experimentales. De esta forma, obtuvieron valores

experimentales del poder de frenado de estos materiales, entre los uales el agua líquida

es el más interesante en nuestro aso. Hemos intentado reproduir estos experimentos

on seis, pero manteniendo nuestros valores del poder de frenado, e intentando utilizar

solamente el diámetro del blano omo parámetro de ajuste. Conseguimos reproduir los

experimentso, y omprobamos que tan sólo es neesario reduir el diámetro del blano en

un 3% en el aso del agua líquida, y un 9% en el aso del etanol. Para el aluminio, donde

la inertidumbre debe de ser más baja, el diámetro sólo ha de ser reduido un 2.5%. La

reduión en el aso de los horros líquidos puede ser debida a su evaporaión en la ámara

de vaío en la que los experimentos se realizaron. Este proeso es previsible que sea mayor

para el etanol que para el agua, ya que el primero es una sustania más volátil. Por lo

tanto, hemos puesto a prueba el programa seis, al mismo tiempo que el poder de frenado

del agua líquida para protones [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

Después de haber extendido seis para poder ser apliado a energías relativistas, éste

puede ser usado para estudiar diversos problemas relaionados on la terapia del áner

on haes de iones. Esto se ha heho en el apítulo 6. Primero, el efeto que los diferentes

fenómenos físios inluídos en el programa (a saber, frenado eletrónio, dispersión elástia

múltiple, aptura y pérdida de eletrones y reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión) tienen

en las urvas dosis-profundidad simuladas ha sido analizado, ativando y desativando

estos proesos en las simulaiones. Hemos omprobado omo, tras inluír las orreiones

relativistas y las reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión (apítulo 5), las urvas de dosis-

profundidad simuladas on seis oiniden asi perfetamente on los datos experimentales.

Sólo pequeñas diferenias son apreiables a bajos espesores, debido a la forma aproximada

en que las reaiones nuleares de fragmentaión han sido implementadas, en donde una

parte de la energía residual de los iones es depositada loalmente tras la olisión. En

realidad, protones muy energétios también produen protones seundarios muy energétios,

que pueden viajar distanias onsiderables desde su punto de origen. Hemos analizado el

efeto de la eleión del poder de frenado omparando los rangos de protones en agua

líquida y pmma obtenidos on seis y los suministrados por el programa pstar del

iru [Berger et al. 2005℄. Hemos visto omo los rangos pueden llegar a variar en varios

milímetros a las energías normalmente usadas en terapia, teniendo esto un impato en la

plani�aión de los tratamientos. A bajas energías, estas diferenias son por supuesto muy

pequeñas en términos absolutos, pero las diferenias relativas pueden llegar a ser del 5%,

un heho que puede tener impliaiones en miro y nanodosimetría. Mientras que el poder

de frenado afeta prinipalmente la posiión de las urvas dosis-profunidad, hemos visto

omo el straggling en la pérdida de energía afeta su forma de manera muy importante.

Cuando el straggling en la pérdida de energía no es inluído en las simulaiones, las urvas

de dosis-profundidad resultantes son muy puntiagudas. Sin embargo, éstas son suavizadas

uando este efeto es inluído. En uanto a los proesos de aptura y pérdida de eletrones,

hemos visto que, para protones, éstos sólo empiezan a ser relevantes a energías muy bajas

(por debajo de los 250 eV). Por tanto, este proeso no tiene onseuenias prátias en

las urvas dosis-profundidad marosópias, de manera que los proyetiles de hidrógeno

pueden ser onsiderados omo protones desnudos a lo largo de toda la trayetoria. No

obstante, éste puede no ser el aso para otros proyetiles más pesados, omo arbono, para

los uales este proeso debe ser estudiado en más detalle. Finalmente, en relaión a la

dispersión elástia múltiple, hemos omprobado omo el efeto de ésta en las urvas dosis-

profundidad es asi inapreiable, aunque es el responsable de la apertura lateral del haz.

De estas simulaiones, hemos obtenido la raíz del radio uadrátio promedio del haz (root
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mean square radius, rmsr) en funión de la penetraión en el blano, y hemos determinado

que ésta sigue un ompartamiento parabólio, siempre alanzando ∼3% del rango en la

posiión del pio de Bragg. Hemos pramatrizado esta evoluión para el agua líquida, de

manera que la rmsr se pueda obtener sin neesidad de realizar simulaiones [Abril et al.

2015℄. Esto puede, por supuesto, extenderse a otros blanos distintos del agua líquida.

También en el apítulo 6 hemos analizado las propiedades de equivalenia al agua

(water equivalent properties) en funión de la energía de los protones para varios materiales

omunes en montajes experimentales en dosimetría, inluyendo los plástios pmma y

poliestireno (ps), los metales Ti, Cu, Au and Al, y gra�to, un material utilizado

en dosímetros [de Vera, Abril, y Garia-Molina 2014℄. Entre estas propiedades, la más

importante es el espesor equivalente de agua (water equivalent thikness, wet), que

uanti�a el espesor del material que es neesario para frenar un haz de iones lo mismo que

una antidad dada de agua líquida. También hemos evaluado otras araterístias relativas

al agua líquida, omo las posiiones relativas del pio de Bragg, la dosis en el pio de Bragg,

y su anhura. De este análisis, aparte de obtener valores del wet para estos materiales,

en buen auerdo on otros valores indiados en la literatura, hemos también onluído que

el pmma y el ps son los materiales más similares al agua líquida, mientras que el Au y

el Cu son los más diferentes. Todas las magnitudes obtenidas pueden ser utilizadas para

obtener dosis en agua líquida a partir de las dosis en estos materiales en experimentos de

dosimetría, en los uales blanos sólidos son utilizados freuentemente para failitar los

montajes experimentales.

En el apítulo 6 hemos analizado también la evoluión de la energía de los protones

a lo largo de sus trayetorias. Puesto que seis simula la pérdida de energía, inluyendo

el straggling y la dispersión elástia múltiple, las distribuiones energétias detalladas

de los proyetiles se pueden obtener a ada profundidad en el blano. Como tónia

general, aunque esta distribuión es estreha a pequeñas profundidades (ya que el haz

es iniialmente monoenergétio), ésta empieza a ensanharse según los protones penetran

en el blano. Hemos omprobado la in�uenia que el straggling en la pérdida de energía y

la dispersión elástia múltiple tienen en el ensanhamiento del espetro energétio: aunque

la dispersión elástia múltiple ontribuye ligeramente al ensanhamiento de la distribuión,

la mayor ontribuión es on diferenia del straggling en la pérdida de energía, hasta el

punto de que, si la dispersión elástia se inluye en la simulaión, pero no el straggling, el

haz tiende a ser prátiamente monoenergétio a lo largo de toda la trayetoria. Por lo

tanto, está laro que el straggling en la pérdida de energía es un ingrediente fundamental

para el álulo preiso de las distribuiones energétias de los proyetiles. También hemos

omprobado que, aunque es posible obtener distribuiones energétias independientes para

átomos de hidrógeno y protones desnudos, los átomos de hidrógeno neutros sólo se pueden

enontrar en las últimas miras del blano, siendo su ontribuión despreiable en términos

marosópios. También, mediente el análisis de las distribuiones energétias en agua

líquida y pmma a profundidades equivalentes de agua similares, hemos visto omo las

distribuiones energétias de protones son muy similares para ambos blanos, reforzando

el onepto de esta equivalenia al agua.

De heho, la distribuión energétia de los proyetiles a una profundidad dada va

a determinar el espetro de eletrones seundarios generados a esta profundidad, de

manera que resulta de gran importania onoer las distribuiones energétias de los

proyetiles primarios. Hemos hayado que estas distribuiones siempre están entradas

en una energía que es el 10% de la energía iniial del haz, on una anhura a media altura
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(full width half maximum, fwhm) que también es de un 10% de la energía iniial, a la

profundidad del pio de Bragg. Como resultado �nal del apítuo 6, hemos ombinado

las distribuiones energétias de protones aluladas on seis on el álulo de las

seiones e�aes difereniales de ionizaión (sds) en agua líquida y pmma para obtener

espetros energétios realistas de eletrones seundarios a lo largo de las urvas de Bragg

en estos materiales. Esta informaión es relevante, ya que representa la interfaz entre

las simulaiones del tipo radiation transport realizadas a esala marosópia on las del

tipo trak-struture para determinar el depósito de energía en esalas mirosópias. Las

segundas requieren estas distribuiones de energía de los eletrones seundarios obtenidas

de las primeras, para �jar las ondiiones iniiales para la simulaión de la estrutura

mirosópia de las trazas de los iones (trak-struture), lo que posibilita la realizaión de

simulaiones multiesala.

En ontraste on las simulaiones Montearlo, en el apítulo 7 hemos introduido las

ténias analítias para el álulo del transporte de la radiaión, on el objetivo de apliar

estos métodos a problemas más relaionados on la radiobiología, omo el depósito de

energía en élulas. Por un lado, las ténias analítias son una alternativa muho más

rápida para este tipo de álulos, siendo, por tanto, preferibles para su implementaión

en modelos radiobiológios. Por otro lado, éstas requieren la introduión de un mayor

número de aproximaiones, por lo que, generalmente, pueden produir resultados menos

detallados que las simulaiones Montearlo� y han de �jar iertos parámetros para modelar

fenómenos omplejos. Como un ejemplo de estas araterístias, hemos presentado primero

el algoritmo de los haes pinel para alular urvas de Bragg, basado en la aproximaión

de frenado ontinuo (ontinuous slowing down approximation, sda). El sda asume

que los proyetiles pierden energía ontinuamente, de auerdo on el poder de frenado

del material, sin ser afetados por el straggling en la pérdida de energía o la dispersión

elástia múltiple. Usando el sda es posible obtener los rangos de los eletrones, que

sólo son afetados ligeramente por el straggling y la dispersión múltiple, aunque las

urvas dosis-profundidad obtenidas no son realistas. Esta ténia tampoo puede evaluar

la apertura lateral del haz. De todas maneras, es posible inluír en el algoritmo de

haes pinel las ontribuiones de estos dos fenómenos, mediante la introduión del

straggling en rangos y las teorías de dispersión múltiple. En el straggling en rangos,

las urvas dosis-profundidad del sda son onvoluionadas on distribuiones gausianas

de rangos, dando lugar al ensanhammiento de la urva dosis-profundidad de forma

fenomenológia. En uanto a las teorías de dispersión múltple, éstas normalmente dan

lugar a una dependenia parábolia de la raíz del radio uadrátio promedio (rmsr) del

haz, dependiendo en parámetros �jados por las seiones e�aes de dispersión elástia.

Los parámetros para emplear ambas aproximaiones se pueden obtener de simulaiones

Montearlo más detalladas, y este punto ha sido ejempli�ado en este apítulo para el

aso del agua líquida. Por lo tanto, queda patente que las ténias analítias y las

simulaiones Montearlo son herramientas omplementarias: mimentras que las primeras

son omputaionalmente muho más e�ientes, las segundas dan lugar a informaión muho

más detallada, permitiendo obtener los parámetros para el tratamiento aproximado de la

dispersión múltiple y el straggling en rangos.

Tras haber onsiderado omo funionan las ténias analítias, hemos entrado nuestra

atenión en la diferenia entre la energía perdida por los proyetiles y la energía depositada

en el blano. Este aspeto es espeialmente relevante en la irradiaión de blanos

mirosópios, omo las élulas. En estas pequeñas esalas, la energía transferida a

eletrones seundarios puede ser transportada lejos del punto original en el que esta energía
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fue perdida por el proyetil y, aunque el rango típio de los eletrones seundarios es del

orden de los nanómetros (ya que éstos tienen energías de poas deenas de eV, omo

se vió en el apítulo 4), algunos de los eletrones delta más energétios pueden viajar

algunas miras, transportando on ellos muha energía. Hemos revisado los métodos más

omunes para evaluar la energía depositada en blanos mirosópios, empezando on la

magnitud más simple de la transferenia de energía lineal (linear energy transfer, let)

[iru 1970℄. El let (o poder de frenado restringido) de�ne la energía depositada en

un blano mirosópio omo la energía transferida a eletrones on un rango sda más

pequeño que las dimensiones del blano. Aunque útil, esta de�niión no es muy exata,

ya que despreia la energía depositada dentro del blano por los eletrones que esapan

de él. Valores muho más preisos de la energía depositada pueden obtenerse a través de

simulaiones Montearlo del tipo trak-struture, o mediante ténias analítias omo la

aproximaión del avane aleatorio (random walk approximation) [Surdutovih y Solov'yov

2014℄. También, es posible mantener la simpliidad oneptual del let, y evaluar la energía

depositada de forma más preisa y analítiamente usando la euaión del let espaialmente

restringida propuesta por Xapsos [1992℄. Esta euaión orrige la expresión original del

let, y permite alular la energía depositada en un blano mirosópio de una manera

senilla, y on una exatitud omparable on las simulaiones del tipo trak-struture.

Puede surgir la pregunta de por qué es relevante estudiar el depósito de energía en

blanos biológios mirosópios, omo las élulas. Para responder a esta pregunta, hemos

heho también en el apítulo 7 un breve repaso de los modelos radiobiológios más omunes

utilizados para predeir los efetos biológios de la radiaión, para entender ómo funionan.

Estos modelos pueden dividirse en meanístios y semiempírios. Los primeros intentan

desribir de manera preisa todos los pasos impliados en el problema, inluyendo todos

los fenómenos físios, físio-químios, químios y biológios. Aunque estos modelos existen,

omo los implementados en el programa de simulaión partra [Friedland et al. 2011℄,

éstos han de haer frente a la di�ultad de simular fenómenos biológios muy omplejos.

Por el ontrario, los modelos semiempírios asumen una serie de aproximaiones, tratando

los fenómenos biológios omo una �aja negra�. Los modelos semiempírios más omunes

son el modelo de efeto loal (loal e�et model, lem) [Sholz y Elsässer 2007℄) y la

mirodosimetría [Sholz y Elsässer 2007, Ballarini 2010℄. También, la aproximaión físia

multiesala (más meánistia) ha sido desarrollada reientemente [Surdutovih y Solov'yov

2014℄. En ualquier aso, independientemente del nivel de detalle, todos estos modelos

omparten la araterístia omún de la �lesión letal�, que se asoia on un determinado

nivel de dañado en el adn nulear. Sin embargo, también hemos visto en este apítuo

omo no todas las onseuenias biológias de la radiaión son debidas al dañado del adn

nulear: los llamados efetos no-dirigidos (non-targeted e�ets) onsisten en onseuenias

tales omo el efeto testigo (bystander e�et, élulas que mueren sin ser diretamente

irradiadas), la inestabilidad genómia, la radioresistenia o la hipersensibilidad a bajas

dosis [Prise et al. 2005℄. Curiosamente, estos efetos están prinipalmente relaionados on

el depósito de energía en orgánulos presentes en el itoplasma elular, omo la membrana

elular o las mitoondrias. De esta manera, queda laro el interés en estudiar el depósito

de energía en diferentes ompartimentos elulares, tanto el núleo omo el itoplasma, lo

que puede ser utilizado omo dato de entrada para modelos radiobiológios.

Una vez todos los ingredientes de nuestro modelos analítio para el depósito de energía

en ompartimentos elulares han sido introduidos, presentamos este modelo [de Vera et al.

2014℄. Hemos desarrollado un modelo analitio, basado en el sda, para estudiar la

propagaión de iones, el depósito de energía y el número de ionizaiones produidas en
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ompartimentos subelulares. La élula ha sido representada omo un núleo esfério,

rodeado por una ásara esféria onéntria representando el itoplasma. La élula está

rodeada por otra ásara ilíndria onéntria de agua líquida, a la ual se le permite

interambiar energía on la élula a través del transporte de eletrones delta. Todo esto está

sumergido en una aja de agua líquida. Los iones atraviesan la élula en la direión z tras
impatar en ésta on un determinado parámetro de impato x, y on un �ujo uniforme. Sus

trayetorias a través de la élula son desritas mediante el sda, donde el poder de frenado

de ada ompartimento (alulado usando el formalismo dielétrio, el métodomelf-gos, y

la parametrizaión empíria para predeir la elf óptia de materiales biológios [Tan et al.

2004℄, omo se explió en el apítulo 2) es utilizado para desribir su frenado. Consideramos

que el straggling en la pérdida de energía y la dispersión elástia múltiple tienen un efeto

despreiable, debido al pequeño tamaño de las élulas (de unas poas miras). El depósito

de energía en ada ompartimento ha sido alulado onsiderando el transporte de los

eletrones delta, mediante la euaión del let restringida espaialmente obtenida por

Xapsos [1992℄. En uanto al número de ionizaiones produidas en ada ompartimento,

éste ha sido alulado utilizando las seiones e�aes totales de ionizaión de ada medio,

aluladas según lo expliado en el apítulo 4.

Este modelo ha sido utilizado para estudiar la irradiaión de una élula humana

�estándard�, on un núleo de 3 µm de radio y un radio elular de 6 µm, dimensiones aordes

on los valores típios itados en la literatura [Thomson, Tedgren, y Williamson 2013℄. La

omposiión del núleo y el itoplasma de esta élula �estándard� han sido obtenidos de

iru [1993℄ y Byrne et al. [2013℄, respetivamente, ambos teniendo una densidad de 1

g/m

3
. Esta élula ha sido irradiada on protones on energías inferiores a los 20 MeV,

que son las energías típias enontradas en el pio de Bragg, tal y omo hemos obtenido

mediante simulaiones on el programa seis (apítulo 6). Hemos alulado, utilizando este

modelo analítio, la energía depositada, el número de ionizaiones y la energía espeí�a

depositada (energía por unidad de masa) por protón en ada ompartimento elular, en

funión de la energía de los protones. El primer resultado (obvio) es que la energía

depositada y el número de ionizaiones es mayor en el itoplasma que en el núleo,

prinipalmente debido al mayor volumen del primero. Resulta más prátio omparar

la energía espeí�a depositada, uya proporión en el núleo on respeto al itoplasma

resulta ser próxima a uno para todo el rango de energías, indiando que la onentraión de

energía depositada es bastante similar en el núleo y en el itoplasma. De todas formas, a

energías bajas, alrededor de los 700 keV, la energía espeí�a es algo mayor en el itoplasma,

heho que puede ser atribuído al poder de frenado y tis ligeramente mayores de éste.

Curiosamente, uando la energía de los protones ree, la energía espeí�a depositada

en el núleo elular también ree, siendo ligeramente superior que la depositada en el

itoplasma. Este heho es debido al transporte de eletrones delta: uanto mayor es la

energía de los protones, eletrones seundarios más energétios pueden ser emitidos, de

manera que se favoree el transporte de energía del itoplasma al núleo, por motivos

geométrios. Este omportamiento podría tener un impato en los efetos no-dirigidos,

ya que la relaión de energía depositada en el núleo on respeto al itoplasma ree de

forma monotónia on la energía de los protones hasta los 20 eV, una evoluión que debe

ser investigada en más detalle para energías más altas.

Ahora que los ontenidos de la tesis han sido revisados y resumidos, podemos extraer

algunas onlusiones generales del trabajo realizado.
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Primero, ha quedado muy lara la apaidad del formalismo dielétrio, junto on

el método melf-gos, para alular magnitudes de pérdida de energía para partíulas

argadas en materiales biológios. Se han dado muhos ejemplos en el apítulo 3 que

muestran el buen auerdo general entre nuestros álulos semiempírios y los datos

experimentales disponibles para varios materiales. Además, la implementaión de la

parametrizaión empíria para predeir la elf óptia de materiales biológios, y el

desarrollo del método para obtener seiones e�aes de produión de eletrones, extienden

de forma importante las posibilidades de esta metodología para produir una gran variedad

de informaión sobre interaiones eletrónias, neesaria para realizar simulaiones de

la interaión de la radiaión on materiales biológios. Buenos ejemplos de estas

posibilidades son el álulo del poder de frenado del hueso ortial humano para protones

(en muy buen auerdo on los esasos datos experimentales disponibles), o las buenas

prediiones de seiones e�aes de produión de eletrones en las bases del adn/arn.

El aso del agua líquida meree espeial atenión, siendo éste el prinipal omponente

de los tejidos vivos. Primero, mostramos en el apítulo 2 omo el método melf-gos es

apaz de desribir on gran preisión su super�ie de Bethe, es deir, la evoluión de su

elf sobre todo el plano (~k�~ω). Por tanto, se espera que el poder de frenado y otras

magnitudes relaionadas sean aluladas on exatitud para este material (y para otros

materiales biológios, ya que todos ellos tienen un expetro de exitaiones muy similar),

un resultado que queda on�rmado on la omparaión on los datos experimentales para

protones y partíulas publiados por Palmer y Akhavan-Rezayat [1978℄, Thwaites [1981℄,

Haque, Mohammadi, y Nikjoo [1985℄ y Siiskonen et al. [2011℄. En uento al desauerdo

entre nuestros álulos y los datos experimentales del poder de frenado del agua líquida

para protones publiados por Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄, hemos visto omo es posible

reevaluar estos resultados obtenidos mediante la irradiaión de un horro de agua líquida,

mediante una adeuada simulaión on el programa seis. Como se vió en el apítulo

5, el uso del diámetro del horro omo parámetro de ajuste basta para reproduir los

experimentos realizados por Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄. Aparte de todo esto, el álulo de

las seiones e�aes doblemente difereniales (dds) para el impato de protones en agua

líquida han mostrado omo el uso de las elf tipo Mermin dan lugar a un álulo adeuado

de las distribuiones angulares de eletrones seundarios, mientras que otros algoritmos de

extensión más simples para ~k 6= 0 fallan.

También hemos visto omo esta informaión puede ser usada omo dato de entrada

para haer simulaiones o álulos analítios para el transporte de haes de iones

en materiales biológios, tanto a nivel marosópio omo mirosópio. Mediante

simulaiones de Montearlo y dinámia moleular on el programa seis, hemos alulado

varias magnitudes de interés, inluyendo urvas dosis-profundidad (en auerdo on datos

experimentales), distribuiones de dosis lateral, propiedades de equivalenia al agua

de varios materiales, y distribuiones energétias de protones primarios y eletrones

seundarios a lo largo de la trayetoria de los iones. Hemos obtenido algunos resultados

útiles, omo la dependenia parabólia de la raíz del radio uadrátio promedio del haz,

que llega a un ∼3% del rango de los protones a la profundidad del pio de Bragg, o el

ompartamiento de la energía promedio y la anhura a media altura de la distribuión

energétia de los protones en el pio de Bragg, que siempre son ∼10% de la energía iniial

del haz.

Los resultados obtenidos on seis han sido también empleados para �jar y evaluar los

parámetros para el uso del modelo analítio de haes pinel, que da resultados de las urvas
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dosis-profundidad y las distribuiones laterales de dosis en auerdo on las simulaiones

Montearlo, pero on tiempos de álulo muho menores. Finalmente, también hemos

analizado el depósito de energía en ompartimentos subelulares utilizando el modelo

analítio espeialmente desarrollado para este �n. Algunas onlusiones importantes han

sido obtenidas de este análisis, omo que la antidad de energía espeí�a depositada en

el núleo y el itoplasma elular son similares, aunque on un ligero inremento en el

itoplasma a muy bajas energías (alrededor de los 700 keV), debido a la probabilidad de

exitaión ligeramente superior de este ompartimento elular, y on un inremento en el

núleo a energías superiores (alrededor de 20 MeV), debido a la produión de eletrones

seundarios más energétios, que pueden transportar la energía del itoplasma al núleo.

Aparte de estos resultados, que pueden ser de utilidad para modelos radiobiológios, la

omparaión entre simulaiones Montearlo y álulos analítios ponen de mani�esto el

aráter omplementario de estas aproximaiones. Mientras que las segundas son más

rápidas, siendo, por lo tanto, más apropiadas para modelos radiobiológios, las primeras

pueden tratar todos los proesos de interaión en muho más detalle, ofreiendo resultados

más ompletos, y permitiendo el estableiiento y omprobaión de los parámetros neesarios

para los modelos analítios.

Aparte de este onjunto de resultados, varias lineas de investigaión han sido abiertas

durante esta tesis, que puedes ser ontinuadas en investigaiones suesivas. Primero, los

métodos desarrollados permiten un álulo exhhaustivo y sistemátio de seiones e�aes

eletrónias para la interaión de partíulas argadas on materiales biológios. Completar

este amplio onjunto de datos puede ser de utilidad para su inlusión en bases de datos,

omo la base de datos de dañado por radiaión (radam database) [radam 2015℄.

Los métodos desarrollados permiten el álulo de seiones e�ades de interaión

eletrónia tanto para haes de iones omo de eletrones. Muhos resultados han sido

dados para las magnitudes de frenado eletrónio de haes de iones y eletrones, mientras

que la informaión sobre ionizaión se ha enfoado en haes de iones. Sin embargo,

algunos ejemplos han sido dados sobre la apliaión de esta metodología para haes

de eletrons. Por supuesto, un análisis más sistemátio de las seiones e�ades de

ionizaión para impato de eletrones en biomateriales ha de ser realizado en el futuro.

Espeialmente, la posible extensión del método para alular distribuiones angulares

de eletrones seundarios por impato de eletrones ha de ser investigada. También,

la implementaión de fatores de orreión para el uso del formalismo dielétrio on

eletrones de baja energía ha quedado pendiente. La ompilaión de todas estas magnitudes

de frenado y produión de eletrones para impato de eletrones en biomateriales puede

ser usada para simulaiones Montearlo del tipo trak-struture on �nes nanodosimétrios.

El uso de esta informaión es importante para determinar hasta qué punto el agua líquida

puede ser utilizada omo un sustituto aproximado de los omponentes biomoleulares

en álulos nanodosimétrios. En ualquier aso, los presentes resultados, presentando

seiones e�aes de ionizaión diferentes entre blanos biomoleulares y el agua líquida

(veáse el apítulo 4), sugieren que el agua líquida es una eleión pobre para este tipo de

simulaiones.

Además, los programas extendidos y desarrollados para la propagaión de haes de iones,

tanto en esalas marosópias omo mirosópias, ofreen muhas posibilidades. Cálulos

on el programa seis para el transporte de diferentes haes de iones en muho materiales

pueden ser realizados on los datos atualmente disponibles. Sobre estas simulaiones
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on seis, en esta tesis nos hemos entrado prinipalmente en la interaión de haes

de protones on agua líquida y pmma. Sin embargo, tenemos informaión disponible para

otros materiales, inluyendo el importante blano hueso ortial. Esto permite la simulaión

de otras muhas situaiones que pueden enontrarse en dosimetría o plani�aión del

tratamiento, omo la irradiaión de blanos heterogéneos, inluyendo apas de tejido

blando y hueso. Además, simulaiones para iones más pesados son neesarias para evaluar

sus araterístias, espeialmente relaionadas on los proesos de aptura y pérdida de

eletrones. Aunque esta interaión no es muy relevante para protones on energías

terapéutias, diferenias pueden apareer para otros iones, omo el arbono, usado en

terapia, y teniendo disponibles muhos más estados de arga. Finalmente, en esta tesis

hemos desarrollado el método para alular distribuiones realistas de eletrones seundarios

a lo largo de las trayetorias de los iones, mediante la ombinaión de las distribuiones

energétias de los proyetiles on las seiones e�aes simplemente difereniales sds para

la produión de eletrones. Esto da lugar a las ondiiones iniales para la simulaión de la

propagaión de los eletrones seundarios en esalas nano y mirosópias (trak-struture).

Por tanto, el use de esta informaión para realizar simulaiones del tipo trak-struture

representa también una tarea pendiente.

También hemos implementado un programa para el álulo rápido de la dosis mediante

el uso del algoritmo de haes pinel, apítulo 7. El programa de simulaión seis se

puede usar para enontrar los parámetros neesarios para este programa, para tratar el

straggling en rangos y la dispersión elástia múltiple en otros muhos materiales, omo ha

sido ejempli�ado on el aso del agua líquida en aquel apítulo.

Finalmente, el modelo analítio desarrollado para la propagaión e interaión de

haes de iones on ompartimentos subelulares puede ser usado para responder preguntas

importantes en radiobiología. Aquí, este modelo ha sido utilizado solamente para estudiar

la interaión de un haz de protones en el pio de Bragg on un modelo de élula humana

�estándard�, on las omposiiones del núleo y el itoplasma elular dadas por iru

[1993℄ y Byrne et al. [2013℄ respetivamente. En este aso, el poder de frenado y las

seiones e�aes de ionizaión de estos materiales no pareen diferir signi�ativamente

de los del agua líquida. Sin embargo, élulas de muhos más tamaños y omposiiones

pueden ser investigadas [Thomson, Tedgren, y Williamson 2013℄. Espeialmente, hoy en

día existen métodos para medir in situ las omposiiones de ompartimientos elulares

individuales, y algunos autores han determinado las omposiiones detalladas del núleo

y el itoplasma de algunas líneas elulares espeí�as [Inerti et al. 2009b, Barberet et al.

2012℄. El uso de estas omposiiones para alular el poder de frenado y la seión e�az

total de ionizaión para su uso en el modelo analítio desarrollado en el apítulo 7 puede

ayudar a ontestar la relevante pregunta de si el agua líquida puede ser usada o no omo

un sustituto adeuado de tejidos vivos en álulos mirodosimétrios. Aunuque ya hemos

mostrado que los diferentes omponentes biomoleulares tienen seiones e�aes mayores

que el agua líquida, su disoluión en el agua en medios elulares realistas podría oultar

estas diferenias, un asunto que debería ser investigado en más detalle.
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Tot seguit farem un resum dels prinipals ontinguts d'aquesta tesi, extraurem les onlusions

generals del treball, i avaluarem el seu possible impate i les formes en què aquest pot ser

estès i ontinuat.

Aquesta tesi trata sobre l'estudi teòri i mitjançant simulaió de la propagaió i

interaió de partíules arregades aelerades amb materials d'interès radioterapèuti, amb

l'objetiu d'aonseguir una millor omprensió dels meanismes que intervenen en la teràpia

del àner amb feixos d'ions, un oneixement que pot ser utilitzat per millorar aquest tipus

de teràpia.

El treball està dediat prinipalment a l'estudi de les interaions eletròniques d'ions

(prinipalment protons) i eletrons aelerats amb materials biològis, parant espeial

atenió a l'estat ondensat del blan. Ionitzaió i exitaió eletrònia són els prinipals

anals de pèrdua d'energia de feixos d'ions aelerats en el rang d'energia rellevant en

teràpia, des de entenars de MeV/u, �ns a entenars de keV/u, quan el rang residual dels

ions és petit, i aquests poden ser onsiderats pràtiament om totalment frenats. En tot

as, l'esenari omplet de la teràpia del àner amb feixos d'ions ha de ser desrit amb

una aproximaió mutiesala [Solov'yov et al. 2009, Surdutovih i Solov'yov 2014℄, ja que

altres meanismes són importants en les diferents esales espaials, temporals i energètiques

impliades en el problema: a les altes energies utilitzades en teràpia apareixen efetes

relativistes i reaions nulears de fragmentaió; la dispersió elàstia múltiple i els proessos

de aptura i pèrdua d'eletrons per part dels ions afeten la seua trajetòria i la manera

en què aquests perden energia a veloitats intermèdies i baixes; la produió d'eletrons

és un proés espeialment rellevant, ja que dóna llo al transport i el dipòsit de l'energia

en esales mirosòpiques, el que aaba produint el danyat de les molèules biològiques,

om ara l'adn. Finalment, els meanismes de danyat i reparaió d'aquestes molèules

biològiques determinen els efetes biològis de la radiaió, que són apreiables en esales

termporales molt més llargues, i el tratament va més enllà de la físia, ja que han de

onsiderar-se fenòmens �sioquímis, químis i biològis. Moltes de les interaions físiques

esmentades han estat onsiderades en aquest treball quan ha estat neessari.

La tesi ha estat estruturada de la següent manera:

• El apítol 1 proporiona una introduió a la interaió de partíules arregades

amb la matèria, la seua apliaió en la teràpia del àner amb feixos d'ions, la seua

desripió físia, i els objetius del treball.

235
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• Els aspetes teòris prinipals usats al llarg d'aquesta tesi es desriuen en el apítol 2,

on s'introdueix el formalisme dielètri [Lindhard 1954℄ per a alular les magnituds

de pèrdua d'energia de partíules arregades en matèria ondensada, així om la

funió de pèrdua d'energia (energy-loss funtion, elf), que desriu les exitaions

eletròniques del blan.

• En el apítol 3 apliquem el formalisme dielètri a la interaió de feixos d'ions i

eletrons amb diversos materials d'interès, inloent l'aigua líquida, l'adn, alguns

polímers orgànis (om el pmma, un típi material equivalent a l'aigua) i l'os ortial

humà. Es presenten resultats de les magnituds de pèrdua d'energia per a aquests

materials.

• El formalisme dielètri s'estén en el apítol 4 per desriure el proés de produió

d'eletrons (àlul de les distribuions energètiques i angulars d'eletrons seundaris,

així om la probabilitat total d'ionitzaió de materials biològis). A més, disutim

altres mètodes per obtenir les seions e�aes tant d'exitaió om d'ionitzaió

[Rudd i Kim 1992, iru 1996℄.

• Tota la informaió obtinguda sobre la pèrdua d'energia i la produió d'eletrons

s'usa om a dada d'entrada per al programa de simulaió seis [Garia-Molina et al.

2011℄, apaç de desriure el transport de la radiaió en matèria ondensada. Les

prinipals araterístiques del odi seis es desriuen en el apítol 5, on a més

aquest és estès per simular partíules relativistes, mitjançant la implementaió de

orreions relativistes i reaions nulears de fragmentaió per protons. En aquest

apítol, el programa seis ha estat posat a prova mitjançant la reproduió d'una

sèrie d'experiments d'irradiaió de blans ilíndris [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al.

2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄. Aquest as d'estudi ofereix no

només la possibilitat de posar a prova el odi seis, sinó també d'avaluar el poder

de frenada de protons en aigua líquida [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.

• El programa seis s'ha apliat a diversos problemes d'interès en teràpia del

àner amb feixos d'ions en el apítol 6, inloent l'estudi de l'efete dels diferents

fenòmens d'interaió en orbes dosi-profunditat de protons, l'estudi de les propietats

d'equivalènia a l'aigua de diversos materials, així om l'estudi de les distribuions

energètiques dels eletrons seundaris generats al llarg de la trajetòria dels ions.

• Finalment, en el apítol 7 s'introdueix l'ús de tèniques analítiques per a desriure el

transport de la radiaió en materials biològis, i es disuteixen diversos punts d'interès

sobre la interaió de la radiaió amb èl·lules. Es desriu la diferènia entre la pèrdua
d'energia dels projetils i el dipòsit d'energia en el blan, la qual osa és important

per a blans mirosòpis, i es revisen els prinipals mètodes per avaluar els efetes

biològis de la radiaió, els quals impliquen el dipòsit de energia en el nuli el·lular.
Després d'estudiar aquests aspetes, presentem un model analíti per desriure la

interaió de feixos d'ions amb models el·lulars i per alular el dipòsit d'energia en
ompartiments subel·lulars.

A ontinuaió resumim els ontinguts, resultats i les onlusions de ada apítol. Després

d'això, disutirem les onlusions generals del treball.
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En el apítol 2 presentem les magnituds bàsiques de pèrdua d'energia (reorregut lliure

mitjà inelàsti, poder de frenada, straggling en la pèrdua d'energia, probabilitat de produir

exitaions eletròniques...). A ontinuaió, introduïm el formalisme dielètri per alular

totes aquestes magnituds en matèria ondensada [Lindhard 1954℄. Com s'explia en el

apítol, el plantejament eletrodinàmi làssi relaiona la pèrdua d'energia amb la funió

dielètria omplexa del material (en realitat, la seua funió de pèrdua d'energia, elf),

mentres que el plantejament meanouànti l'expressa om a funió de les intensitats

generalitzades d'osil·lador (generalized osillator strengths, gos), és a dir, les probabilitats
de transiió eletròniques. Es mostra, llavors, om és possible relaionar l'elf (una

funió marosòpia) amb les gos (una funió mirosòpia), la qual osa representa el

prinipal avantatge del formalisme dielètri: la determinaió adequada de l'elf sobre tot

el pla de moment i energia transferides (~k-~ω) (el que es oneix om la superfíie de

Bethe) proporiona l'espetre omplet de les gos, de manera que les magnituds de pèrdua

d'energia poden alulades-se amb preisió, inloent-hi tots els possibles anals d'exitaió

eletrònia.

L'elf s'obté normalment d'experiments òptis (on ~k = 0) o d'espetrosòpia de pèrdua
d'energia d'eletrons, i després s'estén a ~k 6= 0 amb algoritmes de dispersió adequats (el

que es oneix om a models òptis). S'han desrit els prinipals models òptis han estat

desrits, i s'ha omprovat om el mètode Mermin-Energy-Loss-Funtion - Generalized-

Osillator-Strength (melf-gos) [Abril et al. 1998, Heredia-Avalos et al. 2005a℄, que fa

servir funions dielètriques de tipus Mermin per desriure l'exitaió dels eletrons de

les apes externes, i gos hidrogenoides per a les exitaions dels eletrons de les apes

internes, és el que millor reprodueix la elf experimental de l'aigua líquida sobre tota la

superfíie de Bethe [Hayashi et al. 2000, Abril et al. 2010℄. Per tant, al esperar que les

magnituds de pèrdua d'energia en aigua líquida siguen obtingudes amb exatitud, igual que

per a altres materials bioorgànis, ja que tots tenen una elf molt similar [Tan et al. 2004℄.

A ausa de la similitud de les elf dels materials orgànis, Tan et al. [2004℄ varen proposar

una parametritzaió empíria que, tan sols utilitzant la omposiió atòmia i la densitat del

material, és apaç de predir la seua elf òptia amb una exatitud raonable. Això permet

el àlul de les magnituds de pèrdua d'energia per a materials biològis arbitraris.

Finalment, la desripió del projetil s'introdueix també en el apítol 2. L'estat de

àrrega i l'estrutura eletrònia dels ions han estat onsiderades utilitzant, respetivament,

les fraions de àrrega en l'equilibri proporionades per Shiwietz i Grande [2001℄ i el

model estadísti de Brandt i Kitagawa [1982℄. Per eletrons, la in�uènia en els límits

d'integraió de la indistingibilitat dels eletrons inident i impatat ha estat onsiderada,

així om l'efete de l'interanvi eletròni, utilitzant les aproximaions de Ohkur [1965℄ i

de Mott [1930℄, tal i om es desriu a Fernández-Varea et al. [1993℄, iru [1996℄.

En el apítol 3 presentem les magnituds de pèrdua d'energia per feixos d'ions i

eletrons en diversos materials d'interès, dividits en �teixits tous� i �teixits durs�, alulades

mitjançant els mètodes expliats anteriorment. Entre els teixits tous, s'usen om a exemples

materials om ara l'aigua líquida, l'adn, el pmma (un típi material equivalent a l'aigua)

i altres polímers orgànis (Kapton, poliaetilè, et). Els resultats s'han omparat amb

dades experimentals quan aquests han estat disponibles, trobant-se un aord generalment

satisfatori tant per a ions om per eletrons. El formalisme dielètri, i el mètode melf-

gos, proporionen valors del poder de frenada de l'aigua líquida ompatibles amb les dades

experimentals disponibles per a partíules alfa, espeialment al voltant del màxim, igual

que per a protons, malgrat que, en aquest as, només amb les dades experimentals a altes
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energies [Siiskonen et al. 2011℄. S'han trobat disrepànies amb les dades d'aigua líquida

de Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄ a energies intermèdies, el que s'ha analitzat posteriorment

en el apítol 5. Per protons, només existeix informaió experimental al voltant del màxim

en gel. També hem mostrat resultats per al poder de frenada de protons i partíules

alfa en el plàsti Kapton, material per al qual hi ha una gran quantitat d'informaió

experimental, trobant un aord exel·lent. Per feixos d'eletrons, hem fet omparaions

amb les dades experimentals disponibles en aigua líquida, pmma, Kapton i poliaetilè,

mostrant, en general, un aord raonable.

Quant als teixits durs, les magnituds de frenada de protons i partíules alfa en

hidroxiapatita àlia, el omponent mineral de l'os, han estat presentades (emprant l'elf

òptia obtinguda de àluls ab initio [Rulis, Ouyang, i Ching 2004℄), i omparades amb les

reents mesures experimentals de Limandri et al. [2014℄. En aquest as, la omparaió

és exel·lent per a tots dos projetils. A ontinuaió, usant aquesta informaió, i la

parametritzaió empíria per predir l'elf òptia de materials orgànis, hem predeit el poder

de frenada de protons i partíules alfa en os ortial humà [Limandri et al. 2014℄. Tot i

que la informaió experimental és esassa en aquest as, l'energia mitjana d'exitaió i la

proporió del poder de frenada respete a aigua líquida per protons de 100 MeV obtingudes

onorden molt bé amb aquestes dades.

També han estat estudiats altres aspetes més fonamentals en el apítol 3. La in�uènia

de l'eleió del model de dades òptis en el àlul del poder de frenada ha estat analitzada,

mostrant diferènies notables, espeialment al voltant del màxim. També hem vist om

els diferents estats de àrrega dels ions ontribueixen al poder de frenada total a diferents

energies. Per tant, tots els resultats presentats en aquest apítol, a part de onstituir una

base de dades de les magnituds de pèrdua d'energia per utilitzar en simulaions Montearlo,

demostren la apaitat del formalisme dielètri i el mètode melf-gos per obtindre amb

exatitud aquesta informaió per a blans en la fase ondensada.

Com va ser expliat en el apítol 1, enara que les magnituds de frenada eletrònia

són neessàries, aquestes no són su�ients per desriure la interaió de la radiaió amb

materials biològis, ja que l'ejeió d'eletrons, i la subsegüent estrutura que generen al

voltant de la traça de l'ió (trak-struture), són els prinipals responsables del dipòsit

d'energia en esales nanomètriques i, per tant, del danyat onentrat en biomolèules.

D'aquesta manera, hem dediat el apítol 4 a estendre el formalisme dielètri al àlul

de la probabilitat de produió d'eletrons. Primer, els mètodes més utilitzats per

alular seions e�aes d'ionitzaió han estat revisats, inloent-hi mètodes analítis

(entre els quals, l'aproximaió de ol·lisions binàries [Vriens 1967℄ i la fórmula de Rudd

[Rudd i Kim 1992℄ són els més àmpliament utilitzats), així om mètodes ab initio (sent

els més populars el mètode Continuum-Distorted-Wave�Eikonal-Initial-State (dw-eis)

[Fainstein, Pone, i Rivarola 1991, Galassi et al. 2012℄ i el mètode Classi Trajetory Monte

Carlo (tm) [Abrines i Perival 1966, Olson i Salop 1977, Errea et al. 2013b℄). Els

mètodes analítis són espeialment útils, ja que poden ser emprar-se i implementar-se

fàilment. Malgrat això, aquests tenen algunes limitaions, om la seua apliabilitat a

un rang limitat d'energies, o a determinades ombinaions espeí�ques de projetil-blan.

A més, aquests models per a la ionitzaió han de ser omplementats amb altres mètodes

per alular les seions e�aes d'exitaió, molt més esassos. Els mètodes ab initio,

d'altra banda, són molt més �exibles, sent apaços de produir resultats preisos per a les

seions e�aes tant d'ionitzaió om d'exitaió (així om per a altres interaions, om

l'interanvi de àrrega). No obstant això, aquests mètodes són omputaionalment més
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ostosos, i més difíils d'implementar (espaialment per a grans maromolèules o blans

biològis en fase ondensada), quedant la seua apliaió limitada en models radiobiológios.

El formalisme dielètri ofereix una alternativa raonable, sent un mètode més fàil

d'implementar que els mètodes ab initio, enara que més preís que els models analítis, i

apliable a la interaió de partíules arregades (inloent-hi tant ions om eletrons) amb

materials en la fase ondensada en un rang d'energies bastant ampli. Fins al moment, el

formalisme dielètri només ha estat apliat a la desripió de la ionitzaió de l'aigua líquida

[Dingfelder et al. 1998, Em�etzoglou i Mosovith 2003℄. Aquesta implementaió ha estat

revisada, en la qual l'elf òptia de l'aigua líquida es separa en ontribuions d'ionitzaió

i d'exitaió de diferents apes eletròniques. A ontinuaió, per tal de generalitzar aquest

mètode per a materials biològis arbitraris (on pot ser ompliat extraure informaió sobre

la ionitzaió i l'exitaió per a totes les possibles apes eletròniques), hem introduït

la magnitud de l'energia mitja d'ionitzaió per als eletrons de les apes externes,

〈B〉. D'aquesta manera, assumim que els eletrons de les apes externes són emesos

amb energia W = E − 〈B〉, on E és l'energia transferida en una ol·lisió inelàstia.

Hem omprovat que, per a l'aigua líquida, aquesta aproximaió produeix resultats que

mostren un aord satisfatori amb la desripió dielètria ompleta [Dingfelder et al. 1998,

Em�etzoglou i Mosovith 2003℄, tant per a les distribuions energètiques (seions e�aes

simplement diferenials, singly di�erential ross setions, sds) om per a les seions

e�aes totals d'ionitzaió (total ionisation ross setions, tis). Llavors, és possible

generalitzar aquesta metodologia per a materials biològis arbitraris, �ns i tot si la seua

elf no està disponible, emprant la parametritzaió empíria per a predir l'elf proposada

per Tan et al. [2004℄. Hem fet àluls per al as d'impate de protons en diversos materials

d'interès, inloent-ne aigua líquida i les bases de l'adn/arn adenina i urail, trobant un

bon aord amb les dades experimentals disponibles en la fase gas [de Vera et al. 2013a℄.

Enara que els nostres àluls orresponen a la fase ondensada i els experiments són per

a la fase gas, el bon aord suggereix que els efetes de fase no són espeialment importants

en la ionitzaió d'aquests materials.

A ontinuaió, hem estès aquesta metodologia per desriure també les

distribuions angulars d'eletrons seundaris per impate d'ions en materials biològis

[de Vera, Garia-Molina, i Abril 2015℄. Introduint una relaió senzilla entre l'angle de

dispersió de l'ió inident (relaionat amb el moment transferit ~k) i l'angle d'ejeió de

l'eletró seondari, basada en la inemàtia de la ol·lisió binària, hem proposat un mètode

on el màxim de la distribuió angular ve donat pel pi de la ol·lisió binària, i la distribuió
entorn a aquest està donada per l'evoluió de l'elf amb el moment transferit ~k. Hem

omprovat aquestes aproximaions (també introduint el fator de orreió de Salin per

tenir en ompte el proés de aptura eletrònia al ontinu [Salin 1969, Dingfelder 2002,

Rudd i Kim 1992℄) omparant els nostres àluls amb les dades experimentals disponibles

per a les seions e�aes doblement diferenials (doubly di�erential ross setions, dds)

per l'impate d'ions en aigua, adenina i urail. L'aord és satisfatori en la majoria dels

asos, quedant lar que aquest mètode ofereix una alternativa onvenient no només per

obtenir les disribuiones energètiques d'eletrons seundaris (sds) i les seions e�aes

totals d'ionitzaió (tis) en materials biològis, sinó també per alular les distribuions

angulars (dds). També hem omprovat que aquesta aproximaió funiona bé quan

el mètode melf-gos és usat per desriure la superfíie de Bethe del material, mentres

que falla quan s'usen models òptis més senzills. Per tant, també hem demostrat la

importània d'usar un bon model d'informaió òptia per al àlul de les seions e�aes

eletròniques.
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Finalment, hem apliat la mateixa metodologia per a la ionitzaió per impate d'eletrons,

introduint les orreions d'interanvi, om es va expliar en el apítol 2. Els resultats

preliminars per a les sds i les tis d'impate d'eletrons en aigua i tetrahidrofurà (thf,

un substitut de la molèula d'desoxiribosa a l'adn) són molt prometedors, ja que presenten

un bon aord amb les dades experimentals disponibles en la fase gas.

Un op les magnituds de frenada eletrònia i les seions e�aes d'ionitzaió han

estat obtingudes per als materials d'interès, aquestes poden ser usades en el programa de

Montearlo i dinàmia moleular seis [Garia-Molina et al. 2011℄ per simular el transport

de la radiaió en aquests materials. El programa ha estat expliat en el apítol 5, on

l'algorisme per desriure la frenada eletrònia dels projetils, la dispersió elàstia múltiple

i els proessos de aptura i pèrdua d'eletrons han estat revisats en detall. A ontinuaió,

el programa s'ha estès per a la seua apliaió al transport d'ions amb energies relativistes,

que són els usats en teràpia, mitjançant la inlusió de orreions relativistes i reaions

nulears de fragmentaió. Després de omprovar om les posiions simulades del pi de

Bragg s'allunyen dels valors experimentals quan l'energia dels protons és superior als 100

MeV, hem introduït una orreió ad ho a l'algorisme de Verlet, basada en la de�niió

del moment lineal relativista, per orregir les posiions dels pis de Bragg. Pel que fa a

les reaions nulears de fragmentaió, s'ha desenvolupat un mètode senzill, en el qual les

seions e�aes totals de fragmentaió nulear per a ada element del blan han estat

obtingudes d'iru [2000℄, i una fraió de l'energia residual del projetil en el moment de

la ol·lisió és dipositada loalment, d'aord amb la fraió de fragments arregats produïts

en la ol·lisió, segons les dades de iru [2000℄.

Per �nalitzar el apítol 5, el programa seis ha estat usat per repliar una

sèrie d'experiments sobre irradiaió amb protons i partíules alfa de blans ilíndris

miromètris fets d'aigua líquida, etanol líquid i alumini [Kaneda et al. 2007, Shimizu et al.

2009, 2010, Itoh et al. 2010, Shimizu et al. 2011℄. Aquest d'estudi no només ofereix la

possibilitat de posar a prova el programa seis, sinó també d'avaluar el poder de frenada

d'aigua líquida per a feixos de protons [Shimizu et al. 2009, 2010℄. Com s'ha expliat en

aquest apítol, aquests experiments onsisteixen en la irradiaió de dolls d'aigua o etanol, o

d'un �l d'alumini, amb protons o partíules alfa de 2 MeV/u, i les distribuions energètiques

dels projetils són mesurades a diferents angles després d'eixir del blan. Ja que el diàmetre

dels blans no es oneix exatament en els experiments, els autors d'aquests treballs van

emprar el diàmetre, així om un fator d'esala per al poder de frenada alulat per srim

[Ziegler, Biersak, i Ziegler 2008℄, om a paràmetres d'ajust, i van realitzar simulaions

Montearlo amb el program geant4 [Agostinelli et al. 2003℄ �ns reproduir els seus valors

experimentals. D'aquesta manera, van obtenir valors experimentals del poder de frenada

d'aquests materials, entre els quals l'aigua líquida és el més interessant en el nostre as.

Hem intentat reproduir aquests experiments amb el odi seis, però mantenint els nostres

valors del poder de frenada, i intentant utilitzar només el diàmetre del blan om a

paràmetre d'ajust. Vam aonseguir reproduir els experiments, i vam omprovar que tan

sols és neessari reduir el diàmetre del blan en un 3% en el as de l'aigua líquida, i un

9% en el as de l'etanol. Pel alumini, on la inertesa deu ser més baixa, el diàmetre només

ha de ser reduït un 2.5%. La reduió en el as dels dolls líquids pot ser deguda a la seua

evaporaió a la ambra de buit en què els experiments es van realitzar. Aquest proés

és previsible que siga més gran per a l'etanol que per a l'aigua, ja que el primer és una

substània més volàtil. Per tant, hem posat a prova el programa seis, al mateix temps

que el poder de frenada de l'aigua líquida per protons [Garia-Molina et al. 2013℄.
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Després d'haver estès el odi seis per a poder ser apliat a energies relativistes, aquest

pot ser usat per estudiar diversos problemes relaionats amb la teràpia del àner amb

feixos d'ions. Això s'ha fet en el apítol 6. Primer, l'efete que els diferents fenòmens

físis inlosos en el programa (és a dir, frenada eletrònia, dispersió elàstia múltiple,

aptura i pèrdua d'eletrons i reaions nulears de fragmentaió) tenen en les orbes

dosi-profunditat simulades ha estat analitzat, ativant i desativant aquests proessos en

les simulaions. Hem omprovat om, després d'inloure les orreions relativistes i les

reaions nulears de fragmentaió (apítol 5), les orbes de dosi-profunditat simulades

amb seis oinideixen quasi perfetament amb les dades experimentals. Només són

apreiables petites diferènies a poa profunditat, a ausa de la forma aproximada en què

les reaions nulears de fragmentaió han estat implementades, on una part de l'energia

residual dels ions és dipositada loalment després de la ol·lisió. En realitat, els protons

molt energètis també produeixen protons seundaris molt energètis, que poden viatjar

distànies onsiderables des del seu punt d'origen. Hem analitzat l'efete de l'eleió del

poder de frenada omparant els rangs de protons en aigua líquida i pmma obtinguts amb

seis i els subministrats pel programa pstar de l'ICRU [Berger et al. 2005℄. Hem vist

om els rangs poden arribar a variar en alguns mil·límetres a les energies normalment

usades en teràpia, tenint això un impate en la plani�aió dels trataments. A baixes

energies, aquestes diferènies són per desomptat molt petites en termes absoluts, però

les diferènies relatives poden arribar a ser del 5%, un fet que pot tindre impliaions en

miro i nanodosimetría. Mentre que el poder de frenada afeta prinipalment la posiió

de les orbes dosi-profunditat, hem vist om l'straggling en la pèrdua d'energia afeta la

seua forma de manera molt important. Quan no s'inlou en les simulaions l'straggling en

la pèrdua d'energia, les orbes de dosi-profunditat resultants són molt piades. Malgrat

això, aquestes se suavitzades quan s'inlou aquest efete. En quant als proessos de

aptura i pèrdua d'eletrons, hem vist que, per protons, aquests només omenen a ser

rellevants a energies molt baixes (per sota dels 250 eV). Per tant, aquests proessos no tenen

onseqüènies pràtiques en les orbes dosi-profunditat marosòpiques, de manera que els

projetils d'hidrogen poden onsiderar-se om protons nus al llarg de tota la trajetòria.

Malgrat això, aquest pot no ser el as per a altres projetils més pesats, om arboni,

per als quals aquest proés ha de ser estudiat en més detall. Finalment, en relaió a

la dispersió elàstia múltiple, hem omprovat om l'efete d'aquesta en les orbes dosi-

profunditat és quasi inapreiable, enara que és la responsable de l'obertura lateral del

feix. D'aquestes simulaions, hem obtingut l'arrel del radi quadràti mitjà del feix (root

mean square radius, rmsr) en funió de la penetraió en el blan, i hem determinat que

aquest segueix un omportament parabòli, arribant al ∼3% del rang en la posiió del pi

de Bragg, independentment de l'energia iniial. Hem parametritzat aquesta evoluió per

a l'aigua líquida, de manera que l'arrel quadrati mitjà es puga obtindre sense neessitat

de realitzar simulaions [Abril et al. 2015℄. Per desomptat, això pot estendre's a altres

blans diferents de l'aigua líquida.

En el apítol 6 també hem analitzat les propietats d'equivalènia a l'aigua (water

equivalent properties) en funió de l'energia dels protons, per a diversos materials omuns

en muntatges experimentals en dosimetria, inloent-hi els plàstis pmma i poliestirè (ps),

els metalls Tu, Cu, Au i Al, així om el gra�t, un material utilitzat en dosímetres

[de Vera, Abril, i Garia-Molina 2014℄. Entre aquestes propietats, la més important és la

profunditat equivalent d'aigua (water equivalent thikness, wet), que quanti�a l'espessor

del material que al per a frenar un feix d'ions el mateix que una quantitat donada d'aigua

líquida. També hem avaluat altres araterístiques relatives a l'aigua líquida, om les
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posiions relatives del pi de Bragg, la dosi al pi de Bragg, i la seua amplitud. D'aquesta

anàlisi, a banda d'obtenir valors del wet per a aquests materials, en bon aord amb altres

valors indiats en la literatura, també hem onlòs que el pmma i ps són els materials més

similars a l'aigua líquida, mentre que l'Au i el Cu són els més diferents. Totes les magnituds

obtingudes poden ser utilitzades per a obtenir dosi en aigua líquida a partir de les dosis

en aquests materials en experiments de dosimetria, en els quals s'utilitzen freqüentment

blans sòlids per a failitar els muntatges experimentals.

En el apítol 6 hem analitzat també l'evoluió de l'energia dels protons al llarg de

les seues trajetòries. Ja que seis simula la pèrdua d'energia, inloent-hi l'straggling

i la dispersió elàstia múltiple, les distribuions energètiques detallades dels projetils es

poden obtenir a ada profunditat en el blan. Com a tònia general, tot i que aquesta

distribuió és estreta a petites profunditats (ja que el feix és iniialment monoenergèti),

aquesta omença a eixamplar-se segons els protons penetren al blan. Hem omprovat la

in�uènia que l'straggling en la pèrdua d'energia i la dispersió elàstia múltiple tenen en

l'eixamplament de l'espetre energèti: enara que la dispersió elàstia múltiple ontribueix

lleugerament a l'eixamplament de la distribuió, la major ontribuió és, amb diferènia,

de l'straggling en la pèrdua de energia, �ns al punt que, si la dispersió elàstia s'inlou en la

simulaió, però no l'straggling, el feix tendeix a ser pràtiament monoenergèti al llarg de

tota la trajetòria. Per tant, és lar que l'straggling en la pèrdua d'energia és un ingredient

fonamental per al àlul preís de les distribuions energètiques dels projetils. També hem

omprovat que, enara que és possible obtenir distribuions energètiques independents per

àtoms d'hidrogen i protons nus, els àtoms d'hidrogen neutres només es poden trobar en

les últimes mires del blan, sent la seua ontribuió menystenible en termes marosòpis.

També, mitjançant l'anàlisi de les distribuions energètiques en aigua líquida i pmma a

profunditats equivalents d'aigua similars, hem vist om les distribuions energètiques de

protons són molt similars per a tots dos blans, reforçant el onepte d'aquesta equivalènia

a l'aigua.

De fet, la distribuió energètia dels projetils a una profunditat donada determinarà

l'espetre d'eletrons seundaris generats a aquesta profunditat, de manera que resulta

de gran importània onèixer les distribuions energètiques dels projetils primaris. Hem

trobat que aquestes distribuions sempre estan entrades en una energia que és el 10% de

l'energia iniial del feix, amb una amplada total a la meitat del màxim (full width half

maximum, fwhm) que també és d'un 10% de l'energia iniial, a la profunditat del pi de

Bragg. Com a resultat �nal del apítol 6, hem ombinat les distribuions energètiques de

protons alulades amb seis amb el àlul de les seions e�aes diferenials d'ionitzaió

(sds) en aigua líquida i pmma per obtenir espetres energètis realistes d'eletrons

seundaris al llarg de les orbes de Bragg en aquests materials. Aquesta informaió és

rellevant, ja que representa la interfíie entre les simulaions del tipus radiation transport,

realitzades a esala marosòpia, amb les del tipus trak-struture per a determinar el

dipòsit d'energia en esales mirosòpiques. Les segones requereixen aquestes distribuions

d'energia dels eletrons seundaris obtingudes de les primeres, per �xar les ondiions

iniials per a la simulaió de l'estrutura mirosòpia de les traes dels ions (trak-

struture), la qual osa possibilita la realitzaió de simulaions multiesala.

En ontrast amb les simulaions Montearlo, en el apítol 7 hem introduït les tèniques

analítiques per al àlul del transport de la radiaió, amb l'objetiu d'apliar aquests

mètodes a problemes més relaionats amb la radiobiologia, om el dipòsit d'energia en

èl·lules. D'una banda, les tèniques analítiques són una alternativa molt més ràpida per
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a aquest tipus de àluls, sent, per tant, preferibles per a la seua implementaió en models

radiobiològis. D'altra banda, aquestes requereixen la introduió d'un major nombre

d'aproximaions, per la qual osa, generalment, poden produir resultats menys detallats

que les simulaions Montearlo, i han de �xar erts paràmetres per modelar fenòmens

omplexos. Com un exemple d'aquestes araterístiques, hem presentat primer l'algorisme

dels feixos pinzell per alular orbes de Bragg, basat en l'aproximaió de frenada ontínua

(ontinuous slowing down approximation, sda). El sda assumeix que els projetils

perden energia ontínuament, d'aord amb el poder de frenada del material, sense ser

afetats per l'straggling en la pèrdua d'energia o la dispersió elàstia múltiple. Usant el

sda és possible obtenir els rangs dels eletrons, que només són afetats lleugerament per

l'straggling i la dispersió múltiple, enara que les orbes dosi-profunditat obtingudes no

són realistes. Aquesta tènia tampo pot avaluar l'obertura lateral del feix. De tota

manera, és possible inloure en l'algorisme de feixos pinzell les ontribuions d'aquests

dos fenòmens, mitjançant la introduió de l'straggling en rangs i les teories de dispersió

múltiple. A l'straggling en rangs, les orbes dosi-profunditat del sda es onvoluionen

amb distribuions gaussianes de rangs, donant llo a l'eixamplament de la orba dosi-

profunditat de forma fenomenològia. Pel que fa a les teories de dispersió múltiple, aquestes

normalment donen llo a una dependènia parabòlia de l'arrel del radi quadràti mitjà

(rmsr) del feix, depenent de paràmetres �xats per les seions e�aes de dispersió elàstia.

Els paràmetres per a emprar les dues aproximaions es poden obtenir de simulaions

Montearlo més detallades, i aquest punt ha estat exempli�at en aquest apítol per al

as de l'aigua líquida. Per tant, queda lar que les tèniques analítiques i les simulaions

Montearlo són eines omplementàries: mentres que les primeres són omputaionalment

molt més e�ients, les segones donen llo a informaió molt més detallada, permetent

obtenir els paràmetres per al tratament aproximat de la dispersió múltiple i l'straggling

en rangs.

Després d'haver onsiderat om funionen les tèniques analítiques, hem entrat la

nostra atenió en la diferènia entre l'energia perduda pels projetils i l'energia dipositada

en el blan. Aquest aspete és espeialment rellevant en la irradiaió de blans mirosòpis,

om és el as de les èl·lules. En aquestes petites esales, l'energia transferida a eletrons

seundaris pot ser transportada lluny del punt original en què aquesta energia va ser

perduda pel projetil i, enara que el rang típi dels eletrons seundaris és de l'ordre

dels nanòmetres (ja que aquests tenen energies de poques desenes d'eV, om es va veure

en el apítol 4), alguns dels eletrons delta més energètis poden viatjar algunes mires,

transportant amb ells molta energia. Hem revisat els mètodes més omuns per avaluar

l'energia dipositada en blans mirosòpis, omençant amb la magnitud més simple, que

és la transferènia d'energia lineal (linear energy transfer, let) [iru 1970℄. El let (o

poder de frenada restringit) de�neix l'energia dipositada en un blan mirosòpi om

l'energia transferida a eletrons amb un rang sda més petit que les dimensions del blan.

Enara que és útil, aquesta de�niió no és molt exata, ja que no onsidera l'energia

dipositada dins el blan pels eletrons que esapen d'ell. Poden obtenir-se valors molt més

preisos de l'energia dipositada a través de simulaions Montearlo del tipus trak-struture,

o mitjançant tèniques analítiques om l'aproximaió del amí aleatori (random walk

approximation) [Surdutovih i Solov'yov 2014℄. També, és possible mantenir la simpliitat

oneptual del let, i avaluar l'energia dipositada de forma més preisa i analítiament

usant l'equaió del let espaialment restringida proposada per Xapsos [1992℄. Aquesta

equaió orregeix l'expressió original del let, i permet alular l'energia dipositada en
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un blan mirosòpi d'una manera senzilla, i amb una exatitud omparable amb les

simulaions del tipus trak-struture.

Pot sorgir la pregunta de per què és rellevant estudiar el dipòsit d'energia en blans

biològis mirosòpis, om les èl·lules. Per respondre a aquesta pregunta, hem fet també

en el apítol 7 un breu repàs dels models radiobiològis més omuns utilitzats per predir els

efetes biològis de la radiaió i així entendre om funionen. Aquests models poden dividir-

se en meanístis i semiempíris. Els primers intenten desriure de manera preisa tots els

passos impliats en el problema, inloent-hi tots els fenòmens físis, �sioquímis, químis

i biològis. Enara que hi haja aquests models, om els implementats en el programa de

simulaió partra [Friedland et al. 2011℄, aquests han de fer front a la di�ultat de simular

fenòmens biològis molt omplexos. Per ontra, els models semiempíris assumeixen

una sèrie d'aproximaions, tratant els fenòmens biològis om una �aixa negra�. Els

models semiempíris més omuns són el model d'efete loal (loal e�et model, lem)

[Sholz i Elsässer 2007℄) i l'aproximaió mirodosimétria [Sholz i Elsässer 2007, Ballarini

2010℄. També, l'aproximaió físia multiesala (més meanístia) ha estat desenvolupada

reentment [Surdutovih i Solov'yov 2014℄. En qualsevol as, independentment del nivell

de detall, tots aquests models omparteixen la araterístia omú de la �lesió letal�, que

s'assoia amb un determinat nivell de danyat a l'adn nulear. Malgrat això, també hem

vist en aquest apítol om no totes les onseqüènies biològiques de la radiaió són degudes

al danyat de l'adn nulear: els anomenats efetes no espei�s (non-targeted e�ets)

onsisteixen en onseqüènies tals om l'efete espetador (bystander e�et, èl·lules que
moren sense ser diretament irradiades), la inestabilitat genòmia, la radioresistènia o

la hipersensibilitat a baixes dosis [Prise et al. 2005℄. Curiosament, aquests efetes estan

prinipalment relaionats amb el dipòsit d'energia en orgànuls presents en el itoplasma

el·lular, om la membrana el·lular o les mitoòndries. D'aquesta manera, queda lar

l'interès en estudiar el dipòsit d'energia en diferents ompartiments el·lulars, tant el nuli
om el itoplasma, el que pot ser utilitzat om a dada d'entrada per a models radiobiològis.

Una vegada tots aquests aspetes han sigut disutits, hem presentat el nostre model per

al dipòsit d'energia en ompartiments el·lulars [de Vera et al. 2014℄. Hem desenvolupat

un model analíti, basat en el sda, per estudiar la propagaió d'ions, el dipòsit d'energia

i el nombre d'ionitzaions produïdes en ompartiments subel·lulars. La èl·lula ha estat

representada om un nuli esfèri, envoltat per una losa esfèria onèntria representant

el itoplasma. La èl·lula està envoltada per una altra losa ilíndria onèntria d'aigua
líquida, a la qual se li permet interanviar energia amb la èl·lula a través del transport

d'eletrons delta. Tot això està submergit en una aixa d'aigua líquida. Els ions travessen

la èl·lula en la direió z després d'impatar en aquesta amb un determinat paràmetre

d'impate x, amb un �ux uniforme. Les seues trajetòries a través de la èl·lula són

desrites mitjançant el sda, on el poder de frenada de ada ompartiment (alulat usant

el formalisme dielètri, el mètode melf-gos, i la parametritzaió empíria per predir

l'elf òptia de materials biològis [Tan et al. 2004℄, om es va expliar al apítol 2) és

utilitzat per desriure la seua frenada. Considerem que l'straggling en la pèrdua d'energia

i la dispersió elàstia múltiple tenen un efete menystenible, a ausa de la petita grandària

de les èl·lules (d'unes poques mires). El dipòsit d'energia en ada ompartiment ha

estat alulat onsiderant el transport dels eletrons delta, mitjançant l'equaió del let

restringida espaialment obtinguda per Xapsos [1992℄. Pel que fa al nombre d'ionitzaions

produïdes en ada ompartiment, aquest s'ha alulat utilitzant les seions e�aes totals

d'ionitzaió de ada medi, alulades segons alló expliat en el apítol 4.
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Aquest model s'ha utilitzat per estudiar la irradiaió d'una èl·lula humana �estàndard�,

amb un nuli de 3 µm de radi i un radi el·lular de 6 µm, dimensions d'aord amb les

dimensions típiques esmentades en la literatura [Thomson, Tedgren, i Williamson 2013℄.

La omposiió del nuli i el itoplasma d'aquesta èl·lula �estàndard� s'han obtingut d'iru
[1993℄ i Byrne et al. [2013℄, respetivament, tots dos materials tenint una densitat d'1

g/m

3
. Aquesta èl·lula ha estat irradiada amb protons amb energies inferiors als 20 MeV,

que són les energies típiques trobades al pi de Bragg, tal om hem obtingut mitjançant

simulaions amb el programa seis (apítol 6). Hem alulat, utilitzant aquest model

analíti, l'energia dipositada, el nombre d'ionitzaions i l'energia espeí�a dipositada

(energia per unitat de massa) per protó en ada ompartiment el·lular, en funió de

l'energia dels protons. El primer resultat (obvi) és que l'energia dipositada i el nombre

d'ionitzaions és més gran en el itoplasma que en el nuli, prinipalment a ausa del

major volum del primer. Resulta més pràti omparar l'energia espeí�a dipositada.

La proporió en el nuli respete al itoplasma resulta ser pròxima a 1 per tot el rang

d'energies, indiant que la onentraió d'energia dipositada és bastant similar al nuli i al

itoplasma. De tota manera, a energies baixes, al voltant dels 700 keV, l'energia espeí�a

és una mia més gran en el itoplasma, la qual osa pot ser atribuïda al poder de frenada

i tis lleugerament majors d'aquest darrer. Curiosament, quan l'energia dels protons

reix, l'energia espeí�a dipositada en el nuli el·lular també reix, sent lleugerament

superior que la dipositada en el itoplasma. Aquest fet és degut al transport d'eletrons

delta: om més elevada és l'energia dels protons,poden ser emesos eletrons seundaris

més energètis, de manera que s'afavoreix el transport d'energia del itoplasma al nuli,

per motius geomètris. Aquest omportament podria tenir un impate en els efetes no

espeí�s, ja que la relaió d'energia dipositada en el nuli respete al itoplasma reix de

forma monotònia �ns als 20 MeV amb l'energia dels protons, una evoluió que ha de ser

investigada en més detall per energies més altes.

Ara que els ontinguts de la tesi han estat revisats i resumits, podem extraure algunes

onlusions generals del treball realitzat.

Primer, ha quedat molt lara la apaitat del formalisme dielètri, juntament amb

el mètode melf-gos, per a alular magnituds de pèrdua d'energia per a partíules

arregades en materials biològis. S'han donat molts exemples en el apítol 3 que mostren

el bon aord general entre els nostres àluls semiempíris i les dades experimentals

disponibles per a diversos materials. A més, la implementaió de la parametritzaió

empíria per a predir l'elf òptia de materials biològis, i el desenvolupament del mètode

per a obtenir seions e�aes de produió d'eletrons, estenen de forma important

les possibilitats d'aquesta metodologia per produir una gran varietat d'informaió sobre

interaions eletròniques, neessària per a realitzar simulaions de la interaió de la

radiaió amb materials biològis. Bons exemples d'aquestes possibilitats són el àlul del

poder de frenada de l'os ortial humà per protons (en molt bon aord amb les esasses

dades experimentals disponibles), o les bones prediions de seions e�aes de produió

d'eletrons en les bases de l'adn/arn.

El as de l'aigua líquida mereix espeial atenió, ja que aquest és el prinipal omponent

dels teixits vius. Primer, vam mostrar al apítol 2 om el mètode melf-gos és apaç

de desriure amb gran preisió la seua superfíie de Bethe, és a dir, l'evoluió de

la seua elf sobre tot el pla (~k-~ω). Per tant, s'espera que el poder de frenada i

altres magnituds relaionades siguin alulades amb exatitud per aquest material (i per
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altres materials biològis, ja que tots ells tenen un espetre d'exitaions molt similar),

un resultat que queda on�rmat amb la omparaió amb les dades experimentals per

protons i partíules alfa publiats per Palmer i Akhavan-Rezayat [1978℄, Thwaites [1981℄,

Haque, Mohammadi, i Nikjoo [1985℄ i Siiskonen et al. [2011℄. En quant al les disrepànies

entre els nostres àluls i les dades experimentals del poder de frenada de l'aigua líquida

per protons publiats per Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄, hem vist om és possible reavaluar

aquests resultats obtinguts mitjançant la irradiaió d'un doll d'aigua líquida, mitjançant

una adequada simulaió amb el programa seis. Com es va veure en el apítol 5, l'ús del

diàmetre del doll om a paràmetre d'ajust su�ient per reproduir els experiments realitzats

per Shimizu et al. [2009, 2010℄. A banda de tot això, el àlul de les seions e�aes

doblement diferenials (dds) per l'impate de protons en aigua líquida han mostrat om

l'ús de les elf tipus Mermin donen llo a un àlul adequat de les distribuions angulars

d'eletrons seundaris, mentres que altres algoritmes d'extensió més simples per ~k 6= 0
fallen.

També hem vist om aquesta informaió pot usar-se om a dada d'entrada per a fer

simulaions o àluls analítis per al transport de feixos d'ions en materials biològis, tant

a nivell marosòpi om mirosòpi. Mitjançant simulaions de Montearlo i dinàmia

moleular amb el programa seis, hem alulat diverses magnituds d'interès, inloent-

hi orbes dosi-profunditat (en bon aord amb dades experimentals), distribuions de dosi

lateral, propietats d'equivalènia a l'aigua de diversos materials, i distribuions energètiques

de protons primaris i eletrons seundaris al llarg de la trajetòria dels ions. Hem obtingut

diversos resultats interessants, om la dependènia parabòlia de l'arrel del radi quadràti

mitjà del feix, que arriba a un ∼3% del rang dels protons a la profunditat del pi de Bragg,

o el omportament de l'energia mitjana i l'amplada total a la meitat del màxim de la

distribuió energètia dels protons en el pi de Bragg, que sempre són ∼10% de l'energia

iniial del feix.

Els resultats obtinguts amb seis han estat també utilitzats per �xar i avaluar

els paràmetres per a l'ús del model analíti de feixos pinzell, que dóna resultats de

les orbes dosi-profunditat i les distribuions laterals de dosi en bon aord amb les

simulaions Montearlo, però amb temps de àlul molt menors. Finalment, també hem

analitzat el dipòsit d'energia en ompartiments subel·lulars utilitzant el model analíti

espeialment desenvolupat per a aquest propòsit. S'han obtingut algunes onlusions

importants d'aquesta anàlisi, om que la quantitat d'energia espeí�a dipositada en el

nuli i el itoplasma el·lular són similars, enara que amb un lleuger inrement en el

itoplasma a molt baixes energies (al voltant dels 700 keV), a ausa de la probabilitat

d'exitaió lleugerament superior d'aquest ompartiment el·lular, i amb un inrement en

el nuli a energies superiors (al voltant de 20 MeV), a ausa de la produió d'eletrons

seundaris més energètis, que poden transportar l'energia del itoplasma al nuli. A part

d'aquests resultats, que poden ser d'utilitat per a models radiobiològis, la omparaió entre

simulaions Montearlo i àluls analítis posen de manifest el aràter omplementari

d'aquestes aproximaions. Mentre que les segones són més ràpides, sent, per tant, més

apropiades per a models radiobiològis, les primeres poden tratar tots els proessos

d'interaió amb molt més detall, oferint resultats més omplets, i permetent l'establiment

i omprovaió dels paràmetres neessaris per als models analítis.

A banda del onjunt de resultats exposats prèviament, diverses línies d'investigaió

han estat obertes durant aquesta tesi, que poden dur-se a term en investigaions futures.
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Primer, els mètodes desenvolupats permeten un àlul exhaustiu i sistemàti de seions

e�aes eletròniques per a la interaió de partíules arregades amb materials biològis,

que poden ser inlosos en bases de dades, om ara la de danyat per radiaió (radam

database) [radam 2015℄.

Els mètodes desenvolupats permeten el àlul de seions e�aes d'interaió

eletrònia tant per a feixos d'ions om d'eletrons. Molts resultats han estat donats per a

les magnituds de frenada eletrònia de feixos d'ions i eletrons, mentre que la informaió

sobre ionitzaió s'ha partiularitzat al as de feixos d'ions. Malgrat això, s'han presentat

alguns exemples sobre l'apliaió d'aquesta metodologia per a feixos d'eletrons. Per

desomptat, en el futur s'ha de realitzar una anàlisi més sistemàtia de les seions e�aes

d'ionitzaió per impate d'eletrons en biomaterials. En partiular, s'hauria d'investigar la

possible extensió del mètode per a alular distribuions angulars d'eletrons seundaris per

impate d'eletrons. També, ha quedat pendent la implementaió de fators de orreió

per a l'ús del formalisme dielètri amb eletrons de baixa energia. La ompilaió de

totes aquestes magnituds de frenada i produió d'eletrons per impate d'eletrons en

biomaterials pot usar-se per a simulaions Montearlo del tipus trak-struture amb �ns

nanodosimètris. L'ús d'aquesta informaió és important per a determinar �ns a quin punt

l'aigua líquida pot utilitzar-se om un substitut aproximat dels omponents biomoleulars

en àluls nanodosimètris. En qualsevol as, els resultats d'aquest treball, que mostren

seions e�aes d'ionitzaió diferents entre blans biomoleulars i l'aigua líquida (vegeu

el apítol 4), suggereixen que l'aigua líquida no és una bona eleió per a aquest tipus de

simulaions.

A més, els programes desenvolupats per a la propagaió de feixos d'ions, tant en

esales marosòpiques om mirosòpiques, ofereixen moltes possibilitats. Amb les dades

atualment disponibles poden realitzar-se àluls amb el programa seis per al transport

de diferents feixos d'ions en molt materials. En relaió amb aquestes simulaions amb seis,

en aquesta tesi ens hem entrat prinipalment en la interaió de feixos de protons amb

aigua líquida i pmma. Malgrat això, tenim informaió disponible per a altres materials,

inloent-hi un blan tan important om l'os ortial. Això permet la simulaió de moltes

altres situaions que poden trobar-se en dosimetria o plani�aió del tratament, om

ara la irradiaió de blans heterogenis, inloent apes de teixit tou i ossos. A més,

són neessàries simulaions per ions més pesats per avaluar les seues araterístiques,

espeialment relaionades amb els proessos de aptura i pèrdua d'eletrons. Tot i que

aquesta interaió no és molt rellevant per protons amb energies terapèutiques, poden

aparèixer diferènies per a altres ions, om el arboni, usat en teràpia, que té disponibles

molts més estats de àrrega. Finalment, en aquesta tesi hem desenvolupat el mètode per

a alular distribuions realistes d'eletrons seundaris al llarg de les trajetòries dels ions,

mitjançant la ombinaió de les distribuions energètiques dels projetils amb les seions

e�aes simplement diferenials (sds) per a la produió d'eletrons. Això dóna llo

a les ondiions iniials per a la simulaió de la propagaió dels eletrons seundaris en

esales nano i mirosòpiques (trak-struture). Per tant, l'ús d'aquesta informaió per fer

simulaions del tipus trak-struture també onstitueix una tasa pendent.

També hem implementat un programa per al àlul ràpid de la dosi mitjançant l'ús de

l'algorisme de feixos pinzell (apítol 7). El programa de simulaió seis es pot usar per

trobar els paràmetres neessaris per a aquest programa, per tratar l'straggling en rangs i

la dispersió elàstia múltiple en molts altres materials, om ha estat exempli�at amb el

as de l'aigua líquida en aquell apítol.
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Finalment, el model analíti desenvolupat per a la propagaió i interaió de feixos

d'ions amb ompartiments subel·lulars pot usar-se per respondre preguntes importants

en radiobiologia. Aí, aquest model s'ha utilitzat només per a estudiar la interaió

d'un feix de protons al pi de Bragg amb un model de èl·lula humana �estàndard�,

amb les omposiions del nuli i el itoplasma el·lular donades per iru [1993℄ i

Byrne et al. [2013℄ respetivament. En aquest as, el poder de frenada i les seions

e�aes d'ionitzaió d'aquests materials no semblen diferir signi�ativament dels de l'aigua

líquida. Malgrat això, aldria investigar èl·lules de moltes més mides i omposiions

[Thomson, Tedgren, i Williamson 2013℄. En partiular, atualment hi ha mètodes per

a mesurar in situ les omposiions de ompartiments el·lulars individuals, i alguns

autors han determinat les omposiions detallades del nuli i el itoplasma d'algunes

línies el·lulars espeí�ques [Inerti et al. 2009b, Barberet et al. 2012℄. L'ús d'aquestes

omposiions per alular el poder de frenada i les seions e�aes totals d'ionitzaió per

al seu ús en el model analíti desenvolupat en el apítol 7 pot ajudar a ontestar la rellevant

pregunta de si l'aigua líquida pot usar-se o no om un substitut adequat de teixits vius

en àluls mirodosimètris. Enara que ja hem mostrat que els diferents omponents

biomoleulars tenen seions e�aes majors que l'aigua líquida, la seua dissoluió aquosa

en mitjans el·lulars realistes podria amagar aquestes diferènies, la qual osa representa

un assumpte que està previst investigar en més detall.



Appendix A

Physial and hemial properties

of target materials

The aim of this appendix is to summarise the physial and hemial properties of all

the target materials studied through this thesis. Several relevant properties have been

ompiled for eah material in table A.1: hemial formula, total atomi number Zt (sum of

the atomi numbers of all the elemental onstituents), total mass number At (sum of the

mass numbers of all the elemental onstituents), mean atomi number 〈Zt〉 (Zt divided by

the total number of atoms in the hemial formula), mass density ρ, mean binding energy

of the outer shell eletrons 〈B〉, and mean exitation energy I.

The table has been divided, for larity, in six groups: ell omponents, ortial bone

omponents, dna omponents, arbon-based materials (inluding graphite and polymers,

some of whih are water equivalent materials), and metals. Liquid water has been reported

separately, due to the importane of this target material, the main onstituent of biologial

tissues.

The hemial formulas for the ell omponents (average ompositions), ortial bone,

and alium hydroxyapatite have been obtained from iru [1992℄, where mass frations

have been onverted to number of atoms per formula. The only exeption is the ell

ytoplasm, whose omposition was obtained by Byrne et al. [2013℄ by subtrating the ell

nuleus omposition to some average tissue omposition, as explained in hapter 7. For

the rest of materials, ompositions are standard, exept for the dna bakbone, whose

omposition was obtained from Bernhardt and Paretzke [2003℄.

Zt, At and 〈Zt〉 values where obtained from the hemial formulas, where 〈Zt〉 is the
parameter used to predit the optial elf of bioorgani materials following the parameter-

isation given by Tan et al. [2004℄ and explained in setion 2.6.

The soure of the density of eah material is indiated. When it is not, it is assumed

that the density was obtained from referene publiations, as Lide [2003℄, Brandrup et al.

[2003℄, or iru [1992℄, exept for some omplex materials, suh as ell ompartments, whose

density have been assumed to be that of liquid water, 1 g/m

3
.

The 〈B〉 values have been alulated from reported quantum hemistry alulations,

where the referene publiations are ited. For materials for whih data is not available,

the mean binding energy has been set to 20 eV. 〈B〉 has only been indiated in the table

for materials for whih ionisation ross setions have been reported in this thesis.

Finally, the I values are those obtained from the dieletri formalism, using the optial

elf, employing Eq. (2.40). I has only been indiated in the table for the materials for

whih it has been reported in a publiation.
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Table A.1: Physial and hemial properties of the target materials studied in this work.

Material (formula) Zt At 〈Zt〉 ρ (g/m3
) 〈B〉 (eV) I (eV)

Liquid water

Liquid water (H2O) 10 18.02 3.33 1.00 18.13

a

79.4

b

Cell omponents

Carbohydrate (C1.20H2.00O1) 17.21 32.45 4.10 1.56 20

Cell ytoplasm 42720.60 77434.50 3.31 1 20 71.6

d

(C1926.40H8105.31O2724.83N138.76

P1S5.80Na3.71Cl3.49K4.16)


Cell nuleus 4422.75 8016.25 3.40 1 20 75.2

d

(C60.07H843.06O371.77N18.31P6.73S1)

Lipid (C9.44H17.18O1) 81.87 146.78 2.96 0.92 20

Protein 1706.49 3206.50 3.91 1.35 20

(C142.56H209.97O44.09N38.92S1)

Cortial bone omponents

Cortial bone 3095.19 5937.37 5.29 1.85 113.9�115.0

e

(C71.34H278.08O165.56N17.81P20.13S1Ca31.10)

Hydroxiapatyte (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 500 1004.61 11.36 3.22 159.5�162.5

e

Organi part of ortial bone 1540.23 2813.09 3.44 1.165 74.6

e

(C71.34H271.86O84.7N17.81P1.47S1)

dna omponents

dna (C20H27O13N7P2)
f

330 635.41 4.78 1.35

f

20 81.5

g

dna bakbone (C5H10O5P1)
i

95 181.10 4.52 1 19.14

i

Adenine (C5H5N5) 70 135.13 4.67 1.35

h

20.44

i

Cytosine (C4H5O1N3) 58 111.10 4.46 1.30

h

20.47

i

Guanine (C5H5O1N5) 78 151.13 4.87 1.58

h

21.09

i

Tetrahydrofuran (thf) (C4H8O) 40 72.105 3.077 0.88 18.93

j

Thymine (C5H6O2N2) 66 126.11 4.40 1.36

k

20.29

i

Urail (C4H4O2N2) 58 112.09 4.83 1.40

k

20.73

i

Carbon-based materials

Graphite 6 12.011 6 2.25 83.95

l

Kapton ((C22H10N2O5)n) 196 385.33 5.03 1.417 82.4

m

pmma ((C5H8O2)n) 54 100.116 3.6 1.188 70.3

m

Polyaetylene ((CH)n) 7 13.09 3.5 1.36 73.7

m

Polystyrene ((C8H8)n) 56 104.15 3.5 1.06 72.1

l

Metals

Al 13 26.981 13 2.7 156.7

l

Au 79 196.96 79 19.3 755.8

l

Cu 29 63.546 29 8.96 373.4

l

Ti 22 47.867 22 4.5 223.9

l

a

Dingfelder et al. [1998℄

b

Garia-Molina et al. [2009℄



Byrne et al. [2013℄

d

de Vera et al. [2014℄

e

Limandri et al. [2014℄

f

Inagaki et al. [1974℄

g

Abril et al. [2011℄

h

Tan et al. [2006℄

i

Bernhardt and Paretzke [2003℄

j

Bug [2014℄

k

Isaason [1972℄

l

de Vera, Abril, and Garia-Molina [2014℄

m

de Vera, Abril, and Garia-molina [2011℄



Appendix B

Fundamental aspets of radiation

interation with matter

Through this thesis, we have used some onepts, fundamental properties, or general meth-

ods, whih have not been explained or demonstrated in the main text in order to preserve

the ontinuity of the main work. These topis and others, suh as atomi or Gaussian

units, the relation between the momentum transfer and the sattering angle, the integra-

tion limits in the energy and momentum transfers, or the fundamentals of the Monte Carlo

method, are ompiled here as a referene for the interested reader.

B.1 Atomi units and Gaussian units

In the �eld of radiation interation with matter, it is ommon to use the system of atomi

units to simplify the nomenlature. This system of units is typially used when the fun-

damental onstants m (the mass of the eletron), e (the eletron harge) and ~ appear

frequently in the equations. In atomi units, all these onstants, as well as the Bohr radius

a0, are set equal to unity by de�nition:

m = e = ~ = a0 = 1 , (B.1)

so the notation of the expressions is greatly simpli�ed.

Although we have tried not to use the system of atomi units through this thesis (exept,

for simpliity, in some spei� setions, where it is expliitly stated), in order to write all

the equations properly, this system of units beomes espeially useful when implementing

the equations in the programs. Thus, we have ompiled the onversion fators between the

units in the international system and the atomi system of units in Table B.1 for referene.

Regarding units, it is also typial, when dealing with eletromagneti onepts, to use

the Gaussian unit system. The basi di�erene between the Gaussian unit system and

the International System of Units is that, in the Gaussian, the eletri harge units, the

statoulombs, an be expressed as a funtion of units of length, mass and time, while in

the International System, the Coulomb is an independent unit.

The Coulomb law is expressed, in the Gaussian system of units, as:

F =
q1 q2
r2

, (B.2)

where F is the fore, qi are point eletrial harges, and r is the distane between them.

Thus, the statoulomb has units of g

1/2
m

3/2
s

−1
. On the ontrary, the Coulomb law is
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Table B.1: Conversion fators between atomi units and units of the International System, as

well as some other ommon units.

Atomi units International System of units (others)

1 a.u. of mass m = 9.1093818872 · 10−31
kg

1 a.u. of harge e = 1.60217646263 · 10−19
C

1 a.u. of distane a0 = 4πǫ0~
2/(me2) = 5.29177208319 · 10−11

m

(Bohr's radius) (= 0.529177208319 Å)
1 a.u. of time 2.4188843293 · 10−17

s

1 a.u. of veloity 2.18769125 · 10−6
m/s

1 a.u. of fore 8.2387218 · 10−8
N

1 a.u. of energy (hartree) 4.35974380802 · 10−18
J (= 27.2113834506 eV)

de�ned, in the international system of units, as:

F =
1

4πǫ0

q1 q2
r2

, (B.3)

where ǫ0, the eletrial permitivity of vauum, is introdued to balane the units at both

sides of the equation. So, one of the main advantages of the Gaussian unit system is that

4πǫ0 = 1.

The Gaussian unit system has been used when deriving the equations of the dieletri

formalism, setion 2.3.1. Therefore, for oherene, they have been used elsewhere. The use

of suh system of units a�ets to the Rutherford ross setion, Eqs. (2.87) and (4.1). Also,

it a�ets the plasmon resonane energy, Epl, appearing in setions 2.5.1 and 4.3, whih in

Gaussian units is given by:

Epl =

√
4πN e2

m
, (B.4)

while in the International System of Units is:

Epl =

√
N e2

mǫ0
. (B.5)

B.2 Momentum transfer and the optial limit

Through this thesis we have used some spei� integration limits for the momentum trans-

fers, as well as the relation between the momentum transfer and the sattering angle of the

projetile. All these relations are derived in this setion, as well as an explanation of the

atual meaning of �optial limit�, extensively used for the dieletri formalism alulations.

Figure B.1 illustrates the ollision of a partile of momentum ~~k1 (either a harged

partile or a photon) with a system, at whih a momentum ~~k is transferred. The sattered

partile, whih emerges with an sattering angle ϑ, has a momentum ~~k2 after the ollision,
and a seondary partile, e.g., a seondary eletron, with momentum ~~ke and angle θ, may

be ejeted, depending on the type of ollision.
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Figure B.1: Shemati representation of the ollision of a partile with an eletron gas, repre-

senting the momentum transfer in the ollision, as well as the possible momentum transferred to a

seondary eletron. See the main text for further information about the meaning of the symbols.

If the ollision is between the inident partile and a free eletron at rest, then the

momentum transfer will be exatly the same as the momentum of the outgoing eletron,

~~k = ~~ke. Nonetheless, it should be noted that, independently of whether the ollision

is with a free or a bound eletron, or whether an eletron is ejeted or not, the sattered

projetile always transfers to the target a momentum ~~k = ~

(
~k2 − ~k1

)
, whose modulus

satis�es the relation:

k2 = ~k · ~k = k21 + k22 − 2k1k2 cosϑ. (B.6)

If the inident projetile is a partile with massM , its energy is given by T = ~
2k21/2M ,

and its �nal energy is T − E = ~
2k22/2M , where E is the energy transfer in the inelasti

ollision, from whih we obtain the relation:

~kparticle =

√
2M

(
2T − E − 2

√
T (T − E) cosϑ

)
. (B.7)

Thus, the integration limits ~kparticle− and ~kparticle+ of the momentum transfer an be

obtained, when we onsider the ases ϑ = 0o and ϑ = 180o, respetively. Therefore:

~kparticle± =

√
2M

(
2T −E ± 2

√
T (T − E)

)
. (B.8)

If the inident partile is a photon, then T = ~ω1 = ~ck1, c being the speed of light,

and T −E = ~(ω1 − ω) = ~ck2, so:

~kphoton+ =
~ω

c
, (B.9)

~kphoton− =
~

c

√
4ω2

1 + ω2 − 4ω1ω. (B.10)

Figure B.2 shows the k−E relation for the momentum transfer limits aording to Eq.

(B.8) for protons and Eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) for photons, both of them with energies (a)

T = 100 a.u. (2.721 MeV) and (b) T = 1000 a.u. (27.211 MeV). First, it an be observed

how in both ases the momentum transfers allowed for photons are negligible in omparison

with the ase of protons. This is the reason why the elf and other magnitudes, suh as the

refrative index, are obtained for k ≃ 0 when measured with photons, i.e., in the �optial

limit�. Indeed, the elf does not only represents the eletroni exitation spetrum of the
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target for harged partiles, but also the elf in the optial limit is diretly proportional

to the photoabsorption ross setion [Fano and Cooper 1968℄:

dσphotoabs(E)

dE
=

1

cN Im

[ −1

ǫ(k = 0, E)

]
, (B.11)

where N is the atomi/moleular density of the target.

Another point that an be seen from Fig. B.2 is that, the more energeti the photon is,

the larger momentum transfer range it an san. This is the reason why energeti X-rays

an be used for measuring the Bethe surfae for �nite k-values, sine the Compton doubly

di�erential ross setion is proportional to the elf [Hayashi et al. 2000℄:

d2σCompton

dΩdE
=

(
dσ

dΩ

)

Thomson

mk2

4π2e2N Im

[ −1

ǫ(k, E)

]
, (B.12)

where (dσ/dΩ)Thomson is the Thomson sattering ross setion.

B.3 Binary ollisions, energy transfer, and binary en-

ounter peak

Other relevant quantities, suh as the integration limits in the energy transfer and the

binary enounter peak (disussed in hapter 4), an be derived from the shemati repre-

sentation of the ollision shown in Fig. B.1.

If we assume a ollision between a harged partile (of mass M and veloity v1) and a

free eletron (of mass m) at rest, the energy and momentum onservation requires:

1

2
Mv21 =

1

2
Mv22 +

1

2
mv2e , (B.13)

Mv1 = Mv2 +mve, (B.14)

where v2 and ve are the veloities of the partile and the eletron after the ollision takes

plae. Solving this system of equations we obtain [Rudd and Kim 1992℄:

ve − v1 = v2 (B.15)

Sine v2 ≤ v1, due to the energy loss in the ollision, we get ve − v1 ≥ v1 or ve ≥ 2v1.
In the binary ollision, the maximum energy transfer Emax is very lose to the maximum

kineti energy of an ejeted eletron Wmax (sine the binding energy B will be very small

in omparison with the energy of the ejeted eletronWmax), so Emax ≃Wmax = mve,max/2,
and [Rudd and Kim 1992℄:

Emax = 4
m

M
T. (B.16)

Atually, the real value of Emax is somewhat larger than Eq. (B.16), sine in a real

ollision the eletron is bound and, then, the reoiling ionised system an also get part of

the momentum transfer. Nonetheless, in pratie this di�erene is small, and this limit an

be safely used, as it an be seen, for example, in Figs. 4.3, 4.6 and 4.7, where a sudden

drop an be observed in the singly di�erential ross setions at Emax.
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Figure B.2: Integration limits in the momentum transfer for (a) T = 100 a.u. (2.721 MeV) and

(b) T = 1000 a.u. (27.211 MeV) projetiles (protons and photons), as a funtion of the transferred

energy E.
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We an also obtain the binary enounter angle from Fig. B.1. It an be seen that

~k1 = ~k2 + ~ke, so:

k22 = (~k1 − ~ke) · (~k1 − ~ke) = k21 + k2e − 2k1ke cos θ. (B.17)

By using the relations k21 = 2MT/~2
, k22 = 2M(T − E)/~2

, and k2e = 2mW/~2
, and

assuming that M ≫ m, we obtain the angle of the binary enounter peak [Rudd and Kim

1992℄:

cos θBE =
1

2

√
MW

mT
, (B.18)

as it is de�ned in hapter 4. Obviously, this angle is only valid for the ollision of an

atomi projetile with a free eletron at rest. Nonetheless, it de�nes the position of the

maximum of the ionisation doubly di�erential ross setion, whose struture depends on

the momentum distribution of the eletroni system, as it is also disussed in hapter 4.

B.4 Kramers-Kronig relations

For any omplex ausal response funtion of the type f(x) = f1(x) + if2(x), the real f1(x)
and imaginary f2(x) parts are related by the Kramers-Kronig relations [Jakson 1999,

Dressel and Grüner 2002℄:

f1(x) =
2

π
P
∫ ∞

0

x′f2(x
′)

x′2 − x2
dx′ , (B.19)

f2(x) = −2x

π
P
∫ ∞

0

f1(x
′)

x′2 − x2
dx′ . (B.20)

where P represents the prinipal value of the integral, sine it has a pole at x′ = x.

Suh expressions an be used to alulate the real part of the refrative index n if the

imaginary part (the extintion oe�ient) κ is known:

n(ω) =
2

π
P
∫ ∞

0

ω′κ(ω′)

ω′2 − ω2
dω′

, (B.21)

as it was explained in setion 2.4 for determining the elf in the optial limit, or for

obtaining the real part of the dieletri funtion ǫ1 if the imaginary part ǫ2 is provided:

ǫ1(ω) = 1 +
2

π
P
∫ ∞

0

ω′ǫ2(ω
′)

ω′2 − ω2
dω′

, (B.22)

as it was done in setion 4.3 for the dieletri desription of the ionisation proess. Other

optial quantities, suh as the re�etane, an be used to obtain the real and imaginary

parts of the optial funtions, what in pratie allows to obtain the elf of a material from

a wide set of quantities measurable in the optial limit [de Vera 2011℄.

As it an be seen, the Kramers-Kronig analysis requires an integration in the whole

frequeny range, from zero to in�nity. This is a limiting fator for performing the Kramers-

Kronig integrals, sine any quantity an be pratially known in the whole range of fre-

quenies. This is why the Kramers-Kronig transform is usually done over a limited range

of frequenies, and the reason why sometimes artifats an arise in the derived quantities
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when using a limited energy range, as disussed in setion 3.3.1 about the optial elf of

alium hydroxiapatite obtained from dft alulations [Rulis, Ouyang, and Ching 2004℄.

Even if it seems surprising that the imaginary part of a omplex funtion ould be ob-

tained from the real one, and vie versa, it should be noted that this only applies for ausal

response funtions. The Kramers-Kronig relations are formally derived from a ontour inte-

gration in the omplex plane [Jakson 1999, Dressel and Grüner 2002℄. Nonetheless, a muh

more understandable pitorial proof is given by Warwik [2010℄, based on Hall and Hek

[2009℄.

B.5 Fundamentals of the Monte Carlo method

The Monte Carlo tehnique is a very useful tool for simulating the interation of radiation

with matter, as disussed in hapter 5. Here, we will review some very fundamental ideas

about thr Monte Carlo method, whih were not disussed in the main text in order to

preserve the ontinuity of the main work. Espeially, emphasis will be made on how

the ross setions (total, singly and doubly di�erential) an be used to determine the

trak-struture of energeti ions in matter. The ionisation ross setions, whih have been

extensively studied in hapter 4, will be used here as an example.

Assume that a beam of N partiles impinges in a target material with energy T . The
number of partiles that will undergo any kind of interation with the target material per

unit path length dl is proportional to the number of partiles in the beam and to the total

interation marosopi ross setion Λtot:

dN

dl
= ΛtotN. (B.23)

Integration of Eq. (B.23) from the origin up to the distane L:

∫ N

N0

dN

dl
=

∫ L

0

Λtotdl, (B.24)

will give us the number of non-interating partiles N after this distane L:.

ln
N

N0
= −Λtot L −→ N = N0e

− L
λtot , (B.25)

where N0 is the initial number of partiles in the beam and λtot = 1/Λtot is the total mean

free path. We assume that the total inelasti ross setion is onstant over the path L, so
the hange in energy during this path is onsidered to be negligible.

Applying this results for the ase of one inident projetile in a target, as shematially

depited in Fig. B.3, we an interpret the frationN/N0 as the probability for the projetile

to interat after the distane L. Alternatively, we an obtain the distane travelled by the

partile until the next interation:

L = − 1

Λtot
ln ξ1, (B.26)

where we have identi�ed the probability of interation N/N0 with a random number ξ1
between 0 and 1. Equation (B.26) is similar to the ones used in setion 5.2 in the seis

ode.
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Figure B.3: Shemati representation of the distane travelled L by an energeti ion of energy

T (red trajetory) until an inelasti ollision takes plae, and its angle of sattering ϑ after the

ollision takes plae. The �nal energy of the projetile is T − (B +W ), where W is the energy of

the ejeted eletron (dashed blue trajetory) in the angle θ.

The total inverse mean free path Λtot is obtained as the sum of the inverse mean free

paths for all the possible interations that an our. Let's assume now, for simpliity, that

the impinging partiles only an su�er two kind of events, elasti or inelasti ollisions. In

that ase:

Λtot = Λel + Λinel, (B.27)

where Λel is the elasti inverse mean free path and Λinel is the inelasti mean free path.

From this de�nition, the probability of undergoing and event i (elasti or inelasti) is given
by:

Pi =
Λi

Λel + Λinel

, (B.28)

Aording to this derivation, the distane a partile will travel until the interation, L, is
sampled by drawing a random number ξ1 to use in Eq. (B.26). Then, the type of interation
is determined by drawing a seond random number ξ2. In the present ase, where only two

kind of interations are possible, the ollision will be elasti if ξ2 ≤ Pelastic = Λelastic/Λtot.

Otherwise, the ollision will be inelasti. The same proedure is generalised for the ase

where more interations are possible, as it is explained for the ase of the seis ode in

hapter 5.

Now, to determine the fate of the partile after the ollision, let's assume that the

ollision was inelasti and, for the sake of simpliity, that only ionisation events are possible,

so Λinel = Λionis. In the given situation, the doubly di�erential ionisation ross setion

(dds) will be used to determine the sattering angle of the projetile and its �nal veloity,

as well as the ejetion angle of a seondary eletron and its kineti energy.

Let's start determining the energy of the seondary eletron W , for whih only the

singly di�erential ross setion (sds) is needed. If the projetile is a 1 MeV proton, its

ionisation sds is given in Fig. B.4(a), as alulated with the dieletri formalism and the
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Figure B.4: (a) Marosopi ionisation singly di�erential ross setion (sds) of 1 MeV protons

in liquid water, as obtained with the dieletri formalism and the melf-gos method, hapter 4.

(b) Integral funtion of the sds, F (W ′), aording to Eq. (B.29). The inverse funtion of F (W ′)
provides the energy of the seondary eletron W , obtained aording to the sds, when a random

number ξ3 is provided.

melf-gos method, setion 4.4. Figure B.4(b) shows the quantity:

F (W ′) =

∫ W ′

0

dΛionis(W )

dW
dW

∫ ∞

0

dΛionis(W )

dW
dW

, (B.29)

whih is a number between 0 and 1. The energy of the seondary eletron will be obtained

by the inverse transformation method, in whih the inverse funtion of F (W ′) is alulated.
Then, a random number ξ3 uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 is generated, and used as

the argument for the inverse funtion, whih will give as a result the energy of the seondary

eletronW , aording to the probability distribution shown in Fig. B.4(a). This proedure

is shematially shown by dashed lines in B.4(b). The �nal energy of the proton after the

ollision will be T − (B +W ).

For determining the angle of ejetion of the seondary eletron θ, a similar proedure

has to be followed, but this time using the dds, dΛionis/(dW dΩ), for the seondary

eletron energy W , as the ones alulated in setion 4.5. Again, a new funtion F (θ′) will
be built, from whih inverse funtion we will get the sattering angle θ by drawing a new

random number ξ4. The sattering angle of the projetile would be obtained, aording to

the proedure desribed in setion 4.5, as ϑ = α · θ.
The repetition of the proedure outlined would provide the omplete history of the ion,

until it is stopped or leaves the target. A very lear and detailed explanation of how this

method an be atually realised is given by Turner, Wright, and Hamm [1985℄. Afterwards,

the trajetories of the seondary eletrons ould be followed in the same manner.

Suh a proedure an be extended for any number of possible interations. Chapter 5

explains in detail the implementation of the seis ode, where several interation proesses
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are simulated using Monte Carlo algorithms. It should be noted, though, that seis

ombines Monte Carlo with Moleular Dynamis, so the atual implementation is somewhat

di�erent to the urrent explanations. Also, although we have here used the ejetion of a

seondary eletron to exemplify the Monte Carlo method, this interation is not expliitly

implemented in seis. In any ase, the same philosophy of the method, as explained in

this setion, is applied in seis to simulate the elasti sattering, the eletron apture and

loss proesses, and the nulear fragmentation reations, as explained in hapter 5.



Appendix C

Current biophysial models

for ell inativation

The models urrently available to relate ell response to the energy deposition by radia-

tion in biologial targets an be, in very general terms, divided between mehanisti and

semiempirial models.

The mehanisti models are those that attempt to desribe with the maximum possible

auray all the relevant steps in the radiation-biotarget interation, i.e., the physial

(trak-struture), physio-hemial (radiation hemistry), hemial (free radial prodution,

di�usion and interation) and biologial (biomoleular damage, repair and ellular response)

stages. Some simulation odes are being developed, whih inlude to some extent all

these stages, suh as the partra ode [Friedland et al. 2011℄. Nonetheless, although

the physial, physio-hemial and hemial interations an be desribed with reasonable

auray, the biologial mehanisms governing the dna damage and repair are far too

omplex to be simulated with preision, what represents the limiting fator for mehanisti

approahes, aording to some authors [Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄.

Beause of this reason, most of the urrent biophysial models are of a semiempirial

nature, as the suessful Loal E�et Model (lem) [Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄. They make

use of the onept of �lethal lesion�, whih orresponds to a damage serious enough to

not be repaired by the ell mahinery and then leading to ell death. In this way, all the

mehanisms involved in dna damage and repair an be hidden within this �lethal lesion�,

simplifying the study. Basially, all the biophysial models assume that ell inativation is

produed if at least one lethal lesion ours in the ell nuleus.

Aording to the Poisson distribution, the probability of ourring n lethal lesions in

the ell nuleus is:

Pn =
e−〈Nlethal(D)〉 〈Nlethal(D)〉n

n!
, (C.1)

where 〈Nlethal(D)〉 is the average number of lethal lesions in the nuleus, whih depends on

the dose D. If at least one lethal lesion produes ell death, then the survival fration will

be:

S = P0 =
e−〈Nlethal(D)〉 〈Nlethal(D)〉0

0!
−→ S = e−〈Nlethal(D)〉. (C.2)

All the biophysial models are governed by this expression, being the only di�er-

ene between them the atual de�nition of a �lethal lesion� and its relation with the

dose. The two more used approahes are the lem and the mirodosimetri onept

261
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[Kase et al. 2008℄, although the new multisale approah has been introdued reently

[Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄. These models will be brie�y reviewed in the following.

C.1 Mirodosimetry

Within mirodosimetry, espeially within the theory of dual radiation ation (tdra)

[Ballarini 2010℄, it is assumed that the dose-dependent number of lethal lesions is given by:

〈Nlethal(D)〉 =
∫

〈Nlethal(ζ)〉P (ζ,D)dζ, (C.3)

where P (ζ,D) is the probability distribution of spei� energy deposition (energy deposited
per unit mass) in a mirosopi site for the deposited dose D. The number of lethal lesions

is assumed to depend on ζ by 〈Nlethal(ζ)〉 = κζ2; the square omes from the assumption that

lethal lesions are formed by the interation of two sublesions in the sensitive mirosopi

site, while κ is a biologial parameter determined experimentally.

Aording to the tdra, the dimensions of this sensitive site are of the order of some

mirons, thus being related to the ell nuleus or some domains inside it. Therefore,

the alulation (or measurement) of the mirodosimetri distribution P (ζ,D) in the ell

nuleus or its domains is the prerequisite for obtaining the survival urves Si(D). Suh

distributions an be obtained, for example, from Monte Carlo trak-struture simulations,

or from analytial models suh as the one desribed in hapter 7.

Some modern versions of the tdra, suh as the mirodosimetri kineti model (mkm),

de�ne these sensitive volumes as spheres of mirometer size plaed inside the nuleus (like

�beans in a bag�). Also, Ballarini [2010℄ reently gave a semi-mehanisti reinterpretation

of the mirodosimetri approah, relating the ell death with the probability of induing

hromosome aberrations, whih are, in fat, mirometer-sized targets inside the nuleus.

As it an be seen, the mirodosimetri approah just depends on the biologial param-

eter κ, that is determined experimentally, so all the proesses in�uening the ell damage

and repair are hidden in this parameter, whih operates as a �blak box�. In an attempt

to introdue moleular information in the mirodosimetri approah, some authors are

generalizing this proedure in the so-alled nanodosimetry [Nettelbek and Rabus 2011,

Rabus and Nettelbek 2011, Muñoz et al. 2012, Blano et al. 2013℄, where the sensitive

targets have nanometri sale, suh as dna or its biomoleular omponents.

C.2 Loal E�et Model

In lem, the number of lethal lesions is given by:

〈Nlethal(D)〉 =
∫
υion (d(x, y, z)) dVnucl, (C.4)

where:

υion (d(x, y, z)) =
〈Nlethal (d(x, y, z))〉ion

Vnucl
, (C.5)

is the density of lethal lesions in a given point x, y, z of the ell nuleus a�eted by a

mirosopi dose d(x, y, z). Note here the di�erene between mirosopi dose (dose in a

point) d(x, y, z) and marosopi dose in the nuleus, where D =
∫
d(x, y, z)dVnucl. This
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di�erene omes from the di�erent energy deposition mehanisms of harged partiles and

photons: while photons have a very homogeneous dose distribution inside the nuleus (i.e.,

d(x, y, z) ≃ onstant), ions produe traks with very inhomogeneous dose maps.

The main assumption of the lem is to suppose that the loal e�et in a point of the

nuleus is only related to the mirosopi dose deposited in this point, no matter if this

dose omes from ion or photon radiation. This means that:

υion (d(x, y, z)) = υX (d(x, y, z)) =
〈Nlethal (d(x, y, z))〉X

Vnucl
=

− lnSX (d(x, y, z))

Vnucl
. (C.6)

where υX(d(x, y, z)) is the density of lethal lesions in the nuleus aused by photons. In this

way, only two ingredients are neessary for alulating the survival urves for a given ell

line: (i) the experimental photon survival urves SX(D) for this ell lines, and (ii) the radial
dose distribution of the ions interating with the ell nuleus, in order to alulate d(x, y, z).
The radial dose distributions an be obtained either from trak-struture simulations or

from analytial approahes.

The philosophy of this approah omes from the wide experiene from photon radio-

therapy, whih provides the experimental basis for the lem, sine muh information is

available for survival urves of ells irradiated with photons [Sholz and Elsässer 2007℄.

Suh survival urves usually follow a linear-quadrati behavior:

− lnSX(D) = αD + βD2, (C.7)

where the parameters α and β determine the response of the ell to the given photon dose

D, thus inluding phenomenologially all the biologial interations (damage and repair)

as a blak box.

C.3 Multisale approah

From this desription of the mirodosimetri and lem approahes, it is lear the semiem-

pirial harater of these biophysial models, where the biologial e�ets related to dna

damage and repair are hidden in some experimentally determined parameters. Also, apart

from the alulation of the radial dose distribution, no information about the interations

of radiation with matter at an atomi and moleular level is onsidered, revealing a lak

of fundamental modelling of the problem.

In ontrast to these approahes, the phenomenon-based (although not phenomeno-

logial) multisale physis approah to ion beam aner therpay has been developed

in an attempt to desribe the whole mehanism of ion beam-indued damage, mod-

elling all the relevant proesses involved, from primary radiation transport, seondary

speies generation and transport, until damage and repair mehanisms [Obolensky et al.

2008, Solov'yov et al. 2009, Surdutovih et al. 2009, Surdutovih, Sifoni, and Solov'yov

2010, Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010b, Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov

2011, Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012, 2014℄. This inlusive approah tries to take ad-

vantage of all the possible developments in the mirosopi desription of the radiation

interation with matter, using preferably analytial tehniques, being thus as easily applia-

ble and implementable as the semiempirial biophysial models, and inluding mirosopi

information to desribe the dna damage and repair.

A very interesting point of this multisale physis approah is that it pro-

vides an anlytial desription of the eletron propagation and indued e�ets in
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nanosopi volumes through the random walk approximation [Solov'yov et al. 2009,

Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010a, Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011,

Bug et al. 2012, Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b, 2014℄. The main idea of the random

walk approximation for the eletron propagation is the onsideration that the eletrons

are ejeted isotropially, and that at the harateristi energies around the Bragg peak

(W ≤ 50 eV), they an be assumed to propagate by di�usion. Moreover, they are assumed

to lose all their energy in a single inelasti ollision (thus, traveling with onstant energy

until the ollision takes plae), and then being exponentially lost aording to their inelasti

ross setion. Given these assumptions, the probability of an eletron to be at a distane

r′ from the generation point at time t is [Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b℄:

P (r′, t) =

(
3

2π 〈v〉 tλel

)3/2

exp

(
− 3r′2

2 〈v〉 tλel

)
exp

(
−γ 〈v〉 t

λel

)
, (C.8)

where λel is the elasti mean free path and 〈v〉 is the mean veloity of the eletrons. While

r is the radial distane from the ion trak, r′ represents the real distane between the

eletron loated at a given point in the ylinder of radius r and its point of ejetion. Both

magnitudes are related through r′2 = r2+ z2, where z is the oordinate along the ion path.

The last exponential in Eq. (C.8) represents an attenuation fator, aounting for the loss

of eletrons due to inelasti ollisions. γ is given by the ratio of the inelasti ross setion

to the total ross setion.

From this equation, relevant magnitudes an be alulated, suh as the �ux of eletrons

reahing a di�erential path of area d ~A loated at a distane r′ from the ejetion point

[Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2012b℄:

dNe(~r′, t)

dt d ~A · ~nr′
= G

∂P (r′, t)

∂r′
dNe

dz
dz, (C.9)

with G = 〈v〉λel/6 being the di�usion oe�ient and ~nr′ the unit vetor in the r′ dire-
tion. From this quantity, and assuming some ionisation ross setion or some probability

of produing single (ssb) or double strand breaks (dsb), it is possible to evaluate the lus-

tered damage or the number of lessions produed in dna segments [Solov'yov et al. 2009,

Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Bug et al. 2012℄.

In the multisale approah, the number of lethal lesions is related to the number of

lustered damage produed in the hromosomi dna, Ycluster [Surdutovih and Solov'yov

2014℄:

〈Nlethal(D)〉 = Ycluster(D) =
dNcluster

dz
〈znucleus〉

∞∑

n=1

Pn(D), (C.10)

where dNcluster/dz is the mean number of lustered damage indued per unit path length

of the ion, and 〈znucleus〉 is the mean length traveled by the ions in the ell nuleus.

The dose dependene is introdued here through the probability that n ions traverse

the ell nuleus:

Pn(D) =
〈Nion〉n e−〈Nion〉

n!
, (C.11)

depending on the average number of ions traversing the nuleus, 〈Nion〉 = Anucleus/Aion =
AnucleusD/let, where Aion = let/D is the average area per ion and Anucleus the ross-

setional area of the nuleus.
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The average number of lustered damage per unit path length is alulated using the

random walk approximation as:

dNcluster

dz
= ns

∫ ∞

0

Pcluster(r)2πrdr, (C.12)

where ns is the density of �sensitive sites� (whih in this model are nanosopi ylindrial

dna twists in the surfae of hromosomes), and:

Pcluster(r) =
∞∑

n=2

〈N
ssb

(r)〉n e〈Nssb

(r)〉

n!
(C.13)

is the probability of produing n ≥ 2 ssb. The average number of ssb is given by:

〈N
ssb

(r)〉 = Γ
ssb

F(r), (C.14)

where Γ
ssb

is the probability of ssb indution and F(r) is the �uene of seondary eletrons
reahing a radius r around the ion trak, whih is obtained by integration of Eq. (C.9).

Γ
ssb

an be estimated from experimental or theoretial data [Surdutovih and Solov'yov

2014℄.

This model, representing an analytial approximation (i.e., fast and easily im-

plementable), has proved to be able of reproduing experimental survival urves

[Surdutovih and Solov'yov 2014℄. A very interesting feature of this approah is that it

inludes expliitly physial interation data in a mirosopi level, inluding the probabil-

ity of generating seondary eletrons in biologial materials, their propagation in miro-

sopi volumes, and ross setions for dna damage. Therefore, it o�ers a more mehanisti

and phenomenon-based approah, in whih new developments regarding all these physial

interations an be implemented in order to inrease the auray of the method.

Here, only a brief summary of the random walk approximation features and

appliations has been given. For more details, the reader is referred to the

original publiations [Solov'yov et al. 2009, Sifoni, Surdutovih, and Solov'yov 2010a,

Surdutovih, Gallagher, and Solov'yov 2011, Bug et al. 2012, Surdutovih and Solov'yov

2012b, 2014℄.
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